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Abstract

This dissertation examines specific issues surrounding the experience of living with HIV 

and AIDS in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. It focuses on the process of identity formation in 

relation to local forms of social organization within the context of the AIDS epidemic since 

the mid-1980s. These processes are closely associated with factors, such as sexuality, 

gender and illness.

Based on a historical and ethnographic perspective, fieldwork was mostly carried out in 

the metropolitan area of Rio de Janeiro. To investigate the social world of AIDS, I visited 

AIDS non-governmental organizations (NGOs), gay activist groups, and clinical settings 

involved with AIDS treatments and care. As a case-study, I conducted ethnographic 

research in the Grupo Pela Vidda-Rio, the leading AIDS NGO in the State of Rio de 

Janeiro.

The thesis is composed of nine chapters. The first and second chapters give an 

introduction to the main research topics, aims, fieldwork, selected methodologies and a 

critical overview of the studies on sexuality, identity and AIDS in Brazil. Chapter three 

discusses the discursive practices and the cultural representations produced by the 

Brazilian news media, which contributed to popularize dominant cultural conceptions of 

the epidemic, particularly a stigmatizing identity: the “aidetico”. Chapter four articulates 

the idea of the AIDS epidemic as a health crisis, which emerged alongside other moral 

and social problems. I focus on the role of Brazilian AIDS public policy and health 

structures in the social reproduction and incorporation of sexual and clinical identities, 

namely, “seropositive” and “seronegative” identities. Chapter five deals with the different 

forms of civil mobilization and social organization that constitute the social world of AIDS 

in Rio de Janeiro in relation to national and global levels. The local influence of global 

discourses on “solidarity” is analysed in its links to particular models of identity 

construction, especially discourses on the cultural meanings of “people living with HIV 

and AIDS”. Chapter six is an ethnographic case-study of the Grupo Pela Vidda-Rio, its 

activities, composition, ideological aims and historical changes. As a final step to 

understand the broad determinacy of processes of identity formation, chapters seven and 

eight give an ethnographic analysis of how a range of identities (gender, sexual, and 

clinical ones) can be socially and culturally performed in the specific social setting of 

Grupo Pela Vidda. The complex logic of sociability and the power of social hierarchies in 

the definition and incorporation of identities are largely discussed in these two chapters.
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My main contribution, therefore, is to give a better understanding of the constitutive 

tension between broad processes and specific contexts of identity formation. This tension 

is fueled by different organizational and ideological models at work within the particular 

social world of AIDS in Rio de Janeiro.
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Glossary:

1) social categories:

- aidetico: cultural category to identify a person infected with HIV/AIDS. It has generalist, 
negative meanings.

- bicha: cultural category with derogatory meanings used by Brazilians to identify gay 
men.

- carioca: a person who is born in the city of Rio de Janeiro.

- ONG AIDS: “AIDS non-governmental organizations”, AIDS NGOs.

- pauiista: a person who is born in the State of Sao Paulo.

- paulistano: a person who is born in the city of Sao Paulo.

- soronegativo: a person who is not infected with HIV/AIDS. It is a politically correct 
category used by health professionals, AIDS activists, and HIV+ people in Brazil.

- soropositivo: a person who is infected with HIV/AIDS. It is a politically correct category 
used by health professionals, AIDS activists, and HIV+ people in Brazil.

2) Brazilian and international agencies, AIDS NGOs and other forms of 
organization:

- ABIA, Associagao Brasileira Interdisciplinar de AIDS (“Brazilian Interdisciplinary AIDS 
Association”): Non-governmental organization created in Rio de Janeiro in late 1986.

- ACT UP, “AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power”: North-American AIDS activist 
organization, founded in 1987.

- ARCA/ISER, Apoio Religioso contra a AIDS. Non-governmental organization set up in 
Rio de Janeiro (1987).

- FIOCRUZ, Fundagao Instituto Oswaldo Cruz. “Oswaldo Cruz Institute Foundation”. 
Leading institution of scientific and biomedical research, located in Rio de Janeiro.

- GAPA, Grupo de Apoio e Prevengao da AIDS (“Group of Support and Prevention 
against AIDS”): Many Brazilian AIDS NGOs were set up with this name all over the 
country, including in the City of Rio de Janeiro.

- GGB, Grupo Gay da Bahia: Gay activist organization from the State of Bahia, Northeast 
Brazil.

- GIV, Grupo de Incentivo a Vida (“Group for the incentive to life”): Non-governmental 
organization created in Sao Paulo (1989).

- GNP+: Global Network of People living with HIV/AIDS.

- GPA/WHO: Global Programme on AIDS/World Health Organization.



- GPV, Grupo Pela Vidda: AIDS non-governmental organization and activist group, 
created by the writer Herbert Daniel (Rio de Janeiro, 1989). Other similar organizations 
were set up and called Grupo Pela Vidda in other different cities in Brazil (Sao Paulo, 
Curitiba, Vitoria, Niteroi, and Goiania).

- ICW: International Community of Women living with HIV and AIDS. International 
network run for and by HIV+ women.

- PN-DST/AIDS, Programa Nacional de Doengas Sexualmente Transmissfveis e AIDS 
(“National Programme on Sexually Transmissable Diseases and AIDS”). Brazilian 
government agency. In 1985, the Programa de Controle da AIDS was established. In 
1987, the Comissao Nacional de AIDS was set up and later (1988) renamed as the PN- 
DST/AIDS.

- PT, Partido dos Trabalhadores: the Brazilian “Worker’s Party”.

- PV, Partido Verde: the Brazilian “Green Party”.

- RNP+: Rede Nacional de Pessoas Vivendo com HIV e AIDS (“National Network of 
People living with HIV and AIDS”), coalition exclusively composed of HIV+ people.

Abbreviations:

- CTA: Centro de Testagem Anonima (“Anonymous HIV Testing Center*)

- HIV+: seropositive. A seropositive person (“HIV+ person”).

- HIV-: seronegative. A seronegative person (“HIV- person”).

- KS: Kaposi’s sarcoma.

- NGO; NGO/AIDS: non-governmental organization.

- PCP: Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia.

- PWA: “people living with AIDS”. Or PLWHA (“people living with HIV and AIDS”).

- RJ: Rio de Janeiro.

- SP: Sao Paulo.
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Informants:

The following informants are only those who were personally quoted in the thesis. 
They constitute part of the people with whom I conducted in-depth interviews (a total 
number of 52 individuals). Some informants were given fictitious names.

- Alexandre Meyer: sociologist. 37 year old; middle class, North Rio. He took part in gay 
activist groups (SOMOS-Rio, Aue) and AIDS NGOs (Grupo Pela VIDDA-Rio). He was 
one of the founding leaders of the RNP+ in 1995. He is the representative of the RNP+ in 
the State of Rio de Janeiro.

- Alexandre do Valle: psychologist. 26 year old; married; middle class, South Rio. He 
became affiliated to GPV in late 1992. He coordinated the “welcome meeting” during 
1993-1996. He works as GPV executive director and coordinates the Banco de Horas 
project (IDAC).

- Andre: HIV+ gay man; 35 year old; middle class, high degree, South Rio. He was 
retired, but he also gave foreign language lessons.

- Cydia Souza: female doctor, public hospital, North Rio.

- Cristina Camara: sociologist. 34 year old; single; middle class, South Rio. She began 
to work in GPV in 1992. She was GPV director until 1996. She wrote a Ph.D. thesis in 
Sociology on Brazilian AIDS NGOs.

- Dayse Agra: 65 year old housewife; middle class; secondary school. Her son died by 
an AIDS opportunistic disease in 1987. She became a GPV member in late 1989. In 
1990, she was one of the founding members of the “women’s group”, which she began to 
coordinate in 1992.

- Dirce Bonfim: senior female doctor, University public hospital, Rio de Janeiro.

- Eduardo: HIV+ heterosexual man; married; 42 year old; low middle class; secondary 
school; North Rio. He received social benefit.

- Eliane: HIV+ heterosexual woman; separated; 48 year old; low income; primary school; 
Central Rio; affiliated to GPV-Rio. Mother of one. She was retired.

- Ezio Tavora: Lawyer; 33 year old. He became affiliated to GPV in 1990. In 1996, he 
became a GPV executive director. He is also the coordinator of GPV’s buddy project.

- Iracema: HIV+ heterosexual woman; widow; 54 year old; widow; low-income; primary 
school; West Rio; no links to AIDS/NGOs; hospital client. She was retired.

- Jane Galvao: Anthropologist. She coordinated ARCA/ISER from 1988-1992. In 1993, 
she began to work in ABIA, which she is also one of the coordinators.

- Jose Stalin Pedrosa: Philosopher. He took part in the creation of GPV in 1989. He 
coordinated the NGO from 1990 to 1992, when he became its President. He worked in 
ABIA from 1990-1994. In 1994, he became the political mediator between the National 
Programme on DST/AIDS and the Brazilian NGOs.

- Julio: HIV+ gay man; 32 year old; middle class; high degree; North Rio; no links to 
AIDS/NGO; hospital client. He worked as teacher.
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- Lucia: Psychologist and solicitor; resident in North Rio. She worked as volunteer and 
paid staff in GAPA-Rio, ABIA, and Grupo Pela VIDDA-Rio.

- Marcelo: HIV- gay man; 31 year old; secondary school; low income; living in North Rio. 
He became GPV member in 1998. He also took part in a cohort-study of homosexual and 
bisexual men (the Projeto Praga Onze). He worked in the arts.

- Marco Antonio: HIV+ gay man; 43 year old; low middle class; secondary school; 
Central Rio; no links to AIDS/NGO. He received social benefit and worked as a beauty 
consultant.

- Marcia Rachid: female doctor, private clinic, South Rio. She worked in the Graffee 
Guinle Hospital. She was also one of the founders of Grupo Pela Vidda-Rio and helped 
GAPA-Rio and other AIDS NGOs in the State of Rio de Janeiro.

- Marilu: HIV+ heterosexual woman; single; 28 year old; middle class; secondary school; 
South Rio; affiliated to GPV-Rio in 1997. She worked in the private sector.

- Miriam Ventura: Solicitor. She coordinated GPV’s legal advice service from 1990-1996.

- Nelson: HIV+ heterosexual man; 31 year old; married; low middle class; secondary 
school; Central Rio; affiliated to GPV-Rio in 1995. He is retired.

- Raimundo: HIV+ gay man; 58 year old; middle class; secondary school; retired clerk; 
South Rio; no links to AIDS NGO. He was treated by a herbalist. He was retired, but he 
worked as a foreign language teacher. He died in 1998.

- Regina: HIV+ woman; 34 year old; low middle class; high degree; North Rio. She 
became afiliated to GPV in late 1997. She worked as a civil servant.

- Ronaldo Mussauer de Lima: Engineer. 31 year old; middle class; North Rio. He 
became GPV member in 1991 and coordinated the Open Tribune between 1991-1993. 
He was the head of GPV from 1993 to 2000.

- Valeria Lewis: GPV veteran member. 32 year old; married; middle class; secondary 
school; Central Rio. She was one of the founding members of GPV “women’s group” in 
early 1990. She was retired and also received a pension.

- Veriano Terto Jr. Psychologist. Ph.D in Public Health (IMS/UERJ). 36 year old. 
Member of the gay activist group SOMOS-Rio in the early 1980s. He was one of GPV 
founding members and took part of the directors board until 1991. Since 1990, he works 
in ABIA.

- Vinfcius Darriba: Psychologist. 26 year old; married; middle class; South Rio. He 
became affiliated to GPV in June 1994. He coordinated GPV’s “welcome meeting”.

- Walter: HIV+ heterosexual defined man; 35 year old; separated; low income; secondary 
school; Rio suburbs. He was a GPV volunteer. He worked in the private sector.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction:

Since the early 1980s, when AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) 

appeared, it has given rise to many unexpected medical, social, cultural and 

epidemiological phenomena. The epidemic has been one of the most widely investigated 

social problems on a global scale to date. From 1982 (the year in which the syndrome 

was first identified by the American scientific community) to the present, AIDS has been 

commented on, discussed or at least recognized by people of diverse and heterogeneous 

origins, regardless of social and cultural differences. Nearly fifteen years since this first 

biomedical identification, the epidemic has spread to every country in the world 

(UNAIDS/WHO, 1996). By December 1996, epidemiological estimates calculate 22,6 

million people living with HIV and AIDS (UNAIDS/WHO, ibid). Rightly called a global 

pandemic1, perhaps it is stating the obvious that at the end of the century, AIDS is not an 

isolated problem in any part of the world2.

At the beginning of the 1980s, AIDS was understood initially in terms of sexual 

identity by the media and the public generally who displayed prejudicial and stigmatizing 

attitudes towards specific social groups: gay cancer, gay plague, or gay leprosy (referring 

to the visual embodiment of Kaposi’s Sarcoma (KS), a very rare sort of cancer). 

Contemporary negative meanings have, thus, implicated various forms of non-dominant 

sexuality, such as male-to-male eroticism. In the history of the epidemic, epidemiology 

has had an important ideological role in identifying AIDS with one or more ‘risk groups’. 

Symbolic associations between homoerotic practices, illness, and death have been 

produced by the mass media (Watney, 1997; Bersani, 1988). Thus since its beginning 

AIDS has been conveyed by negative cultural and social representations, images and 

metaphors. On the one hand, it conveys prejudice about social groups and actors: 

“homosexuals”, “prostitutes”, “intravenous drug-users”, “African communities”, etc. On 

the other, the epidemic has had a tremendous impact on the sexual practices of every 

social milieu it has affected. However, stigmatization is not a new phenomenon. It has 

happened to various groups throughout history, such as the Jews, who were linked both 

with disease and sexual promiscuity (Gilman, 1992:181). Therefore not only a pandemic 

(Mann et al, 1992), AIDS is also a manifold social phenomenon, which has been

1 Mann (1989); Mann et all (1992); Bolton (1989).
2 UNAIDS/WHO (ibid) distinguishes HIV infection (26.8 million adults: 15.5 million male and 11.3 

million female; children: 2.6 million. Total: 29.4 million) of AIDS cases (6.7 million adults: 3.9 million 
male and 2.8 million female; children: 1.7 million children. Total: 8.4 million). In terms of cumulative 
HIV/AIDS deaths, 5 million adults (2.9 million male and 2.1 million female) and 1.4 million children 
have already died. HIV infection is “a more useful indication of current trends in the global epidemic” 
(ibid), because of the long delay between infection and the development of AIDS.
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(re)constructed as a cultural entity (Treichler, 1992) through various means, especially 

discursive practices.

The AIDS epidemic started to affect Brazil at the beginning of the 1980s, but it 

was probably spreading in some urban areas in the late 1970s (Castilho and Chequer, 

1997). By the mid 1980s, Brazil had become one of the four countries with the highest 

prevalence of HIV and AIDS cases in the world and the highest in Latin America. AIDS 

cases have been reported in every Brazilian federate State, however, most are 

concentrated in the Southeast States of Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. In 1999, there 

were already 163355 reported AIDS cases. Sexual contact (55%), intravenous drug use 

(20%), blood transfusions (2%), and perinatal transmission (2%) explain the majority of 

HIV/AIDS infection (Ministerio da Saude, 1999).

As with other countries, the AIDS epidemic was first associated with male 

homosexuality and defined as a ‘homosexual disease’ or ‘gay plague’. The first reported 

cases were identified among ‘homosexual’ or ‘bisexual men’. However, if AIDS was 

culturally constructed as a gay/homosexual problem, it was also from the beginning an 

epidemiological phenomenon among heterosexual identified men and women. This is 

shown in data on transmission. In 1986, 53.2% of male cases were linked to homosexual 

transmission, in 1996 this was down to 20.9% of cases. In 1984, the male/female ratio of 

HIV infection was 44.5/1, but in 1995-96 it turned out to be 3.2/1 cases (Ministerio da 

Saude, 1996b) and it reduced to 2/1 in 1997-98 (Ministerio da Saude, 1998). Brazilian 

women have been mostly infected by heterosexual transmission and intravenous drug 

use. Yet it is only recently, in the 1990s, that the AIDS epidemic has also been culturally 

considered as a ‘heterosexual’ problem. In short, one of the striking particularities in the 

Brazilian profile of the AIDS epidemic would be the manifold vectors of HIV transmission, 

its social diversity (Parker, 1990), including that among so called “heterosexuals”. As 

some “heterosexual” men do not ascribe to themselves any homosexual or bisexual 

identity and thus participate in the self denial of risk behaviour, they may have sexual 

practices with other men, mostly in secret. At the same time they maintain relationship 

with women (Parker, ibid). This is one of the reasons that explains heterosexual 

transmission to married women, for instance, although many other factors need to be 

taken into account (such as intravenous drug use).

I therefore became mainly interested in looking at the processes of identity 

construction in a society where AIDS has affected individuals and groups defined 

differently by gender, sexual identity and orientation. As AIDS is not a problem that 

affects ‘homosexuals’, ‘bisexuals’, or ‘heterosexuals’ exclusively in Brazil, I had to focus 

on the social combinations and interactions that subsisted between people defined and 

ascribed to different identities, biographical trajectories and cultural and social
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backgrounds. I decided to carry out research in a Brazilian metropolitan area with which I 

was particularly familiar. Thus, I had the ideal conditions to investigate this complex array 

of interrelated social and sexual differences.

1.1 - The social world of AIDS in metropolitan Rio:

My fieldwork was conducted in the metropolitan area of Rio de Janeiro. As the 

former capital for two centuries, Rio de Janeiro has been culturally identified within Brazil 

as a positive symbol of urban life and modernization. Receiving migrants from all parts of 

the country, the so called cidade maravilhosa (“the wonderful city”) has been defined 

during the twentieth century by an imagery of freedom, modernity and success, open to 

all who travel or settle there. The city of Rio de Janeiro has been culturally represented by 

Cariocas, other Brazilians and foreigners as a place of social and cultural amusement. 

The Carnival, physical narcissism, personal and collective pleasures all contribute to a 

sort of hedonistic culture devoted to the city with its landscape of beaches, mountains 

and forests. Machado de Assis’ fictional writings of jealousy and romance in the Carioca’s 

areas of Catete and Botafogo, the chronicles of Joao do Rio as a ‘flaneur’ wandering 

through charming Belle Epoque streets, Hollywood’s vision of the city in films like “Flying 

Down to Rio”, Busby Berkeley’s extravaganzas with the Portuguese-Brazilian screen 

legend Carmen Miranda all epitomized the creative imagery of the city3.

The impact of a widespread sense of national crisis, which has characterized 

Brazil throughout the 1980s and 1990s, has been severe on this long-lasting and 

powerful image of Rio. Like Brazil’s largest city, Sao Paulo, Rio has become culturally 

associated with violence and urban insecurity (Caldeira, 1992). The most recent 

Brazilian film Central Station (by Walter Salles) shows a city threatened by muggers, 

criminals, thieves, and kidnappers. Muggings in buses, trains, along streets and 

sidewalks, thefts when drivers stop at street corners or traffic lights became common 

enough to change social perceptions of movements in the city, which started to be seen 

as potentially dangerous. In the early 90s, the phenomenon of the arrastao, very fast 

collective thefts carried out by youth gangs on some beaches of Rio, tainted the most 

important public space of leisure for all social groups and classes with an atmosphere of 

risk, danger and violence. Therefore, every public space started to be seen as dangerous 

and risky. Even the security of the private space of the household was undermined when 

residents began to fear that their homes would be burgled.

3 Carioca is the name given to those born in Rio.
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Pleasure and violence are some of the cultural constructs used to identify and 

configure the imagery of Rio de Janeiro in both popular and high-brow interpretations of 

the city and its inhabitants. I had to grasp these constructs and the cultural or ideological 

narratives circulated about the city in the last 15-20 years. In part, they mediated the ways 

in which I had to conduct research in the city. Sometimes I questioned them. 

Occasionally I was, however, captivated by these discourses. A historically situated 

urban ethnography in Rio necessarily depended on the understanding of this symbolic 

mediation and its effects on the use of research strategies in the social world that I aimed 

to investigate. Notably, there is already an intellectual consensus in anthropology that “the 

fieldwork site” can be much larger than a “village”, for micro-localized relations might be 

connected to different levels of social determination (Wolf, 1982). Perhaps for this 

reason, I was very aware of my movements in the city, the different ways I conducted 

research and how I ‘collected’ data. In spite of the fact that I knew Rio de Janeiro very 

well, its socio-geographical and its cultural differences, I wandered around in certain 

areas of the city, certain points where a cultural imagery and a social history of the AIDS 

epidemic was created. Symbolic meanings are attached to places, providing them with a 

moral and social resonance. This might also be true for buildings such as hospitals and 

clinics, or even places where institutional forms of social organization are located, such 

as civil associations set up to deal with the impact of AIDS. One who is affected by or 

really aware of this social cartography of AIDS and the symbolic meanings attached to 

them has to go through particular routes and trajectories that configure a particular social 

world. This is a world composed of locations, buildings, movements, and a heterogeneity 

of people, related to each other by social interactions of different sorts and various social 

levels. This world is basically an analytical construct that considers objective and 

symbolic relations of historical materialization. In other words, the social world of AIDS in 

Rio de Janeiro was the major focus of this research. It was composed of hospitals, health 

clinics, HIV testing centers, civil agencies (AIDS organizations, gay activist groups), 

government institutions (health departments and authorities), but also areas of social 

leisure, such as bars, parties and nightclubs. Meanings of pleasure, risk, and suffering 

were attached to these locations and guided the movements of people, including this 

researcher, in a city, which was also defined in terms of insecurity and violence4.

4 The notion of a “social world” of AIDS may sound reminiscent of the studies carried out by the 
earlier Chicagoan urban sociologists and ethnographers, like Robert Ezra Park, who were concerned 
with “moral regions” (Hannerz, 1980). However a “moral region” was rather understood through an 
urban ecological perspective, which stressed geographically bounded forms of social organization and 
community. I am more interested in the way social relations can be maintained by networks or 
attached to certain organizations and agencies. Perhaps if we consider a “moral region” in terms of 
cultural displays and meanings, something subtextual in R.E. Park’s ideas, a richer investigation might 
be reached.
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In short, fieldwork was conducted (from July 1997 to March 1998) in Rio 

metropolitan area, which includes, for instance, the cities of Niteroi, Sao Joao de Meriti, 

Nova Iguagu and Sao Gongalo. This is a vast geographical area, inhabited by millions of 

people who had their relations based on a multitude of social and cultural structures and 

determinants, a variety of goals and interests, commonalities and distinctions. Social links 

might emerge and be defined through historical process of configuration and the AIDS 

epidemic was one of them, configured during the 1980s and the 1990s. Many of my 

informants were connected to each other by social relations generated by the 

predicament of AIDS. They lived in different areas of Rio and even in other surrounding 

cities. They even might live in other Brazilian cities, regions and countries, but they were 

able to meet in certain contexts, which created effects of social interaction, even if at 

different other levels. Therefore, the AIDS epidemic has had a wide and much more 

complex impact on social life in the metropolitan area of Rio de Janeiro5.

In practice, I had to privilege some ‘knots’ of the social world of AIDS to achieve 

an empirical investigation. First, the AIDS non-governmental organizations (AIDS/NGOs) 

were the simplest starting point for a broader picture of the epidemic in Rio de Janeiro. 

After 1993, I knew, visited or informally met members from most of these AIDS NGOs or 

other forms of social affiliation related with HIV/AIDS. However, aiming a strategically 

situated ethnography (Marcus, 1986), large part of my fieldwork was conducted inside the 

boundaries of the Grupo Pela Vidda (GPV), where, as I will show, I had already very 

intimate contact. As one of the leading civil organizations related to AIDS in Rio and 

broadly in Brazil, the historical trajectory of this organization gave me reasons for 

choosing it as an ideal place for ethnography. I also visited other AIDS NGOs and gay 

activist groups, when I was able to do some interviews with their members, for they have 

been related historically and socio-culturally with the GPV, as I will show in chapters five 

and seven. Thus comparative investigation was done, which included a diachronic 

perspective6.

Aside from AIDS/NGOs, contacts with members of different forms of social 

organization and association of HIV+ people were also done, such as the RNP+ (National

5 More than 146 thousand million Brazilians are currently living in a territory of 8.547.403,5 km2, the 
fifth largest country in the world (IBGE, 1991). The country is divided into five regions (North, 
Northeast, Southeast, South, and Central-West) and composed by 4974 municipalities (IBGE, ibid). 
Currently about 75 % of the Brazilian population live in urban areas. Rio de Janeiro is the second 
biggest city in Brazil (population: 5.4 millions of people, IBGE, 1991). Its metropolitan area is 
composed of various industrial areas and poor neighbourhoods, gathered in a range of various 
municipalities.

6 Although the City and the State of Rio de Janeiro have many AIDS NGOs and health services 
provided to HIV patients, they cannot be compared with the larger AIDS social world in the State and 
the City of Sao Paulo. I got information from these AIDS NGOs: Grupo Pela Vidda-Rio and Grupo 
Pela Vidda-Niteroi, ABIA, ARCA-ISER, RNP+, GAPA-RJ, Sim A Vida, Casa Maria de Magdala, etc. 
Gay organizations were also important to contact: Arco Iris, Atoba. I also collected information from 
other Brazilian AIDS/NGOs in different federal states.
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Network of HIV+ People) and a peculiar social network of middle and upper middle class 

HIV+ people, who were linked to each other by their individual relation to their doctor. A 

small group of these HIV+ clients used to gather weekly for activities coordinated by 

three health professionals, which let me take part in their meetings.

I attended some Brazilian AIDS/NGO’s political meetings during this period. I took 

part in three of the National Meetings of People Living with HIV and AIDS (1993, 1994, 

1997), informally called as Vivendo and annually organized by GPV in Rio de Janeiro. As 

an example, the Vivendo held in September 1997 was attended by more than a thousand 

people from all over the country. I also took part in one of the biennial National Meetings 

of Brazilian AIDS NGOs (Salvador, 1995) and some of the first meetings of the AIDS 

NGO Forum of the State of Rio de Janeiro, created in late 1997. Public political 

demonstrations were also envisaged, especially the World AIDS day (December, the 

1st).

As I intended to maintain a comparative perspective for my ethnography in the 

Grupo Pela Vidda, I decided to investigate other social sites and institutions, different 

‘ganglions’ within the social world of AIDS. Some health services, clinics, and hospitals 

were visited, especially the AIDS day care unit in the Cardoso Fontes Hospital and the 

Clementino Fraga Filho University Hospital, where I took part in a research project on 

treatment adherence of TB patients, which included some HIV+ clients7.1 also conducted 

ethnographic research in a public, university based, anonymous HIV test unit at the 

HESFA (“Sao Francisco de Assis Hospital School”). Accompanied by a GPV female 

member, I was also able to visit once an HIV+ prisoner in a high security State prison 

hospital (the Sanatorio Penal in the Complexo Bangu). These places were ideal settings 

for the understanding of health practices related to AIDS. In addition, I was also aware of 

the importance of non-allopathic, traditional or alternative forms of HIV treatments, when 

contrasted to biomedicine. To realize an investigation on this “popular” and non-dominant 

spheres of religious and therapeutic practices would have led me to a completely 

different, but complementary, research. Therefore I only focused on these spheres at a 

relative distance8.

The AIDS epidemic challenges anyone who seeks to understand it in an objective 

and bounded way. Complexity seems to be the only word to define it. This is no less true

7 From January to August 1 9 9 5 ,1 worked as a consultant in this applied, university based, 
multidisciplinary team work project (called Impacto da Implantagao de Unidade Experimental de 
atendimento ao paciente com tuberculose, infectado ou nao pelo HIV, atendido no Hospital Geral, no 
resultado do tratamento anti-TB), coordinated by Dr. Afranio Kritski. Anthropological data from this 
project was not directly incorporated in this current research, although it had an influence on my own 
perspective of the social routes of the AIDS epidemic in the State and the City of Rio de Janeiro.

8 1 have enough research material on AIDS and kardecism which will be developed in a future article. 
One possibility was to focus on the interface and the conflictual relations between these practices and 
biomedical practitioners. For a pioneer study on the practices of health professionals and curandeiros 
among the working classes in Metropolitan Rio, see Loyola (1983).
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when an anthropologist tries to investigate changes in a social milieu such as Rio de 

Janeiro. Therefore the scope of this research also deals with the contemporary 

predicament of the epidemic at other urban, regional and national levels as well (such as 

the importance of Sao Paulo and the social implications of a national public health policy 

for AIDS). They lend support to my own ethnographic investigation in the context of Rio. 

Furthermore, one of the major dilemmas of doing social research on the effects of AIDS 

has been to consider the linkages between local and global levels (Marcus, 1986). 

Although still echoing classical anthropological discussions on the distinctions between 

particular and universal criteria (Wolf, 1982), newer investigations dealing with the local- 

global dyad must overcome dualistic analyses that attempt to explain different sides of 

the same coin considering each as an isolated cultural unit. It is likely that my major 

challenge has been to present a detailed ethnographic account of the social world of 

AIDS in Rio de Janeiro in relation to major frameworks and different social levels. On the 

one hand, particular cultural and social parameters emerged historically in Brazil. On the 

other hand, global and macro-sociological effects, whose logic is not easily understood in 

terms of a single cause or origin, have also had a vast influence on the social and cultural 

processes in which the AIDS epidemic in Brazil has been configured. Multi-sited 

ethnography (Marcus, 1995) was, therefore, partially envisaged, in order to understand 

the regional and transnational connections between Brazilian AIDS NGOs, government 

agencies and international agencies or bodies. I took part in two of the most recent AIDS 

World Conferences (Vancouver, 1996; Geneva, 1998). They were global contexts of 

interaction and exchange where GPV leading members participated alongside other 

Brazilian NGO members, government authorities, heath professionals and scientists9.

1.2 - Research methods and strategies:

Ethnography was, therefore, one of the methodological strategies I selected in 

order to deal with the analytical problems around the social processes of identity 

construction in relation to the AIDS epidemic. In short, the selected methods were (a) 

participant observation; (b) in-depth interviews, (c) small survey, and (d) telephone

9 Anthropological studies on AIDS oriented on the interplay of connections between the local and the 
global, are still rare. Although ethnographic methods have been used by AIDS researchers everywhere 
(one only needs to browse through the World AIDS Conferences abstracts) for a long time, academic 
studies in anthropology have been still limited in scope and perspective, specially considering the 
comprehensive diversity in which the AIDS epidemic has evolved around the world. Good published 
monographs, such as Farmer (1992) and Ariss (1997), are still rare, although several Ph.D 
dissertations in Anthropology have been presented since the early 90s, above all in the US. This rarity 
was both a problem and a positive challenge to my own fieldwork and analysis. For a discussion on 
global production of scientific knowledge and the AIDS epidemic in Brazil, see Bastos (1996).
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research in the GPV AIDS helpline (1994-1995). A comparative and historical 

perspective was always maintained during fieldwork. I tried to recover approximately 

fifteen years of the social history of the AIDS epidemic in Brazil, since it first emerged as 

a subject of social interest to the most recent changes, especially those caused by the 

impact of the so called ‘new treatments’.

Most of participant observation was conducted in Grupo Pela WDDA-Rio (GPV). 

It was the most appropriate starting point and social setting for this methodology. Since 

GPV offered a communitarian response to cope with AIDS as a health problem, I chose it 

as the crucial place to do fieldwork. Pela Vidda was the first Brazilian NGO composed of 

“people living with HIV and AIDS”. It also maintained itself through changing 

epidemiological contexts, which implicated a heterogeneous participation in relation to 

gender, sexual orientation, age and class. Therefore it brought together all the issues 

surrounding the HIV and AIDS epidemic in Brazil10.

I took part in nearly all GPV activities and meetings. Among them, the “Open 

Tribune” (Trlbuna Livre), the “Political-administrative meeting” (Reuniao Polftico- 

Administrativa), the “Welcome Meeting” (Reuniao de Recepgao), and the “Women’s 

Group” (Grupo de Mulheres) were more discursive and reflexive oriented activities. The 

“Positive Cafe” (Cafe Positivo) aimed above all at socialization among members and 

volunteers. On the other hand, the “Legal Counselling” service (Assessoria Jurfdica) and 

the “GPV’s AIDS helpline” (Disque AIDS Pela Vidda) provided expertise and “AIDS 

information” to the population in general, but also to GPV members. I also attended other 

internal meetings such as planning meetings for the “National Meetings of People Living 

with HIV and AIDS” or the “Volunteers meeting” (Encontro dos Voluntarios), which were 

called irregularly during the year according to the NGO’s demands.

In addition to participation, I observed everyday social behaviour in GPV, 

specially in the first months of my research (from July to November 1997). I examined 

different forms of sociability and social activity in which GPV members, participants and 

clients were involved. Therefore everyday life in GPV was highly important for my 

fieldwork. In fact, from 1993 to 1995 and the 1997-98 fieldwork period, I tried (I also 

wanted) to be ‘there’ as much as I could. Much more information was possible through 

informal conversation and just chatting in GPV or in other settings of the social world of 

AIDS. Informal talking was extremely rich for my research as another source to compare 

with my formal interviews. I usually stayed at GPV’s headquarters and listened to people

10 It is very difficult to give an exact number of participants of this NGO. In fact, it is composed of a 
range of staff members (volunteer and paid personnel), volunteers (veterans and newcomers), clients 
and eventual participants. In 1997-98, about 25 people constituted paid staff, professionals and 
volunteer coordinators. 60 others were regular participants and volunteers. The NGO clientele for 
some of its services (condom distribution, legal advice, etc) was variable, but it reached about 120 
people every week.
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talking. Conversations on medical treatments, test results, drug side-effects were 

common, but they were discussed alongside other subjects, including sexual matters. 

Irony and humor were pervasive. Following Goffman (1990a), I considered Grupo Pela 

Vidda an ideal “social establishment’ to observe the social interactions between people 

who have an illness as a common denominator as well as their “significant others”11.

Explicit note writing was done in the ‘Political-administrative meeting’ and later in 

the ‘Open Tribune’, although I decided to audio tape-record this last activity from 

November onwards as a more efficient way of collecting data (people did not seem to 

feel intimidated by the tape recorder). However, I usually preferred to write notes 

privately (in an empty room and very often in the GPV toilet) or when I was at home. This 

tactic prevented the more obvious intrusive research practices in the organization. In 

other research settings, a lot of conversation with health professionals and agents or HIV 

patients could not be easily registered. In these cases formal interviews were often 

inappropriate, for example, when I visited an HIV+ man in a State prison hospital. I had 

permission to talk with him, but not alone. A social worker and other agents took part in 

this conversation. Thus non-tape recorded conversation constituted a large part of 

research information12.

Social and cultural events were always an extremely important way of getting 

data, such as parties, theater plays, or the carnival in Rio. Going out with informants was 

also a good strategy in fieldwork. Thus I accepted invitations to go to bars, clubs, informal 

parties, barbecues, beaches, etc. Drag queen performances done by informants in 

informal meetings were also attended. Notably, I was interested in understanding the 

practices of everyday life among informants. They especially dealt with movements in the 

city, where researcher and informants shared common spaces and locations. Therefore, 

even moving around the city was part of my research (see map 2), when unexpected 

events happened without any strategic control of fieldwork per se. I tried to take 

advantage of these occasions.

11 An accurate observation of one’s reactions to other’s impressions about him/herself as well as my 
position within various settings is associated with what Goffman (1990a: 202-30) called “impression 
management”. Although his ideas were useful to my fieldwork, I did not want to be completely 
committed to his analytical framework, since he considers, for instance, organizations as “closed 
systems”. However aspects of Goffman’s “dramaturgical approach” like the role of secrecy in 
interactions (specially regarding HIV status disclosure); the “back” (preparation of routines) and the 
“front regions” (where the performance is presented); and the “techniques of impression management” 
were good resources for ethnography.

12 15 different “Open Tribune” were totally registered. Each ‘Tribune” lasted from 1 hour and a half to 
2 hours. In the 1997-98 fieldwork period, I filled two notebooks with fieldnotes from GPV-Rio (331 
pages). Another notebook (173 pages) covered fieldnotes from ethnographic research in the social 
world of AIDS in Rio de Janeiro. Fieldnotes were not only written during this ethnographic period. I 
maintained a diary with notes on GPV-Rio activities and members, written respectively from July 1993 
to December 1994 and from April 1995 to August 1995 (250 pages). Another notebook is devoted to 
the Grupo Pela Vidda-Niteroi from March to September 1994 (55 pages), and provides me with a 
comparative material from different but homonymous NGOs.
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In-depth interviews were conducted with 52 informants: a) Grupo Pela Vidda 

members (37 people: 26 of whom were HIV+, 18 men and 8 women; 11 HIV- or 

untested, 4 men and 7 women); b) other AIDS NGO members (5 people: one woman 

and four men); c) health professionals (6 women); d) HIV+ hospital clients with no links to 

NGOs (3 people: 2 men and one woman); e) one HIV+ man without links to NGOs and 

biomedicine (but treated by a herbalist). Most interviews were carried out in my flat (16), 

in my informants’ households (12), and within Pela Vidda’s headquarters (9). Others were 

conducted in different AIDS NGO’s headquarters and work places (5), in hospitals, 

private clinics or health sen/ice units (7), and also in bars or restaurants (3)13.

For a quantitative description of the population, I designed a questionnaire, 

designed to gather basic information from people who went to the Grupo Pela Vidda. I 

collected 78 questionnaires (43 men and 35 women) from Pela Vidda’s members. 50 

were HIV+ people (32 men and 18 women); 19 were HIV- people (10 men and 9 

women); and 9 had an unknown serologic status (8 women and 1 man). Part of this 

information is presented in chapter 6.

A complementary methodology was developed in Pela Vidda’s AIDS helpline. I 

coordinated this activity in 1994-95, when I designed a research questionnaire for use 

during telephone calls. During fieldwork, I volunteered to work on the helpline, where I 

could compare calls from different years. Curiously, telephone calls (and messages left 

on answer machines), made from my own or other’s households, were one of the most 

important ways to arrange interviews, contact people as well as of collecting data during 

fieldwork. In fact, some informants revealed important aspects of their own lives when 

they talked with me on the phone. As we can see, another sort of contact and movements 

in the social world of AIDS were realized through the use of telephone lines.

Finally, archive and historical research was also important. As I wanted to 

recover approximately fifteen years of the social history of the AIDS epidemic in Brazil, I 

had to maintain a longitudinal, historical approach in this research. I aimed to look at 

changes in culture, politics, and social organization, while I focused on the emergence 

and reproduction of a range of social identities. Therefore issues related, for instance, to 

the idea of “AIDS risk groups” or the cultural construction of the aidetico had to be 

investigated through news media accounts (especially magazines) or AIDS NGO reports 

and bulletins. I compared these historical materials to information from in-depth 

interviews. Therefore I had to use simultaneously written primary sources and data 

originated from ethnography and interviews. The combination of these different sorts of 

research material helped me to analyse broad social and cultural levels and frameworks

13 87 tapes were recorded and transcribed. Many interviews lasted from three to four hours. On 
average, however, each interview was recorded in 2 sixty minutes k-7 tapes.
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that have constituted AIDS as a social phenomenon in Brazil, including those generated 

by globalization14.

1.3 - Informants:

The idea of an informant role is very problematic in this research. In fact, the 

conventional anthropological term ‘informant’ has been used here in a particular way. 

Firstly the term felt very restrictive and embarrassing, since the people I met through this 

research were actively engaged in their own life trajectories, trying to make their own 

decisions in spite of many social and cultural constraints brought upon them. Second, 

they were also very reflexive and determined, in many degrees, to intervene in the social 

contexts in which they were living. Thus I was not dealing with apathetic people who 

provided me with useful “information” about their problems and needs. Third, some of my 

“informants” have a formation in the social sciences. Several times, anthropological 

theories were the object of discussion between us, including the reflexive interpretation of 

their social world. The production of social knowledge, including ethnographic data, relies 

on a mutual process of negotiation in which both the ‘informant’ and researcher 

participates (Dumont, 1978) in complex ways, regarding the challenges and dilemmas of 

social interaction in fieldwork. I only use the term ‘informant’, thus, in this conventional 

way in anthropology and to differentiate myself from others on whom I depended when I 

conducted research. Further, even if many of the people I contacted were personally 

unknown to me, some were former colleagues and even close friends. The distinction 

between researcher and informant or subject and object are particularly inaccurate and 

naive, considering the social and cultural conditions that structured both fieldwork and 

research. However, it is appropriate to give a correct picture of people who I contacted as 

a crucial, unavoidable step for understanding the particular analytical aims that guided 

this research15.

As the social world of AIDS in Rio was urban and very diverse, I cannot offer an 

ethnographic account through the exclusive investigation of few selected individual

14 In London, research on Brazilian magazines was conducted at the School of Latin American 
Studies Library. In Brazil, research was done in various institutions and libraries, such as ABIA - 
Brazilian Interdisciplinary Association of AIDS, the GPV’s archives, the Post-Graduate Program in 
Social Anthropology Library at the National Museum/UFRJ, the FIOCRUZ library, the Philosophy and 
Social Sciences Institute Library (IFCS/UFRJ), the Social Medicine Institute Library (IMS/UERJ), the 
Euclides da Cunha Library (MEC), and the CCBB Library. I reproduced GPV documents from 1989 to 
1998 (letters, institutional reports, projects, manifestos, etc). The Pela Vidda-Rio and the ABIA 
newsletters were extremely important sources. I also researched the ‘HIV positive’ press: Voz Posithiva 
(Gestos); A Ponte (GIV), etc.

151 am still waiting for a better term to substitute this limited conventionality. On the ambiguities of 
the “informant-researcher” interaction, see papers written by Crick and Hendry in Okely and Callaway 
(1992).
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cases, as Farmer (1992) did in a Haitian rural village. Any typology would sound 

simplistic for the multiple experiences of AIDS found in Rio. Approximately 220 people 

were involved directly or indirectly in this research. They were mostly contacted through 

the social world of AIDS in Rio, although some lived in other big Brazilian cities, 

especially Niteroi and Sao Paulo. The majority of these individuals were met within the 

particular social context of Brazilian and Carioca AIDS NGOs. They were leaders, 

members and eventual participants of these civil organizations. Others were health 

professionals that worked directly with HIV+ people or those affected by the epidemic. 

They might have worked in hospitals, health clinics or governmental agencies. I also 

enriched my research perspective by contacts with members of some gay activist groups 

working in metropolitan Rio16.

In addition, I formally interviewed some informants who did not have any contact 

or affiliation to AIDS NGOs. They fit the preliminary comparative scheme I had defined 

before fieldwork. However, the sample was not as large as I previously expected. I 

interviewed only four people: three gay men and one heterosexual woman. Two men and 

the woman were treated in the same public hospital in Rio. The other gay man did not 

want to be treated by biomedicine and sought treatment from herbalists. Evidently, I 

needed more interviews with HIV+ women and HIV+ heterosexual men. If so, I could 

have had a more balanced sample of people living with HIV/AIDS in their relation to 

forms of social organization and institutions. However, these few informants provided me 

with a number of particularly valid accounts which provided the conditions for some 

generalization.

To sum up, I considered very carefully my strategy in presenting informants. I 

soon realized that it would be extremely artificial and cumbersome to give pseudonyms 

to all of them. I was also very aware of the importance of their historical agency and the 

ways in which they asserted their trajectories as historical subjects. It would be very 

equivocal to change their names, especially when many of them became well known, 

public agents. Some of them were interviewed several times by the news media or they 

even wrote articles in the press. Individuals, such as Herbert de Souza and Herbert 

Daniel, were well known public figures in Brazil. I did not personally interview them, but I 

relied heavily on their written texts, interviews, and accounts made by others about them. 

However there were some informants who were political and public figures within the 

social world of AIDS. To change their names would be objectively difficult, after all they

16 This number of 220 people may sound imprecise, but they were those individuals whose names 
were cited in my fieldnotes. Definitely I met many more people in events, such as the National Meeting 
of People Living with HIV and AIDS or national or local meetings of Brazilian NGOs. There were also 
people who I was not able to contact personally but they were important (especially public figures) to 
this research, especially politicians, health professionals, artists and intellectuals. They were cited in 
fieldnotes and sometimes in the thesis, especially because they were commented among informants.
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took part in decisive events in the history of this social world. So I decided to discuss this 

point with them and the majority agreed on being personally quoted. In addition, I 

emphasized that details on the most personal or sensitive aspects of their lives, above all 

sexual matters, HIV status and political divergence, would be protected unless they also 

agreed in publicize them. So when some of these aspects were discussed, they referred 

to informants who had already disclosed their identities, personal histories and political 

positions in public.

1. 4 -  Objectives:

This research focuses on the emergence, the maintenance and the conflicting 

relations between different processes and models of identity formation, particularly on the 

ways in which identities are socially circulated and performed. I look at the specific 

context of institutionalized forms of social organization, especially those of civil, non

governmental affiliation that were created in the social world of AIDS in Rio de Janeiro.

This research examines, therefore, some issues surrounding the experience of 

living with HIV/AIDS. My major analytical question was how a social process caused by 

the predicament of the AIDS epidemic has constructed particular models of identity, 

which are closely associated with sexuality, gender and illness in the historical context of 

urban late 20th century Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. There is a clear social and cultural 

positivity in the effects generated by individuals, groups, agents and organizations in the 

production and emergence of certain forms of identity. I considered above all the social, 

political and cultural processes of identity formation, specifically how to become positivo 

(‘HIV positive’), negativo (‘HIV negative’) or aidetico, which are identities ascribed to and 

used by different agents depending on social contexts, groups and actors. I aim to 

provide a clear explanation of the complex interrelation between major social and cultural 

processes of identity formation and their specific, locally generated social manifestations. 

In the case of AIDS, identity construction has been associated particularly with forms of 

stigma in relation to sexual expression and illness. Therefore studying the social impact 

of AIDS in Brazil will bring together issues that relate to differences of gender and sexual 

orientation, although other factors, such as class, must be also considered. In this 

narrative, both men and women, with their various forms of social and cultural 

actualization, will be presented as contemporary participants in an historical process in 

which they are either directly affected or actively engaged with.

This research is mainly ethnographic and I wish to contribute with a better 

examination of differences in a particular social world and specific social settings.
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Therefore I aim to break with generic interpretations of Brazil, which have contributed to a 

limited, two-dimensional, and naive description of social situations and structures that are 

much more complex and difficult to define. If metropolitan Rio de Janeiro is the central 

area of investigation, it is just a careful research strategy favouring more detailed, subtle 

interpretations rather than an approach which looks at structural models of ‘national’ 

amplitude. However the ideas behind this research do not avoid possibilities of 

generalization. Notably I assume that other complementary investigations need to be 

carried out in order to gain a more comprehensive and sophisticated picture of issues 

related to sexuality, illness and identity in Brazil.

1.5 - Performative ambiguities - Coming out as a researcher.

Anthropological research carried out where the researcher was born and raised 

addresses particular issues on research procedures and methods as well as on the 

perspectives by which this social context is interpreted and constructed by ethnographic 

writing. When I was interviewing someone, listening to a tape for transcription, or reading 

my notebooks and fieldnotes, I realized how sharply I could remember my own trajectory, 

especially facts associated with my political sympathies and my cultural or social 

interests during the re-democratization period in Brazil, a period through which many 

other urban young Brazilians lived in the 1980s. I was struck with how AIDS became 

something real and present in my own life. I remember walking with a friend (later to 

become one of my informants) down Avenue Rio Branco in Central Rio and stopping at 

one of the many newspaper stands to read perhaps one of the first magazine covers 

about AIDS in 1984. The magazine’s sensationalist and apocalyptic tone shocked us at 

the first glance. Not so long afterwards, there were the first sudden deaths of friends and 

relatives, causing grief, fear, and discrimination in my social networks and family. All of 

this happened at a time before I could even suspect I would carry out, many years later, 

social research on the impact of AIDS. Needless to say that AIDS unfolded in my life 

much more as a multifaceted drama than a distant or curious phenomenon for 

investigation per se. Thus I was not so surprised to set up direct parallels afterwards 

between some of my informants’ accounts of their trajectories and my own. I was told 

about facts and stories that could mirror my own previous facts and stories, showing how 

experience can also be shared between an investigator and his/her informants.

This sense of familiarity and closeness to the ethnographic experience has been 

recognized by other anthropologists dealing with the AIDS epidemic (Herdt et al, 1990). 

Although this peculiar atmosphere, which might result in emotional responses as well as
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commitment from researchers, is usually considered a methodological hindrance, critical 

attention and forms of awareness can also be attained. There were advantages and 

limitations in carrying out research in a familiar setting. Difference and similarity between 

the anthropologist and his informants should be regarded as qualities to be properly 

balanced. As Hannerz (1980:8-9) and Velho (1978) pointed out, “the familiar can be 

made strange” in anthropological research of urban settings. Reflexivity might help in this 

process of deconstruction of what is familiar. According to Okely (1992), autobiographical 

accounts by anthropologists can be one of the major sources in the search for reflexivity, 

which is an analytical notion that explores the recognition that particular or contextual 

factors, personal or not, influence any ethnographic understanding of social and cultural 

universes. The intersubjective context of fieldwork has practical and political resonance 

to the process of knowledge production by which the investigator describes and 

interprets other people’s lives. Biography, therefore, can highlight the conditions in which 

fieldwork was conducted, although reflexivity is never absolute or complete. A reflexive 

account relies always, thus, on partialities17.

Essentially, I am dealing with a mediated reality from which I provide a situated 

and bounded account. Tracing back my own route, I did not have to arrive “in the field”. In 

fact, I was already there when I foresaw the opportunity of doing research about the 

experiences of AIDS in Rio de Janeiro. The meaning of “field” is, thus, problematic to my 

research, which had in itself a long history with various hiccups. Definitely, it was not a 

schematic ethnography with its traditional stages (“pre-field”, “fieldwork” and “post- 

fieldwork-writing up” periods). The social conditions in which it was developed also 

changed through time. From 1993, when I had some thoughts about doing social 

research on AIDS, to 1997, when I was doing fieldwork in a strict academic definition, 

many things happened which redefined my understanding of what I wanted to do and 

how research would be carried out.

I had, thus, previous social experience in the social milieu I was to investigate 

and was writing ethnographically even before conventional ‘fieldwork’ had happened. 

Ethnographers go to the field with preliminary conceptions and assumptions of what to 

investigate and describe. Some analytical understanding and interpretation took place 

before my own theoretical interest in studying the social experiences of AIDS. The 

academic canons that specify stages of ethnographic research did not correspond with 

my trajectory and the peculiar stream of ideas that I was following. In fact, a strong sense 

of social commitment has had an impact on recent ethnographic work and it is difficult 

sometimes to differentiate, for instance, between what is exactly participant observation 

and participation in itself (Ariss, 1997:8; Scheper Hughes, 1992). Moreover, beyond the

17 On reflexivity in Anthropology, see Scholte (1974), Babcock (1980), and Callaway (1992).
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methodological “blur” between action and ethnographic observation, the AIDS epidemic 

sharply affects researchers as their friends, partners, and peers have been infected and 

died as a result of opportunistic diseases caused by HIV/AIDS. As Ariss (ibid:3) points 

out, the personal experience of one’s illness or death may precede any effective attempt 

at doing research18.

At first sight, my experience seems to address similar issues of what has been 

called either ‘anthropology at home’ (Jackson, 1987; Peirano, 1998), ‘auto-anthropology’ 

(Reed-Danahay, 1997), or ‘native anthropology’ (Jones, 1970, Nakhleh, 1979, Ohnuki- 

Tierney, 1984), which have focused on ethnographic research in locations where an 

anthropologist was socially and culturally raised or formed. “Native” and “indigenous” are 

inadequate terms for a Brazilian anthropologist carrying out fieldwork in an “emergent” 

social milieu like the social world of AIDS in Rio, characterized as it is, by a metropolitan 

social geography and cultural heterogeneity. Both categories have meanings that stress 

ethnic identification and authenticity, but they also express metaphors of a bounded place 

(Appadurai, 1988). When these authors used, appropriated or dealt with such terms 

(“home, “native”, etc.), they relied on a problematic empiricist perspective. I consider 

many of their arguments rather misleading in relation to the social conditions in which an 

anthropologist conducts fieldwork in his/her own country, especially in relation to power 

relations and cultural/social differences between “researcher” and “informants” (Okely, 

1992; Narayan, 1993). In fact, I experienced serious obstacles that needed to be sorted 

out. Research strategies must be negotiated even if in a social location familiar to the 

investigator, where encompassing social and symbolical references are also at work. All 

these terms need to be de-reified of their general, non-critical overtones which do not 

make sense for most people in societies like Brazil. Therefore the social conditions of 

knowledge production vis a vis cultural and social differences in a heterogeneous society 

are more important aspects to be underlined in the ethnography “at home” rather than an 

essentialist self-identification to a “native point of view”19.

18 My fieldnotes also need to be linked with my personal experience and memory. Thus the 
researcher’s memory can be also the source of data and the basis for analysis. According to 
Ottenberg (1990:146), although hugely dependent on fieldnotes, ethnography may be constructed by 
“headnotes” too, that is, “memories of field research”. Anthropologists maintain non-written or noted 
expressions; records; feelings and memories from fieldwork they have conducted. For these 
considerations on fieldnotes, see Sanjek (ed. 1990).

19 “Home” is an English word that can not be translated literally to other languages. In Brazilian 
Portuguese, there is a well discussed dichotomy (Da Matta, 1985) between the symbolical meanings 
attached in different ways to the casa (“house”) and to the rua (“street”). Brazilian anthropology has 
been historically characterized by studies within and about Brazil, which range from Amazonian ethnic 
groups to a long-tradition of urban studies, presenting, thus, “different conceptions of otherness in 
Brazil” (Peirano, ibid). Disregarding the semantic tone of this point, it would be more correct to say that 
Brazilian anthropologists are carrying out research either “in the country” (no pais) or “in the city” (na 
cidade) or “in the street” (na rua) rather than “at home” (no lai), reflecting a difuse sense of social 
commitment and political awareness among themselves (Ramos, 1990; Peirano, ibid), which has been 
presumably brought about by the unequal conditions that the Brazilian society is socially structured.
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Some authors have stressed the way in which they have passed through different 

social positions and expectations in the course of fieldwork. Sometimes the 

anthropologist who was earlier a “friend” or a “colleague” becomes the “researcher”, even 

if these terms are not at all culturally and socially defined in the interaction. Certainly, 

different levels of success and failure in research work depend largely on the conditions 

of incorporation (Rabinow, 1977). An urban sociologist like Becker (1973:83-5) used his 

own long-term experience as a jazz player to investigate the “subculture of the dance 

musicians”. Young (1991) considered his own biographical trajectory as a policeman in 

Newcastle by means of investigation, as an anthropologist, of what he called “police 

culture”. In the same way I was engaged in a personal involvement with the Grupo Pela 

Vidda, which preceded the proper research I conducted there. From the first, I had to be 

much more aware of the intrinsic and peculiar characteristics of my personal experience 

in the fieldwork because it might provide some insights into problems concerning the 

“plural” identities of the fieldworker. Notably, if I stress the importance of a 

methodological awareness of my heterogeneous insertion or my identities within the 

“AIDS world” in Rio, it is because this had some impact on the strategic techniques of 

representation that sustain this ethnography (Marcus, 1992:312). Cautious and reflexive 

devices to explain the shaping or formation of personal and collective identities, both 

mine and those of others, were required. What is considered here is the way in which 

identities can be shared between the ethnographer and his or her subjects as well as the 

conditions for “remaking the observer” (Marcus, ibid:314-20).

Being initially a member of an AIDS non-governmental organization, such as the 

Grupo Pela Vidda-Rio, did not facilitate my research interests. On the contrary, I had 

problems being accepted as a researcher by some of my GPV colleagues. Being there, 

as an anthropologist, and coming from “there”, that is, the social world of AIDS, as a 

NGO member, was, thus, never an easy-task. From September 1992, when I first 

gathered information through GPV AIDS helpline (Disque AIDS Pela VIDDA) to April 

1993, when I started weekly visits to the organization, I did not suspect that my later 

interest in doing research on the social impact of AIDS among “people living with HIV 

and AIDS” would provoke such disturbing reactions. In August 1993, at an internal 

administrative meeting, I was discouraged from doing ethnographic research in GPV by 

some members, although I had been accepted by part of GPV staff. There was no 

problem socializing with volunteers, but “coming out” as an anthropologist was a 

completely different thing for some people.

These negative meanings about me being a researcher, but not a member, 

however, were quite common among HIV+ people who used to participate in GPV-Rio. 

Invariantly, these problems of being accepted as a researcher were conditioned by
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particular aspects of the social world of AIDS, especially the history of AIDS NGOs in 

Rio. Forms of social differentiation and the ways in which symbolic representation was 

presented were the main criteria that affected my insertion as a researcher. Notably, 

among some of my GPV colleagues, the different types of scientific knowledge, from 

biomedical to social research, practically and symbolically announced the death of HIV+ 

people, either by offering huge amounts of drugs and pharmaceuticals that were 

powerfully destructive or led to side-effects, or, in the case of social scientists, 

interviewing people who would ‘disappear’ very soon. K7 tapes record life stories to 

further the researcher’s academic status, thus, they have a morbid sense of “death- 

collection”. Certainly, the stigmatizing aspects related to AIDS and its associations with 

homosexuality intervened in this context, when any kind of social disclosure, from sexual 

to serologic ones, was negatively interpreted in social life20.

In 1993, when I proposed an ethnographic research in Pela VIDDA, it was 

already a locus for social research. GPV had been set up by the initiative of some 

members of another organization, ABIA (Associagao Brasllelra Interdisciplinar de AIDS), 

whose major aim was a socially critical AIDS activism as well as the social production of 

knowledge, including social research. From 1989 to early 1995, GPV and ABIA shared 

their headquarters and space. Therefore social researchers have been usually present in 

the trajectory of both NGOs21.

In the early 1990s, the organizational contrast between GPV and ABIA, however, 

was already conceived internally by GPV volunteers in terms of different patterns of work 

and social affiliation. ABIA was considered as an office-like organization where 

professionals did not want to help directly people affected by the AIDS epidemic, but, on 

the contrary, be personally, economically and socially rewarded by other’s misery. Terms, 

such as “guinea pig” (cobaia), were used to self-ascribe HIV+ people by their intense 

objectification by biomedicine and scientific production. The sparse social research done 

in Brazil might be similarly culpable. Social scientists could also transform people into 

their “guinea pigs”. Notably, differences of serologic status between “professionals” 

(scientists, doctors, and researchers) and HIV+ people became soon another criterion 

associated with these accusations. In 1993 (and later in 1997), disregarding the current

20 Perhaps some major narratives about life and death underlined these contested fields of 
knowledge production. Allegories about disappearing experiences might remind us of some classic 
ethnographic representations (Clifford, 1986b), in which the anthropologist acts as a civilizer hero, 
protecting or registering only for the sake of a vanishing culture or people. About narratives and 
experiences, see Bruner (1985).

In 1987, ABIA was the first NGO  that sought joint work with academic researchers in Rio 
(Guimaraes et al, 1988), perhaps in Brazil as a whole. In fact, some professionals attached or 
institutionally linked to ABIA have been formed by graduate academic background, many of them 
anthropologists (Carmem Dora Guimaraes, Richard Parker, Jane Galvao). Other foreign 
anthropologists were closely attached to ABIA and also did some research in GPV, such as Cristiana 
Bastos (1996) and Charles Klein (1996), both before I arrived in early 1993.
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organizational differences between GPV and ABIA, any social researcher attempting to 

do fieldwork in a volunteer or self-help group would be involved in a subtle atmosphere of 

conflict, whether or he was aware of it22.

Although I was not affiliated with ABIA, I was trying to be a researcher in GPV- 

Rio, and therefore identified with an extremely loaded category, especially at a time when 

AIDS was still neither manageable nor treatable. When I “came out” as an 

“anthropologist” in GPV-Rio, a different apprehension of my personal involvement in GPV 

emerged. Although being a researcher was not a socially stigmatized position in society, 

quite the opposite, it was a negative one for many HIV+ people in GPV. On several 

occasions, I had to emphasize the personal reasons that motivated my presence in GPV 

in early 1993. Later I realized how I had developed my own personal narrative to explain 

how I became affiliated to GPV, my volunteer work in the social world of AIDS world and 

the ethically oriented nature of my practices and social interests.

Yet this kind of “acceptance dynamics” was not widespread in the AIDS world as 

a whole. I was very well received in other AIDS NGOs not long after this first dilemma at 

the GPV-Rio. Practically I felt much more at ease discussing my research ideas in other 

organizations, such as ARCA/ISER or the Grupo Pela Vidda in Niteroi, rather than the 

one I looked primarily for information and support23.

Nevertheless, this same tense and polemic social atmosphere in GPV-Rio always 

made it for me the “hot spot” for an ethnographic investigation of the social world of 

AIDS. To confirm this point, I learnt very early on that ethnographic research can be very 

complicated and difficult wherever one starts. Apart from my early personal frustration 

and anxiety, I kept with my research ideas. More and more, I was also being recognized 

by GPV staff and many volunteers as a person who could contribute in specific 

professional terms to the NGO. I was invited to write an article as a “person living with

22 As a researcher, being a professional would invite ideas of “exploitation” , such as those noted by 
Strathern (1987), which evoked different meanings according to the social and cultural background of 
the person who makes the accusation. On the one hand, ideas about the objective return from 
researcher-informant relationship were done by low income volunteers. On the other hand, there were 
ideas of social status and prestige made by middle class informants against “AIDS professionals”, 
especially in relation to work opportunities, salaries, and educational resources. A Brazilian expression 
was often used in these accusations: Ele/ela querse darbem as custas da AIDS  (“He/she wants to get 
some advantage from AIDS”). Other researchers had lived through the same difficult experience with 
groups they were both member and investigator, such as Mac’Rae (1990) among Brazilian gay 
activists in the late 70s. See also Young (ibid).

23 Perhaps I was openly accepted as a researcher in these two other organizations because they had 
some objective interests in the production of both applied and theoretical knowledge, including social 
research, in the AIDS social world. ARCA (Apoio Religioso Contra a AIDS) was an AIDS intervention 
unit of ISER ( Instituto Superior de Estudos da Religiao), a long standing and well known social science 
research Institute in Rio, where many anthropologists have worked in the last two decades. In early 
1994, ARCA members had a sophisticated theoretical understanding of the AIDS epidemic in Brazil, 
approaching issues around gender, midia, and race. GPV-Niteroi was founded by a group of 
psychologists and their undergraduate students from the Fluminense Federal University (UFF) in the 
city of Niteroi. The local GPV president, Raldo Bonifacio, was extremely keen and opened to give real 
conditions to my research in his organization.
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HIV and AIDS” for GPV’s newsletter, which was my first interpretation of the processes of 

HIV identity construction (Valle, 1994). In early 1994, GPV staff invited me to coordinate 

the NGO’s AIDS helpline (Disque AIDS Pela Vidda), which I, like many other GPV 

members, had previously used as an ordinary caller24.

To complicate things further, from 1994, as a GPV ‘volunteer’ and the AIDS 

helpline’s ‘coordinator’, to my ‘academic’ fieldwork, I had to deal with an internal political 

arena where I was several times pressured to take a position. It was tempting to be 

sometimes partial, but I soon realized how it would put my ethnography at risk. Extremely 

sharp-edged during 1995, GPV’s political and personal rivalries were so dualistically 

polarized that standing in-between amounted to a biased, and uneven task of being 

neutral, very much more difficult to maintain in the medium term. Autumn in London in 

1995 was, then, a relief from this confusing dilemma of being both a GPV member and a 

researcher, when I assumed then, a ‘safer’, though never neutral, displacement for 

carrying out research. I figured out, then, that different degrees of distance and 

detachment need to be pondered in all social research, even if you have personal links to 

the people you investigate. Yet I immediately perceived that my ethnographic experience 

could only be enriched through this contradictory ‘coming-and-going’ between either 

objectivity and subjectivity or personal rivalries and political antagonisms in GPV25.

If I may admit that being abroad was a personal breaking point for doing 

research, I was never, on the other hand, absolutely distant or non-affected by social 

changes in the social world in which I later did fieldwork. Different contacts were 

maintained during this period of displacement: letters, e-mail correspondence, visits of 

GPV members to London or ethnographic observation among Brazilians, including some 

GPV members, who attended World AIDS Conferences. This increased my awareness of 

other ethnographic sites that can be limited neither to a single observational standpoint 

nor to a geographically bounded place26.

24 I coordinated this telephone service from February 1994 to August 1995, when I had to leave Brazil 
to start my Ph.D. degree in the UK. Notably, one of the contemporary GPV directors told me they 
wanted me because they did not want to risk losing me. As GPV AIDS hotline coordinator, I worked 
voluntarily without any source of financial support during all this period. I published a reflection on this 
AIDS hotline in GPV’s newsletter (Valle, 1995).

25 I follow Bourdieu (1990) on the need to overcome the false antinomy between objectivism and 
subjectivism in social research (see also Bourdieu and Wacquant, 1992).

261 maintained virtual contact with some of my informants by Internet, including discussion of some 
points of my own research.
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1.6 - Becoming a Researcher:

When I returned to Rio de Janeiro in July 1997 to undertake “proper” fieldwork I 

received a very warm welcome by most people who I had met years before. This ‘return’, 

rather than an arrival in the field site, showed me that the Grupo Pela Vidda had changed 

along with the social world of AIDS in Rio. I was met with new faces which characterized 

a different social composition in the organization that I attended for two years. In addition, 

the impact of the so called new treatments, i.e. combination therapies and protease 

inhibitors, was largely visible in the ethnographic settings I researched. Different 

perspectives of time and life expectancy were found among people affected by the AIDS 

epidemic.

In 1997, I too was in a different position than before. I defined myself and was 

identified by others as a Pela Vidda member, a local category used in a flexible way to 

identify people who have a personal attachment to the NGO, as well as a researcher in a 

broad sense. Members knew or were told that I was conducting anthropological research 

in GPV and in the social world of AIDS in Rio. I was certainly an unusual researcher who 

had inherited memories, social links and friendships from my previous experience. 

Moreover, hitherto identified as a member, I was satisfied with this ‘local’ role and its 

associated meanings which allowed me to differentiate myself from other researchers 

who also researched the GPV as I was doing ethnography. In the meantime, I was also 

called a GPV veteran, underlining my past in the NGO, or even as a Jurassic person 

(from S. Spielberg’s film ‘Jurassic Park’), conceived no doubt from that peculiar sense of 

humour amongst people in GPV that would soon constitute an important part of my 

fieldwork. In fact I was eventually invited to be an ‘informant’ for one of my ‘informants’, 

who was carrying out his own non-academic research. Thus in relation to the complex 

heterogeneity that characterized GPV membership, I was identified by people in many 

different forms in various contexts, such as a researcher and a GPV member. My 

identities like theirs were always multiplex (Narayan, 1993), either positioned or 

negotiated. As a GPV’s member, I tried to get in contact with people using this affiliation 

as a resource or, in Bourdieu’s (1977; 1990c) terms, as a “symbolic capital” for my own 

research aims. In 1997,1 was also contrasted to other researchers seeking to use GPV in 

studies, but who did not have the same background as mine. One man criticized one of 

these researchers because she just wanted “information”. She was not like me, who had 

been a GPV member since 1993. He told me he felt like a guinea pig in front of her, or an 

“aidetico exhibited in a zoo”. Certainly my social links were infused by sociability and by 

GPV’s institutional practices of investing in its ‘own’ researchers. I was always very
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aware of this ‘official’ patronage of GPV’s administrative staff when appointing my 

research.

In short, in the fieldwork period of 1997-1998,1 had reached, on the one hand, the 

achievement of a higher degree of passionate detachment (Haraway, 1991) from GPV 

and the Carioca social world of AIDS, which was very difficult before 1995. On the other 

hand, I was already involved and linked to them in such a way that led me to a privileged 

standpoint within that world. Perhaps I had achieved, then, the best conditions to carry 

out ethnographic research.

If I completely reject a positivist assumption into my own discourse about AIDS, I 

also need to address some points on the different social criteria that were commonly 

used in the social world that I was dealing with. Gender, sexual orientation, and serologic 

status were parameters for social differentiation and personal understanding that guided 

people’s ideas about one another. They were also highly meaningful in my own research 

practice. They can not be confused, however, with the classical assumption in the 

discipline that anthropologists are culturally and socially ascribed to traditional gender 

roles (Okely, 1992; Whitehead and Conaway, 1986)

Affected by the impact of feminism in Anthropological circles, there is already a 

line of thought that considers gender as a central factor to the understanding of social and 

cultural life. Women pioneered the idea that fieldwork must be considered as gendered27. 

By their own subordinate gender role in many ethnographic sites, women anthropologists 

had to grapple with serious methodological issues in regard to their own social 

predicament when doing fieldwork. But in relation to gender differences, I also had to 

overcome symbolical obstacles that were visibly raised when I wanted to take part in a 

gendered activity, such as the ‘Women’s Group’ held by Grupo Pela Vidda-R\o. I was not 

refused entry. On the contrary, at first sight, the ‘group’ was maintained under the 

ideological principle sustained in GPV that every one can participate in any activity. This 

‘openness’ was in fact alleged and highlighted by the ‘Women’s Group’ coordinator, who 

did not prohibit my participation there, but my presence was seen as provisional in time 

and limited in scope. An understanding of the singularity in women’s experience was 

often raised in the maintenance of this activity. But it was also translated in moments 

when I had to leave the meeting room, because one of the women wanted to talk about 

something in private among other women. A level of privacy in GPV women’s experience 

was socially preserved which showed how those women were able to generate their own 

autonomous space and sociability in spite of institutional principles. The Women’s Group 

was not perceived, therefore, as a space of my own where I would naturally socialize 

(this was clearly shown by the surprise of some GPV male members when they

27 See Caplan (1988), Callaway (1992), and Bell (1993).
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eventually saw me there on Monday afternoons). At the end, I decided to improve my 

understanding of GPV women’s perspectives by privileging in-depth individual interviews 

with them. So participant observation soon became a secondary methodological 

technique. However, it was easier to contact and interview divorced or single women, 

regardless of age, than married women. For these, I had to deal with inequalities 

expressed in husband-wife relationships, which can generate strong difficulties for 

women both in Brazil and in the UK (Back, ibid). Instead of interviewing married women 

at their homes or at my own flat, as I did with single or divorced women, I preferred to 

contact them at the ‘neutral’ space of GPV, where ideas of heterosexual seduction could 

be minimized. However, class factors were also at work, above all in the case of working 

class women who were afraid both of local gossip if I was seen visiting them and for my 

personal safety as they felt they lived in ‘violent’ places. In fact, the fear of having their 

seropositivity disclosed was another extremely important factor in these cases. These 

empirical obstacles and methodological changes revealed an important part of the range 

of issues related to identity formation, which I was concerned with examining. They 

helped me to understand better the institutional forms of gender differentiation that 

structured GPV. I also became more aware of the maintenance of gender differences in 

the logic of sociability at the NGO, how men and women related to each other in GPV, 

above all considering other factors, such as sexual orientation and class. My contact with 

GPV women was, therefore, quite differentiated, for it was based on moral and social 

criteria constructed by meanings of masculinity and femininity. When I began to depend 

on a general ethnography of sociability in GPV and, later, complemented this with 

interviews, I obtained information that pointed out particularities that I would not have 

gained if I had restricted myself to a single activity perse, (such as the ‘Women’s group’), 

or a single methodology. This strategy was less a flaw than the actual specificity in the 

conditions of research practice. Therefore, large part of my ethnographic account reports 

a multi-gendered and multi-identity sociability rather than an specific oriented one28.

Apart from gender, I was also the subject of interest in relation to my own sexual 

orientation. Either by being taken into a relationship of complicity with some heterosexual 

identified men or by being the target of erotic interest by some heterosexual women or 

openly gay men, I had to define myself in terms of cultural ‘patterns’ of masculinity and 

femininity, of historical conceptions of sexual identity, and, last but not least, the contexts 

of interaction and seduction themselves. Gender being an outstanding criteria in the 

location of a researcher’s perspective, there is still a very vague and demeaning

28 See Gregory (1984) and Back (1994), for male perspectives in fieldwork. In addition, if my 
ethnography includes women’s ‘world’ and their perspectives, I did not want to restrict it to an 
ethnography of GPV’s Women’s group, which would require another research strategy, other 
theoretical issues, and also the search for qualitatively different data.
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apprehension of sexual orientation and sexual identities among anthropologists (Kulick 

and Willson, 1995). Differences between patterns of eroticism and sexual desire have 

been reported in terms of cultural markers rather then grappling with all the differences 

and similarities of sexual experience between researcher and informant. In part 

considered as a sort of ‘loss of control’, the ‘confessional’ side of an autobiographical 

account may suggest the disclosure of indiscretions, trivialities and emotional states 

which were split off by the most traditional anthropological narratives (Okely, 1992). In 

this case of sexual orientation, however, the self-disclosure of one’s sexual identity may 

be quite similar to those discursive strategies pointed out by Foucault (1990) in which 

“procedures of confession” are deeply incorporated in the production of scientific 

knowledge, when technical control, to be measured by the reader, goes along with the 

personal revelation of the truth of sex. Whatever the perspective, sexual orientation has 

been a neglected matter in ethnographic writing. Sometimes, however, this criteria needs 

to be considered either to deconstruct ‘binary’ essentialism between men’s and women’s 

gendered perspectives or a homogeneous standpoint among men and women only, still 

dominant in large part of feminist production. Although it is valid and crucial to locate 

sexual orientation as a criteria to understand an investigator’s analytical and 

methodological framework, especially when sexual identities have been so widely 

marked as a civil right in different societies such as Brazil and the UK, the mapping of 

gender differences vis a vis sexual orientation can be rather valorized within the social 

context where the research has been conducted. Perhaps the importance of sexual 

orientation as a criteria in fieldwork would be an ephemeral issue in other ethnographic 

sites, this was, however, a clear cut aspect throughout all my experience participating in 

the social world of AIDS in Rio. Without considering these particularities, such as gender 

and sexual identity, in fieldwork, which is based on socially and culturally defined power 

relations and authority in an on-going dimension, one cannot really locate your own 

ethnography as well as the meaningful aspects that guide data collection and research 

findings. As Haraway (ibid: 196) put it, “the only way to find a larger vision is to be 

somewhere in particular”. Some social groups give special importance to one’s sexual 

conduct. Perhaps it would not be repeated in another social context, but it happened 

there.

All these social criteria of gender and sexual orientation were also operative 

within and associated with HIV serologic status and the negative meanings attached to 

research practices such as the ones I conducted. Thus being a HIV+ researcher would 

guarantee different possibilities of social investigation within a HIV+ social milieu, 

although this would throw up obstacles within a different social space (Heaphy, 1998). 

Several times during these years, I took part in informal contexts where eventually my
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HIV status became an issue. Whether chatting about drug treatments, when I was asked 

about the drugs I was taking, or conversation about the reasons for my volunteer work at 

GPV, normally a sense of surprise emerged when I disclosed my “negative” (HIV-) 

status. I suspect, however, that people were surprised mainly because I was a member 

of an AIDS NGO, an identifiable context of “living with AIDS”. A few times I was asked 

directly to define myself as positive or negative. This curiosity about my HIV status was 

part of a larger social dynamic of the AIDS social world in Rio, related with the social 

forms of HIV status disclosure and the varied contexts of information control. Social and 

personal identification among HIV+ people motivated a series of expectations as well as 

common ideas and practices, which defined the shared experiences of ‘living with AIDS’. 

This is the main theme of chapters five to eight. To know that I was negative would 

provoke a re-positioning of ideas and practices towards me by positive people. I was 

placed in another horizon of life and death. Certainly, what was under negotiation was the 

correctness and the authority to represent (Clifford, 1986) an experience of illness. In 

GPV, the encompassing ideological model of ‘people living with HIV and AIDS’, which 

sought to negate differences between HIV serologic status in favour of solidarity, 

supplied the cultural conditions in which to carry out research. However the atmosphere 

of conflict that resulted from differences in ideas about what constituted the experience of 

‘living with AIDS’ in the organization which prevailed throughout 1994 and 1995, 

demonstrated that the legitimacy of this authority in representing the ‘HIV other’ was also 

at stake. My personal relations and a constant negotiation with informants about research 

aims perhaps facilitated my circulation among HIV+ people who were more critical of the 

GPV’s ideological model of ‘living with HIV’. Since I openly considered their particular 

views as radically meaningful, I was considered as an “ally". I therefore found that I had 

very positive contacts with members from the RNP+ (“National Network of HIV+ 

people”), an association of HIV+ members set up to rival GPV in 1995. Needless to say, 

these same contacts were greeted with mistrust by some GPV members, especially staff 

members who oversaw and administered the organization. GPV’s ‘patronage’ was, 

therefore, somewhat dependent on the nature of the relationship with GPV’s antagonists, 

including those who left the NGO. In 1995, one of GPV’s most important directors asked 

me how I could be related to those “scum” (/a/a). Because I was on friendly terms with all 

the protagonists, I was always at risk, between two stools and constantly being put in 

difficult positions. The uneven fieldwork that this led to was defined by my differential 

micropolitical dealings and social arrangements among the diverse social networks, both 

in and out the GPV from 1993 to 199S29.

29 Young (1991) had the same dilemma when doing ethnographic research in his own corporation, 
where some members, especially those in hierarchical positions, mistrusted his investigation by the
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Many other points related to my personal experience as a researcher are 

probably missing in this reflexive account. They are part of an uncontrollable dimension 

of fieldwork, which is often hidden within the text and remains unrecognizable to the 

investigator himself. Okely (1992) noted that in autobiographical accounts made by 

anthropologists, the researcher’s self “would leak out” without his/her own control, 

expectation or acknowledgment. This is, thus, the responsibility of other’s readings.

In short, both the negative meanings attached to social investigation and the 

challenge of an ideological model that prevailed in GPV were both based on the 

importance given to these social criteria (HIV serologic status, sexual orientation and 

gender), all of them connected to each other in the practices of social life in an AIDS 

NGO. Since I was contextually positioned by these various criteria of differentiation (Abu- 

Lughod, 1991), I had to deal with plural perspectives about myself, intersubjective 

negotiations between the self and the other, and also their strategic presentations 

(Goffman, 1990a). Concurrent performances of femininity, masculinity, HIV status 

difference were presented to me in such a way that I had also to construct my particular 

experience of gender difference, sexual orientation, and HIV serologic status. Following 

Haraway (1991) and Abu-Lughod (ibid), I realized that my ethnographic understanding of 

the AIDS social world relied on these positioning criteria and the flexible positioned 

practices and discourses in which I embodied myself and which implicated me within the 

social process of identity construction I wanted to investigate. I was somehow compelled 

to present myself(ves) in social interactions which were variably charged with power and 

hierarchical dispositions originating in the social inequality inherent in Brazilian society: 

through gender differences, through the display of sexual preferences as well as by class 

and cultural differences. Neither neutral in the political arena that historically 

characterizes the social world of AIDS nor separate from these contingent processes of 

social identification and distinction, I was actively involved in the interplay of sameness 

and difference. I was never absent from the social world that I investigated. There was no 

feasible withdrawal from the text that I had to write. As Favret-Saada (1980) would say: I 

was “caught” within it and, then, I had to talk about it.

supposed danger of going public or in being a kind of “espionage”. For this point on the 
anthropologist’s authority in fieldwork practices, see Rabinow (1977 and 1986).
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Chapter 2 - Sexuality, gender and AIDS in Brazil: 

an anthropological approach

Although anthropological studies on forms of sexual expression are not new 

(Davis and Whitten, 1987; Vance, 1991), it is only recently that a systematic and not so 

prudish academic analysis has begun to emerge. In the nineteenth century, ideas 

concerning cultural evolution were associated with the investigation of sexual expression 

as well as an obsessive attention with sexual practices considered as “exotic” and close 

to “savagery”, such as sexual promiscuity, which were negatively contrasted with the 

sexual life of the European family, considered as the most evolved and thus “civilized”, 

form of marriage contract (Fee, 1974; Stocking Jr, 1987:197-208). Anthropological 

research on sexual matters have been normally carried out in the so called “non-western 

societies”, such as the classical studies of Malinowski (‘The sexual life of the savages in 

north-western Melanesia”, 1929) and Margaret Mead (“Sex and Temperament in Three 

Primitive Societies”, 1935). Until the mid 1970s, studies were largely devoted to sexual 

behaviour in its empirical form or, indirectly, through the study of ritual and symbolism 

and less to “sexuality”, conceived as a historical, cultural and social construction of bodily 

experiences and interactions (Caplan, 1989). For example, the distinction between 

“heterosexuality” and “homosexuality” was seen (and still is for many researchers) as a 

given universal truth pari passu to “natural”, biological differences between two 

oppositional sexes, male and female. With the recent move to examine gender rather 

than sexual difference in many societies (Rubin, 1984) and an increasing discussion 

about the usefulness of the analytic categories of “sex” and “gender” themselves, less 

ethnocentric research has been carried out, which often includes a rejection of sexual 

binarism in favour of the plurality of genders (see, for instance, Herdt, 1993)1.

To understand the shifts and trends of the AIDS epidemic in Brazil it is necessary 

to investigate sexuality and gender differences not in terms of the bounded sexual 

categories historically constructed since the 19th century by Western medicine and 

psychiatry. These disciplines constituted a particular discourse about sex and “sexuality”, 

but also on the differentiation of individuals by fixed criteria of sexual object choice,

1 Concerning the use of terms like “heterosexual”, “homosexual”, “homosexuality” and 
“heterosexuality”, I do not mean they are categories which define given or natural entities. I assume 
that both “heterosexual” and “homosexual” behaviours are culturally and socially defined in terms of 
the erotic feelings and practices; the forms of sexual arousal and intimacy between, respectively, 
male-to-female partners and either male-to-male or female-to-female partners. No kind of 
transhistorical and transcultural assumption can be addressed through both terms, like many others, 
such as “gays and lesbians” or “bisexualism”, which would be better conceived as a “degree” or 
gradient of sexual behaviour. Therefore I take Weeks’s position (1981) of seeing these terms as 
historically, socially and culturally constructed as well as those particular ones found in different 
cultures and groups.
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crucial to an understanding of a subjective truth (Foucault, 1990, 1996; Weeks, 1981a, 

1981b; Halperin, 1991). Whatever the society and the culture, categories such as “the 

heterosexual”, “the homosexual” and “the bisexual” can be, thus, very simplistic and 

impoverishing of actual sexual behaviour, identities and forms of sexual expression, but 

they are also productive in the sense of generating social effects in a varied scale. I use, 

then, sexual categories, such as “homosexual” and “heterosexual”, or conceptions, such 

as “homosexuality”, through the academic perspective of social constructionism, which 

challenges forms of essentialism (i.e., ethnocentrism and historical reification) in the 

study of sexuality and sexual identities (Weeks, 1981a, 1991; Vance, 1989), 

understanding same-sex interactions as defined or constructed in historical and cultural 

terms (see Foucault, 1990, 1996; Padgug, 1991). Strikingly the constructivist perspective 

helps to question these sexual categories when it considers the historical, social, and 

cultural ways in which they are maintained and reproduced as well as its inverse, i.e., 

their non use, by individuals, social groups, and institutions. The constructivist critique of 

medico-psychiatric categories refers to their non-problematic use at the same time 

preserving its discursive positivity, since they inform and frame the whole discussion on 

and of sexuality and gender. Engraved with particular meanings and frameworks, sexual 

categories and sexual conceptualisations need to be always contextualized and 

deconstructed, for they are not universal, static and a-historical. They need to be 

uncovered by means of a constant critical use2.

Under the framework of socio-anthropological and historical studies, the 

phenomena associated to sex and sexuality need to be understood in terms of the ways 

in which they have been affected by historical processes occurring generally since the 

17th and 18th century. They are involved in the configuration of “the deployment of 

sexuality”, that is, what Foucault (1990) had described as an “over-all discursive fact” or 

the “great process” in which sex has been “put into discourse”. Other authors have 

supported this vision of sexuality as a central factor to understand the models of 

individualisation in western societies or those affected and influenced by their 

organizational and ideological models, what, at the end, extends beyond the simplistic 

idea of seeing the Western world as confined to Anglo-Saxon and Western European 

countries3.

2 In addition, following Weeks (1981a, 1981b; 1989; 1991), I assume that sexual desire or behaviour, 
role and identity need to be distinguished. The category “gay man” is used here in the political and 
social way ascribed by “gay activists” at a global level since the early 1970s. Yet culturally defined 
meanings also work locally which make the term rather problematic and opened to careful and 
detailed examination, similar to “homosexual”. Gay is, however, a term also used by Brazilians, 
especially in urban areas.

3 For this critical point, see Dumont (1983), Duarte (1987,1998,1999).
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2.1 - Studies on sexuality, gender, and identity in Brazil:

In this section, I examine the scholarly literature that focused specifically on the 

topics of sexuality, gender and the construction of social identities in Brazil. Brazilian, 

North-American and European authors are discussed and critically analysed in their 

contributions and the ways in which they constituted a domain of cultural discussion and 

intellectual production about these topics. As an interpretative and symbolic matrix, their 

production have continuously orientated the perspectives taken by researchers in their 

studies on and of Brazil. Certainly intellectual dialogue and criticism have been both 

found throughout this domain. I will examine their main arguments and theoretical points 

through an overview of the specialized literature on these topics. Yet, whether I intend to 

give a comprehensive view of this intellectual domain, analysis is not completely 

exhaustive, but it is related to my own theoretical purposes. My perspective is, therefore, 

just a contribution to the debate on these topics, especially on the requirements for 

identity formation, which it is still underdeveloped.

Investigation and writings about sexual expression are not so new intellectual 

subjects approached by social scientists in Brazil. In the Brazilian modernist circles of the 

1920s and 30s, there was the first generation of Brazilian intellectuals who considered, 

even indirectly, the positive impact of sexual interactions. Some “classic” authors 

focused on sexual interactions even if they just sought to provide a more general 

interpretation of the formation of Brazilian society4. Only in 1970s, however, was there an 

increase in research production and a vivid theoretical attention towards the themes of 

gender, sexuality, and identity in Brazil, developed by either Brazilian, North-American or 

European social scientists. In fact, these topics were approached relatively independent 

of each other, although most of the researchers had an understanding of their fluid 

boundaries and their empirical and theoretical interconnection. Therefore studies on 

women were conducted and constituted a domain of research and scholarship quite apart 

from studies of homosexuality, for instance. At the same time, discussions on identity 

referred to social groups, either by gender or by sexual differences, but they did not aim 

to establish some comprehensive links between themselves.

4 For this point, see Parker (1991), Carrara (1996:125) and Souza (1998).
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2.1.1 - Classical Foundation - Gilberto Freyre and the Brazilian past:

In the 1920s, Paulo Prado wrote the essay Retrato do Brasil (1997 [1928]) in 

which he discussed the importance of voluptuousness, luxury, and lasciviousness in the 

Brazilian colonisation. Brazil was seen as a new world opened to discovery and 

conquest, but it was also a land where the Portuguese could be set free from the moral 

hindrance sustained by the Catholic Church or their European traditions. According to 

Prado, the colonial past was characterized by an “androcentric phenomenon” by which 

colonizers ruled over indigenous and African women. The first mixed Brazilian population 

was bred through this social milieu of moral dissolution. Prado influenced his Brazilian 

contemporary and interlocutor, the anthropologist Gilberto Freyre (1956 [1933]), whose 

intellectual formation took place within the American culturalist tradition and included 

Franz Boas as one of his mentors, although he was also influenced by authors like 

Westermarck and Havelock Ellis. Considered a “classic” of Brazilian social sciences, 

Freyre's book The Masters and the Slaves (ibid) provides a modernist interpretation on 

the formation of Brazilian society, challenging the interpretative trappings postulated and 

circulated among Brazilian and foreign intellectuals at the beginning of the twentieth 

century. These argued that the social contact of different races, namely, the “white”, the 

“black”, and the “amerindian", could not evolve to a civilized society, such as those found 

in Europe, and, furthermore, produced a degenerated population, a mixed (mestiga) or 

hybrid race, which had lost the vigour of the original races or showed a unbalanced 

mixture of most pure and less pure racial elements, according to geographical origin, 

less pure if from Africa or the purest breed if from Europe. Hitherto, Brazil was normally 

understood as an aberration or an amalgam of racial and social differences which only 

would lead to failure5.

Against this determinism and the notions of degeneration, Freyre offered a 

different understanding of the historical process that formed Brazil as a mixed and 

differentiated society, for peoples of various origins and cultures had to be related socially 

and mixed racially. It was a “process of balancing antagonisms” (ibid:79) which needed 

to be considered in a positive way. In this context, the patriarchal family, commanding 

from the Casa Grande (“Big House”), was the most significant form of social organization

5 In early 20th century, the dominant intellectual ideas about Brazilian society were based on 
assumptions either about the strength of climatic factors, of the diet or, foremost, of race as 
explanations of the country's reality and predicament. Theories of degeneration were embedded in 
some of these ideas, disregarding any positivity in the social and interethnic relations that pervaded 
Brazil since colonial times. Freyre was involved in a very singular cultural and historical context in 
Brazil, that is, the transition from the so called Old Republic (Republica Velha), considered the major 
period of clientelistic politics, to the nationalist and populist ideological landscape of the thirties' “New 
State” (Estado Novo).
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in Colonial Brazil, maintained by the sugar cane monoculture economy and African 

slavery. According to Freyre, one of the "antagonisms" that helped characterize Brazil as 

a contemporary society might be seen in the sexual interactions involving the Portuguese 

colonizers, indians, and slaves since the beginning of colonization. Interethnic and 

interacial sexual encounters were an extremely important factor in explaining the broad 

Portuguese concerns about the increase of population in the new colony. They brought 

about a highly “miscegenated” society (sociedade miscigenada). As sex (rather than 

sexuality as considered in academic terms) has a major role in his work and also in this 

proposal, some attention must be paid to his peculiar and influential approach. In his 

accounts of sexual encounters between the Portuguese and, mostly, indian and african- 

slave women, he aimed to convince the reader that sexual activity was an erotic aim. 

Since the religious and administrative control of the Portuguese settlers and the indians 

was rather problematic at the beginning of the Brazilian colonization, the religious 

morality, though ever present, lost its hold under the extraordinary circumstances of the 

colony6.

It is not difficult to apprehend that Freyre’s account described above all the 

Portuguese point of view. It was also oriented predominantly to a (heterosexual) 

masculine readership. It is often a Portuguese man that finds naked indian women with 

loose-flowing hair, “fond of a river bath to refresh their ardent nudity, ... and for some 

trinket or other or a bit of broken mirror would give themselves, with legs spread far 

apart, to the caraibas, who were so gluttonous for a woman” (Freyre, ibid:13). Or, 

changing the color of the skin, a black slave would easily give in to her owner, corrupted 

sexually by her subordinate position. For Freyre, it was an effect brought about by the 

logic of slavery system in itself, changing the social life of the previously free Africans to 

the predicament of being slaves (ibid:330). Rejecting the assumptions of an original 

African lubricity, common in some evolutionist theories, Freyre believes in the formative 

colonial social conditions as the prospective ground for “all forms of lust” in Brazil. 

Subjects of colonial lust and Brazilian lubricity, Africans and Indians could not respond 

with an alternative or resistant strategy, but be subservient to a dominant eroticism, 

reminiscent of many other forms of patriarchal control. Yet, not only them, but married 

women too were subject to this control, either through their husbands’ sexual desire or 

the duty for having children or being good wives, although their infidelity could be a 

constant accusation (ibid:638). In addition, since their childhood, the sons and daughters

6 Freyre had a narrative style that combined intelligent humour, titillating imagery, and a total control 
of the language, which makes very difficult to translate the book. As he put it: ‘T o  the wilderness, so 
underpopulated, with a bare sprinkling of whites, came these oversexed ones, there to give 
extraordinary free rein to their passions; and the results, it may be, were advantageous to the interests 
of Portugal in Brazil. Attracted by the possibilities of a free and untrammelled life, with a host of nude 
women all around them, many Europeans ... proceeded to settle here out of predilection or of their 
own free will. Unbridled stallions is what they were” (Freyre, ibid:29).
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of the Portuguese landowners incorporated patriarchal control through their process of 

socialization. They progressively acquired ideas and practices favouring the unlimited 

satisfaction of their desires, including sexual ones, over their subordinates. Through this 

perspective, an understanding of power differences is recognisable, although not 

theoretically developed7.

“An atmosphere of sexual intoxication” was the definition given by Freyre to 

describe the first four centuries of social life in Brazil, since the beginning of colonization 

up to the end of slavery in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. The patriarchal 

system and its plantation economy provided the conditions for this atmosphere, in which 

a few were able to subjugate many others, the “passive” counterpart of various forms of 

domination. Sex was one of the possible means for this control, although one specially 

important. Yet once within this system everyone might be involved in the hypersexual 

dynamics: “It may be objected that sex is an all-powerful thing, once it is unleashed; and 

this is something that I would by no means deny.” (ibid:353). Thus Brazilian 

lasciviousness was the outcome of this historical background, which has continued 

through more contemporary cultural schema.

Rejecting the unlimited lascivious imagery created by Freyre or Paulo Prado for 

Colonial Brazil, recent studies in Brazilian history have shown another perspective of this 

jDast of “sexual intoxication”. Authors, such as Correa (1982), Silva (1984), and Vainfas 

(1989) provided a more rigorous historical understanding of family life, morality and 

sexuality in those times. Although taking note of the social implications of Portuguese 

colonization, with its concern for population increase and the difficulties in executing the 

colonialist aims of the Church and the metropolitan State (all of which Freyre 

emphasized), Vainfas (ibid) nonetheless asserts that sexual expression was actually 

limited by many forms of restriction. Moral constraints affected sexual activity (the 

fornicagao). Religious concepts such as guilt, scruples, and the sense of sin were 

characteristic of the Catholic Reformation of the XVI and XVII centuries, which highly 

influenced western societies, either European or colonial ones (Delumeau, 1990). Thus if 

the Portuguese and the first Brazilians enjoyed sexual license, it was not free of religious 

conflicts and moral burdens. Ascribed to well accepted ideas of the role of Eve in the 

original sin, such as attributed by the Church, women were generally subject to misogyny 

and moral control (Araujo, 1997). Differences between virgin, single, and married men 

and women were important for the patterns of sexual licentiousness. For an example, so 

long as it was limited, single women (mulheres solteiras) as non-virgins could be the 

target of sexual prowess, since chastity was no longer a moral hindrance to sexual

7 Freyre (ibid:395) comments on the sons of the plantation owners who were stimulated to be 
raparigueiros, femeeiros, and garanhoes (stallions), since they would have sexual intercourse with as
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interaction8. Family and marriage values, kinship rules, the morality of chastity were 

prevalent even if in competition with erotic licence. Both had to deal with a moral code 

which underlined guilt and the scruple of conscience. Further, influenced by medieval 

Iberian notions of racial purity, prejudice and despise of Indians and Africans inhibited 

interethnic marriages. While not opposed to interracial sexual activity and miscegenation, 

these male-to-female sexual interactions would not cross the threshold of accepted 

marriage, but, on the contrary, only recognise the actuality of concubinato, which did not 

presume either a privileged or an ideal relationship (Vainfas, ibid:79). Sexual life in 

Colonial Brazil was, thus, defined both in its practices and in its meanings, by a very 

particular set of restrictive norms and patterns. In addition, Portuguese moral values 

were differentiated from systems of values derived from Indian and African cultures, 

which were also present in Colonial Brazil and clashed eventually with European 

schemes of thought and moral action. Hence there was much more social and cultural 

complexity in the formation of Colonial life than it is actually described in Prado’s or 

Freyre’s books.

In short, Freyre drew one of the first comprehensive and most consistent 

anthropological interpretations of Brazilian society. His work had repercussion directly on 

the development of the disciplinary field of social sciences in Brazil. Thus, social 

scientists,, whether or not Brazilians, started to investigate social phenomena in Brazil in 

their own social and cultural positivity, rejecting ethnocentric or racist biases. Freyre and 

Paulo Prado, however, were also involved in ideological trappings. Although they 

considered sex from a naturalistic perspective (as a sort of instinctive drive), their 

approach to sex and themes such as miscegenation contrasted with earlier ones for they 

understood them as corresponding products of social and cultural determinants. If this 

approach can be considered correct, their persuasiveness depends on an ideological 

framework where sex plays a particularly meaningful role. Sexual interactions, like other 

kinds of social relations, would be considered very influential in the social formation of 

Brazil and its current sense of (racial) democracy, characterized by the ideal of 

miscegenation. As a direct consequence, these interactions were also apprehended as 

important to the configuration of Brazilian nationality and cultural identity (Rago, 1998).

many women as possible, including slaves. On the contrary, those who were not so virile would be 
called maricas or donzeloes, terms which suggest effeminacy and male virginity.

8 Vainfas (ibid:60-65) shows how women were distinguished between celibatarias (virgins) and 
mulheres solteiras (desimpedidas), who were those single but not virgin. The last could be subject of 
non-guilty sexual interest, but they were not the meretrizes (prostitutes), as solteiras do mundo, who 
reduced the burden of the fornicagao as a sin. Brothels were also common in Colonial Brazil as well as 
in the urban modern European world. Even if Vainfas discusses particularly “white” and Brazilian 
women, the catholic moral code was, even though, directed to all individuals, as well as Africans or 
indians, although the actual sexual behavior could be different according to the social and gender 
position of both partners. Indian, black and mixed women could be reduced more easily to prostitution 
than white Portuguese or Brazilian women, but they were also target of restrictive religious moral 
codes.
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Further, their “modernist” ideological focus on sex settled a ground for discussion on 

issues of sex, gender and sexuality in Brazil. As “classic texts”, which configured 

intellectual traditions or matrixes, these early studies have largely influenced the range of 

possible interpretations of sexual expression in Brazil. They were instrumental to the 

elaboration of ideas about cultural distinctiveness or Brazilianess and, therefore, 

contributed to recent intellectual definitions of what is called “Brazilian sexuality”9.

2.1.2 - Brazilian Studies on Gender: the visibility of women.

In the middle 1970s, Brazilian academic studies and feminist literature began to 

investigate women as an intellectual and social subject. It was contemporary to the “new” 

mobilization of women in the historical context of the authoritarian military regime in 

Brazil (Franchetto et al, 1981; Correa, 1984). In the late years of Abertura, Brazilian 

feminism took positions in favour of political democratization and for changes in women’s 

positions in family life and conjugal relations as well as in their social practices in society, 

thus, as citizens. The subordinate status and the experiences suffered by urban low- 

income women, female workers and peasant women were accessed by academic 

production aiming at the recognition of their voices and their social specificity. As various 

authors (Correa, ibid; Heilborn, /n.d/, 1992; De Oliveira e Silva, 1997) have pointed out, 

the first wave of Brazilian studies on women (mostly made by women) privileged their 

“oppression” and their subordination in society, which reflected social and gender 

hierarchies. Issues on work, on poverty, or on family life and female subordinated status 

were greatly examined. This also happened within Anthropology10.

The earlier anthropological research on women generally discussed their 

presence in family life, in marriage and work. Some researchers studied women as 

“workers” (trabalhadoras) and, as also happened within sociological production 

(Bruschini, 1990), this particular emphasis on female work soon became an important

9 Unless we see these early interpretations as dominant only in certain scope of cultural production, I 
am very sceptical of the actual incorporation of these intellectual constructions of nationality, cultural 
identity and sexuality in a larger social scale, such as Parker (1991) and Rago (ibid) put it.
101 do not intend to give a comprehensive review of the literature on women in the Brazilian social 

sciences. I hope to discuss some important points that will be directly connected to my research aims 
on identity, sexuality and disease. I prioritized, however, anthropological production on women and 
gender. Therefore, I conducted research in ABA’s (Brazilian Association of Anthropology) electronic 
catalogue of Master dissertations and Ph.D. thesis. When I was analysing their abstracts, I was able 
to find out how research on gender evolved in this academic discipline in Brazil. I recognize, however, 
that this production is closely associated with similar work in Sociology and History as well. In 
addition, academic production must be linked with studies which were published (in books or 
periodicals). Published work is still limited. I only analysed abstracts which covered a number of 
selected key words, particularly “woman”, “man”, “gender”, and “sex” or “sexuality”. For an overview of 
Brazilian studies on women, see Correa (1984); Heilborn (1990,1992); and Del Priore (1998).
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area of social investigation (for example Aguiar, 1976; Bilac, 1978; Fausto Neto, 1982). 

Women were generally considered as socially and economically disadvantaged, mainly 

restricted to economic activities in their households and struggling against obstacles in 

getting skilled work or earning better wages. Different types of marxism influenced many 

of these Brazilian studies, which directly dealt with “the sexual division of labour”. 

Certainly, the political atmosphere in the 1970s and early 1980s also contributed to this 

emphasis on labour, although the degree of personal engagement in political activism 

was varied. However this academic interest on female workers has been declined over 

the years, especially in the last decade.

Family life, marriage and kinship relations were the main topics for a range of 

other studies. As Correa (1984) pointed out, research on the family in Brazil, especially 

affected by the impact of recent social change, antedated studies on women and, 

therefore, constituted their theoretical background. Although mostly marked by a 

functionalist perspective (Bruschini, 1990), “community studies” provided insightful 

ground for the most recent works on family life and male-female relations. Whether 

research was conducted in urban (for example, Durham, 1980; Zaluar, 1982; Salem, 

1981) or rural settings (for example, Aguiar, ibid; Alvim, 1979), the focus on family, 

economic production and household maintenance was privileged in understanding 

women in their social position.

In addition, studies mainly focused on women’s “roles”, such as the pioneer study 

of Correa (1983 [1975]) on “sexual roles”, marriage and the Brazilian legal system. In 

fact, “role” (and “sexual role”) as a central analytical category became a common 

denominator for most of these works and their theoretical frameworks. Men and women 

were considered as engaging in “complementary roles” in different, but also articulated, 

spheres of social life. In contrast to men’s roles in public domains or in the maintenance 

of family economy through labour, women roles were mostly perceived in terms of 

private life, domesticity and their economic activities in households.

Male-female asymmetry was also actualized in sexual life, which reproduced 

different sexual roles, that is, women as conforming to a “passive" role and men as 

asserting an “active sexual role”. Ideas about a moral double standard for men and an 

emphasis on fidelity and virginity among women were used to frame the particular 

differences in (family, sexual, etc) roles. Therefore men were seen, on the one hand, by 

their roles as “fathers” or “husbands” and women, on the other hand, had to behave in 

terms of their roles as “mothers” and “wives”. Notably, the interpretation of the Brazilian 

patriarchal family made by Freyre, as I showed earlier, was re-appropriated by a modern 

sociological vocabulary in which men and women were differentiated by hierarchical 

roles defined by a traditional model.
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Yet the “traditional” aspects of family and sexual roles were not always 

generalized and many studies discussed the effects caused by recent social change and 

urbanization in Brazil. These changes affected the reproduction of “traditional” roles either 

in family life or in sexuality, especially among the urban middle classes. Research was 

conducted on “new” ideals of modernity, individuality and social life, such as those 

studies conducted in the National Museum/UFRJ in the 1980s (for example, Salem, 

1987; Barros, 1987). These monographs discussed the differences between men and 

women and their respective “roles”, configured in family life and marriage, but also in 

terms of the contrast between hierarchical-traditional values and egalitarian-modern 

values11.

The study of “roles” was not critically discussed in Brazilian academic research. 

This framework remained central in anthropological production on women until very 

recently. Firstly, a change in perspective was already noticeable in the first 

anthropological studies which looked at the construction of “feminine identities”. In part, 

these monographs investigated particular groups of women, such as elderly women 

(Barros, 1981) or female sexual workers (Gaspar, 1985). In fact, socio-anthropological 

research on female prostitution was an important delimited area of Brazilian women’s 

studies until the middle 1980s (for example, Gaspar, ibid; Freitas, 1985). Their singular 

gender experiences were presented with greater subtlety than in other studies which only 

emphasized “women’s roles”.

In the mid-1980s and over the 1990s, research on women progressively became 

accepted in academia, which helped to consolidate later new areas of study, such as, for 

example, on violence against women (Correa, 1983; Franchetto et al, 1985; Gregori, 

1993; Heilborn, 1996). Historical studies have also contributed to an increase in research 

on Brazilian women. Influenced by theoretical frameworks that considered the historical 

construction of gender differences (i.e, cultural history; ethnology), but also by feminism, 

these studies have looked at processes and different social experiences lived by women 

in the Brazilian past (Del Priore, 1998). Nonetheless, as Heilborn (1992) and Del Priore 

(ibid) argued, institutional consolidation came together with a very unproblematic and 

sometimes simplistic incorporation of the theoretical ideas on “gender”, which was used 

and exclusively identified as a “woman’s” standpoint. In fact, until very recently men were 

not even considered as subject of gender research, unless, as we will see, they were 

homosexual men (Leal and Boff, 1996). In addition, consolidation, however, did not bring 

about their institutional strength. Research on Brazilian women has still been limited in 

production, including in Universities and research institutes, as well as in funding.

11 In Rio de Janeiro, most of these studies on the middle classes were under the supervision of 
urban anthropologist Gilberto Velho , who had published on the subject as well.
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Intellectual production has suffered from a lack of systematic publication and 

periodicals12.

The analytical focus on women’s sexuality was, however, a very particular, 

marginal point within the range of studies about Brazilian women. Until very recently in 

the 1990s, Brazilian women have been discussed as voters, workers, female sex 

workers, as an “oppressed group”, but were very rarely studied in their ways of sexual 

expression. As Correa (1984) early pointed out, women were considered mostly in terms 

of family and work, but other aspects of their everyday life and intimacy were neglected in 

social and cultural research. In general, women have been generally considered in terms 

of their sexual asymmetry and theoretically framed by a particular “role”. They were 

usually depicted as subjects of sexual subordination to men, which characterized them by 

a passive “sexual role”. This sort of interpretation of women’s sexuality became overtly 

essentialized by the lack of more grounded, empirical research. Notably still very few 

studies have been conducted on this issue. Based on survey and quantitative methods, 

Muraro (1983) was an early well known sociological interpretation of the sexuality of 

Brazilian women which did not allow a more in-depth, comprehensive understanding of 

female experiences. As Duarte (1987) pointed out, Muraro’s study neglect important 

aspects of the interaction between class and morality in Brazil. When characterizing 

differences between Brazilian women in terms of values of sexual freedom or 

conservatism, Muraro missed out how women structure differently their sexual 

experiences and their intimacy by cultural values which are particular, according to their 

own social groups. Therefore, Duarte stresses how working class women, for example, 

can not be understood in terms of ideas and meanings spread among Brazilian middle- 

class women. Their set of references about sexual pleasure, love and trust are socially 

and culturally different. When marking this standpoint, Duarte emphasizes the 

importance of cultural difference among Brazilian women and, therefore, deconstructs 

generalist representations about them.

In the 1990s, anthropologists conducting research on women showed greater 

awareness of the diversity in Brazilian women’s experiences and the complex ways in 

which they are socially and culturally expressed. Influenced by contemporary ideas of 

gender, researchers have explored themes under a “new” perspective, such as love, 

emotions and the construction of gender subjectivities in courtship and marriage. This 

more recent trend of academic research has privileged a relational perspective, aiming at 

understanding sexual and gender relations in a broad sense. Studies, therefore, have

12 The Funda?ao Carlos Chagas, supported by the Ford Foundation, was an exception. It maintained 
regular funding on women’s research from the late 1970s and during the 1980s. See Heilborn (1992). 
An important academic journal has been Estudos Feministas, published since 1992. According to 
ABA’s electronic catalogue of thesis, a good number of recent monographs (6) investigated gender 
relations and structures in indigenous groups.
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considered the different strategies and the objective choices that women and men have 

sought when finding a sexual partner (Heilborn, 1999; Leal and Fachel, 1999). Heilborn 

(1992b, 1996b) discussed, for example, how heterosexual and homosexual (male-male; 

female-female) couples negotiate values, practices and identities in terms of the tension 

between ideological models of hierarchy and egalitarianism, which is a characteristic 

debate of the earlier studies of the middle classes in Brazil. In addition, a small group of 

researchers have also been interested in the relation between female sexuality, 

health/illness and body management (Victora, 1991; Leal, 1995b; Knauth, 1998b; Martin, 

1997). However, it was just because of the impact of AIDS epidemic and through the 

intellectual discussions of male homosexuality and bisexuality that female sexuality in 

Brazil aroused a stream of interest among researchers. The theoretical debate on 

Brazilian homosexualities and male sexual behaviour have to be considered, therefore, 

as a background of this more focused interest on the sexuality of Brazilian women.

2.1.3 - Studies on homosexuality and masculinity in Brazil:

The passive homosexuals solicit on the street in obscene whispers, and make 
themselves conspicuous by mincing with sickening exaggeration, overdoing the 
falsetto tones, and using women’s turns of phrase. All their energies are focused 
upon arranging the sexual act in which they take the female role. Rebuffed by a 
man they desire, they are said to drag themselves on their knees and plead 
sobbingly. (Landes, 1940: p. 387).

Homoerotic encounters and heterogeneous forms of homosexual life have been 

described or reported by written sources since colonial times. The variety of situations 

and contexts of these same-sex interactions have allowed historiographic analysis for 

different historical contexts in Brazilian past (Green, 1996; Vainfas, 1989; Mott, 1986). 

Although the concept of homosexuality is relatively recent, being circulated primarily 

among the elites and expert circles (Fry, 1982; Fry and MacRae, 1983), forms of social 

differentiation amongst men have been maintained in relation to cultural conceptions and 

proper parameters of masculinity (and femininity). Historically, categories have been 

socially used to identify “homosexual men”, such as bicha, viado, maricas, etc. 

Characteristically, these extremely stigmatizing and derogatory terms have the capability 

of discrediting someone (Goffman, 1990). In everyday life, to be called bicha or viado is 

considered a grave offence to one’s sense of identity and masculinity, being liable to 

initiate a conflict13.

131 will discuss the cultural meanings of masculinity and femininity more thoroughly in chapter 7. 
Meanwhile, it is only necessary to know that homosexual behaviour is socially and morally condemned 
in Brazil, but those who perform a “passive’Vinsertee sexual role are more strongly stigmatised.
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In general, male homosexuality has been culturally seen in Brazil as the 

maintenance of feminine attributes by men who lacked the profile of “real men” or 

“macho” (Fry, 1982, 1986; Parker, 1991). Marked by a set of cultural meanings and 

stereotypes, Brazilian TV and cinema homosexual characters, for instance, were 

characterized by blatant images of effeminacy, similar to the ‘sissy’ imagery noticed in 

many films in the history of the moving image, such as seen in the American 

documentary ‘The Celluloid Closet”. In the early eighties, some very successful and 

popular TV programs, all targeted at women, were presented by well-known fashion 

designers, such as Clodovil. They also served as inspiration for TV comedy programs, 

performed mostly by heterosexual artists, such as Chico Anfsio and Jo Soares, who 

balanced unequal positive and negative representations of homosexual men. In Brazil, 

notably, stage artists, fashion designers and “coiffeurs” were the professionals socially 

identified with homosexuality as well as with the disposition towards effeminacy14.

Academic, social science studies on male homosexuality in Brazil preceded 

historically the emergence of studies on female sexuality and heterosexual men’s sexual 

behaviour. They were mostly conducted after the mid-1970s, although some pioneer 

studies can be traced even earlier, such as an article by North-American anthropologist 

Ruth Landes (1940) on “male homosexuality” in Afro-Brazilian cults in Bahia, which gives 

the first analysis of the sexual opposition between “active” and “passive” roles in Brazil. 

As a sign of the times, however, studies only became more numerous when homosexual 

activism emerged in cities, such as Rio, Sao Paulo or Salvador. These studies were 

mainly ethnographic and provided a rich diversity of cultural and social expression of 

“male-to-male interactions” (for example, Guimaraes, 1977). Notably, these early 

monographs were mainly associated with published work by other academics. As studies 

on male homosexuality were unequivocally central to the developments of research on 

gender, identity as well as to medical anthropology and HIV/AIDS in Brazil, I will discuss, 

therefore, their findings, conceptual schemes and even the cultural representation which 

they also generated. I intend to examine critically the ways by which two anthropologists,

Therefore men who perform (or say they perform) an “active’Vinsertor sexual role do not damage their 
own sense of masculinity and identity (see Fry, 1982,1986; Fry and MacRae, 1983; Parker, 1991). 
This is what is called the stigma of the sexual passive (Misse, 1981). When performed as an “active” 
partner, bisexual behaviour does not contradict with a masculine or “heterosexual” identity. In social 
life, however, homosexuality can be rather stigmatising, disregarding the sexual role. Various social 
factors and contexts interfere in the definition of homosexual behaviour, homoeroticism and sexual 
identities, which need to be understood very carefully to prevent any simplistic view of masculinities 
only through the active/passive binarism.

14 Or other social and religious positions as well, such as the pais-de-santo, cult leaders of the Afro- 
Brazilian candomble (Landes, 1940, Fry, 1986, Birman, 1995). Chico Anfsio had a huge success with 
Painho, the pai-de-santo from the State of Bahia, and Jo Soares presented the ‘Batman and Robin’ 
look-a-like characters Capitao Gay (Captain Gay) and Carlos Suely, which seemed to provide an 
urban and “contemporary” image of homosexual men, framed by their unlimited powers of femininity. 
See Isto E, 1982b. See also Trevisan (1986) on Brazilian artists and homosexuality until the early 
1980s.
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one British (Peter Fry) and the other North-American (Richard Parker), have investigated 

male homosexuality and gender issues in Brazil15.

2.1.3.1 - Crossing the Ocean:

Being one of the pioneers of the more recent anthropological studies on 

“homosexuality” in Brazil, Fry (1982a, 1982b, and 1986) provided an ethnographic 

investigation of male homoerotism, which stressed the particular meanings related to 

sexual classifications and male gender roles in specific settings, namely, Afro-Brazilian 

cult groups in the city of Belem do Para, Northern Brazil. His study advanced the analysis 

produced earlier by Landes (ibid). If Fry’s work had a more ethnographic orientation, he 

also sought, however, a general perspective (1982b). He distinguished four different 

systems of representation for male-to-male sexuality which have been reproduced 

socially in Brazil in accordance with regional, class and historical variables. Each one of 

these four systems has its own singularities, which have to be considered.

First, Fry recognized a hierarchical system that contrasts homens (“men”) and 

bichas (1982b:90-93; 1986). As he noticed (1986:141-43), the terms “homosexual” and 

“homosexuality” have limited use “outside middle class and intellectual circles”, especially 

in the big Brazilian cities of the South and the Southeast. Many categories have been 

used historically to label male-to-male sexual partners throughout Brazil. The most 

popular are bicha, viado, maricas, fresco, among many others, which have negative 

meanings depending on their context of use16:

There are two basic male gender roles in Belem, the bicha and the macho or 
homem (man). Since a bicha is also a homem in a biological sense (the word 
homem means man and male), this latter category is sometimes given as homem 
mesmo (a “real” man). The bicha can be understood, therefore, in relation to the

15 According to the abstracts contained in the Brazilian Anthropological Association (ABA) electronic 
catalogue, eighteen (18) Master and Ph.D. thesis on homosexuality and masculinities were submitted 
in Anthropology. Just as a comparison, fifty two (52) academic thesis focused on “women” as their 
main subject. Furthermore, this range of academic studies must be internally differentiated in terms of 
the period in which were conducted and their subject. Therefore most studies were initially on male 
homosexuality (for example, Guimaraes, 1977; Pereira, 1979; Chinelli, 1985; Perlongher, 1987b; and 
MacRae, 1982,1990,1992). Neglected by early academic research, although extremely important in 
the last 30 years of Brazilian social life, travestis have been “discovered” by anthropologists who 
conducted a number of studies more recently. Apart from some isolated previous work (Erdmann,
1981; Mott and Assungao, 1987), travestis have puzzled the newest theoretical and analytical 
problems in gender research (for example, Silva, 1993; Silva and Florentino, 1996; Kulick, 1998).

16 Although all these terms have been employed by members of gay groups as an affirmative political 
self-ascription since the seventies, comparable to the renewal use of similar anglo-saxon terms as 
“queer” and “faggot”, they have their own history of popularization. If terms like bicha and maricas are 
relatively old and widely spread, others like boiola seem to have a more recent popular use, from the 
80s up to now, and more used by younger individuals. It is worth noting that regional differences are 
always significant.
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homem mesmo and these two roles may be distinguished by the sexual and 
social behavior and status accorded to each. (...) In sexual encounters the bicha 
assumes the “insertee” role while the homem assumes the “insertor* role. This 
sexual relation is expressed by the terms “give” and “eat” (c/ar and comet). The 
homem “eats” the bicha, who, for his part, “gives”. The same refer to 
heterosexual encounters, in which it is the female who “gives”. The homem/bicha 
relation is characterized by a power differential. The homem dominates the bicha 
as he dominates women. (Fry, 1986:141, emphasis by the author).

Fry correctly characterized the asymmetric conditions implicated in male-to-male 

sexual interactions. He also pointed out that the bicha “sexual role” had to be culturally 

associated with the meanings and practices concerning male-female interactions in 

Brazil. However, as Fry argued, the cultural association of the bicha with effeminate 

behaviour and a submissive sexual role had to be examined in terms of the female 

gender roles in Brazil. From this point of view, either the male-female (homem-mulhet) 

sexual interactions or the male-male (homem-bicha) ones were seen as hierarchically 

structured. Therefore, the bicha would not be considered a “real” man /homem, but 

somebody positioned in an inferior role. Associated with effeminacy, which puts him 

closer to the female gender role, this social figure can not be identified directly as a 

woman, since his attributes are overloaded with prejudicial meanings, while the women 

maintain a positive “natural” defined status. To be a “real man” is mainly characterized by 

the correct assertion of values and practices of masculinity, including here the 

performance of an “active sexual role” with women, but also with other men, who would, 

either playing an emasculated behaviour or a “passive sexual role”, have damaged his 

sense of masculine identity. Therefore, in a male-to-male sexual interaction, the homem 

would not lose the male attributes that guarantee his status, his gender role, and his male 

identity. But when the bicha performs the passive role, his masculinity is damaged, which 

suggests a structural reordering from an equal social status to an inferior one, a 

structured submissive, “woman like” position. Within this cultural logic, effeminacy would 

be considered a structural gender inversion.

Second, a very distinct sexual system was analysed by Fry (1982b:93-5), who 

dated to the end of the 1960s as the period of its social appearance, notoriously among 

the middle classes from cities like Rio and Sao Paulo. Within this system, a range of new 

categories and meanings are structured in a slightly different way. The category 

entendido (“a man who knows or understands”) is here used to assign male-to-male 

partners who do not differentiate themselves hierarchically in “sexual roles”. For Fry, 

there is an emphasis on the “equality” and the “symmetry” between partners, as both 

consider themselves as “equal”, within this system. Therefore it is the actual sexual 

orientation that distinguishes entendidos and homens (men), these last ones being 

oriented towards heterosexual interaction and conduct. Contrary to the hierarchical sexual
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model, there is no significant importance, according to Fry, in the distinction between 

active/passive sexual roles and masculine/effeminate behaviour, for entendidos can 

manage both roles and both behaviours. However Fry does not explain satisfactorily 

how, for many men in the big cities of the Southeast and South Brazil, a hierarchical 

male-to-male model of sexual interaction could give way to another model, which 

stressed equality in sexual interaction. Only for analytic purposes, which expressed a 

theoretical approach, did Fry differentiate these two systems of representation of male 

sexuality, considered as ideal models. In fact, Fry argues that both systems can co-exist 

in their social reproduction. However, the hierarchical model has had more legitimacy in 

Brazilian regions like the North and the Northeast or among the lower classes. In turn, the 

egalitarian model is reproduced above all among the urban middle classes in the big 

cities of the Southeast and the South. The changes from one model to the other 

happened along with major ones, which have affected the urban middle and upper 

classes in Brazil since the 1960s. As the more recent label guei (gay), the entendido is 

not considered, then, as a modern substitute for the bicha. He would be a new category 

within a new social reality. If in the past the male sexual world was divided in 

homens/ativos (men/actives) and bichas/passivas (passives), this division is ordered 

currently by the sexual orientation of men (Fry, 1982b:105)17.

The two other systems of social representation of male sexuality are strictly 

classificatory medical models, which differentiate physiological men into the exclusive 

categories of “heterosexual”, “homosexual", and, later, more recently, the “bisexual”. Fry 

points out the similarities between medical ideas and the debate on homosexuality in 

England and Brazil in the late 19th century and the first decades of this century. In the UK 

all the medical discussion was linked in different ways to the criminalization between 

1885 and 1967 of all male-to-male homoerotic practices, which led British authors such 

as Symonds, Havelock Ellis, and Edward Carpenter to initiate an intellectual effort to 

naturalize “homosexuality”, trying to distinguish natural-born “inverts” from criminals 

(Weeks, 1990 [1977]). These intellectuals considered homosexuals as individuals with a 

genetic “sexual inversion” or as members of an “intermediate sex”. Brazilian doctors, 

however, provided specialized knowledge to classify men into two different categories, 

but for one, the “homosexual”, was prescribed a whole range of practical devices for their 

cure. In one way or another, according to Weeks’ point of view and endorsed by Fry, the 

“medical model” was hegemonic over “homosexuals” in Brazil18.

17 In fact, the category entendido was popular among urban gay men in the late 1970’s and the early 
1980’s (for the entendidos, see Green, 1996). In addition, the category entendida has been also used 
to specify a woman otherwise called “sapatao”, a masculine woman who has female sexual partners.

18 Fry (1982b:101) remarks how in the thirties homosexual offenders were arrested, but likewise 
directed to the Laboratories de Antropologia Criminal (Laboratories of Criminal Anthropology), linked to 
police services in the Brazilian states. For the extent by which “homosexuals” were punished by
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Fry argues that the oldest medical model set heterosexual men apart from 

homosexual ones, but also contrasted “passive” and “active” homosexuals, a binary 

opposition similar to that present in the hierarchical model of male sexuality in Brazil. 

Further, this hierarchical opposition among homosexuals was assumed by medical 

discourse in Brazil as well as in Great Britain in the first part of the 20th century (Marshall, 

1981:146-7), although Havelock Ellis had rejected this point earlier (Weeks, ibid:63). 

However since the 1940s, psychiatry and medicine have neglected increasingly this 

internal distinction of gender roles among homosexuals while prioritizing the issue of 

sexual orientation by which the determinant factor is to differentiate scientifically 

“homosexuals”, “heterosexuals” and “bisexuals” (Marshall, ibid).

The four systems suggested by Fry correspond to analytical models, elaborated 

by a researcher using a structuralist perspective. In fact, Fry also points out that the 

typology represents an ideal form, for the different “systems” can coexist at the same 

historical time. However what this approach lacks are the dense and subtle aspects that 

constitute social life as an ongoing historical process. Somehow the strength of the 

constructionist perspective (Vance, 1989) is not fully present in Fry’s early works, 

although he provided a historically grounded picture of the changes in the conceptions of 

male homosexuality (Fry, 1982; 1986). Notably, he used the conceptual idea of “historical 

construction” (construgao histories) of homosexuality because male homosexuality could 

be conceived in many different ways in Brazil (by the influence of factors, such as class, 

cultural difference, regional or historical context). Thus if, according to Fry, different and, 

sometimes, rival models of male sexuality co-exist in various contexts in Brazil, 

competing for cultural hegemony, social research should pay particular attention to this 

complexity, rejecting a formal dualist framework which understands social phenomenon 

only by binary oppositions (Fry, 1982:109). Owing to this, historiographic and sociological 

approaches must be interwoven with cultural analysis. Certainly, Fry’s articles were a 

breakthrough in the understanding of male homosexuality as a social phenomenon in 

Brazil. Fry provided a convincing account of a number of related issues, such as the co

existence of multiple systems of sexual meanings, their situational reproduction, the 

importance of historical practices and social and cultural differences in Brazil, the relative 

simultaneity of the forms of social control of homosexuality as well as the political forms 

of homosexual organization either in Brazil or countries like Great Britain, etc.

criminal laws see Weeks (1990:158-60; 1991). On the other hand, little is written about psychiatric 
treatments and medical practices, aiming at the homosexuals’ cure. More recent research (see 
Pereira, 1994; Green, 1996) was conducted on the links between Brazilian medicine (especially 
psychiatry), criminal law, and the activity of the police throughout the 20th century as well as on the 
crucial role of Anthropology for this issue during a particular period. In academic terms, little is known 
about the practices of the police against “homosexuals”/bichas in Brazil, except for journalistic 
information.
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Nonetheless, some critical remarks need to be made on various limitations offered by his 

articles.

Although identity issues are extremely important in understanding male-to-male 

sexual relations, they are considered in a specific and reduced way in Fry’s work. 

Influenced by Marshall’s analysis on models of homosexual behaviour in England (1981), 

Peter Fry (1982b:90) argues that a “sexual and affective identity” depends on four 

components, namely, 1) “physiological sex” (invariable physical attributes which contrast 

male and female); 2) gender roles (cultural traits attributed to male and female roles, 

concerning behaviour, social expectations, and personal characteristics); 3) sexual 

behaviour (defined by what is sexually expected from each person); 4) sexual orientation 

(this regards the person’s sexual preference). All the components are intrinsically related 

to each other by a specific logic in any cultural system. This cultural logic produces the 

contrast of sexual identities, differentiated mainly by binary oppositions, which are 

configured by complementary “sexual roles”. Remarkably, the reader can not apprehend 

any political meanings and the practicalities of identity from Fry’s conceptions. 

Subjectivities were not concerned in this analysis nor there was any indication of identity 

negotiation or the objective practices by which identity can be asserted or contested. 

Somehow these issues were not the subject of discussion at the time of his articles’ 

publication. It would be unfair to criticize Fry about this point. However the absence of 

any political understanding of different social identities is really striking, especially if we 

have in mind the anthropological debate in the late ’70s, at that time already familiar with 

social conflict and political issues. As a paradoxical contrast between theory and practice, 

Fry was an academic who was also involved in homosexual activism in Brazil. His 

analysis gave real importance to historical and sociological conditions to the construction 

of male homosexuality, but his structuralist approach only helped to neutralize this 

historicity and the ambivalences of the concrete interactions which homosexual men 

have in social life. Fry (1982:88) was very clear about his research aims, which were 

restricted to the investigation of the social representations of homosexuality. He was not 

interested in discussing social action per se. His perspective was that social categories 

and representations underline the experience and actions of social agents. Whether a 

researcher can perceive the usual discrepancy between representations and practice or 

not, “social action” was still consider in relation to the powerful strength of 

representations. Needless to say that practice is, therefore, hierarchically subordinate to 

the major system of social representations. In other words, a focus on sexual 

classification and particularly “sexual roles” became central and dominant in the analysis 

of Brazilian expressions of male homosexuality.
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Peter Fry’s research gave real conditions, however, to the development of the 

studies of sexuality and gender in Brazil. We can see his direct theoretical influence in 

many other later studies, including those conducted by his students. This is noticeable, 

for example, in a study on male hustlers in Sao Paulo (Perlongher, 1987b), in an 

investigation of gender and sexual identities in Afro-Brazilian cults (Birman, 1995) and 

especially in MacRae’s research on homosexual activism in Sao Paulo (1982, 1990, 

1992). As we can see, Fry’s structuralist approach shaped the discussion on sexuality, 

but also contributed to ethnographic accounts of practices and social interactions19.

2.1.3.2 - Down South American way:

Richard Parker, a North-American anthropologist currently settled in Rio de 

Janeiro, has carried out research in Brazil since the 1980s. Throughout the years, he has 

developed his own particular standpoint on male sexual ideology and, more generally, 

the “Brazilian sexual culture”, which allowed him to make a substantial general 

interpretation of sexuality and gender in Brazil. Therefore, interested in the Brazilian 

“social and historical construction of sexual diversity”, Parker wrote a book on the “sexual 

culture in contemporary Brazil” (1991), which is one of the few systematic anthropological 

interpretations of this theme. Currently, he is also the leading intellectual figure on 

sexuality and AIDS in the country, acknowledged in national and inter/transnational 

agencies, circles, and events, such as the UNAIDS/WHO and the International 

Conferences on AIDS. In academic terms, Parker has been one of the most cited authors 

of the social science studies on sexuality and HIV/AIDS in Brazil.

Tracing back early Brazilian authors (such as Gilberto Freyre), Parker was also 

much in debt to Fry’s previous studies (Parker, 1986; 1991; 1993a) as well as to other 

authors, specially Roberto Da Matta’s anthropological framework on Brazilian society and 

culture (Parker, 1991). In analytical and methodological terms, Parker has been greatly 

influenced by the North-american anthropological tradition. On the one hand, his 

ethnographic studies (Parker, 1991; 1993b) are in debt to this culturalist tradition and

19 In the late 1970’s and early 1980’s, as Fry noted, the Brazilian homosexual movement emphasised 
the cultural critique of sexual roles, stressed by the particular meanings of masculinity and femininity, 
that is, the active-passive distinction. This Brazilian sexual politics could be compared to the social 
aims which had driven the similar homosexual movements in the UK and the USA, since the last were 
concerned above all with the decriminalization of homosexual practices (Weeks, 1990). In Brazil, there 
was no law against same-sex interactions. Therefore, Brazilians activists had to fight against other 
targets, which were much more fluid, above all general social prejudice or, in the dictatorship period, 
the “false” Brazilian sexual democracy and political freedom (Fry, 1982b). This point aligned gay 
activists with other “new” anti-authoritarian social movements, such as those of women, industrial 
workers, Black communities, etc. Since the middle eighties, however, homosexual mobilization has 
been mainly linked with AIDS activism (this point will be discussed in chapter 5).
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especially to its symbolic and interpretative perspectives. On the other hand, he has also 

been influenced by symbolic interacionist approaches to sexuality, such as the work of 

Gagnon and Simon (1973) on sexual scripts (Parker, 1990; 1992; 1994a; Gagnon and 

Parker, 1995) and constructionist authors in gender and sexuality (for example, Gayle 

Rubin and Carole Vance). Therefore, Parker does not only focus on the “sexual”, but his 

attention is mainly drawn to the cultural system of sexuality in Brazil, particularly its 

ideology of eroticism. At first sight, Parker has focused on a large range of sexual 

subjects and themes, dealing with the comprehensive erotic meanings of various 

subjects, from homosexuals to women (ibid, 1991); Brazilian public health policy (ibid, 

1990; 1994b) and HIV/AIDS prevention (ibid, 1994a; 1994b); male prostitution and 

transvestitism (ibid, 1993b); social prejudice (Daniel and Parker, 1993). However, he has 

shown a more strict expertise and interest on Brazilian male homosexuality and male 

bisexual behaviour (Parker, 1993a; 1993b; 1993c; 1994b; 1996; 1999) and on the 

HIV/AIDS epidemic in Brazil, especially regarding the links between HIV risk, sexual 

behaviour, prevention and sexual cultures (Parker, 1987; 1990; 1993a; 1993c; 1994).

From Peter Fry, Parker assimilated several theoretical issues and the importance 

given to sexual classification (homem, mulher, bicha, etc) and the binary opposition 

between atividade (activitity) and passividade (passivity) as sexual domains prescriptive 

to performative roles. Linked to the patriarchal model of family life, which resembles 

Freyre’s study (ibid) on the formation of Brazilian society, gender distinctions between 

feminine and masculine structure symbolically sexual practices, considered properly as 

social relations, as well as the “language” of body parts, all through this same binarism. 

Thus women (mulheres) and the so called bichas would be the subjects of men’s 

(homens) asymmetrical power since both have their sexual and social roles culturally 

constructed around femininity, while men should control only masculine attributes. As a 

structure of cultural and historical order, gender hierarchy is related to sexual meanings 

and categories as well as to gender ideologies, all of them highlighting the 

homemMlasculine “authority/dominance” over their feminine counterpart, either the 

women/mulheres or the bichas, placed on a structurally submissive and inferior position. 

Therefore, performing an active sexual role even with another biological male (the bicha) 

does not damage a man’s masculinity. This would explain, hereafter, the common 

bisexual behaviour of Brazilian men (Parker, 1993b; 1994b; 1996), without ruining their 

masculine identification nor ascribing them with a homosexual identity. All these issues 

would be repeated extensively throughout many following articles and books (Parker, 

1992; 1993a; 1994b), which suggests their centrality or key-role in his own ideas on 

Brazilian sexuality. According to Parker, the sexual binarism and the gender language of 

masculinity and femininity do not refer exclusively to sexuality or to body meanings, but,
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above all, they encipher a “system of cultural values, a set of social relationships” 

(Parker, 1991:42), which has broad resonance within Brazilian society.

The hierarchical system of gender analysed by Fry and Parker, which is identified 

above all through the patriarchal model of family life and the masculine sexual and social 

dominance over mu/heres/women and bichas, is not the only system that defines the 

meanings of sexual practices and sexual categories in Brazil. Following Fry, Parker also 

discusses the system of sexuality defined by the “modern” discourses of scientific 

knowledge, medicine, psychiatry and sexology. These discourses, which Fry considered 

as a specific model and Parker a system, are widely used in Brazilian society, specially 

regarding the sexual differentiation of “heterosexuality”, “homosexuality”, and 

“bisexuality”. However this medical-scientific system of sexual meanings, as Parker 

argues, is more concerned with the ways in which sexual practices can be differentiated 

by reproductive and non-reproductive aims, which means a broad acceptance of 

pleasure as an end in itself. Notwithstanding, non-“heterosexual” practices and eroticism 

might be considered still as a deviance from the norm, thus an “abnormality" or 

perversion that need to be limited.

Yet Parker emphasizes the difference between the “ideology of the erotic” or 

“system of erotic meanings”, as he calls, and the hierarchies of gender and sex. This 

ideology provides an alternative interpretative horizon for Brazilians to apprehend and 

experience their sexual pleasures. Dealing with men’s and women’s sexuality alike, 

regardless sexual orientation, Parker argues that Brazilian popular discourses of sex and 

gender roles, either those based on traditionally hierarchical premises or those based on 

modern discourses of medical science and sexology, can be associated with the ideology 

of the eroticism. According to Parker, the ideology of eroticism can be “superimposed” 

through its peculiar “alternative” logic on the different systems that define gender and 

sexuality. Even power can be displayed through the erotic domain without being 

ultimately strange to its cultural forms, for it can be also eroticized (ibid: 134). In addition, 

“transgression” is an important analytical category for Parker. If the systems of gender 

and sex prescribes the correctness of some sexual practices instead of others, 

considered as sin, abnormal or perversion, thus prohibited, the ideology of the erotic can 

contradict them. For the author, Brazilian eroticism deals with the private and public 

dichotomy, which stress actually the hidden or secret parts of life. Parker notices how the 

Brazilian expression “within four walls, anything can happen” (entre quatro paredes, tudo 

pode acontecei) might give a proper understanding of the transgressiveness of the erotic
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in privacy (ibid: 100). Thus the social order of the public and the private are likely to be 

symbolically inverted through the ideology of the eroticism20:

In erotic ideology, however, the normal relationship, the sharp dichotomy, 
between these two domains can be at least temporarily inverted, as the sexual 
freedom (and the danger) of the street invades the secluded space of the house - 
or, for that matter, as the controlled sexual functions associated with the family 
life of the house escape its controls and play themselves out in the impersonal 
(and hence, once again, dangerous) world of the street. ... In these moments, 
according to this ideology, anything can happen. Everything is possible. (Parker, 
ibid:101)

The Brazilian anthropologist Roberto Da Matta influenced Parker with his analysis 

on the cultural dichotomy between the public and the private domains as well as the idea 

of “carnivalization”, the carnival as a metaphor for other social phenomena21. Both tried to 

understand the Brazilian term sacanagem, which has multiple meanings, some positive 

and others negative, but, erotically, it would mean summarily “breaking the rules of 

proper decorum” (Parker, ibid:102) through the language of sex. Through sacanagem, as 

a disruptive experience, sexual practices can be meaningful in an erotic grammar, which 

is based on a positive transgression. This is why Parker prioritizes the ideology of 

eroticism, for it makes possible the contradiction of the hierarchical systems of gender 

and sex without rejecting them, but, on the contrary, showing their relative spatial 

operation, regarding the particular domains at stake, whether public or private.

Brazilian carnival (carnava!) would be a cultural, social and symbolic event that 

would provide a metaphor for Brazilian life, “split into two sharply opposed modes of 

being or forms of experience” (Parker, ibid:139). Not only the opposition between public 

and private, but particularly the contrast between seriousness of daily life (seriedade, 

luta) and play (brincadeira) or sin (pecado) and sacanagem are somehow stressed and, 

at the same time, bracketed. Parker highlights the erotic dimension that is magnified at 

carnival, when Brazilian people become more open than ever to sexual expression, to 

the logic of sacanagem: “Sexual transactions that cross the lines of class, age, and race, 

lesbian and homosexual interactions, exhibitionism, and any number of other marginal

20 Both meanings concerning the public and the private domains can be subverted by each other. As 
the private, symbolically identified with the spatial location of the home/house (a casa), is assumed to 
be a safe and personal place, proper to the family and their values, it is contrasted with the danger, 
impersonality and freedom of the street (a rua), another spatial site and symbol through which 
Brazilians structure many of their social metaphors and social experiences. These domains can be 
subject to transgressive practices that contradict them, all of them made meaningful by, among 
others, the realm of the erotic and the search for pleasure.

21 Da Matta has formulated his ideas in many books and articles since the late seventies (Da Matta, 
1985; 1991 [1979]; Hess and DaMatta, 1995). The cultural dichotomy between the public and the 
private through different settings, like the street and the home/house, as symbolized moral universes, 
is expressed by forms of mediation that are structurally present in the Brazilian society. The carnival is 
used by Da Matta (1991) as a social metaphor to understand Brazil as a particular society.
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pleasures become possible in a world where repression and oppression cease to exist” 

(ibid: 148). Although the festival has provided Brazilians with strong imagery and 

metaphors to define their national identity and, on the other hand, more empirically, to 

experience their sexuality, Parker also considers the inherent social and cultural 

phenomena present in the world of everyday life as the carnival’s encompassing 

contradictions.

Throughout his studies, Parker has alluded to a major concern with the diversity 

of sexual culture in Brazil. Sexual diversity, for instance, is grasped in terms of the 

distinction of gender roles and sexual classifications. Notably, Brazil is considered a 

diverse and complex society which must be studied through its own internal differences, 

particularly when sexuality is the central research topic. Thus conditions of possibility 

regarding gender, class, cultural background, regional origin, urban or rural areas, etc, 

interfere with social and cultural viability and adherence of and to particular sexual 

meanings. As he correctly points out:

Sexual experience takes shape in Brazil, as in other profoundly complex 
societies, less in the singular than in the plural, and it is thus less accurate to 
speak of a single, unified system of sexual meanings in contemporary Brazilian 
culture than to think in terms of multiple subsystems, recurring yet often disparate 
patterns, conflicting, and sometimes even contradictory, logics that have 
somehow managed to intertwine and interpenetrate within the fabric of social life. 
(Parker, 1991:1-2)

Parker focuses on various and complex systems, namely, the hierarchical system 

of gender; the rationalized system of sex and sexuality; the ideology of eroticism. As Fry 

argued earlier, these systems can be simultaneously reproduced among Brazilians who 

depend on them as their “frames of reference" (Parker, ibid:2). These frames co-exist 

and each one might be superposed or covered by the other without being totally 

dismissed, particularly through the experience of eroticism. Thus since Brazilians have all 

these frames at their disposal, many different expressions of sexual life and eroticism 

can flourish and be made socially and culturally singular. Whether traditional or modern, 

whether different or mirroring similarities, all of them are, however, interconnected 

through subtle and contradictory ways under the umbrella of “Brazilian sexual culture” or 

“cultural system of sexuality”, analytical categories and distinctions drawn by Parker (ibid, 

1991; 1994a). Far from doing research on “the sexual reality of any particular group or 

community” (ibid:165), he focused on the cultural patterns that make coherent this 

particular grammar, an achievement that should be examined in different social settings 

by the researcher (Gagnon and Parker, ibid:11). These patterns could be isolated through 

the study of the various systems considered before. In addition, notwithstanding the fact 

of having carried out research specially in big cities like Rio and Sao Paulo, Parker
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argues that the cultural grammar he studied has wide and “very powerful impact 

throughout Brazilian society”22

As Parker notes, this comprehensive cultural grammar or, more strictly, Brazilian 

sexual culture is open to many different readings, not a single one. They can be positive 

or negative, coherent or contradictory, but they originate within a cultural system that 

make all of them plausible. However, their plausibility depends rather on a “structural and 

historical” reality that changes continuously. The cultural and sexual meanings that 

compose all those systems and also define specific “readings” are subject of an ongoing 

process of changes that affect Brazil. According to Parker (ibid: 168), the epidemic of HIV 

and AIDS can be seen as another phenomenon that has produced recently new changes, 

although the reproduction of the cultural systems continues.

As we have seen, Parker emphasizes the co-existence of various, and 

sometimes conflicting, cultural systems in Brazil as well as the openness to many 

different interpretations of the Brazilian sexual culture. They provide Brazilian men and 

women with a range of choices and possibilities. Critically, he comments about the 

limitation offered by the oldest anthropological studies on sexual matters, which underline 

cultural uniformity, compliance to norms and the coherence of cultural patterns of 

sexuality (Parker, 1991: 165-174). In general, these studies are based on ethnography 

carried out in small-scale societies. Curiously, however, Parker’s interpretation on the 

“Brazilian sexual culture” suggest actually the mixture of an analytical search for social 

and cultural complexity and an unequivocally reified understanding of this same “culture”, 

which has been repeated throughout his articles. The co-existence of the different 

systems of gender, sexuality and the ideology of eroticism is not the real problem, for the 

idea of simultaneous cultural systems seems to be correct for any society, including 

Brazil. However, Parker deals with the concept of “sexual culture” and other similar ones 

which express precisely a broad uniformity, self-referent and self-explainable meanings 

or, at last, an isolated cultural unity. Difference is neutralized by the reification of 

“Brazilian sexual culture”. In addition, Parker has also maintained an emphasis on “sexual 

roles” as conforming patterns of masculinity and femininity in Brazil. In a similar vein, as 

Fry earlier, “role theory" was an instrumental ground for his analysis on gender and 

sexuality. Parker and Fry prioritized what might be considered the cultural reproduction of 

sex and gender, either by sexual roles and models (Fry and Parker) or through ideology 

(Parker), instead of looking more thoroughly at their forms of social organization. In the 

following section, I will discuss how these studies on gender and sexuality influenced the

22 Parker said: “While the specific terms or expressions may vary from region to region and group to 
group, and while the grammar itself is built up in different ways for the members of different social and 
economic classes, sexual diversity within Brazil as a whole is made possible by the existence of the 
wider cultural system that shapes it - a system itself composed of multiple subsystems. (1991:165).
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academic debate on the HIV/AIDS epidemic in Brazil. Therefore, I give a preliminary 

overview of studies on medical anthropology and AIDS.

2.2 - Medical Anthropology and AIDS:

In the last decades, the recognition and credibility of medical anthropology as a 

field in this discipline has advanced notably. The earlier anthropological interest in 

witchcraft, magic and healing in non-western societies (Last, 1993), which provided many 

important studies (such as Rivers, 1924; Mauss and Hubert, 1968; Evans Pritchard, 

1937) has been overcome by a less naturalistic, less empiricist and more directly focused 

approach to the cultural concepts of illness and health, issues of meaning, and the 

cultural systems that embrace them (Young, 1982; Good, 1994). Kleinman (1978), for 

instance, argues in favour of seeing illness and health as parts of a “cultural idiom”, 

therefore rejecting a naturalistic standpoint. Notably interpretative and culturally oriented 

perspectives have been emphasised, which give prominence to the experience of illness 

(Good, ibid; Csordas, 1992, 1994). In Brazil, current anthropological and sociological 

studies on issues related with health and illness also have a particular background and 

depend on a previous intellectual production (Canesqui, 1994; Duarte, 1998; Minayo,

1998). In the past, studies were mainly on the so called “traditional” therapeutic practices 

or “traditional” healing, which were generally defined as “popular medicine”. These 

healing practices were studied in their connection with religious and ritual practices (for 

example, Montero, 1985). In turn, other studies aimed at understanding the integration or 

the conflict between traditional systems of healing and the system of biomedicine 

practices and ideas (for example, Loyola, 1983). Another range of studies have focused 

on the problem of mental health (Perelberg, 1980; Alves, 1994), the cultural definition of 

the “nervos” (Duarte, 1986) and the links between medicine, psychiatry and 

psychoanalysis23. In the 1990s, Brazilian medical anthropology and its academic 

production increased hugely. Studies show diversity of topics and heterogeneity of 

methods and theoretical frameworks (Alves e Rabelo, 1998b)24.

23 In this last case, most studies sought to analyse how practices and representations of health and 
illness have been defined primarily by an individualistic-modern ideology, such as we see in clinical- 
medical institutions or in biomedical and psychological traditions, and how these same practices and 
ideas have been culturally appropriated by social groups influenced or framed directly by holistic 
ideologies, such as the working class groups in Brazil (Duarte, 1986; 1998).

24 Since the 1970s, many books with the label “medical anthropology” have been published (Grollig 
and Haley, 1976; Landy, 1977; Foster and Anderson, 1978; Romanucci-Rossi et al, 1983; etc). In 
Brazil, a range of books have also been published more recently (Alves e Minayo, 1994; Leal, 1995; 
Duarte e Leal, 1998; Alves e Rabelo, 1998).
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In the case of one health problem as AIDS, although this epidemic has a short 

history (about eighteen years), what has been written about it can compete with the 

literature of many “traditional” research subjects. One single researcher needs time, 

careful work and intellectual patience to do a comprehensive investigation of the written 

sources on AIDS, which can be either Anglo-American ones or European or Brazilian as 

well. Books, articles and Conference papers on HIV transmission and risk behaviour 

among gay men can be found side by side with many concerning heterosexual couples. 

Among many other groups, intravenous drug users, casual drinkers, prostitutes, the 

mentally ill, the deaf, or the homeless have also been the subject of public health policies 

and research (but only a small part within social science).

Some researchers, especially those interested in sexuality and gender issues, 

have noted the significance of anthropological studies to different aspects of the AIDS 

epidemic (Gorman, 1986; Feldman, 1986; Herdt, 1987; Herdt et al, 1990; Frankenberg, 

1988; Marshall and Bennett, 1990; Bolton, 1991). They stress the collaborative role of 

anthropology in education and prevention of HIV infection with epidemiology, social 

psychology and nursing studies. According to these authors, anthropologists should 

make a social commitment to the control of the AIDS epidemic in response to the need 

for cultural changes (Herdt, ibid:2; Bolton, 1989), especially in terms of sexual behaviour. 

They have echoed earlier attempts of the so called applied or action anthropology, which 

is also the background of medical anthropology (Foster and Anderson, 1978).

As the epidemic became present in the majority of countries in every continent, 

AIDS has also exemplified recent theoretical concerns for a contemporary anthropology, 

which began to examine the “connections” (Wolf, 1982) between local, national and 

global levels through the particular historical expressions of one single health problem, 

such as Farmer revealed (1992:256). On a different scale, Anthropology has a direct 

interest in AIDS because cultural models and schemes, through representations and their 

expressions, are one of its major theoretical concerns (Herdt, 1992). On the one hand, 

“traditional” themes of the discipline, such as stigma, healing, metaphor, contagion or 

death, have been found together within the context of the epidemic. On the other hand, 

the correct apprehension of the social diversity affected by AIDS requires a more 

complex and flexible anthropological concept of culture in contrast to earlier paradigms. 

Above all the idea of a single cultural model may be extremely misleading and empirically 

reductive. For an example, AIDS is striking in its social effects on particular social 

groups, such as “homosexual communities”. Understanding the maintenance of different 

“cultural communities” in the same society (Herdt, ibid:6) provides a more sophisticated 

interpretation and helps to explore social events with greater accuracy. Thus, avoiding 

the reification of both “Culture” as a single system and the static and over-bounded notion
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of subculture allows the study of more objective cultural boundaries. I prefer to use the 

idea of symbolic systems as a plural and indirect interconnection of cultural schemes of 

sexual meanings rather than seeing it as a broad single system, that encompass the 

reproduction of every different sexual behaviour in Brazil. This point needs to be 

developed further as a different theoretical standpoint towards gender and sexuality in my 

country, in contrast to Richard Parker’s interpretation (1991), which I discuss below. 

Valorising cultural and social variation is the key to this approach, which demands great 

commitment from the researcher25.

2.2.1 - Social Studies on HIV and AIDS in Brazil:

Broadly speaking, there is already a socio-cultural literature on the impact of 

AIDS in Brazil and, generally, in South America. This literature increased hugely 

throughout the years, specially in the 1990s. A Brazilian intellectual field on AIDS has 

been enlarged through different sorts of textual production, such as academic studies, 

research reports, autobiographical books, support group bulletins, ideological 

publications and manifestos and fictional literature. All this range of textual production 

can be cohsidered as being a particular and relevant cultural field, certainly associated 

with others, including the international set of ideas related to the AIDS epidemic. 

Sometimes the cultural-scientific production has been exclusively academic and, in other 

times, can be more applied or activist, although both styles can interchange26.

The first social science studies and works were conducted from 1985 and 1986 

(for example, Carrara and Moraes, 1985a; 1985b; Silva, 1986). The first Brazilian social 

research project on the social aspects of the AIDS epidemic was carried out by one of the 

first Brazilian HIV prevention non-governmental organizations, ABIA, and initiated in 1987 

(Guimaraes et al. 1988; Guimaraes, 1994). Perlongher (1987a), an Argentinean 

anthropologist settled in Brazil, published a popular book on the epidemic, which gives a 

very particular, personal, nearly activist interpretation of AIDS. Throughout the years, 

more and more studies have been conducted on a vast range of topics. There are 

anthropological and cultural studies on the ways in which AIDS is presented in the press 

and by the media in general (see Carrara and Moraes, ibid; Fausto Neto, 1991; Galvao,

25 See Wolf (ibid). Similarly, Herdt (1992:9-10) criticizes the notions of “subculture” and “lifestyle” to 
define groups affected by AIDS. These notions emphasize the group’s “marginality” instead of 
exploring its social links and conflicts with other dominant groups.

Brazilian support group newsletters, such as that from the Grupo Pela Vidda-Rio, and more recent 
gay magazines can provide a particular kind of discourse that links medical knowledge and personal 
phenomenological accounts, both being amenable to incorporation by peers. This is what Ariss 
(1997:93) called a “medical creole”. See the article “You’ll never forget your first AZT” from Herbert 
Daniel (Daniel and Parker, 1993:149-151).
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1992; Cavalcanti, 1994; 1995; Hildebrand, 1995). Researchers have discussed the 

impact of AIDS in homosexual lives and lifestyles (Silva, ibid; Terto Jr, 1996, 1997; 

Parker and Terto Jr., 1998). A large range of studies have investigated how Brazilian 

heterosexual women are affected by AIDS, specially the experiences of working class 

women (Guimaraes, 1994, 1996, 1998; Goldstein, 1994; Parker and Galvao, 1996; 

Knauth, 1996, 1998a, 1998b; Martin, 1997). There are studies on intravenous drug users 

(Fernandez, 1994, 1997; Bastos, 1996). Other works have focused on political activism 

and new forms of social mobilization in relation to the epidemic (see Vallinoto, 1991; 

Klein, 1996; Camara, 1998). There are studies on scientific production, biomedicine and 

the politics of knowledge (Camargo, 1994; Bastos, 1991, 1996). There is also a large 

social science literature on the dilemmas of HIV prevention (Loyola, 1994; Scheper- 

Hughes, 1994; Larvie, 1999). Other studies have focused on fiction, literature and AIDS 

(Bessa, 1997). Finally, a small range of social and cultural studies have dealt particularly 

with the experiences of Brazilian HIV positive people (Knauth, 1995; Seffner, 1995a, 

1995b; Terto Jr, 1996). My research is, therefore, closely associated to this small range 

of studies on “people living with HIV and AIDS” in Brazil27.

In addition, Richard Parker (1987; 1990;1992) has also researched and published 

extensively on HIV/AIDS in Brazil. He has been one of the few authors usually cited by 

international literature on the epidemic in Brazil, especially for sexual meanings and 

cultural aspects of sexuality (ibid, 1991). Parker has had an impressive influence on the 

social and cultural understanding of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in Brazil. Although being 

consistently critical of the Brazilian public health policy towards AIDS (Parker, 1990, 

1994b), his own anthropological interpretation has been embraced by some official 

strategies against HIV transmission, including the PN-DST/AIDS. Many of his ideas 

appear to be widely used among AIDS activists, intellectuals and public health agents. 

Some of them refer to the limited impact of homosexual politics in Brazil. Parker has 

argued (1990) that there is actually a “sexual subculture” based on sexual encounters and 

erotic practices rather than a “homosexual” social identity, such as that found in North 

America and Western Europe. Political and communitarian homosexual organisations 

were set up in the late 70’s, but they have been of a limited impact in Brazil. This explains 

the crucial importance given to the study of behaviourally bisexual men by Parker 

(1993b; 1996), since men could occasionally participate in a (homo)sexual subculture 

without being apart from their family/conjugal life. Hence the AIDS epidemic has been 

spread through an expressive trend of HIV transmission among behaviourally bisexual 

men, who have infected many heterosexual women, especially among those of low-

27 There is already a very recent academic trend which has focused on “people with AIDS” (PWAs).
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income. This “homosexual-bisexual” trend might be considered a specific 

epidemiological pattern, comparatively different from North-America, Europe and Africa, 

but present broadly in Latin America (ibid, 1990). For all these reasons, Parker has 

emphasised that the investigation of Brazilian “cultural grammar of sexuality and 

eroticism” must be a priority regarding the AIDS epidemic in Brazil, because this is not an 

exclusively homosexual issue. Notwithstanding, most of his latest research has been on 

HIV transmission and sexual risk among homosexual and bisexual men (Parker, 1993b, 

1993c, 1996; Parker and Terto Jr, 1998). In addition, according to Parker (1992; 1993a; 

1993b), the understanding of culturally constructed sexual meanings and Brazilian sexual 

categories is essential for defining educational campaigns and prevention projects for 

Brazilian populations.

Parker has emphasized the theoretical importance of carrying out social research 

on sexual cultures, such as he did in Brazil, particularly since the AIDS epidemic (1994a;

1999). Although Parker has addressed the correct direction towards sex research, his 

studies still provide a partial and limited apprehension of the Brazilian experiences of 

sexuality and likewise the systematic organization of social interactions in regard to 

sexual conduct. Further, a holistic perspective can not guarantee in itself a rigorous 

understanding of the complex sexual life in Brazil.

Although most of this academic and cultural production has contributed generally 

to my own interpretation of the AIDS epidemic, social studies on women’s sexuality and 

on the new forms of social organization in relation to AIDS are particularly important to 

my research aims. These studies highlight issues and inherent dilemmas in the dominant 

social science literature on HIV/AIDS in Brazil. They are issues and dilemmas which have 

not been properly explored, particularly, on the one hand, in relation to gender and 

sexuality and, on the other hand, in terms of identity construction and social mobilization. 

The next final items explore these problematic issues.

2.2.2 - Gendered AIDS: targeting women in Brazil.

To complement the last section, I intend to discuss how women have been 

represented in the social science studies of HIV/AIDS in Brazil and how their experiences 

challenge academic ideas about gender and sexuality. In a country where the AIDS 

epidemic was seen as a “disease” transmitted exclusively by homosexual men and 

promiscuous individuals, women were the subject of social concern and preventive 

action when targeted as prostitutes or “promiscuous women”. Housewives, mothers, 

married women were not the focus of a broader public health interest concerning AIDS
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until the late 80s (Guimaraes, 1994:219; Barbosa and Villela, 1996), when it started to be 

announced through the mass media, including women’s magazines which presented 

special concern with HIV risk and prevention (Cavalcanti, 1994, 1995). At first, thus, 

women’s sexuality was considered a non relevant and minor theme within the AIDS 

context.

Anthropologists have noticed (Guimaraes, 1994, 1996, 1996c; Goldstein, 1994) 

that, behind this earlier ideological understanding of the impact of AIDS on women, some 

popular conceptions about female sexuality were assumed. Guimaraes (1994) points out 

the importance of addressing the issues related to the private domain of women’s 

sexuality instead of an exclusive (and prejudicial) interest in the sexual practices of 

“promiscuous women”. In the Brazilian news media and even in early HIV/AIDS 

prevention campaigns, women were targeted by two sets of ideas. One was centred in a 

rational, decision-making individual, whether a man or a woman, who could make the 

right, preventive decisions to HIV and sexual health after receiving correct “information”. 

These ideas were mainly based on principles of universalism and values of individuality 

which would be accessible to everyone, regardless differences of gender, sexual 

orientation, class and cultural background (Guimaraes, 1996c). Therefore, all women 

were capable of accessing HIV information. The other set of ideas was based on general 

cultural assumptions on female sexuality. Some generalist, reified conceptions about the 

sexuality of Brazilian women have been also circulated and repeated continuously by 

researchers, activists, and policy makers. Brazilian women are homogeneously 

considered as being sexually “passive”, subordinated to male desire and controlled by the 

obligations of family and domestic life. The dichotomy between public and private 

domains would be culturally constructed as a difference between, respectively, men and 

women. As Brazilian women are culturally defined by a “passive sexual role”, HIV 

infected women were those who crossed the boundaries of proper behaviour and lived 

their sexual lives with freedom. Thus the image of the “prostitute” or “the promiscuous 

woman” was crucial to the cultural discourses on the AIDS epidemic in Brazil. In addition, 

the anthropological perspective on “Brazilian sexual culture” formulated by Parker (1991), 

for example, stressed the importance of values of transgression, which would explain 

male bisexuality, but would be very problematic when dealing with women experiences. 

Notably, as authors, such as Guimaraes (1996b) and Goldstein (1994), have pointed out 

(1994:921), women’s perspectives can not fit in very easily in Parker’s definition of a 

“Brazilian sexual culture”.

Another relevant point in the way in which AIDS prevention campaigns deal with 

female sexuality is the importance given to condom use. Directed to Brazilian sexually 

active population, the campaigns are usually dismissive of the obvious differences that
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characterise the apprehension of AIDS in terms of gender and sexual orientation. As 

Goldstein (1994) points out, “condom literacy” may be the current common sense among 

homosexual, bisexual and heterosexually identified men. However it does not apply to the 

sexual life of most Brazilian women. Therefore, any prevention campaign that is based 

on messages of condom use among heterosexual couples have to be defined in terms of 

gender relations, that is, involving both men and women (Barbosa and Villela, 1996).

The most significant research on female sexuality and HIV/AIDS has been carried 

out by anthropologists who investigated working class women in Brazil (see Guimaraes, 

1994, 1996, 1996c, 1998; Knauth, 1996, 1998a, 1998b). Their research reject generalist 

ideas about Brazilian women as conforming a single, homogeneous identity. On the 

contrary, they have discussed how the experiences of Brazilian women have to be 

socially differentiated, specially when dealing with factors such as class and cultural 

background. Guimaraes noticed that the largest number of HIV infected women in Rio de 

Janeiro were found among the married, living a stable relationship, many with children 

and poor (Guimaraes, ibid:224). She has also argued that Brazilian monogamous 

married women have their own cultural conceptions in relation to sexual expression, 

some of which can contradict the stressed assumptions of HIV risk control (Guimaraes, 

1996). Understanding the complex symbolic meanings involved in gender relations 

between men and women, including married couples, would provide various reasons for 

the maintenance of risk practices among steady partners. Condom use is not usually an 

easy decision from the woman’s gender position, even if there is an ideological 

preventive framework based on a negotiable interaction. For many Brazilian women, 

condom use and its negotiation depend on the asymmetrical gender relation they have 

with their male partners. Certainly “negotiation” is not the correct term to describe 

unequal gender relations. In addition, cultural conceptions of “fidelity” and “trust” might be 

stronger than the preventive rationale underlined by the ideas of condom negotiation, 

which can convey some dangerous assumptions, from the women’s point of view, on the 

stability of the relationship. The risk of losing the partner to another woman (a outra, in 

Portuguese) is rather more threatening than HIV transmission risk, which can be 

apprehended as something almost distant or less impeding. As adversaries, “other"’ 

women are target of stigma, such as of being “promiscuous”. Instead of alluding to their 

partner’s bisexual activities, these women can be concerned mostly with the greater risks 

caused by other women, who may be seen as a threat to their stable relationships 

(Guimaraes, 1996). They also do not entertain the idea of suggesting condom use since 

they can be considered sexually active women as potentially promiscuous as their rivals. 

Furthermore, family values and couple stability are more decisive than the woman’s 

agency against STDs and AIDS. Thus the family is an invaluable unit that needs to be
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protected and maintained. For most of these women breaking family ties may represent a 

whole range of insecurity from economic to moral matters.

Thus women need to be considered from different ethnographic and theoretical 

perspectives in contrast to homosexual men. As Guimaraes (1996, 1996b) has pointed 

out, the meanings of trust and emotional bonds are important factors for understanding 

risk perception and sexual risk, properly speaking. Trust may be part of negotiation 

towards HIV prevention, but it may grapple with differences of power between sexual 

partners, either male-female or male-male, as well as the sort of relationship that is being 

considered, whether one between a married couple or another between a female sex 

worker and a client. The meanings of risk are not static; they change historically. For 

example, previous fears regarding the risk of a female lover may need to be amplified 

with “new” ones, concerning a male sexual partner. Perhaps the “threat” of male 

bisexuality emerged as a cultural problem for heterosexual women when HIV infection 

began to be reported among them28.

2.3 - “Role theory” and the reconsideration of identities:

“Role theory” is a theoretical framework in the social sciences which was mainly 

formulated after the II World War. According to some authors (Biddle and Thomas, 1966; 

Banton, 1966), “role theory” had many previous theoretical sources, including sociological 

and anthropological writings from authors such as Maine, Durkheim, Simmel and Robert 

E. Park. It was only in the 1930s, however, that the concept of “role” began to be more 

extensively used. The scope of “role theory” is very extensive and has been developed 

within different disciplines, especially psychology, sociology and anthropology. In 

psychology, “role theory” has been developed in a variety of intellectual directions, but the 

“dramatic” and “theatrical” perspective was an early background to more recent studies 

(Biddle and Thomas, 1966). The philosophy of George H. Mead, the Chicago School 

tradition of ethnography, and symbolic interactionism were major sources for later 

psychological research on “roles”. Yet a more “scientifically” grounded direction of studies 

have produced extensively since the 1950s, namely, research on behaviour and role 

assignment.

In anthropology and sociology, studies have emphasized a more “structural” 

perspective. In the mid 1930s, for example, the anthropologist Ralph Linton (The Study of 

Man, 1936) formulated the difference between “role” and “status”, which constituted an

28 Behaviourally bisexual men can not be the sole subject of preventive intervention against AIDS 
transmission. They can not be explained by themselves, as being the principal vector of infection 
among women, the reasons for heterosexual transmission.
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important contribution for the further development of “role theory”. According to Linton, 

societies depend on “patterns for reciprocal behaviour between individuals or groups”, 

which are configured by the “polar positions” in which they are placed, namely, their 

“statuses”. Firstly, status is a “position in a particular pattern”, but as individuals are 

related to each other by many different patterns of behaviour, they can have many 

statuses. Linton argues, therefore, that an individual’s status was also characterized by 

“the sum total of all the status which he occupies”, that is, “his position with relation to the 

total society” (Linton, 1936: 113-131). Furthermore, status is defined above all by the 

“collection of rights and duties” in which a certain position is maintained. Secondly, “role” 

has a more “dynamic” characterization in Linton’s work. When one is playing or 

performing a role, he/she is “putting the rights and duties which constitute the status into 

effect” (ibid: 114). There is always a performative meaning in role maintenance. In short, 

role and status are interdependent and they are “integral parts” of patterns of behaviours 

and they guarantee the functioning of a society.

As we can see, role became a crucial concept to understand the problem of 

cooperation and interaction in society (Banton, ibid: 2). Individuals and groups relate to 

each other aiming at the materialization of certain rights and obligations which define 

their social status and roles. An interdependent and complementary interaction can be 

visualized by the objective assignment of claims and expectations of a certain role. As an 

example, “husband” and “wife” constitute statuses and roles to be maintained by a man 

and a woman in family life. They have mutual sets of obligations and expectations to be 

put into practice. They may also perform other roles, such as “occupational" ones 

(teacher, dentist, etc). Yet a number of distinctive factors have been characterized as 

“basic roles”, particularly sex, age, and parenthood (Banton, ibid:8). Therefore, the 

objective achievement of one’s roles constitute a crucial element of the maintenance of 

social life. As Banton (ibid: 19) has pointed out, “societies may be pictured as systems of 

roles”. This structural perspective on “role” became a consensual ground for many 

different currents of social and cultural academic production. Therefore, so diverse 

authors, such as Talcott Parsons, Margareth Mead, Robert Merton, and Erving Goffman, 

contributed to the further consolidation of the study of “roles” in society.

After giving this short introduction to “role theory”, we need to see its problems 

and theoretical flaws. Role theory was mainly formulated after a jural, integrationist 

perspective of society, echoing a durkheimian framework: a set of rights and obligations 

prescribing behaviour and sanctioning social interaction. In fact, conflict is also 

considered in “role theory”, but it is normally perceived as a disruptive, negative effect of 

the failure in performing a certain role or as a result of social change in society, which 

destabilises the structural patterns of interaction and social behaviour. The dichotomy
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between society and the individual is certainly present. Roles are overdeterminant social 

and cultural factors which individuals have to conform, unless they are “social anomalies” 

(Banton, 1966:43). Although “role theorists” have considered the various roles played by 

an individual or group, they also tend to operate within a dualist framework. As an 

example, male and female roles are defined only in relation to each other, but in a 

distinctive, although complementary, way. Notably, “sexual roles” are usually 

characterized as “basic”, oppositional (but related) positions. This opposition between the 

sexes is treated as a “natural”, physical one (see, for an example, Banton, ibid). In 

addition, there is a generic theoretical orientation in classifying roles and behaviours 

(“basic” , “general”, “ascribed”, “achieved” roles, etc), which also suggest an assumption 

in classifying societies (for example, “simple" versus “industrial" ones)29.

As we consider the anthropological literature on male homosexuality in Brazil, 

Landes (1940) was one of the first researchers to use the concept of “role”, which was 

very similar to the way formulated by Ralph Linton. She noticed how male homosexuals 

were “encouraged to adopt the social and sexual roles of women” (ibid:386). They “took” 

or “played” a feminine, “passive” role in social and sexual life. Their male active partners, 

however, could “pass unremarked” (Landes, ibid:387)30. About forty years later, Peter Fry 

used the concept of “gender role” to understand the complementary distinction between 

male and female roles in Brazil, which were respectively ascribed to homens, mulheres 

and bichas. In contrast to Landes’ functionalist perspective, his theoretical approach was, 

however, mainly structuralist, although also inspired by the British sociological studies on 

homosexuality (especially Mary McIntosh, J. Marshall, and J. Weeks)31. Fry intended to 

construct “models”, a “system of representation of sexuality” in Brazil. Yet, such as in 

earlier functionalist theories, his conceptual use of “role” was also associated with 

categories such as “expectations”, “personality traits” and “behaviour”. The “sexual 

identities” discussed by Fry were less a historical construction than a range of structural 

factors which defined differences in dualistic terms (homem versus bicha, homem versus 

mulher, masculine versus feminine). Roles, “norms” and “values” were ultimately 

maintained by a dual, complementary order, which was usually constant, although 

individuals were able to “manipulate” them. This perspective was noticed either in an 

academic text, such as Pereira (1979), or in a poetic-activist text, such as Daniel (1983). 

More recently, Parker confirmed and readapted in an interpretative fashion the same 

statements on sexual and gender roles when discussing male homosexuality: “Males

29 I follow Connell (1987) and Segal (1990) on their criticism of “role theory”.
30 Ruth Landes was also probably inspired by Robert E. Park work and by his student Donald 

Pierson, who also carried out research in Brasil. Park used the concept of “role” in his works.
31 When McIntosh wrote ‘The Homosexual Role” (1981 [1968]), she also used Talcott Parson’s 

sociological, functionalist version of “role theory” as a conceptual source. For this issue, see her 
interview in Ken Plummer’s book (1981) and also Weeks (1999) for a detailed analysis of her work.
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who take the passive role are bichas, literally, ‘worms, internal parasites’, and maintain a 

fundamentally feminine social role”. Having adopted the female gender role in the sexual 

act itself, they come to be treated - and, in fact, treat themselves - as the symbolic 

equivalent of a biological female...” (1986: 157). A similar terminology seems to 

characterize a genealogy of texts and studies. In addition, most studies and texts 

stressed the importance of the socialization process in forming gender and sexual “roles”, 

which was also a key issue to earlier functionalist frameworks of “role theory”.

Research conducted by Fry and Parker on sexual categories and ideological 

schemes of sexuality must be considered as positive and productive interpretations 

towards a specific subject that has been constructed, defined and objectified by many 

different groups, agencies, and policies. In addition, their studies are extremely important 

to map out what might be called a structural understanding of sexual classifications in 

Brazil. The binary oppositions passive-active, homem-bicha are important to any 

research on homosexual practices, although they need to be considered more carefully 

and in a less generalist way. Thus considering homens, mulheres and bichas only by their 

sexual roles or the sexual categories by which they are labelled neglect their multiple 

social and cultural insertions, their forms of organization and likewise their strategies of 

sociability. Therefore a new social understanding of gender relations and sexual 

experiences in Brazil must be considered.

I have mainly focused on studies on male homosexuality, but a similar analysis 

can be made for a large range of studies on Brazilian women. This point was already 

noticed in an early sociological study on Brazilian women which discussed the conceptual 

and theoretical dilemmas of functionalist perspectives on women and family life (Pena, 

1981). Notably, Pena criticized how women were linked to a “natural”, reified domestic 

life by the exclusive maintenance of their female “roles”. The Parsonian sociology 

inspired the emphasis on the “expressive roles” performed by women, which were 

central to the integrative dynamics of family life and to the process of socialization. As I 

pointed out, early Brazilian studies on women have repeatedly analysed their experiences 

in terms of subordinate gender and sexual “roles”. They might be considered as 

“workers” or historical agents, but the whole framework of integrative, complimentary 

status and roles dominated the analysis.

In different academic versions, “role theory” and its analysis of differentiated, 

complementary and asymmetric roles ascribed to men and women influenced, more 

visibly or not, a genealogy of academic texts on gender relations and sexual matters in 

Brazil until very recently. As we could see, studies on women and homosexual men used 

a very similar range of categories and conceptual schemes, which framed their analysis. 

Notably, most of these anthropological studies were not exclusively influenced by
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Parson’s sociological functionalism, but, quite the contrary, they were influenced either by 

structuralist perspectives or marxist or interpretative ones. They might be absolutely 

different to each other in their intellectual trends, styles and theoretical frameworks. They 

might be feminist anthropologists who talk about women’s gender roles as “wives” or 

“mothers” in the family. They might be studies on male homosexuality which discuss 

sexual and gender roles in terms of activity and passivity. They might be marxist scholars 

who talk about the “subordinate role” of women as “workers” in capitalist societies. 

However role theory was incorporated automatically within the eclectic appropriation of 

dominant anthropological and sociological traditions, which has characterized Brazilian 

studies and social sciences. “Role” became a naturalized analytical category which 

generally presented men and women in mutually opposed social positions and spaces. In 

addition, male and female roles were mostly reproduced and generated in socialization, 

namely, through the central influence of family life, which would also affect the 

psychological formation of each person. As I have pointed out, studies on family and 

marriage were very important throughout the last decades in Brazilian academia and, 

although they did not treat family life necessarily by a psychologized point of view, the 

significance of socialization as process in itself was generally accepted.

Certainly most of these studies highlight important symbolic configurations of 

gender representations and imagery as well as they critically discuss power differentials 

in sexual and gender relations. This is probably the enormous contribution of authors, 

such as Fry and Parker, for example. However what has this emphasis on “gender and 

sexual roles” culturally implied?

First, there is a way of visualizing “roles” (social, gender, sexual, etc) as sets of 

overdeterminant and permanent principles. People are mainly considered in terms of 

their conformity (or their failure) to assign to previously defined roles. In addition, the 

subtle complexity of social life is minimized or conceived as an empirical, ever changing 

reality which is difficult to grasp. Social categories, including sexual ones, can be better 

investigated as cultural constructs when a historical investigation is really privileged. In 

anthropological terms, its counterpart would be more ethnographic studies that consider 

interactions, networks, social situations, the effects of policies and social interventions, 

etc. Peter Fry (1982) actually recognized the risks of his own analysis when he privileged 

the focus on “representations” or “the rhetoric” in contrast to an investigation of the 

“strategies” and “tactics”, namely, the unpredictable aspects of social life. Notably, this is 

what has mainly aroused my interest in studying the construction of identities, sociability 

and forms of social organization and sustained my criticism of socio-cultural approaches 

that used concepts and ideas originated from “role theory”. Contradictions, negotiation, 

change and conflict in everyday life have been usually apprehended by a negative
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perspective or, at least, neglected to the margins of social and cultural analysis. I follow, 

therefore, Bourdieu’s criticism (1977,1990d) of structuralist and functionalist frameworks, 

which have minimized agency or social strategies in contrast to the emphasis on the a- 

historical reproduction of rules. In terms of role theory and its intellectual reappropriation, 

the main obstacle is the way in which “roles” and social life are culturally represented by 

the anthropologist. We have to consider, thus, the practices of representation which 

sustain anthropological inquiry. When social and cultural studies have mainly focused on 

the social, gender and sexual roles of men and women, they have scrutinized how 

classifications, ideological schemes, and a “cultural grammar” (as Parker would say) 

have structured individual behaviours and generally social action. The analytical 

framework of “roles” mostly have frozen the complexity and ambiguities of social life at 

the same time that has minimized the social practices of individuals, groups, and 

agencies. Certainly, this framework exemplifies the real obstacles for anthropological 

knowledge in dealing with historicity, domination, and agency. How do people keep 

classifying and understanding things around them and simultaneously re-interpreting 

them? How can they change them? What is the intricate relation between structure and 

agency or maintenance and change in respect to gender and sexuality? How identities 

are ascribed, created, and contested?

In short, a different theoretical and methodological approach should be addressed 

for the understanding of sexuality and gender in contemporary Brazilian society. More 

ethnographic research can provide grounded, comprehensive understanding of everyday 

life and the different (sometimes competing) points of view of social agents. Researchers 

have to deal with the huge diversity of social groups in Brazil. Therefore, a really 

pluralistic and ethic position towards social life needs to be taken. The most recent 

problem for the anthropology of gender and sexuality is to grasp with the positivity of 

social life and the ways in which social and cultural phenomena are materialized. 

Ethnographic description has to be privileged as a way of understanding the reproduction 

of social and cultural values as well as social practices, power relations, and agency. 

Therefore I intend to produce my own appropriation of studies on gender and sexuality in 

Brazil, such as the works of Fry and Parker, by exploring important aspects of everyday 

life, which have been usually neglected by the most dominant theoretical schemes. In 

contrast to looking at roles, sexual taxonomies and ideological schema as 

overdeterminant factors to social practices, investigation needs to deal with practices and 

representations as they are operated and experimented by social agents in historical 

contexts. Social strategies and forms of resistance must be considered from a more 

positive perspective. Thus the forms of social organization of sexuality and gender and 

the processes of identity construction have to be privileged.
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3. AIDS, ideology and cultural representation.

Although the death of many previously healthy gay men had had an immediate 

impact amongst health professionals and within gay social networks in cities such as San 

Francisco and New York (Kramer, 1990; Shilts, 1987), AIDS only became a well known 

public health problem through its representation in the US mass media, above all TV and 

the press (newspapers and magazines). This is true for a number of other countries, 

including the UK (Berridge, 1992; 1996), France (Herzlich and Pierret, 1989), Germany 

(Jones, 1992), and Australia (Lupton, 1994). A similar phenomenon happened in Brazil 

where AIDS culturally emerged through media coverage (Carrara and Moraes, 1985a; 

Galvao, 1992; Daniel, 1993; Klein, 1996). Once characterized as a “trained tiger that 

grows tame beside its owner and one day, in a sudden and furious attack, it devours him” 

(Veja, 1986a), AIDS has served as a rich theme for news media discourses on sexuality, 

social behavior and health and illness, and had an important impact in Brazilian urban 

social life1.

3.1 - AIDS and the news media:

As cultural representations frame experiences, they guide social practices and 

redefine the ways in which agents apprehend their worlds and lives. Cultural 

representations offer symbolic elements for a variety of perspectives, differentiated by 

agents and their personal trajectories. Representations of AIDS also serve as cognitive 

maps for groups and individuals, whether or not they are directly affected by the 

epidemic. AIDS has thus been constructed in this way in different societies. The 

representations that have re-constructed the epidemic are appropriated and maintained 

through different cultural forms according to the social contexts in which they were 

defined.

As one of its social and cultural aims, the news mass media claims to provide 

information to society at large. According to Herzlich and Pierret (1989), the news media 

has an important and unique role in constructing a phenomenon to be apprehended and 

understood by social actors and groups. As a ‘trustworthy’ source based on ‘fact’ and 

‘truth’, the news media have also played a decisive pedagogic role in the construction of 

cultural representations of AIDS, mostly in close association with its construction by 

biomedicine and scientific research. Although they have different cultural and social

1 1n Portuguese: “... tigre amestrado que cresce manso ao lado do dono e um dia, num acesso 
repentino de furia, o devora”. See “Um atalho para o passado”, see Veja, 1986a.
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objectives, both are forms and sources of knowledge on ‘real facts’ that have depended 

on ideas of technical and scientific credibility. Without grounded information on this new 

epidemic, the news media had to rely on the changing circulation of scientific, biomedical, 

and epidemiological reports, which also had their initial problems on the exact definition 

of HIV/AIDS. Supported by a range of different dominant cultural discourses and sources 

(including religion), the news media produced their own discursive practices that 

popularized a set of representations about the AIDS epidemic. Social and journalistic 

rumours about AIDS have been continually reproduced by means of constructing the 

epidemic with the aid of ‘scientific truth’. Therefore, rumour and scientificity have both 

had a formative role in the cultural construction of AIDS2.

My concern, however, is with the ideological traits of discourses produced by the 

printed news media rather than the actual effect of this knowledge on specific social 

groups and their beliefs. As part of the cultural field in which the news media are 

produced, the mass communication weekly news magazines exert a diffuse pedagogic 

action in the sense of an “imposition of a cultural arbitrary” (Bourdieu and Passeron, 

1977:5). This cultural arbitrary is defined in terms of the legitimacy that characterizes, 

firstly, medico-scientific knowledge and, secondly, the cultural authority in which the mass 

media defines its power as the trustworthy source of ‘information’. Therefore, the power 

of symbolic imposition of the news media results from the social circulation and the 

incorporation of a cultural arbitrary re-elaborated from other sources, such as 

biomedicine and epidemiology, which are mainly produced and circulated by socially 

dominant agents and institutions, especially scientists, health professionals, and health 

authorities at different levels (Ministry of Health, local authorities, etc). Following 

Bourdieu and Passeron (1977), I also understand that different forms of pedagogic 

action, brought about by various agencies and institutions (and their cultural products and 

social policies), can be mutually reinforcing through their own ‘effects of domination’, that 

is, by means of the circulation of an imposed cultural arbitrary or, in other words, the 

social reproduction of symbolic violence. In addition, forms of pedagogic action are 

asserted by the misrecognition of the power relations and the authority embedded in their 

own symbolic legitimacy. The cultural aims of the news media in providing “AIDS 

information” are related, therefore, to a selectivity of symbolic meanings and the 

arbitrariness of cultural ideas on the epidemic which were also appropriated by the 

pedagogic action of other dominant agents and institutions in the social world of AIDS, 

particularly again scientists, health agents, and governmental authorities. All of them

2 Watney (1997) claimed that AIDS was constructed through a rhetoric of “its repetitions, its 
slippages, its omissions, its emphases, its “no-go” areas, its narrative patterns”, and, as Treichler 
(1988) rightly put it, it was also an “epidemic of signification”, which provided the news media with the 
ideal conditions to develop the range of symbolic strategies proper to their social field.
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maintained their own competing social practices and their own interests in AIDS 

education and in the production and circulation of AIDS knowledge. They are also linked 

to an historical market of symbolic and cultural products (Bourdieu, 1993), where they 

have defined their social legitimacy as cultural agents. Furthermore, the discourses of the 

news media and biomedicine have also been culturally linked and based on a wider 

domain of symbolic values and cultural conceptions that have been at work in Brazilian 

society. If I examine the discursive practices and the cultural representations produced by 

the news media, it is a methodological and analytical strategy. As a dominant cultural 

domain, the printed news media give us a basic, largely diffuse ground for the production 

and circulation of particular cultural representations and symbolic meanings, which have 

their own autonomous ways of emergence and circulation in social life and among 

various social groups and actors.

I intend to explore how the popular printed news media has been useful in the 

construction of cultural representations of AIDS as well as the discourses by which the 

epidemic is captured. These representations and discourses of the news media are 

necessarily contradictory. Since the media depends on profit and audience ratings, it 

typically exaggerates and places evasive and definitive statements side by side. 

Considering this range of contradictions and flaws, I agree with Martin (1994) that news 

media discourses are “impoverished” when compared to the social diversity of people’s 

ideas on AIDS. Despite the differences in the effective impact of these discourses on 

social groups in Brazil, they constitute a comprehensive dominant ideological framework 

by which Brazilians of varied cultural and social backgrounds have created their own 

social readings of AIDS, including for those directly affected by it. As sources of values, 

ideas, images, and metaphors, as Sontag (1989) claims, the popular news media re

presents and re-constructs the world for readers who in turn take their role as agents in 

re-presenting and re-constructing this same world. We can not, however, demean the 

importance of the news media in circulating points of view that condense dominant 

“principles of vision and di-vision” (Bourdieu, 1990b) of the social world in which they are 

placed and refer to. This ideological scheme or framework that works in defining AIDS 

through a selective, but coherent cultural process is not simply a top-down orchestrated 

movement, but practically informs in an ontological formation the news media, the 

governmental agents of public health or even AIDS activists, who rely on this same wider 

domain of symbolic values and cultural conceptions3.

3 See Berridge and Lupton on the real impact of the news media. For the distinction between ontology 
and ideology, see Kapferer (1988:79-84). Briefly, he states that an ontology “describes the 
fundamental principles of a being in the world and the orientation of such a being toward the horizons 
of its experience”. On the other hand, ideology “is a selective cultural construction whereby certain 
significances relevant to experience are systematically organized into a relatively coherent scheme” 
(ibid). See Watney (1997) on the encompassing ideological strategies that influence different 
phenomena, from AIDS to pornography, for instance.
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A set of representations and an imagery of AIDS has been socially and culturally 

established in a generic, dominant process, which has helped to create a very limited 

range of possible interpretations about the epidemic. Dealing critically with the news 

media, I will address some of these dominant cultural and social representations of the 

AIDS epidemic that have emerged, persisted or changed during the last 15 years. 

Amongst other things, they have generated social identification in relation to AIDS, which 

caused symbolic struggles for responsibility and scapegoating for the epidemic. It will 

have an important role in the process of identity construction, group formation, and the 

ways by which health and illness have been experienced4.

Along with textual coverage, photographic images were also powerful 

“descriptive devices” (Gillman, ibid) which helped to culturally determine the 

representations of AIDS by the news media. They have been significant in the processes 

of the embodiment of illness and the re-construction of the self, both in negative and 

positive ways. There was a “rhetoric” of images historically marked in the cultural 

construction of AIDS. This “rhetoric” of images of AIDS was not only a cultural 

phenomenon, but a sociological one, since it was defined by social practices of 

domination as well as culturally by the news media and socio-politically through the 

public health policies, which I will discuss in chapter 35.

The news media have changed significantly in their AIDS reporting in various 

countries over the years (Herzlich and Pierret, ibid; Lupton, ibid), which also suggests a 

processual construction of AIDS in relation to social and political changes in Brazil. Since 

1984, the Brazilian news magazines and journals have reported on AIDS with extreme 

regularity, which is, in part, a coherent commercial strategy of selling facts or information 

within their cultural and economic agenda. “New” facts and scientific “discoveries” can 

capture the attention of a variety of social audiences. In fact, some years have been key 

moments in the historical and cultural construction of AIDS by the news media. Although 

there was already AIDS reporting in 1982 or 1983, a significant qualitative leap occurred 

in 1985, when the numbers of published articles hugely multiplied. The first cover stories 

on AIDS were published, for instance, in that year as well as the first thematic essays and 

interviews with health professionals6. Over the years, however, AIDS became a routine 

theme in the news media, although its earliest powerful symbolic meanings were re

4 Although I particularly emphasize the symbolic power of the cultural representations of AIDS 
presented through the news media, I assume their differentiation from other forms of “social 
representation” in the sense of Durkheim (1995). They do not oppose each other, though. As cultural 
representations, I privilege the specificity of their cultural production. See Herzlich (1969), on an 
analysis of social representation in the context of health and illness.

5 It is worthy to mention, as Gilman put it (ibid), that the historical iconography of other diseases, 
such as syphilis, mental illness, or tuberculosis, contributed to the creation of a specific iconography of 
AIDS. Stereotypes help in the cultural production and in the understanding of representations of the 
diseased (Gilman, ibid) or, even, of those considered as “folk devils” (Cohen, 1972).

6 In 1985, the Isto E  magazine published three different cover stories on AIDS.
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launched at certain moments when some “sub-themes” re-oriented public attention from 

one AIDS subject to another. These were considered more or less important by the news 

media through an uneven balance of information and professional bias. Thus, from 1987 

to 1988, the problem of blood transmission came to the fore, highlighting the plight of 

haemophiliacs, and motivating a large number of articles. Between 1989 or 1990, the 

public HIV disclosure of Brazilian pop-rock star Cazuza became the “AIDS subject’ of the 

year. Later, in 1991, the revelations made by the American basketball star Magic 

Johnson, another case of public HIV disclosure, resulted in special cover story editions. 

In 1992, children with AIDS were the mobilizing theme, which echoed the discrimination 

experienced by Sheila, a five year old girl from Sao Paulo. In 1993, the media hype was 

the HIV positive status of the “TV Globo” soap opera actress Sandra Brea. In 1994, the 

big issue was AIDS and “employment”, which was discussed after the US film 

Philadelphia. In 1996, the biomedical consecration of what might be called the 

“Vancouver findings” on combination therapy hit the top ranks of media and social 

interest. All of these different subjects are related to each other and underline the 

functioning of some particular discursive plots that historically reconstruct the epidemic7.

The routinization of AIDS reporting has been particularly noticed by the vast 

number of published articles with technical or scientific content. Every new scientific fact 

about structural aspects of the HIV cell, the 1980’s disputes between American and 

French researchers, notoriously Robert Gallo and Luc Montaigner, the coverage of the 

World AIDS Conferences, and the most “up-to-date” research on therapeutic drugs or 

AIDS vaccine trials were reported. Science and biomedicine seemed to offer the major 

discursive terrain for the continuity of AIDS coverage by the news media. In addition, 

obituary sections continuously gave notes about artists’ deaths caused by AIDS or 

remarkable facts, such as hype fashion shows seeking charity funding. These different 

subjects, themes and “news” were to be found in very different sections of magazines, 

such as “science” and “education”, “local/regional” and “international”, “health” and 

“medicine”, “crime” and “police”, “work” and “justice”, but also “religion” and “style”, 

revealing the pervasive and malleable characteristics of the epidemic for the news 

media.

The ways in which AIDS news were presented and regularly reported depended 

on interaction between the news media and their audiences, despite the asymmetrically 

powerful position of the media in cultural production. Certainly there was a variety of 

social audiences who looked to the Brazilian news media and, particularly, who had been

7 For Cohen (1972:31-33), the press has the cultural role of giving information, but it depends, 
however, on its “exaggeration and distortion” as a means of creating the “news”. Bourdieu would say 
that TV (and generally the news media), “calls for dramatization.... In doing so, it exaggerates the 
importance of that event, its seriousness, and its dramatic, even tragic character” (1998:19).
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interested in the reading of AIDS reporting. For many individuals and groups, the first 

knowledge of AIDS had different sources, not exclusively the news media. Some gay 

men were informed by their social networks, even in the early 80s. For others, particularly 

those who lived in remote areas or in the Brazilian countryside, public health practices of 

local authorities or government action might have been the major source of knowledge of 

AIDS. Yet, even in remote areas, the influence of Brazilian TV was decisive for some sort 

of understanding of what AIDS might be socially. There were alternative journalistic and 

media forms addressing issues related to AIDS. One of them was developed by 

conservative religious groups, which had their own range of newspapers, radio and TV 

programs. Pentecostal churches have gained many converts through their religious 

perspectives on many subjects, such as illness and health. AIDS was constantly targeted 

by the religious ‘news’ media, which reported on its “cure” by faith. Therefore, they had a 

different understanding of the epidemic, which was not based on the dominant cultural 

arbitrary of scientific and biomedical knowledge. These religious media presented the 

“word of God” or claimed that “Jesus heals/cures” AIDS as well as other diseases. They 

were the most socially powerful alternative media discourse on AIDS in Brazil8.

Research was done in two of the most important Brazilian mass circulation 

weekly news magazines (Isto E and Veja) from 1982 onwards. Although these popular 

magazines and newspapers tried to reach people from different social classes, I assume 

that the majority of readers were those who had access to written media: the Brazilian 

middle classes and elites. Newspapers and magazines must be related, however, with 

TV and radio news as well, which would be much more accessible to the working classes 

in Brazil. In spite of their specificities, magazines, TV, and written press have provided 

very similar discourses about the AIDS epidemic. Following Bourdieu (1998), this would 

be a matter of news “uniformity” (1998:72) as a result of the logic of competition in the 

“journalistic field”. Journalistic discourses are mostly characterized by dominant 

perspectives, produced by agents and groups positioned in dominant structural niches of 

Brazilian society, but directed either towards agents and groups of the same structural 

position and power or towards those placed in dominated positions as well, either as only 

consumers or as sources of media knowledge9.

8 This would be the theme for another research. As I focus on major social and cultural changes 
related to AIDS, research on particular religious groups would only be of interest if they can be 
connected with these same major changes, such as social disputes over the participation of HIV+ 
people (in churches or AIDS/NGOs).

9 These news magazines can be compared, for example, to Times and Newsweek. Veja was the 
most sold Brazilian magazine in the 1980s and 1990s (in 1983: 508.049; in 1988: 739,3 thousand per 
month; in 1994: 789,6 thousand in March; in 1996:1,1 million in July). Isto E  was the 16th most sold 
magazine in 1983, but it was in the 2nd position in 1996 (in 1983:118.660 in the first 3 months; in 
1988:167,1 thousand per month; in 1994: 233,5 thousand in March; in 1996: 386,7 thousand in July). 
Complementary work was carried out, although sparsely, with the magazines Isto E/Senhor, Visao and 
with two Carioca newspapers, O Globo and Jornaldo Brasil, but also with the Paulista Folha de Sao
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3.2 - The “homosexual” genesis of a mysterious malady:

A history of AIDS through Brazilian media and press shows a particularly 

interesting processual reconfiguration of the epidemic as a cultural construction. First 

reported in late 1981 (Galvao, ibid), the Brazilian news media recurrently defined this new 

“epidemic” as the “gay plague” (a praga gay) or “the American homosexual malady” (o 

mat dos homossexuais americanos). One of the opportunistic diseases caused by AIDS, 

Kaposi’s sarcoma, was also called the “homosexual cancer” (o cancer dos 

homossexuais). In this period, homosexuals or gay men were reported generally as 

“victims” (vftimas) of a mysterious disease. AIDS was, thus, an American tragedy, 

characterized as distant and foreign. When AIDS “arrived” (chega) in Brazil, it was still 

seen as a health problem of and for “homosexual men”, which represented a very limited 

concern for the Brazilian population at large. If it was earlier noticed in the press, it was 

only irregularly and with less attention than other epidemics. In fact, yellow fever, bubonic 

plague, malaria, chagas’ disease were reported as the real epidemiological problems of 

the Brazilian population. Paradoxically, as readers of the press or listeners to the news on 

TV, many homosexual men did not feel affected in any way or at risk. In fact, when the 

media highlighted AIDS as a “gay disease”, it had conversely a negative impact on many 

homosexual identified men, who refused to believe in any risk of being infected. In 

addition, the epidemic was not socially known as a problem that could affect close 

friends, relatives and lovers. For many, AIDS was and, probably, still is a distant health 

problem10.

Not much later, the first Brazilian AIDS death case, considered as the 

“disembarkation of a ghost in Brazilian lands”, was reported by the press when Markito, a 

well-known fashion designer, died in New York in June, 1983. It did not take long for a 

subtle characterization of those supposedly at risk. The media circulated the information 

that common to all the (Brazilian) “victims” was that they were “male homosexuals, from 

Sao Paulo State and the majority had visited New York recently”. This Paulista locus was 

another way of identifying the scope of AIDS in Brazil. Yet if the Cariocas were initially in 

a safer location, the media was careful to find out the geographical trajectory of AIDS in

Paulo. For the relation between AIDS and written media in Brazil, see Carrara and Moraes (1985a), 
Galvao (1992), Cavalcanti (1994; 1995), Klein (1996).

10 In 1982, an epidemic of herpes, called “the 80’s love malady” (o m aldo amor dos anos 80) was 
reported in Brazilian magazines, preceding what would be later AIDS ( Isto E, 1982a). See also Isto E  
(1983a, b) and Veja (1983a). The negative meanings of AIDS were ascribed directly to male 
homosexuals, who forcefully tried to deny this negative imagery. Among many forms of refusal, one of 
them, as Watney points out (ibid:18), would be the “de-sexualisation of gay culture and experience” 
and the “re-homosexualisation of homosexuality back into a culture of repression”. See also 
Perlongher (1992) for this same point.
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Brazil and, then, it soon arrived in Rio as well. At an early stage of the epidemic in Brazil, 

until 1985, when the first kits for HIV testing were imported, homosexuality in itself 

became generically a synonym for having AIDS. For many, it not only confirmed that gay 

men were “sick” people because of their sexual practices, but also because they were 

causing another disease.

The morbid glamour of an epidemic infecting or killing famous, well-off people or 

artists, abroad or in “Brazilian lands”, helped to circumscribe those who were at risk. In 

1985, the publicized HIV disclosure and the death of the movie star Rock Hudson only 

confirmed the strength of this glamour and of its homosexual attributes: ... “Hudson, who 

always had great difficulties in coming out as homosexual, did so in his last months of 

life, as a form of courage and of drawing attention on the disease that hit him”. For the 

news media magazines, both Rock Hudson and Foucault, who died in 1984, were 

considered examples of those who wanted to keep their “homosexual condition” in 

secret, but who also experienced the “embarrassment” of coming out with their disease. 

Rock Hudson would have married (“a farce consummated in document”) and in Paris 

“the backward avant garde” (sic) would have been silent on Foucault’s “condition as an 

AIDS carrier” . These ideas helped to create a clandestine atmosphere around this 

“homosexual condition” as well as to culturally define AIDS. Professional discourses were 

usually cited, such as those from psychologists, as a means of explaining this “condition” 

or all the problems that would be generated in family life, when “homosexuality had to be 

dealt with”. As “famous victims", the cultural figures were ideal cases in helping to 

describe AIDS as a new social, cultural and health issue11.

Public figures typified, thus, another form of objectification of AIDS: the “artistic 

class”. In fact, the epidemic was not only common among “homosexuals”, but it also 

infected artists (Carrara and Moraes, 1985b). Due to “their popularity and their avant 

garde image and behavior in society”, AIDS became, therefore, a “malady of artists”, 

since the Fringe (ribalta) is a place for their talent, but also for their “maladies”. A lot of 

gossip (the so called ti-ti-ti) was provoked about an artist’s disease and, then, his closet 

homosexuality, as in the cases of the TV actor Lauro Corona, pop/rock “stars” Cazuza 

(1989) and Renato Russo (1996), who had to “confess” their bisexuality. Suspicion was 

constantly re-enacted, either through press coverage of health problems or in 

speculations about the cause of death (for example, the case of the actress Claudia 

Magno, young, heterosexual, beautiful, and a “representative of the health generation” 

[geragao saude]). Rumour and gossip was part of the symbolic logic of the construction 

of AIDS. Was Glauber Rocha, the leading Brazilian film director of the 60’s Cinema Novo, 

killed by AIDS in 1981? In 1992, the rumours on Claudia Raia, a famous actress and

11 See Isto E  (1983d, 1985c, 1985g) and Veja (1983a; 1985b; 1985e; 1986a; 1988f; 1991b).
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friend of the Brazilian president Fernando Collor, obliged her to arrange press meetings 

just to disclose her HIV negative result. As part of this gossip, serologic conjecture was 

even directed at the Brazilian president himself, fueled by this friendship because of the 

fact that he was looking very thin and gaunt (rosto macilento)12.

As we can see, conceptions of place and class difference had earlier informed 

the understanding of AIDS. Foreign, “American”, located abroad, the epidemic arrived in 

the country, brought by “well-off and cosmopolitan homosexual” men to Sao Paulo and 

later to Rio. Located in the Southeast region, these cities were initially identified with 

AIDS in Brazil. However, both also had their own locus of reverberation and disease: the 

so called “gay community”. Subject of public interest and media coverage, the fate of 

AIDS victims was found either in the gay scene, where “promiscuity” ruled, characterized 

by images of highly sexualized saunas and backrooms, or in places frequented by artists, 

characterized by a liberal lifestyle. Transcending its urban gay and arty boundaries, AIDS 

reigned at blood banks and in hospital wards, affecting hemophiliacs. Some of Rio’s 

hospitals and clinics, such as the Graffee Guinle, the Sao Lucas or the Sao Vicente, soon 

became significant as “the hospitals of AIDS”. In a cover story, Veja reported on people 

who died of AIDS in the aideticos’ pavilion (pavilhao dos aideticos) in the Emilio Ribas 

Hospital in Sao Paulo. Isto E wrote about a prison hospital which had its “death corridor”, 

because AIDS patients were treated there. A symbolism of danger and pollution (cf. 

Douglas, 1991) was attached to all these places, which were associated with particular 

socially and class defined groups and individuals13.

When AIDS cases and deaths started to be reported among hemophiliacs and 

intravenous drug users the press had to open up the scope of the epidemic, although still 

sustaining its “gay” profile. In fact, showing a complex interconnection with scientific 

discourse, the media did not hesitate to adopt the epidemiological term risk group (grupo 

de risco), which was, moreover, so generalist, due to its own dependence on ‘common 

sense’ meanings about homosexuality (Bastos, 1991). During 1983 and 1984, the 

concept of “risk group” (or high risk group) became crucial for a sharp definition in the 

gradual construction of AIDS as an epidemic in Brazil: “homosexuals”; “hemophiliacs”; 

“intravenous drugs users”. Each one formed a bounded unit in the series of “AIDS 

victims”, limited by their own particular appeal. More naturalistic than real, they did not 

contribute to the differentiation of the impact of the epidemic on social groups. In fact, 

shown much more as isolated cases, they were confirmed as late exceptions in relation 

to a visible majority, which was responsible for the genesis of the epidemic: homosexual

12 See Veja (1985e; 1992d; 1993a; 1994b; 1994e; 1996e) and Jornaldo Brasil, 12/10/1996. See 
Fausto Neto (1991) on AIDS coverage and Brazilian artists.

13 On the “geography of the AIDS patient’, see Gilman (1988). See Isto E (1983e; g; 1985a, e, g; 
1988d); Veja (1985f; 1988f) and O Globo, 02/03/1994. On the Graffee Guinle as a “Hospital of AIDS”, 
see Hanan (1994).
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men, who could be characterized as a “coherent, unified group” (Watney, ibid: 25). In 

fact, a vague sense of “risk” was circulated at the same time as the “risk groups” were 

increasingly identified. This concept was used in a rather ambiguous and confusing 

manner, which turned out to be complicated for anyone who wanted to screen their actual 

risk. Considering homosexuals or gay men as “the” high risk group left many people, 

who could be at HIV risk, relatively indifferent to its actual forms of transmission. People 

did not feel identified with any “risk group”, including those men who had sexual 

interactions with other men, but who did not identify themselves by categories such as 

gay or homosexual. Surveying opinions in the Paulista “gay community”, Isto E 

interviewed, for instance, the transvestite Cassandra who did not feel afraid of AIDS 

because “it was a gay thing”. One man commented that AIDS panic was mostly found 

among gays rather than amongst bichas. For him, gay meant an “acceptable bichaT, who 

was usually closer to “North-American cultural models” and also liked to “import all sorts 

of fashion”, including AIDS. Showing variable forms of sexual identification among men 

with homoerotic orientation, these different positions of understanding the epidemic show 

the variety of social readings as well as audiences and the difficulty in using categories 

that would not produce identification, that is, terms such as homosexual, gay or risk group 

had a limited impact upon many men with same-sex practices14.

■ If homosexual men were considered as the major cause for the spread of the 

epidemic, they had been characterized as the most affected “risk group” because of their 

large number and variety of anonymous sexual partners. Since earlier in the news 

coverage, “promiscuity” (promiscuidade) was the explanatory category for the high 

incidence of HIV transmission amongst Brazilian gay men. The association of 

homosexuality with promiscuity is nothing new in the historical processes of definition of 

the homosexual subject. With AIDS, however, homosexual life and homoerotic desires 

regained many old negative moral attributes that were conferred by different institutional 

bodies of knowledge, especially those maintained by Christian religions, law, and 

medicine. This idea of a “risk group” with causal associations with a notorious “sexual 

promiscuity” made homosexual men the social signifiers of AIDS. However, 

promiscuidade was an attribute shared both by gay men and drug addicts (viciados). 

Describing a mother who used to prostitute herself for drug addiction, shooting up (p/co), 

a journalist said: “In the flat, the setting is absolutely promiscuous. On the floor, food is 

mixed with covers and blankets. The razor used to make the coke lines remains 

permanently on the top of the TV”. Everything in that place dislocated images of a family

14 See Isto E  (1983d, 1983e; 1985a). In Isto E  (1983e), Herbert Daniel was one of the “gay” experts 
{porta vozes da comunidade gay) sought out by the press to give oppinions on AIDS. In this article, he 
counterargued that AIDS was not a gay disease, but “a malady that affected homosexual men”. He 
also warned of the dangers in the “characterization of the homosexual as a threat for public health”, 
which would push them to the backyards of the “ghetto”.
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home. This same idea was also used to explain a father who sent his daughter away 

from home after he discovered about her lifestyle. Promiscuity was current in institutions, 

such as prisons, children’s reformatories and asylums, where homosexuality and drug 

injection were seen as common behavior. Seen less as victims than as responsible for 

their own fate or misery, gay men and drug addicts epitomized a sort of scapegoating, 

which could provoke in many a sense of fear and guilt15.

An “AIDS victim” (vftima da AIDS) was not a uniform non-discrediting social 

category that could refer to everyone diagnosed with AIDS related diseases. It became 

clear soon that “real” victims were only hemophiliacs, those infected by blood 

transfusions or children and married women (Watney, ibid; Bastos et al., 1994). As they 

were more “aggressively” infected than the others, who knew the cause of their HIV 

transmission, they could not be blamed for their sexuality and lifestyles. These others - 

gay or bisexual men, single women who were sexually active, prostitutes, intravenous 

drug users - constituted a large and diverse group, unified by the cultural meanings of 

promiscuity, guilt and social deviance (Watney, ibid). The cultural construction of their 

social marginality was a hindrance to their identification as “victims”. They were, in fact, 

seen as responsible for their fate, the “guilty” ones, since intentionally involved in or 

knowing what they were unsafely doing, but also further responsible for the fate of others, 

who needed to be actually differentiated by their victim status. According to a prominent 

Paulista doctor:"... some types of gays and transvestites ... confess that they feel happy 

and proud in contributing to the dissemination of the virus”. It is not so difficult to 

understand that this subtle cultural differentiation of “victims” would imply forms of social 

control and stigmatization towards those identified with the “risk groups”. On the one 

hand, the ideas describing their social responsibility for the epidemic defined earlier 

practices of epidemiological surveillance and public health control. On the other hand, 

stigma would condemn social experiences and practices in everyday life16.

15 See Veja (1982). Curiously, a Brazilian doctor from Bahia State commented in this article: “...the 
epidemic of immunodeficiency ... is caused by large consumption of estrogen hormones - usual 
practice, all around the world, by those who wish acquire feminine traits, such as breasts” (sic). Here, 
male homosexuality and homoeroticism were directly associated with promiscuity, femininity and 
transvestism. See further Isto E  (1985a); Veja (1985b, 1985c; 1987a; 1991c). On promiscuity and 
intravenous drug use, see Isto E  (1988d) and Veja (1987h). On “good” and “bad” HIV+ mothers, see 
Sacks (1996). On metaphors of promiscuity, see Clatts and Mutchler (1989).

16 See Veja (1986k; 1987g; 1992e; 1992f). On the dualism victim/guilty, especially in terms of 
women, see Sacks (ibid).
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3.3 - An atmosphere of loneliness, death and hope (esperanga):

Loneliness and the stigma suffered by the AIDS “victim” or “patient” turned out to 

be some of the central topics of the discourses on AIDS, considered as inevitable facts. 

Reports of families expelling their HIV+ relatives and neighbours avoiding contact with 

them were common. In 1985, this was the case of the “forty patients” from a paulistano 

hospital “abandoned” by their mothers, whose “rejection” was caused by the stigma of a 

“homosexual condition”. In 1988, this was also Paulo’s “point of view”, a HIV+ beauty 

advisor, who witnessed some friends become sick and die because of the lack of care 

and “affection” from their family and colleagues. Some parents only visited their sick 

children to “take their last remains” or, worst, to force them to sign documents for their 

burial. When family, friendship and neighbourhood ties were destroyed, they were 

characterized as the worst fate provoked by AIDS, breaking with personal relations and a 

social unit marked by meanings of love, care and kinship. It was much more terrible, 

however, when “patients” were not able to be together with their beloved anymore, since 

they were “sick”. Doctors (and the news media) were normally the ones to notice that the 

diseased person lost their “hope” to live, “but until the end they begged to be close to 

anyone, (for) isolation was killing them in advance”. Whether the “patient” was a child or 

an adult, isolation was emphasized. A child’s suffering was “one of the worst 

punishments that she was able to receive”, while adults, when they knew of their HIV 

status, “became aggressive and resentful” (revoltados). The distinction between the 

victim and the guilty seems to be played out in this child/adult differentiation17.

During the 1980’s and even recently, the “inevitability of AIDS death” was one of 

the most apparent themes in the discourses of AIDS in the news media. A theme 

repeated endlessly: “AIDS always kills. And kills in a devastating way. The cases of 

survivors are extremely rare (rarfssimos) and they last only three years”. Until very 

recently, death was expected within a period of one to five years. Normally, however, the 

press would highlight a much shorter duration, perhaps only a few months. AIDS was 

repeatedly considered as a “100% fatal disease” (doenga 100% fatal). It was 

“treacherous” and a “relentless aggressor” . HIV infection and AIDS was considered a 

“useless battle against death” or “a disease for which there is no cure, no preventive 

vaccine, nor any known outcome except death”. Its identity was, thus, of a “disease that 

kills” . In 1988, Veja’s cover story was defined as the most moving coverage of people 

“dying a little each day” of AIDS: an immersion (mergulho) in the “gloomy universe of HIV

17 See Veja (1985c, 1985e; 1986i; 1988a; 1988f; 1992f), Isto E  (1985a; 1985c); and Jornaldo Brasil, 
02/12/1997.
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virus carriers, men, women, and children ... who had their death announced by a blood 

test”.

Metaphors of crime and condemnation, either moral or criminal, including the 

term “capital punishment”, were associated with AIDS, mirroring social speculations on 

the forms of criminalization of HIV+ people. The “AIDS carrier* was considered often as a 

person “condemned to die” (condenada a morte), facing a “summary execution”, such as 

the hemophiliac musician Chico Mario, who, in 1987, “did not look like someone with a 

death sentence hanging over his head”. In the same period, the idea of a doubtful or 

“false positive” result would cause “hundreds of people to live moments of despair”. It 

was urgent to have, then, a “100% certain” HIV test.18.

The diseased person needed, therefore, to accept the “inevitability” of AIDS. 

Many times, an HIV+ person was identified as a “terminally-ill patient”. After HIV 

infection, everything changed, including the “AIDS patient” gaze, which becomes an 

“inverted lens that presents life through the perspective of death”. As Carrara and Moraes 

put it (1985a): ‘The press has a decisive role to make AIDS a synonym of death, but a 

particularly terrifying one”. Diseases, such as PCP or KS, would be described in detail 

and with the aid of photographs, serving to construct an iconography of AIDS, but, at the 

same time, used to announce the short life of one patient. It was the same with the case 

of the “long lasting diarrhea that drags on for three to eight months” or the “daily fever 

that lasts eight months and never rises higher than 38 degrees”. Toxoplasmosis and 

herpes zoster were called the “fatal trampolines” of AIDS. In 1987, Veja described a drug 

addict (viciada) who “presented purple patches and swollen lymph nodes in her body, 

loss of weight, and tiredness, all characteristic of AIDS carriers”19.

It was also reported, though, that the HIV virus was able to remain in an 

“incubation period” for any time between six months and 5, 6 years. During this time, the 

“patient” would not present symptoms. The “inevitable death” would be, thus, postponed, 

kept watch, latent in the body as the exotic-poetic metaphor of the “trained tiger”, near to 

attack. A metaphor of animality and domesticity that was also used to understand the 

ways in which the epidemic was evolving. Science employed HIV tests to “follow the 

track of the AIDS virus in the community (and) the footprint left by the virus is antibody”. 

These metaphors suggest the unexpected characteristics of nature that even when it 

looked “domesticated”, it would find gaps where AIDS would “slip away”20.

18 See Isto E  (1985a); Veja, (1984; 1985b; 1985e; 1985f; 1986i; 1987a; 1987d; 1987g; 1988e; 1988f; 
1991c; 1992b; 1992f); Folha de Sao Paulo, 12/12/1997; O Globo, 13/01/1998; and Jornal do Brasil, 
14/01/1998.

19 See Veja (1983a, 1983b, 1985c, 1985e; 1986i; 1987e; 1987h; 1988f; 1991a; 1991b) and Isto E, 
(1985a; 1985c).

20 See Isto E  (1983e) and Veja (1986h; 1987a; 1987g).
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In terms of iconography, photographic images and representations were the first 

to be used to characterize people with AIDS. They were used to illustrate articles, as 

“descriptive devices” (Gilman, 1988), aiming to produce a true characterization. In 1985, 

one Isto E cover story showed a picture of a young man, laid out on a hospital bed, a 

mask on his face and a cap covering his head. The legend said: “I’ve got AIDS and I do 

not want to die”. According to the magazine, it only showed “the agony exposed in the 

fight for a bed in the hospital” (ibid). On the other hand, this young man preferred to be 

pictured with a mask because “his image was at stake”. In the first years of epidemic in 

Brazil, the favourite image was the “sick” patient in a hospital or the one being treated by 

doctors. A patient, preferably suffering from KS, was the embodied sign of AIDS, its 

prototypical stigmata, in Goffman’s sense (1990), covering the body and presenting the 

disease. In addition, the patients portrayed initially were mostly “homosexuals” and 

“hemophiliacs”, which helped to confirm the cultural construction of the epidemic, but 

also reproduced the common social divisions associated with AIDS21.

Although the news media portrayed the life of “AIDS patients” as a process of 

loneliness and death, the idea of esperanga (hope) was also constantly used, to indicate 

the likelihood of a “cure” or a “remedy” in the future. Whether possible or not, the “cure”, 

however, was still “remote” or a facet of a “future world”. In the meantime, though, 

esperanga could not be “lost”, as the HIV+ Junior said to Isto E in 1985. He decided to 

look for support on a transcendent level, in the space of the “other world”, as Da Matta 

(1985) would put it. He told the magazine: “My faith has helped me a lot. Who knows if it 

will help to find a remedy that will save me? I do not lose the hope - I do not want to 

die”22.

The news media were always keen to propagate “good news” in their articles on 

drugs and scientific research, considered as a “re-comforting sign of hope”. As 

psychologists declared: “Nobody, absolutely nobody has the right of taking hope from a 

human being. This is true for AIDS patients, suffering from a 100% fatal disease” (sic). In 

1987, the news media reported on the commercialization of AZT in the US and later in 

Brazil. This was the start of changes in the cultural views of “AIDS carriers” : ‘Without 

weight loss, one of the most dramatic symptoms of the earlier phase of the disease, but 

with the strengthening of the natural defenses of the organism, destroyed by AIDS, the 

patients can already count on better conditions to resist until new solutions appear”. They 

would, then, “grasp all therapeutic hope” (esperangas terapeuticas). Yet, if it is, as in a

21 See Isto E  (1985c) and Veja (1985c; 1988f; 1989b). Similarly, photographies of US 
demonstrations, such as one from the “PWA Allliance”, were defined as a “homosexual” event with no 
other political and symbolic specificity, unless to re-afirm AIDS as a “gay disease” (Veja, 1986a). The 
image of a depressed person would be an iconographic model for many photographs of people with 
AIDS (Gilman, 1988).

22 See Isto E  (1985c) and Veja (1985c; 1985e; 1985f; 1987g).
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colloquial Brazilian expression, the “last to die” (a esperanga e a ultima que morre), even 

if “received with warmer hope”, AZT was “far from being the cure of AIDS”. HIV+ people 

in spite of having a new “modified perspective”, still lived under the “razor blade” (fio da 

navalha). The “infected” ones could place “their bets on the medicine roulette, which 

brings good news sometimes”. There would be a “hope for survival” (sobrevida) and 

“dreams of a healthy future”23.

In 1996, after 13 years of AIDS coverage, the issue of esperanga regained its 

importance in the news media. Cover stories were published on “the near cure” for AIDS, 

when it ceased to be a “fatal disease” after the appearance of the “new drug cocktail”, 

which was compared to AZT, for instance, as “100 times more powerful”. Under the sign 

of these “new drugs”, one magazine asked the reader to “imagine a person sentenced to 

death who is informed, on the day before his execution, that his sentence was commuted 

and, better, he will have a new judgment with chances of acquittal”. Yet the esperanga 

generated by the cocktail might clash with the costs of this therapy. Therefore, Veja 

would also report that for those “who have not money to pay for the drug cocktail, there is 

no alternative”, that is, there is an unequal distribution of “hope” in relation to one’s 

economic resources. It would characterize the predicament of the “poor aideticos” 

(aideticos pobres), who were, compared to those with an income, “condemned”24.

Esperanga is a category with symbolic meanings of huge importance to most 

Brazilians. Colloquial expressions, such as “Brazilian; a profession of hope” (Brasileiro: 

profissao esperanga), reveals the operation of a symbolic domain that also influences the 

representations of AIDS. The idea of hope for a cure can be discerned in the discourses 

of the news media as well as those maintained by HIV+ people. Yet, the idea of a “cure” 

as represented in constant reports of vaccine trials and new “miraculous” drugs, is rather 

different to the actual conditions lived by people affected by the epidemic. For them, hope 

is always at stake, while the news media uses hope as a rhetorical device of 

sensationalist connotations and cultural marketing. In fact, the cultural idea of esperanga 

speaks to an awareness of AIDS in a direct relation to a transcendent ‘other world’, 

which, despite all social and political agency from individuals and organisations, provides 

the last and definitive solution to the epidemic, either its cure or its fatality. The idea of 

esperanga da cura (“hope for a cure”) through these recent ‘new drugs’ can be related to 

the idea of milagre (“miracle”), to be caused by forces or entities of a transcendent 

world25.

23 See Isto E  (1985c; 1987c); Veja (1986d; 1987a; 1987d; 1987e; 1988f; 1991b; 1992c); and Jornal 
do Brasil, 02/12/1997.

24 See Veja (1996c; 1996f); Isto E  (1998); Jornal do Brasil, 05/05/1996; Folha de Sao Paulo, 
01/09/1996.

25 See Folha de Sao Paulo, 01/09/1996.
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In summary, AIDS coverage in the news media has emphasized the predicament 

of loneliness and death for HIV+ people. For them, hope would be the only possibility of 

complete guarantee. Yet, as a cultural category with widely spread symbolic meanings, 

esperanga is talked about by cultural agents as well as HIV+ individuals. Both have used 

hope as a symbolic element in the control of AIDS, which partially neutralizes the 

dominant cultural idea of AIDS as a “100 % fatal disease”.

3.4 - General Risk, General Fear:

What was earlier, in 1983 or 1984, the “gay plague” was soon thought to be 

something to be feared by everyone. From 1985 to 1988, terms such as “general risk”, 

“syndrome of mistrust”, “climate of hysteria” unveiled the diffusion of ideas of “fear” and 

“panic”, used in cover stories and headlines in order to capture the attention of Brazilian 

audiences, who became absorbed with the symbolic power of these categories:

As nobody seems to know anymore whether one is immune to the disease or not, 
the fear of the virus begins to contaminate the whole of society. Sexual habits, life 
style, moral values and cultural patterns have been reassessed under this fear 
(Veja, 1985c: p. 64).

AIDS might be a “universal flagellum”, a “catastrophe”, a “planetary torment”, and 

“the 20th century plague”. In fact, “panic” came in “waves”. For Isto E, the first “wave” 

happened when the fashion designer Markito died, in 1983. The “second wave”, in 1985, 

started when AIDS deaths increased and homosexual behaviour changed. The “third 

wave of panic” was generated by the “general risk”. In 1985, the profusion of cover 

stories on AIDS characterized the undoubtedly morbid fascination of the news media with 

the epidemic. Several times, they were very conclusive in pronouncing that “the 

population is frightened” or “AIDS is becoming a worrying theme for the whole society”. 

The “waves of panic” were moving forward “to a new stage”, affecting “unexpected 

segments of Brazilian population”. Partly for straightforward epidemiological reasons, for 

example, the first reported cases of HIV infection among women and children, but also 

through the impact of the news media, AIDS began to be seen as a “risk” or “danger” to 

anyone, even “heterosexuals” and members of a family. Further, if “youth” were not 

informed about sex, AIDS might “destroy the future of the country”. AIDS became a 

menace for the family and for the nation, both appropriated as metaphors of a social
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body. In 1988, for instance, Veja would say that “in terms of AIDS, Brazil was feeling bad, 

very bad”26.

Moving forward (avangando), the destructiveness of AIDS was always described 

as an endless plot, which needed to be enacted or repeated in the news articles over the 

years, especially in reports of the progressive increase of deaths. Numbers of HIV cases, 

AIDS deaths, numbers of cases among “risk groups”, all of these statistical and 

epidemiological data would be presented to describe the evolution, the avango, of the 

epidemic in Brazil or other countries as well. It seemed that the drama of AIDS was only 

verifiable by means of these numbers, rates and statistics: hundreds, thousands and 

millions. The idea of a “planetary catastrophe” was always behind these numbers and 

predictions: “the multiplication of evil, AIDS spreads”. In fact, it was another form of 

provoking fears by the use of supposedly technical information. In 1992, a headline would 

alert: “One out of three hundred Brazilians is contaminated by the AIDS virus, but he does 

not present any symptom of the disease”27.

In the middle 1980s, aiming to avoid “myths” about HIV infection, the news media 

informed about the forms of HIV transmission. Distinction between “risk” and “high risk” 

were used to orientate people in times of AIDS. Therefore, the magazines claimed that 

hand-shaking offered no risk, unless in the case of a bleeding wound. Precaution over the 

“French kiss” was compared to the kiss on the cheek, the “social kiss” (beijo social), 

which was harmless. It was recommended that sharp objects, such as razors, blades, 

and manicure instruments should be sterilized. In 1988, clients of a barber from Curitiba 

brought their towels, scissors and razors from home. Bites of mosquitoes and fleas were 

reported to be also harmless, despite readers’ fears. In 1991, Veja defined the likelihood 

of one being HIV infected in a dentist’s chair: “1 out of 83000, that is, 8 times less than 

the chance of a plane accident in the route Sao Paulo-Paris. One chance, however, is 

enough”. This set of degrees between safety and risk were presented, therefore, as 

useful information by means of creating forms of control. But who is actually trustworthy?

26 See Isto E  (1985a; 1985e) and Veja (1985b; 1985c; 1986h; 1987d; 1988a; 1988e). Perhaps the 
idea of moral panic with its disruptive or abrupt consequences can be useful here. As Cohen (1972) 
put it, periods of moral panic may happen when people, groups, episodes or certain conditions are 
defined as a “threat to societal values and interests”. In these cases, groups and individuals can be 
identified as “distinguishable social types” (Cohen would say that they become “folk devils: visible 
reminders of what we should not be", ibid:p.10), who are attributed to forms of stigma and deviance 
(moral panic theory is highly influenced by the sociology of deviance, although Cohen gives a critique 
of this literature as well). The news media has a central role in the spread of moral panic, according to 
Cohen’s work. Moral panic leads to various forms of social control, either informal ones, found in 
social and stigmatizing relations, or institutional responses (by police, changes of law, etc.). For moral 
panic and AIDS, see Weeks (1985) and Watney (1997), who gives a critical examination of the moral 
panic theory in its relation to AIDS because forms of prejudice and discrimination of homosexuality 
and, generically, of sexualities have already a long history in the Western world. Therefore, in 
Watney’s view, the AIDS moral panic did not emerge from nothing, but it has its own antecedents. For 
this author, moral panic theory does not help to relate “press hysteria” and “government inaction”.

27 See Veja (1985c; 1992b).
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Blood donors were considered as "potentially dangerous”, for instance, for a doctor 

interviewed by Veja. Some hair dressers “proudly” started to present their HIV negative 

results for their once worried clients. But HIV tests were also subject to mistrust. There 

was regular reports of “false HIV results”, “false negative results” and “false positive 

results”, always popping up in the press, “destroying lives” . If we consider these doubts 

on the likelihood of HIV infection, “every one must defend himself in whatever way he 

can”, which implies that no amount of care is enough in times of AIDS, since everything 

can be subject to risk. Certainly, all these descriptive cases and technical advice aimed at 

producing subjective forms of control of HIV risk. This control emphasized the dangers of 

intimacy, while setting the boundaries of acceptable social behaviour, such as the 

differences between kisses by which one was seen as “social” and the other was not, 

therefore as being risky28.

Normally sustained by a highly imposing and sometimes colourful, science-fiction 

type, microscopic visualization of elements of the immune system, the printed news 

media would use “high-tech” pictures and visual aids to deploy a range of metaphors and 

symbolic ‘puzzles’ associated with ideas of contagion and war. AIDS was seen as a 

“major enemy” that “attacks” the body or the human “organism”, considered either as a 

“defense system” or a “city” to be invaded (cidadela). A terrible “battle” or a “crusade” 

would develop between the HIV virus, the “invading agents” or the “invaders”, and the 

“defense cells”. AIDS would “attack” the individual organism, but it always moves forward 

(avangando), “invading”, including in the spatial sense of the term, countries, such as 

Brazil, or territories, such as the “Gay community”. It would be frequently seen as a “time 

bomb”. Once an Army official explained to Veja that AIDS, “devastating as an atomic 

bomb”, was one of “the strongest enemies” of the “Brazilian armed forces”. In 1996, the 

“drug cocktail” for HIV treatment was also defined as a “battle”, a “bomb attack” or a 

“victory” against AIDS. The symbolic strength of these metaphors can be noticed in the 

ways in which they refer to very different phenomena, either particular ones, related to an 

individual body, or broader ones, at social and national levels. The news media also used 

metaphors of conflict in association with the imagery of a football match, rather important 

to Brazilian audiences: “We are losing the battle and this is the time to change the game. 

It is now or never!” AIDS was a “cruel lottery”, a sort of metaphor in which the epidemic

28 See Isto E  (1985a, d, e) and Veja (1985b, 1985c, 1985e; 1986a; 1988c; 1989a; 1991b; 1994d). For 
this point, see Carrara and Moraes (1985a; 1985b), who also suggested that the biomedical 
explanatory model of viral infection (modelo unifatorial) became dominant in the scientific and cultural 
understanding of AIDS against another, a “multi-factor model”, which emphasized “environmental” 
causes provoked by lifestyles or aspects present only in the “Gay Community”. The viral explanatory 
model would somehow “democratize” the epidemic, but also its “panic”.
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would be seen a game to “win”, which conceives the same cultural idea of animosity 

found in representations of football29.

Authors such as Watney (ibid), Gilman (1988) or Carrara and Moraes (1985b) 

pointed out that old ideas and metaphors of contagion, which were associated with 

cultural notions of sexuality and visions of urban life, were re-appropriated and translated 

in the cultural construction of AIDS. Fears associated with social contact and the use of 

objects in everyday urban life were revived in AIDS coverage. This was largely 

connected to intimacy, but it progressively affected other forms of social contact, such as 

the practices of family life. Furthermore, fear of the risks of AIDS would be found 

elsewhere. The whole city or even the whole society were at risk of being “contaminated”.

1985 was the most intense and symbolically charged year of circulation of ideas 

on AIDS. In 1986, even the news media reported a qualitative difference in AIDS 

coverage: ‘The fact that the disease does not provoke the disproportionate collective 

panic of last year does not mean that it is waning (minguante), but people only die in 

silence ...” AIDS was not anymore the “feared black plague of the beginning of the 

decade” (sic). In fact, the normalization of AIDS coverage is much more quantitative than 

qualitative, for new themes would always capture attention from the news media. After 

the “wave of panic” of 1985-87, a process of cultural consolidation of conceptions and 

categories followed, which helped to provide a major framework of the epidemic and its 

related subjects. In 1987-88, the “scandalous situation” of blood donation in Brazil 

provoked the “fear of contagion” in social contexts different from those of “risk groups”, 

for supposedly AIDS could be spread in society. Fears were re-defined and reviewed in 

response to gloomy predications of the “africanization of AIDS” in Brazil. Ten years later, 

in 1997, panic was updated in another form, when the big theme was the increase of HIV 

infection among women. This problem was caused by the presence of real “sexual 

predators wandering in the streets, unrecognizable by their appearance", and infecting 

their partners. To sum up, fear and panic as cultural categories and symbolic resources 

for the description and understanding of the epidemic would end by naturalizing the

29 See Isto E  (1985a; 1986a) and Veja (1986g; 1986h; 1987g; 1995g; 1996c; 1996f). There is already 
a series of social science studies and research on the issue of the circulation of military and bellicose 
metaphors. See Sontag (1989), Haraway (1991), and Martin (1994). There are also studies on 
metaphors of contagion. See Martin (ibid), Gillman (1988) and Fabre (1998). These metaphors inform 
the production of discourses, narrativity and cultural representations of various diseases, including 
AIDS, which I also confirmed in this research. On contagion, disease and moral panic, see Cohen 
(ibid:62). Another similar example was the circulation of ‘conspiracy theories’ to explain that the AIDS 
virus was created in a laboratory by the US Army or the CIA, which linked up cold war, espionage, and 
homophobia. The war and contagion metaphors that constituted AIDS also helped to define other ‘new’ 
diseases, such as the Ebola which, indeed, was associated with ideas about Africa, high letality, 
wilderness and Black race. See Veja (1995c; 1995d).
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experience of the disease and substantiating themselves as constituting parts of the 

discourses of AIDS30.

3.5 - In defense of family and marriage - The cultural representations of 

heterosexuality in times of AIDS:

In 1983, the news media reported on the dangers that “heterosexuals” might 

suffer with the AIDS epidemic, but it was highlighted as an actual health problem among 

heterosexuals only when it started to be considered a “general risk”. As the first “vectors 

of disease” (Watney, ibid), new “groups”, such as “bisexuals” and some women, 

especially “promiscuous” ones (promiscuas), including prostitutes {as putas), were 

responsible for the spread of the epidemic among heterosexuals and, therefore, to the 

“Brazilian population”. In the 1980s, there was practically no discussion on the likelihood 

of HIV infection among “heterosexual men”, who were, on the contrary, victims of 

transmission by their sexual contact with the infected31.

The reference to heterosexual transmission helped to explain firstly the cases of 

women infected by bisexual husbands and lovers (Guimaraes, 1994). This happened 

with the maid Margarida, one of the first women to be described as an “AIDS virus 

carrier”, early in 1985. Leaving her family in the countryside, she “felt more relaxed and 

free ... having many love affairs”, including with one of her bosses, a “bisexual hair 

dresser”. Covering their “real homosexual condition”, bisexual men became a “threat”, 

the guilty ones, evoking ideas that contradict their masculinity or their status as a 

“protecting father”. They were seen as a “false heterosexual”, who fail to reveal a sexual 

truth about their HIV infection, which was described as a “hypocrisy that kills”. In 1996, for 

instance, the Jornal da Famflia in the Carioca newspaper O Globo published the article 

entitled “My husband is gay” in a similar vein. Nevertheless, women were also 

considered the most important route of HIV transmission not to bisexual men, but to 

heterosexuals either because of their previous sexual contact with bisexuals or their 

promiscuous past or lifestyle. A heterosexual identified Brazilian man would not be 

concerned with HIV infection, if he was not a hemophiliac, an IDU or if he had not had a 

blood transfusion. In 1988, among the HIV+ couples described by Veja, most men,

30 See Veja (1986c; 1987g; 1991b) and O Globo, 07/12/1997. The journalist Adeodato (1990) 
reported the reduction in the number of articles covering AIDS in the Carioca Jornal do Brasil. In 1987, 
25% of published articles on science were related with AIDS themes. In 1988, the number fell to 
14,9%. In 1989, only 9,3% of the science articles were about AIDS. In 1990, the number of AIDS 
themed articles reduced to 6,3%. For similar results, see Berridge (1992) and Herzlich and Pierret 
(1989).

31 See Isto E  (1985a), Veja (1985b, 1985c; 1986h; 1987a; 1993c; 1995f). On the cultural 
representation of women as the “source of pollution” and diseases, see Gilman (1988).
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whose sexuality was not subject of discussion, were “infected by their wives”. After 1991, 

the blame associated with women was to be partially questioned, when ideas began to 

circulate on the “statistical” likelihood of women being much more easily infected than 

men. The theme of the “femininization of AIDS” in Brazil began to be culturally 

constructed. The public HIV disclosure of a well known soap opera actress increased 

social attention to the problem of AIDS among women, although the artistic career was 

normally used to explain their infection, which suggested ambiguous moral values32.

Over the years, the likelihood of HIV infection by heterosexual contacts were 

generally downplayed. Championed by the discursive rhetoric of fear and panic in the 

context of a “general risk”, the heterosexual route was commonly referred to but at the 

same time neglected. Supported mainly by the diffusion of biomedical sources and 

experts’ comments, articles were published on HIV risk among heterosexuals, but 

afterwards they were normally contradicted, a “relief for singles”, re-confirming the 

dangers of the risk groups: “... the chances of contracting HIV in a heterosexual contact 

with someone already infected by AIDS is one in 500, without condom use. With condom 

use, the chances are one in 5000”. This was questioned in part by the “Magic Johnson 

case” in 1991 onwards33.

Informed by scientific discussions, the news media frequently focused on the 

bodies of men and women by means of explaining the small chances of HIV infection 

among heterosexuals, demonstrating many of their contradictory ideas on the subject. 

Focusing on body differences, women were seen as more unlikely to transmit HIV 

because the “vagina is more resistant to friction”, while the anal mucosa were more 

“efficient” because of “the microscopic breaks” caused by penetration, explaining how “it 

happens as a rule” among homosexuals. Vaginal sex, that is, “conventional sex”, 

however, was seen as “traditional heterosexual” interaction in contrast to anal sex 

between a man and woman, considered as a sign of “liberation” and, thus, of the couple’s 

modernity. These ideas informed the way in which anal sex was portrayed when 

women’s magazines reported on AIDS, but they also show some sexual dilemmas lived

32 See Isto E  (1985a, c, e); Isto E/Senhor (1988b); Veja (1985b, c; 1988f; 1991b; 1991c; 1992a; 
1992b; 1992h; 1995f); O Globo, 25/06/1994; O Globo, 28/09/1996; O Globo, 01/12/1996; O Globo, 
06/04/1997; O Globo, 07/05/1997; O Globo, 02/12/1997; Jornal do Brasil, 02/12/1997. On HIV and 
female artists, see Veja (1994b) and Jornal do Brasil, 28/04/1996. For similar conclusions, see 
Cavalcanti (1994,1995), on women and AIDS in Brazilian women’s magazines.

33 When haemophiliacs were objectified as a risk group, the printed news media constructed their 
condition as a non-sexualized identity. They would be identified by blood as the key factor, but they 
would not be included in the world of male (hetero) sexuality, for it would be constituted especially by 
mainly healthy men without any sort of moral suspicion. Another aspect that prevails in the images of 
haemophiliacs would be their insertion in a family unit. The family would be portraited as always 
present, helping to confront this new crisis. These would be the first most concrete images of a family 
unit affected by AIDS, which normally would not be the defining cultural aspect for homosexual men, 
who were abandonned by their families or only supported by their mothers. See Veja (1987g; 1988a; 
1988c; 1988d; 1988e; 1989a; 1991b; 1991c; 1992e; 19920-
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by “modern” and “independent” Brazilian women (Cavalcanti, 1994). Besides, the male 

heterosexual body and the penis were not normally referred to as surfaces opened to 

infection. Therefore sexual relations between two men were understood as the major 

channel of HIV infection. Symbolically the male body was not prone to be penetrated, 

unless one of the two men is a bicha, then culturally defined as one with a body more 

inclined to disease, which would assert again ideas on the risk groups34.

In 1985, the news of the different model of HIV transmission in Africa created 

some puzzles for the cultural representation of AIDS in relation to heterosexuality. Often 

the epidemic in Africa was reported as a possible model for Brazil. Once Veja explained 

that “the disease escaped its original areas to contaminate a whole society”, such as 

Zaire. Relying on the expertise of Jonathan Mann, then in the WHO, Veja suggested that 

promiscuidade was the explanatory factor for African “heterosexual AIDS”, when 

compared to the Western homosexual one. Africans were not affected “because of 

homosexuality, but because they live in a highly promiscuous environment, where people 

change partners as they change their shirts”. We can see the same sort of symbolic 

association between race and sexuality in the case of Magic Johnson, who was defined, 

for instance, as a “successful black” (preto de sucesso) as well as one who was infected 

because of “sexual promiscuity” with women. In addition, the body again became a locus 

for AIDS explanations when the target was “black women”, who have a “more fragile 

vaginal mucosa than European women”, for “all of them are victims of an infinitude of 

vaginal infections” since childhood. Black women’s bodies were characterized, thus, with 

a long history of disease. Pathology again offered many criteria and a framework for 

women and for AIDS. As the news media reported on a “racial factor” to explain the origin 

of AIDS, a racialist explanatory model of HIV infection, informed by conceptions of Black 

sexuality as well as gender differences, was also popularized35.

In the 1980s, the news media circulated the idea that absolute safety in terms of 

HIV risk was to be found only in faithful heterosexual couples. This sort of enunciation 

served to strengthen cultural images and representations of monogamous 

heterosexuality and marriage, and expressed a range of values and conceptions to be 

identified by the reader. The news media referred particularly to the “nuclear Brazilian 

family” , the bastion of “traditional heterosexual relations”. They claimed that “old- 

fashioned values”, such as virginity and fidelity, were being re-valued and sought again 

by “heterosexuals”. The “wave of sexual liberation” had ceased and was often contrasted 

to a new “conservative” trend in favour of marriage, compromise, romanticism and family

34 See Isto E  (1985f) and Veja (1985c; 1986a; 1986b; 1987a; 1991c; 1992h). As Weeks remarks 
(1985:46) on ideas assuming “that there is an elective affinity between disease and certain sexual 
practices, and that certain sexual practices cause disease - and a third, that certain types of sex are 
diseases”.

35 See Isto E  (1985f) and Veja (1985b, 1985c; 1991b). See Gilman (ibid).
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values, a move towards a new moralism (Weeks, 1985). This would explain, then, a 

range of precautions taken by individuals, either condom use or HIV testing or strict 

selection of partners, “chosen among well known people, but also avoiding relations with 

foreigners”. Through this idea of “strict selection”, the news media began to use the 

category “risk behaviour”, another technical term, from 1987 onwards, but it was used in 

the sense of moral distinction between trustworthy and suspect partners. In these terms, 

promiscuity, now among heterosexuals, was to be contrasted to monogamy, an ideal to 

be defended and maintained36.

The news media did actually focus on the promiscuous behaviour of single and 

married men. Referring to heterosexual men at HIV risk, they directed their cultural attack 

against promiscuity and “occasional sex”, especially during Carnival. If there was an 

“environment of promiscuity” among heterosexuals, it needed to be the target of social 

concern and public health interest through educational campaigns. The problem of 

promiscuity was, therefore, diffuse affecting either young men or women, who now both 

needed to protect themselves. In the 1990s, however, a different symbolic emphasis was 

linked to the idea of promiscuity, especially after the “new” focus on the increase of HIV 

infection among women. In 1997, for instance, an article on “sexual predators” 

highlighted this change of focus, with the characterization of a particular type of man, 

who posed a threat to women. He knew his HIV status, which was not disclosed to his 

female partners, who became infected. He had “no remorse because he had nothing to 

lose”. These “predators” were characterized by a particular personality rather than by 

their promiscuity. HIV infection was intentional. This theme is similar to the idea of 

“vindictive resentment” (revolta vingativa), normally associated with the dissemination of 

AIDS by criminals. Now the problem was not HIV infection as a crime, but as a problem 

of consciousness and psychological perversity. Thus a psychological type and, as we will 

see later, one’s economic and educational capital became the prominent terms in the 

cultural construction of AIDS and its infecting agents during the 1990s. In addition, a 

particular type of man became progressively linked with ideas and images of the spread 

of AIDS. He was different to others, who were still positively identified or self-ascribed 

with values of heterosexuality, masculinity and family life37.

36 The news media was prolific in analysis of the AIDS epidemic as a “backward” movement to the 
“evolution of behaviour”, liberated by the “sexual revolution”. The future of sexual “utopias” would give 
space to another world fueled by the “dark forces” of the past. See Veja (1985c; 1986a; 1986h; 1988a).

For this point, see Clatts and Mutchler (1989). HIV+ people might be defined by “irresponsible 
behaviour”, even classified as “psychopaths”. There were also different types of “sexual predators”. 
Some would be “unadapted to social rules” and with no commitments whatsoever by reason of their 
lack of family structure. They would be very good lovers (bom de cama) and also very talkative (bom 
de conversa), that is, seduction and male promiscuity were connected. The other type of “predator” 
would be those “vindictive people” (pessoas revoltadas), a “serial killer” who would transmit HIV as a 
“vengeance” (por vinganga). See Isto E  (1985e); Veja (1985b, 1985c, 1986h; 1986i; 1987a; 1987b; 
1988a; 1988c; 1988e; 1991c; 1992h; 1994c; 1994d); O Globo, 07/12/1997; O Globo, 15/12/1997.
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Since the 1980s, however, the issue of AIDS risk among “heterosexuals” and 

their “families” was reconfirmed in various articles, such as those focusing on the 

humorist Henfil (1988), on Magic Johnson (1991) on discussions of sexual education and 

AIDS for children (1988), and also in the so called “Sheila case” (1992). In a long 8 page 

cover story, entitled “Age of Uncertainty”, Veja (1988d) discussed the embarrassment 

suffered by parents when asked by their children about AIDS. Full of pictures of 

“innocent” children and their parents at school or at home, the article dealt with AIDS as a 

popular conversation topic, that is, the epidemic, as a “social threat”, became a problem 

that might happen to anyone, including loved ones. Therefore, once infected, a teenager 

might live a “calvary of suffering” before death. As “innocent victims”, children and 

teenagers would reduce their parents, their teachers, and generically “adults” to a state of 

“anxiety and perplexity”. “Sex education” was advocated as a tool for prevention. 

Certainly this would be a position for the news media with its emphasis on the theme of 

“education” (educagao) as well as “information” (informagao). Both would be claimed to 

promote prevention (prevengao) and, therefore, reduce HIV infection. Once a Paulista 

doctor was quoted as saying that Brazil had “130 million sexual illiterates”. Experts were 

called on to teach about condoms, HIV transmission and “risk groups”. That is, the news 

media sought to make their readers familiar with AIDS, but at the same time aimed to 

control it by education and information, which was specifically part of a level of pedagogic 

action (Bourdieu and Passeron, 1977:5). This transformation of the strange into the 

familiar still attempted, however, to define AIDS as a “distant” problem. Curiously the 

photographs of parents, children and even grandmothers portrayed them smiling in a 

park or comfortably at home in marked contrast to the atmosphere of sadness, fear and 

body dissolution of HIV “patients” and to the conventional symbolic spaces of AIDS: the 

hospital ward and the “environment of promiscuity” of gays and IDUs38.

In 1988, the case of the HIV+ Paulistana girl Sheila arose and attracted major 

attention from the media during years leading to her death in 1993. Abandoned by her 

mother to the nurses of the Emilio Ribas hospital, she lived in the “large ward (pavilhao) 

of those humiliated by AIDS” in the midst of white gowns, needles, and stretchers. She 

was “affectionately” adopted by a “big family” of doctors, nurses and health workers. As 

one magazine said, Sheila “softened with her childish gaze the hard work of her new 

relatives”. The girl was seen through the image of the “innocent AIDS victim”, who helped 

to humanize the terror of death. Blurring the images of family home and life, HIV+ 

children evoked the suffering caused by their biological parents, namely, abandoning 

them with a “fatal virus” in a hospital, a place where disease rather than affection

38 See Isto E  (1988d). In the 90s, the pedagogic approach changed with the most recent ideas on the 
spread of AIDS among adolescents. See also O Globo, 15/09/1996.
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dominates. As a child, Sheila was perceived as naturally filling the health professionals 

with affection. Years later, in 1992, she was legally adopted by a couple without children. 

They publicly announced to the news media that Sheila was being discriminated because 

of her HIV status, when they tried to register her in a school. Beside her stigmatization, 

Sheila was positioned by the news media at the center of an extensive discussion on the 

dangers of AIDS when it appears in the interconnected world of family, children, and 

school. The “risks of an aidetica child” were defined and contrasted to the healthy children 

and the educational responsibilities of the school. This stigmatization spoke to the cultural 

representation of ideologically contrasting pairs, such as education/ignorance and 

information/prejudice. What was extremely important, however, was the way in which the 

fact of living with an aidetico, i.e., an HIV patient, became a problem to be solved, when 

“society is obliged” to adapt itself. As we can see, the issue of “living together” 

(convivencia) became crucial when aideticos began to be found in “environments”, such 

as schools, family homes, and at work. These places were distinct from an “environment 

of promiscuity”, which were still defined as social spaces of avoidance, although opened 

to news media coverage.

In addition, HIV+ parents were seen as responsible for their children’s fate, 

especially when they were abandoned. The adoptive parents were considered, therefore, 

as real models of togetherness and family love, marked by their personal choice when 

adopting a HIV+ child. The dichotomy health/illness appeared again in the differentiation 

between healthy/adoptive and diseased/biological parents. In 1996, similarly, this theme 

reappeared when the news media reported on “the first generation” of seropositive 

children, who dreamt of “what was refused to them by destiny, a real family”. They were 

“moving through a path determined by nature”, their own sexuality, understood as a 

“constant concern” for those responsible for them. Here, HIV+ children/teenagers raised 

the issue of “living together” with their healthy peers, who risked becoming their sexual 

partners. Yet their adoptive parents, partners and friends would break at last with 

“prejudice as a proof of their enormous love”39.

The “heterosexualization” of AIDS only occurred when the Nation/society or 

home/family life began to be considered at risk or when urban life was threatened by the 

“crime” of AIDS. Both threats would indicate the generalizing, broader scope of the 

epidemic. In 1988-89, the idea of the “africanization” of AIDS in Brazil worked in the same 

direction of an epidemic that was becoming heterosexual, but, as its subtext, it pointed to 

social criteria of class differentiation and cultural discourses of poverty. From now on,

39 See Veja (1988f; 1992e; 1992f; 1993b; 1996a); ls to E (1995a); O Globo, 31/01/1993; O Globo, 
28/06/1994; and Jornal do Brasil, 04/05/1997. The printed news media have reported above all on the 
case of HIV+ mothers who “abandon” (abandonam) their children, a fact morally condemned. On HIV 
positive children as one of the “borders of the image” of the AIDS patient, see Gilman (1988).
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AIDS would be increasingly considered as an epidemic of the poor, black or mulatto 

people. This idea was familiar in two ways, that is, as heterosexual and as an image of 

Brazilian poverty. Indeed, a shift in attention towards “clandestine” social worlds, allowed 

the news media to concentrate to another universe, already well known, the world of 

poverty, which demands different coverage and less hype. As the O Globo newspaper 

put it: “From its dissemination in middle class/upper class ghettos, especially among 

homosexuals and drug addicts, AIDS began to spread among segments of the 

population where it is more common to buy two liters of milk than a box of condoms”. 

During the 1990s, the expression “the epidemic changed its face” was to be commonly 

repeated, describing AIDS in the bodies of men and women of “lower income, less 

informed and with few resources to adhere to prevention methods”. In dealing with 

“women”, as the “femininization” of AIDS, or the “poor population”, as the “pauperization 

of the epidemic” (pauperizagao da epidemia), considered more recently as the “priority 

targets” of public health policy, the news media constructed characters and units through 

an objectivity distant from the life experiences of their readers, but which would relate 

gender and poverty. In 1995, for instance, it was said that prevention campaigns should 

have been directed to “20 to 40 year old men, who earned at most up to twice the 

minimum wages each month and who were less educated”, perceived as the “social 

group” most susceptible to an epidemic of the male, ignorant and poor. This oscillating 

gendered focus on AIDS, both masculinizing and femininizing, corresponded to the close 

discursive links between the news media and the Brazilian health authorities and their 

policies. However, as a problem of the poor and a symptom of Brazilian poverty, AIDS 

ended by being generally an issue of “education” and “instruction”40.

3.6 - The time of the aidetico:

The history of AIDS in Brazil has shown the emergence of a cornucopia of identity 

categories and specific identities referring to people with HIV/AIDS. From 1983 to 1987, 

terms, such as “victim”, “patient” or “AIDS carried, were those most used either by the 

news media or in common parlance to “plainly identify one infected by HIV”. In 1985, 

paciente terminal (“terminally ill patient”) was another category used. The cultural 

description of the diseased, desenganado (“incurable”) according to the physicians, was

40 See Isto E/Senhor (1989); Veja (1991b; 1991c; 1995f; 1995g; 1996f); O Globo, 26/09/1993; Jornal 
do Brasil, 05/05/1996; O Globo, 27/10/1996; Jornal do Brasil, 02/12/1997; O Globo, 07/12/1997; O  
Globo, 15/12/1997. The themes of “africanization” and “impoverishment” of AIDS are similar, but they 
have distinct emphasis. One is more racialized than the other, which is understood by an economicist 
criteria.
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prominent. The pacientes were represented in their hospital beds, often requiring 

permanent health care, which would help to culturally construct a clinical “condition” that 

supported forms of social distance and isolation. In 1985, another term began to be 

circulated by the news media to designate the “AIDS carriers”: the cobaia humana 

(guinea pig). The news media would perceive the urgent demand for AIDS treatments 

and drugs as a process of scientific production that would call for human beings as 

“guinea pigs”. In this case, HIV+ individuals participating in vaccine and drug trials would 

be seen as mere “receptacles” of toxic substances or as “lab mice at the mercy of 

scientists”. Since this period, the term cobaia would be maintained as a semantic 

category of identification of the diseased. All of these categories emphasized the passive 

and unavoidable degradation lived by HIV+ people, precluding all agency except 

“dreaming”, as their ultima esperanga (last hope), of a longer sobrevida (survival), which 

might also involve protracted suffering41.

From 1987, another term was coined and became the most used cultural 

category to identify one living with HIV/AIDS: the aidetico. At first, the term used was 

paciente aidetico, but soon this identification was simplified by the exclusive use of the 

category aidetico alone. Any person infected with HIV was called aidetico, which defined 

a subject with particular behavior, attitudes, and beliefs that could be qualified by his/her 

specific identity. There were, for instance, the “terminally-ill aideticos”, who were 

“threatening”, for they would perhaps throw their blood over others, “unreconciled to their 

predicament”. The aiddtico has been, thus, commonly described by a type of personality. 

This representation was constantly particularized in accordance to the “risk group” by 

which he or she was singled out. As aidetico gay men, they were treated as over- 

sexualized people or, as aidetico drug addicts, they revealed a “devastated” subjectivity. 

The “real” aideticos were, however, “depressed people”, a psychological model which 

would serve, more recently in 1995, as a contrast to the soropositivos de longa sobrevida 

(“long term seropositive survivor”), who were considered as “exceptions to the rule”, that 

is, “optimistic people” “surrounded by their dear ones”. As a reformulation of 

psychological discussions on AIDS and death during the first years of the epidemic, 

psychoanalysts were invited to give their opinions in the news media, as recently as the 

mid 1990s, on the causes of “the aideticos’ own will to be infected”, which reflect a 

particular attempt to construct AIDS either as a physical malady or a mental health 

problem42.

41 See Veja (1985e; 1986h; 1988f; 1996c); and Isto E  (1988d). On the AIDS “guinea pigs”, see Veja 
(1985g; 1986j; 1996d); and Jornal do Brasil, 18/05/1997. Seronegative volunteers in recent vacine 
trials were also labeled as cobaias humanas. See Veja (1994f; 1995a) and Isto E  (1996a).

42 I want to show how the category aidetico has been used through the dominant printed news media 
in ways that produce negative or prejudicial interpretations and readings. In chapter 8 , 1 will show how 
the meanings of aidetico as an identity category can be understood and negotiated by HIV+ people.
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Certainly the aidetico or the “aidetico patient” emerged at the same period in 

which AIDS began to be actively managed by clinical intervention, when medicalization 

of life with AIDS became an issue. From this perspective, I was struck by the use of 

these categories in the first articles on the clinical advantages of AZT. In comparison, 

when AIDS was beginning to be “democratized” through the fears and panic of a “general 

risk to the country, i.e., during the period in which the epidemic was moving forward 

(avangando) in the new democratic Brazilian society of the “New Republic”, the view 

presented was that anyone might get (pegar) AIDS. This was a real shift in 

understandings both of the epidemic and of those individuals who would be infected. To 

be an aidetico came to suggest, therefore, a broader identity which categorized and 

gathered people of the most diverse trajectories and social, cultural and subjective 

experiences: aidetico women and children; aidetico blood donors; aidetico men of various 

sexual orientations; aidetico hemophiliacs; and so forth. All were subsumed in a common 

identity, which was mostly characterized by the stigma of disease and its singular 

experience, always under the sign of death: AIDS = death; Aidetico = dead. In the historic 

reconstruction of these meanings, the cultural representation of the aidetico was crucial 

for defining and characterizing the social identity of a seropositive person. On the one 

hand, essentially generic, it identified any one who was infected by HIV. As a result, this 

identity would be considered in a much more restricted way, namely, aiming at the 

classification of an infected subject, initially disregarding moral criteria. On the other 

hand, the category implied the objectivity and the symbolic violence of the cultural 

meanings of disease and death, understood in a highly negative way and associated with 

bodily devastation and an unwanted finitude. Finally, the aidetico was one who might 

have lived a morally condemned trajectory, which would be reflected in the maintenance 

of negative images and representations that earlier identified the so called “risk groups” 

(excepting the “AIDS victims”). Thus, the identity of the aidetico allowed a polyvocal and 

situational apprehension and reading of a seropositive person in accordance with the 

people, contexts and the meanings directly involved with its social use. The news media, 

however, historically represented the aidetico in terms of these three approaches: the 

classification; the fatalist outcome; and the dominant moral parameter or criteria.

In 1988, terms such as “aidetico patient” and “seropositive” (soropositivo) were 

both used by the news media, which shows how categories and vocabulary of distinct 

origins and meanings were simultaneously at the disposal of cultural agents. The 

soropositivo was relatively closer to the image of the “asymptomatic AIDS carrier” , who,

For “aidetico patients”, see Isto E  (1987c) and Veja (1987a; 1987d; 1987g; 1988d; 1989a; 1991b; 
1995e). On the representation of the aideticos by psychoanalysis in the press, see O Globo, 
18/06/1995 and O Globo, 20/06/1995. On this matter, see Gilman (1988). Clatts and Mutchler (1989), 
and Cohen (1972), who permits us to see the aidetico as a social type assigned with a “negative 
identity”.
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knowing or not his/her HIV status, would be “incubating” the HIV virus in its “latent stage”. 

In 1996, Betinho was identified, for instance, as “only seropositive, without AIDS 

symptoms”. The category assintomatico (“an asymptomatic one”) was also circulated 

through the news media around 1987, enriching the terrain of identity categories related 

to AIDS. Many years later, in 1995, “long-time asymptomatic seropositives” were 

reported. As with similar terms, soropositivo was an identity category that might have 

been appropriated through the foreign news media as an intellectual and cultural source 

for Brazilian producers. Most of its meanings had a primarily clinical basis and, therefore, 

created a much more medicalized identity, which in part explains its own ‘politically 

correct’ profile and also its large use in the world of AIDS NGOs and AIDS services and 

clinics43.

The range of AIDS related identities and classificatory categories used by the 

news media should be understood in terms of attempts to create social difference and 

division, but also in terms of being characterized as instruments or objective tools in the 

construction of AIDS through the cultural representations of the disease and of the 

“diseased”. According to Carrara and Moraes (1985b), who focused on a period before 

the emergence of the aidetico: “Isolated from life and exposed to death, the sick person is 

robbed of his/her personality: in the press, the victim was only characterized by the 

features linked to the disease: homosexual, number of partners, ... these or those 

symptoms.” (p.121). Later, in 1987-88, when they began to be depicted through minimal 

details, beyond the references to HIV diagnosis, infections or hospitalizations, HIV+ 

people continued to be discussed within a fatalist and medicalizing perspective. There 

were the profiles and stories of the “diseased” or the aideticos. In these stories, what was 

mainly being played with was the ‘abbreviated’ way by which the news media 

represented people living with HIV/AIDS. Generically, the plot would be the one of a life 

wrecked little by little by disease, isolation and an announced death. The profiles 

represented were mostly of those who were sick suffering in hospital beds or, whether 

convalescent, of those expected to be sick in a near future. And, later, they surely would 

die. One of them revealed to the magazine: “I have already told my father to arrange my 

coffin”. If HIV+ individuals were able to live a healthy life with relative autonomy of the 

prescribed spaces of a hospital ward and an AIDS clinic, their stories were neglected and 

few were public. Nevertheless no one more publicly embodied this cultural

43 See Veja (1987a; 1987e; 1987g; 1995b; 1995e; 1996c; 1996f). AIDS coverage by Veja in 1996 
would still maintain the use of the category aidetico in preference to others, such as soropositivo, 
which were associated, then, with the meanings of an “assymptomatic carrier'’. The Isto E  magazine, 
however, seemed to have led towards a more ‘pc’ editorial line, adopting the term soropositivo in 
articles since 1995. In 1997, it would be rather surprising to notice the circulation of other categories, 
such as sorointerrogativo, which were used in the social world of AIDS NGOs since 1991. See also 
Isto E  (1995a; 1995b; 1996a; 1997; 1998); and Jornal do Brasil, 26/04/1997.
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representation of disease, bodily decay and the imminence of death than the pop-rock 

singer Cazuza. From 1989 to 1990, when he died, the weekly magazines repeatedly 

reported on his plight, in highly negative and stigmatizing ways. For example, a Veja 

cover story reads: “Cazuza, an AIDS victim agonizes in a public square” (Veja, 1989b; 

see picture 1, page 118). The “Cazuza look” as the “face of AIDS” became the well 

known bodily cultural image of an “AIDS victim” as well as of an aidetico44. From a 

distance, however, despite editing and depersonalization of the magazine texts, we can 

hear vestiges of specific personal voices of those interviewed and represented, which 

convey a certain agency, a certain subjective modulation. However these were 

insufficient to make a cultural difference and counterbalance the news media rhetoric and 

imagery45.

What mainly characterized the aidetico or the equivalent terms of “AIDS virus 

carrier", and “AIDS patient” was their contrast to the conceptions surrounding the 

pessoas sadias, saudaveis (“healthy people”). The cultural representation of this 

difference appeared in a more extreme way in the cases of heterosexual families 

affected by AIDS, especially among HIV discordant couples as well as in the birth of their 

children. Reported several times as a sick person from 1985 to 1987, Luis, a HIV+ 

hemophiliac painter from the Brazilian South, was married to a healthy woman (uma 

mulher sadia). Although both had promised to use condoms, they had a child who was 

born “strong and healthy” (robusto e saudavet). According to Veja, “this case provoked a 

national discussion on the right of a person to submit another to the risk in contracting a 

100% fatal disease and of having an offspring” (procriarem). This family drama was 

shown to characterize the plight of Brazil. The couple was said to be “surrounded by 

public curiosity” in the ambiguous way of being the “mirror” of heterosexual AIDS and 

also as an ‘other’ to be compared with or distanced from, the paradoxical case of a family 

unit as a locus of health and illness. This was also the drama of a family remaining 

together and having children despite the tragedy of a disease or a malady (um mat) such 

as AIDS. Against this mat, the couple felt protected by “love” (amor) and by the “blessing

44 See Veja (1989b). For Cazuza’s mother’s point of view, see Araujo (1997), a biographical account 
of Cazuza’s family and artistic life after interviews with a journalist.

45 In 1988, it was reported that the diseased “did not fear to show their faces”, they had “some hope 
of helping others with their personal stories and combating prejudice or improving the conditions of 
care of the aideticos in hospitals” {Veja, 1988f). This personal disposition of giving personal 
testimonies in public became rather clear in the end of the 1980s. At first, they were mostly interviews 
with personalities, such as Herbert Daniel and, much later, with the writer Caio Fernando Abreu {Isto E  
(1995b). Years later, this sort of attitude would be also found among HIV+ people who were not 
famous. They would accept to disclose their HIV status in public. Or they would only want to give their 
own life experiences as example to others. Opportunities were created, thus, in the news media to find 
‘seropositive’ voices which would contest the dominant and distant point of view presented by the 
jornalistic discourses of AIDS. In 1988, one of them was given by a beauty consultant, who identified 
himself as a “homossexual”. After receiving 15 days expectancy of life by his doctors, he considered 
himself as an “exception to the general rule” of dying of AIDS. Notably, this man also used the term 
aidetico {see Veja, 1988b).
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of God” (bengao de Deus), perfect supernatural ingredients to explain the unexplainable, 

the magical route of redemption from HIV/AIDS infection. With the advent of new images 

and representations of the HIV+ person, the cultural discourses of seropositivity and 

family life, considered as a model of equilibrium, had to be largely redeveloped. While 

many of those depicted by the news media had had stable heterosexual relationships or 

came from nuclear families characterized by their conventionality, the HIV+ diagnosis 

was presented as a turning point for previous family and conjugal relations. Separations 

seemed to be the norm. Yet if they happened, it was commonly suggested that those 

HIV+ adults who were interviewed aspired to a model of conjugality and heterosexual 

family life. This was the case of Jose, one of the few men who confessed a “homosexual 

romance”. He wanted, however, to find a “girlfriend” (arrumar uma namorada), but this 

woman needed to conform to some conditions, especially to be a “HIV virus carrier”. As a 

consequence, the project of a “normal life” with HIV might have implied the model of 

heterosexual conjugality. But homosexuality could be forgotten in favour of this project of 

conjugality. Evidently the HIV+ status of one of the partners created a substantial defining 

difference in relation to “healthy” couples and families46.

In this cultural history of disease, death, and hope, the news media only began to 

construct a meaningful difference in the representations of the lives of those aideticos 

after perhaps 1991. The “new face of AIDS” would reveal that they were “learning to live 

with the malady and to return to their social lives while they are treated”. First, it was the 

case of the HIV disclosure of Magic Johnson, whose impact dealt with his trajectory as an 

athlete and, then, as a “healthy” person living without any symptoms associated with 

AIDS. This would be linked with the idea of AIDS as a disease with evolutionary phases 

or stages. Not much later, coverage began to focus on HIV+ people who would give 

examples of “courage” (coragem) of living with HIV/AIDS. With an “arsenal of 

medicines”, they would not die so soon after the first “signs of disease”, but many HIV+ 

would even “survive for up to five years”. This was the case indeed of those “long term 

asymptomatic seropositive ones” (soropositivos assintomaticos de longo tempo). In 1995, 

one of them, a 46 years old female hair dresser, was an ideal of health and sensual 

attractiveness described with her “voluminous curly red hair, tanned skin, an elegant 

body and with a nearly permanent smile in her face”. These cases would be contrasted 

with the aideticos, “who everyone was used to see”: "... a squalid figure, worn out gaze, 

skin covered in stains, thinning hair” . This contrast was also presented by the “healthy 

HIV carriers” (portadores sadios do virus) who “lived a normal life”, that is, “they worked, 

studied and amused themselves”. It was necessary to point out to the supposedly ‘above

46 See Veja (1985c; 1987a; 1987c) and isto E  (1988b). See for the distinction between health and 
sickness in family, Isto E  (1987a); Veja (1987e; 1988a; 1992e; 1992f; 1993b); Jornal do Brasil, 
04/05/1997; and O Globo, 10/08/1997.
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suspicion’ “healthy” (sadio) reader that they were people who might be seated beside 

anyone in a movie theater and still not know their HIV status. They might also be 

members of the so called “health generation” (geragao saude) of the 1980s, who were 

“never seriously ill”, who “did not smoke, did not drink, but was always tanned and fit”. In 

addition, another way of describing this new type of “healthy carrier” was through his/her 

links with self-help organizations, which began to be socially recognized by the news 

media during the 1990s47.

The articles about “life with HIV” would not be completely disassociated from the 

still prevailing ideas of AIDS=Death. In 1992, one of them used, for instance, the 

following headline: “the everyday life of Brazilians who carry the AIDS virus in their still 

healthy bodies, but who also know that they will be sick soon and fight to forget death”. 

Certainly, the role of the news media was to generate and circulate forms of paradox, 

such as how “clinically healthy” HIV+ people would live although still “marked by a death 

sentence” (ibid). As we see, HIV+ people would always live the paradoxical life of those 

who know that they will die one day! Therefore, a rather rigid contrast was made between 

those who were “condemned”, even if they were “healthy”, and those who were not 

condemned, for they were seronegative. Coverage on “living with AIDS” aspired to 

provoke a suspicion (uma pulga atras da orelha) among those HIV+ people who were 

“healthy”. In a similar vein, recently in 1997, an article focused on those who were 

untested for HIV who did not want to confirm their HIV status. ‘Tortured” with the chances 

of a “death sentence”, they had to “live with a ghost which hounds them day and night”. In 

fact, these articles did not attempt to sympathetically understand the day-to-day lives of 

HIV+ people, rather, they reinforced the notion that the HIV virus was “silently” evolving in 

one’s body. As a result, this person, certainly the magazine’s reader, was expected to 

proceed to a necessary stage of self-awareness, when HIV infection risks would be 

rationally mapped out. Certainly, a subtle form of fear was generated, which motivated 

the apprehension of the danger of illness in a body without symptoms or signs, an 

attempt to understand a probably deaf and secret grammar of AIDS48.

The photographic depiction of HIV+ people was another aspect indicating a 

qualitative change in their cultural representation by the news media. Their HIV+ 

informants began to be depicted in open or public spaces, such as parks, and even in 

clubs, to remind the readers that they can also go out. The news media even presented

47 The printed news media presented more personal voices of those HIV+ people “who were learning 
how to live positive lives” when those interviewed were found less in hospital wards than in AIDS 
NGOs. In the Isto E  cover story of 1998, some of these HIV+ voices were presented. This was 
unthinkable ten years before. The daily newspapers were probably the first ones to publish articles on 
the lives of HIV+ people. Magazines have a different approach and editing process for the really 
‘important’ news. See Veja (1988b; 1995e); Jornal do Brasil, 11/10/1992; Folha de Sao Paulo,
01/09/1996; and Jornal do Brasil, 23/11/1997.

48 For this point, see also Sontag (1989). See Veja (1991b; 1992b) and Isto E  (1997).
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pictures of HIV+ mothers with their children, commonly smiling, which would be another 

contrast to an earlier stage of cultural representation, since family life and maternity was 

associated with no direct or immediate link with death. These pictures strongly contrasted 

with earlier images of sick people in hospital wards and death-beds as the social spaces 

of the diseased. There was a new view of the social spaces of living together 

(convivencia), at home, at work, in social life, by which the aideticos were not at first 

bodily distinguished from the healthy, except by the fate of an uncontrolled virus. The text 

was intimately related to these pictures, mostly aiming, however, at their contradiction49. 

When familiar and domestic places were shown, AIDS was also assumed to be 

progressing and wrecking in silence. If this new trend of cultural images pictured 

pleasant scenarios, they would be used to evoke, through legend and text, ideas of 

people who know they live a transient life, a “death-sentenced” life. New meanings of 

illness have been created by a symbolic readjustment of image and text. The image 

might be of health, but it reflected a world of pure appearances. The journalistic text, 

however, was much more descriptive, filled with testimonies (the magazines have opted 

to present many “cases” or “stories” of HIV+ individuals, which give an idea of different 

social trajectories made similar by the “ghost” of AIDS). In short, the text, the legends, 

and the headlines revealed the purest reality of AIDS, correctly deciphered by the news 

media. The “healthy carrier” (o portador sadio) or, in other words, the aidetico of the 

1990s was subjectively aware of his “condemnation” and they presented this in words to 

the reader, who also made his own self examination. Even those who “challenge 

science”, living many years as the “long term asymptomatic seropositive, were seen as 

an “exception to the rule”. As one magazine put it: “(If) their stories and faces are happier 

than of those aideticos whom everyone is used to seeing, ... (they) were desperate when 

they discovered about their condition”. At the breaking point caused by the “drug cocktail” 

(coquetel de drogas), in 1996, it was said that “to have a chronic disease means living 

with crisis and drugs for the rest of your life, for there is no cure to the malady”. Even in 

the ‘chronification’ of AIDS, there is still the maintenance of a reproducing social and 

cultural difference between sick and healthy people50.

Whether or not the idea of death in a near future was alleviated, the news 

magazines only ventured to postpone it to another stage of illness, broadening the 

calendar of life expectancy of HIV+ people. At the same time, esperanga (hope) was 

renewed by a likelihood of an effective vaccine or a definitive cure. In part, the hope 

brought about by the new AIDS drugs and treatments seemed to be associated with what

49 According to Bourdieu: “Ordinary words impress no one, but paradoxically, the world of images is 
dominated by words. Photos are nothing without words” (1998:20).

50 As we can see, stereotypes can be also reconstituted. See Veja (1992b; 1995e); Isto E  (1998); and 
Jornal do Brasil, 18/05/1997.
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was called an “option for life” or a personal “motivation” and “courage” to confront AIDS 

and to “stay alive”. In 1996, as a complementary representation which was still a 

differentiating one, the therapeutic use of the coquetel would modify the lives of 

“terminally ill patients” who, then, would “put on weight, have the typical opportunistic 

diseases controlled, and return to walk". This would be the so called efeito Lazaro 

(“Lazarus effect”). As we see, this is the inverted image of the paciente terminal from 

1985 to 1988, but, now, as a representation of transitoriness from one state (a sick 

person) to another (a healthy one), although this person had to be ressuscitado 

(“revived”). The idea of sobrevida (survival) gained new meanings, therefore, perhaps in 

direct association with the most recent images and cultural representations of the person 

with cancer. In short, only very recently, about 1996-1997, did news magazines published 

cover stories on “living positively with AIDS”51.

Further, as we have seen, the definition of “healthy carriers” implied the relativity 

and gradation of ideas of normality and health. They would still be used in the 

differentiation of those who are really healthy and normal and those who are less so, or 

not at all. The “health carriers” lived with (conviviam) a “virus in its silent stage until the 

day when the sword of the Angel of Death touches their shoulder”. HIV positive 

diagnosis was still to be treated as a “death sentence”, which, if known, remains as a 

“shadow in the conscience”, an affliction to be maintained. The cultural appearance of the 

portadores sadios only in part modified the previous conceptions which characterized the 

aidetico. These identities began to be seen as functioning in the ambiguous field that 

contrasts illness and health, an ambiguity which began to be progressively targeted by 

the news media as a theme of cultural interest. But this liminal specificity was still placed 

at a certain distance, a differentiating one, because, as AIDS has been considered a 

“100% fatal disease”, it corresponds to a substantive contrast with those who are, say, 

“100% healthy”. Yet the “healthy carrier” , a category which is closer to the “asymptomatic 

carrier”, specified a different type of aidetico, mostly characterized by his/her transitional 

situation in a clinically healthy stage. He/she would live under the tenuous image of 

transitoriness, as the most perfect and complete aidetico, who would live his disease as a 

passage to death, a “one-way ticket”. In short, whatever the identities in use, they 

culturally evoked boldly marked meanings of passage and transitoriness. They were 

marked, however, because they were mainly imposed rather than sought for. In the 

middle 1990s, the cultural conceptions that have outlined the identity of the aidetico were

51 See Veja (1991a; 1991b; 1992g; 1995e); Visao (1991); and Folha de Sao Paulo (04/08/1996). On 
the “Lazarus effect”, see Folha de Sao Paulo, 01/09/1996; Jornal do Brasil, 18/05/1997. Although 
Gilman had discussed the iconography of AIDS in relation to syphilis, the idea of a Lazarus effect 
approaches both the images of leprosy and cancer together. Cancer patients have usually been 
attributed with psychologizing ideas of will power, inner strenght or personal motivation to overcome 
their ailments (see Sontag, 1979:55-6).
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softened. Defined less in terms of a death sentence, (the aidetico as a “condemned” 

person), he or she was more commonly represented as chronically sick, saved by the 

impact of combination therapies and the “drug cocktail”. As a result of a different image 

of transitory life, the aidetico would have simply “regained hope”52.

Under the auspices of this recent “wave” of hope, the cultural representation of a 

‘seropositive’ identity in the 1990s became associated with more subtle conceptions of 

illness and health, a model of temporality that suggested a longer survival (sobrevida), 

and the actual likelihood of life projects. All of which, however, would be built around a 

clinical treatment and a medicalized life. There was a price to pay. New fears emerged of 

virus resistance to the “new drugs”. Thus the “sick one” might end up with a “super-virus”. 

According to the newspaper O Globo, physicians were afraid of any delay in taking the 

AIDS drugs, “because even hours can be fatal”. Furthermore, the cultural debate on 

immunological markers in the news media, either viral load or the CD4 cell count, made 

more complex the differentiation of illness and health or of a sick and healthy person. As 

another aspect of the already long process of individualization and objectification of 

AIDS, the internal differences between sick and healthy people turned out to be more 

subtle and now more closely than ever associated with the domain of techno-scientific 

information and practices, biomedical power-knowledge, and medicalization. After two 

decades of the AIDS epidemic, we have moved far from the cultural discourses of risk 

groups into the specificities of immunological criteria, marked by an objectifying rationale 

in the definition and vision of subtle and varied differences between health and illness53.

To what extent can we say that these various forms of identity categorization by 

the printed news media had an actual impact in the social process of identity 

construction? It is difficult to give a straightforward answer. But, without the findings of 

audience orientated research, we may assume that this impact was differential in 

meaning and practice. Although categories as “AIDS patient” , “AIDS carrier”, 

“asymptomatic”, “seropositive”, or aidetico were circulated by the news media, they were 

not originated within journalism. Some had clinical origins and others were popularized 

from AIDS research sources. Even their specific history of social use can be 

differentiated, as in the case of the category “seropositive”, which became largely used in 

the social world of AIDS NGOs. However, it should be stressed that agents or 

participants in this social world presented a rather more complex and subtle

52 W e will see later that the meanings of transitoriness, urgency, and uncertainty are also operated by 
my HIV+ informants. However their meanings seem to be rather distinct from those presented by the 
news media, especially because they are related to objective social experiences and can not be 
reduced to cultural representations produced by a cultural agency, such as the news media, whose 
socio-cultural aims are indeed very particular. For the reports on the “healthy carriers”, see Veja
(1992b; 1992c; 1994b; 1996c).

53 See Visao (1991); Veja (1996f); Isto E  (1998); Folha de Sao Paulo, 01/09/1996; Jornal do Brasil,
18/05/1997; O Globo, 17/08/1997; Jornal do Brasil, 12/07/1998.
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understanding of the images and meanings of the “seropositive” than the ones circulated 

in the news media. The media used categories and cultural representations that were not 

directly similar to those used by the whole range of social actors, from scientists, HIV+ 

people to ordinary (if one can be ordinary) readers or TV viewers. As the idea of a 

“general public" is also too simplistic, the categorizations and identities given by the news 

media were only partially effective, despite their symbolic capital in cultural production in 

a country like Brazil. However, as I have emphasized, their dominant symbolic effect was 

mostly visible in relation to the circulation of the category/identity aidetico, which was 

culturally located and constructed in Brazil. If the aidetico became a well known category, 

its meanings and its practices of use were also differential and related to the variety of 

social groups and actors in the context of the AIDS epidemic. Later, I will show how many 

of these identity categories and representations were culturally apprehended and socially 

used in particular ethnographic settings.

3.7 - Conclusions - The symbolic violence of AIDS:

The news media have produced cultural forms and developed a process of 

symbolic control of different but related phenomena: death, disease, visions of sexuality 

or even forms of subjectivity, that is, issues of identity. These forms of symbolic control 

have dealt with cultural ideas of non-controlled emotions, such as fear of death and of 

being sick, for instance (Douglas, 1991; Gilman, ibid). Certainly, these forms of control 

have not aimed to exclude these cultural ideas of fear and danger, but they were 

positively produced, repeatedly expressed in cultural discourses by means of becoming 

objectified, constituted as actually existing. The positivity of these discourses of fear of 

death, sex, and disease basically constitute the discourses on and around AIDS. They 

also frame the objectification of social units, namely, the risk groups, and identities, such 

as the culturally dominant aidetico. We might say that this cultural positivity of discourses 

aimed at symbolic control has had a relevant role in the transformation of the epidemic as 

a non-controlled malady into the “banalization of AIDS”54. However, this must be related 

with a recent “incorporation of homosexuality” into the social and cultural representations 

of sexuality in Brazil during the 1990s. Strategies of representation of AIDS and 

homosexuality were reformulated in the history of the epidemic, albeit maintaining a 

hierarchical prominence of dominant cultural and ideological schemes on and of disease 

and sexuality. Therefore such representations remained reified and distorted.

54 What Sontag (ibid:93) calls the epidemic’s “wholesome dedramatization”.
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The news media reported on the forms of HIV transmission by means of a 

naturalization of sexual practices and identities, presented and absorbed from medical 

and scientific discourses and sources, which corroborated, as shown in chapter 2, fixed 

sexual divisions. Categories such as “heterosexual” or “bisexual”, therefore, have been 

understood in very circumscribed social groups, such as the urban upper and middle 

classes, but also among those who undertook intensive forms of medicalization, 

especially in sexual matters. A reader’s perception of his/her own HIV risk was 

conditioned by his/her social position in the social field of production and consumption of 

scientific, technical and expert knowledge. But as another aspect of symbolic violence, 

these categories need to be considered, therefore, as selected meanings by which forms 

of cultural imposition and determinacy have been brought about by dominant social 

agents and cultural producers (Bourdieu and Passeron, ibid:8). Their symbolic strength 

stems from the “misrecognition” of the power relations by which cultural authority is 

constructed and reproduced.

The history of AIDS in Brazil is, therefore, one of determinacy of cultural 

representations and images, which were arbitrarily selected, but meant to be objectively 

constructed and internalized, respectively by those considered to be healthy and those 

ones seen as the diseased. Here the problem of symbolic violence provoked by cultural 

strategies, of representation needs to be considered. As Bourdieu has pointed out (1977), 

symbolic violence is exercised in a process of “tacit complicity between its victims and its 

agents, insofar as both remain unconscious of submitting to or wielding it”. It can be 

present in the pedagogic work of an educational institution (Bourdieu and Passeron, 

1977), but also “within the relations of communication”, such as TV and the news 

(Bourdieu, 1998). The symbolic violence associated with AIDS has been maintained even 

when the epidemic stopped being apprehended as a moral problem, affecting only those 

morally condemned, but, on the contrary, as a problem of everyone, equally in Brazilian 

society. This was the result of two major social and symbolic dynamics: firstly, an 

epidemiology of AIDS, which began to affect a large heterogeneous group of people 

(although heterogeneity in HIV infection is common since early in the epidemic, but 

neglected in its cultural construction); secondly, a symbolic re-assessment brought about 

by AIDS NGOs’ political ideologies as well as the relative impact of prevention 

campaigns by health authorities, which expanded an awareness of the epidemic (see 

next chapter). If HIV risk was “general”, the epidemic was also generalized, but the 

negative moral value of homosexuality, for instance, was maintained, even though it had 

been also progressively culturally incorporated, for it is still framed by a social hierarchy 

of sexual moralities. In a dominant symbolic terrain, heterosexuality, if it is a subject of 

control, would be so in a lesser degree than cultural conceptions of homosexuality.
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Homosexual identified or ascribed men would be culturally localized and socially framed 

by forms of symbolic control. Similarly, gender asymmetry between men and women can 

be expressed in a differential manifestation of symbolic violence of which its reproduction 

would finally privilege men. Therefore, the “heterosexual” man would not be preferably 

identified with the locus of disease, unless class criteria was used. When the cultural 

representations of heterosexuality produce differences between men, some would be 

also localized, considered as an alterity to be distanced in the same process of symbolic 

manifestation, of symbolic violence. “Poor and ill-informed” men might, then, cause the 

disease and be represented as the diseased. It would always be the Other who would 

cause AIDS and should also be represented as such. Therefore, as it has been said, 

AIDS is always someone else’s problem. It is evident that cultural products, such as 

news media articles, have imposed an exercise of symbolic violence in which their own 

domination would preserve the image of heterosexuality, especially the masculine, in 

terms of dominant values of family, the couple and also society. Throughout the cultural 

history of AIDS in Brazil, gay men, hemophiliacs, drug addicts, prostitutes, African 

peoples, sexually active women, young people, and the poor have been labeled as risk 

groups, as sources of risk and danger, who should be avoided or controlled as imaginary 

“others”. These groups and individuals have been targeted by forms of symbolic control 

and coercion whereby they might internalize dominant conceptions, images and cultural 

representations. Whether HIV risk can be caused by heterosexuals, of whom some 

would need to be specified and identified, the dominant cultural model of family 

heterosexuality was preserved and claimed as an ideal, the model of monogamous 

sexuality, which would negate, thus, the erring drift of male promiscuity. Dominant 

moralities and a highly ideological scheme has had, then, an overwhelming impact and 

symbolic determinacy on the cultural construction of AIDS, on its representations and 

imagery.

What I have also attempted to show is that a social history of the formation of 

new “objects of perception” (Bourdieu, 1990b) has been configured over the course of 

80s and 90s. It was only made possible by the construction of AIDS as an acronym that 

gathers issues and factors related with sexuality, illness and life-styles. Perhaps “risk 

groups” need to be seen as these various cultural “objects” that have been constructed in 

and for apprehending the social world of AIDS, but also for locating them in a space of 

otherness. Besides, the objectification of AIDS by the news media vis a vis other similar 

forms is also a process to locate people as the Other (Gilman, 1988). “Risk groups” as 

cultural units which need to be perceived in a symbolic process of objectification should 

be concurrently linked with the construction of the aidetico as a stigmatized identity. The 

aidetico emerged at the expense of previous stereotypes, meanings and moral values
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which, already served beforehand to position some people in hierarchically inferior socio- 

structural niches, that is, those connected with homosexuality, promiscuity, drug use, 

prostitution, and later, poverty etc. The homosexual as a social identity or, as McIntosh 

(1981) early put it, as a social role has, however, a very particular history of symbolic 

determination and cultural objectification, mostly associated with clinical-medical 

discourses, some public health policies and Brazilian middle and upper class social 

worlds. The production and circulation of cultural discourses on AIDS were simultaneous 

to a similar circulation of sexual categories, such as the “homosexual” (in subtle 

differentiation to the cultural meaning of the bicha). Others, such as the “heterosexual” 

and the “bisexual”, were also widely circulated in a repetitive and ever present way. As a 

new social identity, the aidetico, but also AIDS as a social and cultural phenomenon, was 

created in association with “risk groups” and sexual identities whose recognition was until 

then socially very much specific and circumscribed. The broader apprehension of the 

“homosexual” would be defined in the context of AIDS and in relation later to the 

construction of the aidetico. I will develop further this point of the discourses on sexual 

identity in their relation with institutional practices and the emergence of HIV+ identities in 

chapter 4 and 8. But at this stage I just want to highlight this singular process of identity 

formation and symbolic determinacy carried out by the dominant cultural production of 

the news media, which resulted in a major concurrent process of symbolic violence in 

relation to the definition, circulation, and internalization of categories and meanings of the 

aidetico, the homosexual, the drug addict (viciado), the promiscuous, etc. In short, at 

least very recently in Brazil, the vision or definition and the objectification of sexual 

categories (homosexual, heterosexual, etc.) is associated with and has been 

reconstructed by the ongoing cultural construction of AIDS and, subsequently, of the 

aidetico.
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Chapter 4 - AIDS, health structures, and 

Society in Brazil:

In this chapter, I discuss the significant social and historical aspects that form the 

particular context in which AIDS was constructed in Brazil. An examination of these 

aspects will also help to give the reader a social and historical background. As with every 

historical reconstruction or cultural interpretation, I prioritized certain aspects over others. 

This reconstruction does not aim to recapture historical processes of long duration, which 

in the Brazilian case would imply considering centuries of colonial domination and a more 

recent history of the institutionalization of Nation-State structures, of national public 

policies, and a re-configuration of major social structures in the reproduction of 

inequalities. All of them have marked historically what we know currently as Brazil. 

Initially, I will review only about 20 or 25 years of recent Brazilian history, restricting my 

examination to the historical conjuncture that affected Brazil during the 1960s and 70s. 

Later, I will attempt to articulate the idea of the AIDS epidemic as a health crisis that 

emerged alongside other moral and social problems in Brazil; as contemporary to other 

forms of crisis that became more acutely apparent in the last two decades. In addition, I 

will discuss aspects of the variety of Brazilian health systems and the constitution of 

public health structures throughout the 20th century. The creation of the National 

Program on AIDS will also be analyzed in relation to its social and cultural effects, 

especially on HIV prevention campaigns.

4.1 - The political economy of Brazil from the late 60s to the early 80s:

Throughout the twentieth century, Brazil suffered several political crises, many of 

them coups d’etat, such as the authoritarian dictatorships of Getulio Vargas (the Estado 

Novo of 1937-1945) and the military presidents from 1964 to early 1985. The Cold War 

and the Cuban revolution provided the backdrop for gains in power by the Brazilian army 

which claimed to protect Brazil against the “communists”, but also “civilian corruption”. 

For nearly 21 years, the military ruled in a restrictive and politically repressive landscape. 

A competitive multi-party election system in 1965. Collective civil organization was 

closely controlled and censorship affected cultural and social expression having a major 

impact on cultural and artistic worlds. Political rights were suspended or revoked from 

politicians, intellectuals, university lecturers, students, organization leaders or anyone 

who attempted to demonstrate a critical position towards the dominant power while
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political exile was common. Various forms of anti-government socio-political resistance 

emerged, notably, the increasing presence in the late ‘60s of urban guerrillas in many 

large Brazilian cities and eruptions of armed civilian opposition in some rural areas. Both 

were reactions to the suppression of left wing parties and the cancellation of various civil 

rights. Groups were composed mainly of young people from the middle classes. 

Meanwhile, political repression was fiercely maintained by the army, local police and 

militarized institutional forces. Torture and political violence was common from the first 

year of military rule1.

Brazil’s eagerness for economic development coincided with a world surplus of 

international credit in the late 1960s. Brazil obtained massive international loans from 

other countries and international credit organizations. The resulting influx of money into 

the economy did little to diminish long standing regional and social differences. However, 

it did bring about increasing industrialization and mass consumption especially in the 

Southeast. One of the political effects of this was that nationalistic messages and 

ideologies promising wide economic welfare for Brazilians were further elaborated during 

the 60s and 70s. These national ideologies sustained and diffused ideas of 

“development” (desenvolvimento), which would suppress Third World vestiges in the 

country, and “progress” (progresso), a category with strong association with “order” 

(ordem), both expressing the notion that political and social control by the Nation-State 

reaped large rewards for the country. In the early 70s, the so-called “economic miracle” 

{milagre econdmico) was announced at all levels of government, by State agencies, the 

army, and its political and economic partners. The country’s economic performance was, 

thus, used for political legitimacy. Notably the “miracle” coincided with the most violent 

repressive years of the dictatorship as well as, ironically, the third world championship of 

Brazilian football (1970). However, it was evident that contemporary economic changes 

did not modify internal social inequalities in Brazil. Social life contradicted the visions of 

the “miracle"2.

After 1977, and over a decade of military rule and economic ‘development’, a 

gradual liberalization (Stepan, 1988), called the abertura (the opening) or the transigao

1 For this political period see Fausto (1995), Skidmore (1988,1989), Stepan (1988). After internal 
negotiations between high-ranking groups in the Armed forces, the chosen military presidents were 
submitted to the Congress. It is also important to mention that most South-American countries were 
going through similar experiences of political repression and military dictatorship, such as Argentina, 
Chile, and Uruguay. In the seventies, an authoritarian panorama was even larger around the world, for 
European and African countries also had their own recent history of repressive regimes (Spain,
Greece, Uganda, etc).

2 Firstly, the promises of the “miracle” could not actually be achieved as a direct consequence of the 
ways in which the Brazilian economy was planned by the ruling military governments, since it was 
heavily subject to foreign borrowing and an increase of external debt. Secondly, but largely related to 
the former point, global economic factors impacted on the aims and the planning of Brazilian 
economic policy making. World recession in 1973-74 and later in 1979 rapidly affected Brazil, which 
experienced a reduction of the financial resources that the country needed. For the Brazilian economy 
in the military years, see Fausto (ibid).
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(transition) occurred. Although necessitated by social and political pressure, this process 

was largely conducted by the military themselves (Stepan, ibid; Skidmore, 1988). In 

1978-79, massive strikes, particularly in metropolitan Sao Paulo, and increasing political 

criticism in publications like Opiniao and Pasquim, coincided with Brazil’s early entry into 

the global economic recession. This pressure forced the gradual reinstatement of civil 

rights and as a result of public demands for amnesty (the anistia) for those exiled for 

“political crime” (Skidmore, ibid), thousands of such exiles returned. The process of 

social and political reorganization intensified throughout these years and the ‘traditional’ 

political actors, such as workers and peasants, were joined through the emergence of 

‘new’ ones, such as women, black activists, indians, but also homosexuals (MacRae, 

1990,1992; Green, 1996).

Liberalization of the rules of political association made possible the creation, for 

instance, of the left-wing Workers’ Party (Partido dos Trabalhadores, known as PT) in 

late 1979, and the re-establishment of democratic elections (from 1982 onwards). Such 

democratic practices carried out in the name of liberalization by the authoritarian 

government were considered important aspects for the consolidation of a democratic 

Brazilian society. The 1982 elections for different political posts (such as federative State 

governors) exposed an intense mobilization by different social groups in Brazil 

(Mainwaring, 1989). In 1984, although nationwide civilian pressure had demanded direct 

presidential elections, the so called campaign for Diretas, Ja (“Direct elections, now”), the 

new ruler (the Democratic Alliance Coalition candidate, who had large popular 

acceptance) was chosen by the Electoral College. By then, support for social and political 

change was sufficiently strong amongst Brazilians to make possible the declaration of the 

civilian “New Republic” (a Nova Republica). As a macabre twist, however, Tancredo 

Neves, the first civilian president for more than 20 years, died even before assuming 

office, leaving the place for his vice-president.

Improvements in the political and social climate were not matched by those in the 

economy. In 1982, Brazil had to re-negotiate its foreign debt with the International 

Monetary Fund (IMF) and in 1984, the social “hangover” of the defeat of the campaign for 

direct presidential elections, led to mass public demonstrations and a general 

disillusionment with the political system (Skidmore, 1989). Politicians who had not 

pressured for electoral reform and a government, which had failed to solve on-going 

economic problems, were blamed for a persistent crisis (crise). Crisis seems to be the 

defining category of the 1980s in Brazil. Although it can be used as an analytical 

construct, it was also a term found in the different media (TV, newspapers, magazines 

etc), in expert discourses by politicians and economists, in academic texts, and also 

generically among Brazilian population. The crise economica emerged repeatedly as a
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constant theme of discussion, and soon served a metonymic function, considered as a 

symptom of crisis in society at large. Although the actual effects of economic recession 

and hyperinflation were great (mass unemployment and decreases in consumption), the 

cultural and social meanings of the crise in Brazil were gradually enlarged. The “New 

Republic” attempted to solve this ongoing economic crisis with various economic plans 

and monetary policies which included several changes in currency. The crisis however 

defeated a succession of cabinets while inflation reached new highs (Pereira, 1996)3.

In 1989, the first direct presidential elections since 1958 divided the support of the 

electorate between two candidates. Luis Inacio da Silva, Lula, united the liberal left-wing 

around his Worker’s Party candidature while Fernando Collor de Mello overtly courted 

conservative social groups. If his eventual victory was greeted with skepticism by most 

urban liberal progressives, Collor achieved popular acceptance through his media 

friendliness, his radical economic policies which had the effect of making the middle 

classes worse off while improving the lot of elite economic groups and through some 

populist actions won over the lower income groups. In 1990, the Plano Collor (‘Collor 

Economic Plan’) among other things, barred Brazilians from withdrawing their own 

savings. This decision, which affected the middle classes and civil organizations most 

interfered directly in the ways in which people lived their own lives. The populist recovery 

promised by Collor did not last however. In 1992, he was accused of large scale 

corruption which resulted in a lengthy impeachment and his resignation. For the second 

time in recent Brazilian history, the vice-president was forced to assume power.

These political and economic facts need to be considered as constituting part of a 

larger phenomenon which impacts on the everyday lives of Brazilians including the 

informants for this research. Whether based on social apprehensions of these economic 

and political facts, the impact of the mass media in constructing an ‘over-negative’ reality 

or knowledge gained from social experience, Brazilians of all social classes and groups 

developed a very critical understanding of life in society. Some studies have already 

explored the impact of the meanings of crisis on the cultural understanding of social life in 

Brazil (Caldeira, 1992; Meth, 1993). This idea of crisis was a generic apprehension of 

how Brazilians have lived their lives in the last twelve or fifteen years4.

3 For the Brazilian crisis in the 1980s and 90s, see Meth (1993). For the economic crisis, see Pereira
(1996).

4 Certainly, I do not assume that the cultural meanings of crisis or an understanding of an actual 
crisis were similar amongst all Brazilians. These meanings were different according to the ways 
Brazilians from different social groups lived their lives, that is, the social and economic constraints or 
possibilities which influenced their social experiences. Thus people from the upper classes would have 
a different perspective of this crisis in relation to others from the middle classes or from the working 
classes. The factors that could explain this “crisis” were also rather different according to social 
position in the unequal structure of social relations. Religious, political and educational backgrounds 
and affiliations are other factors that differentiate the meanings of the crisis. Although some meanings 
of crisis could be actually identified through different classes, the ways in which these meanings were 
used and appropriated need to be seen in relation to the social impact of the crisis in the social
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While the social and cultural construction of Brazilian reality was based on a 

sense of crisis, especially during the 1980s, crime and violence became the most 

notorious “problems” that helped to characterize urban centres such as Rio de Janeiro 

more recently. Playing a central role in contemporary discourses about Rio, Brazil and 

Brazilianess, crime, violence, insecurity and vulnerability, have all been understood as 

both symptoms and causes of poverty and unemployment and continue to be associated 

with widespread social and moral decay, shown either by political corruption or 

individualistic and selfish conduct amongst Brazilians. Although these ‘causes’ seem 

logical, they are based on a sociological-economicist explanation which emphasize class 

homogeneity of the ‘poor’ whilst neglecting the complexity of crime and violence in 

contemporary Brazil5.

In short, by focusing on a social sense of crisis that appeared to be widespread in 

Brazil, I aimed to give an overview of sociological factors that helped to define historically 

the social life in the country, especially in big cities, such as Rio de Janeiro, over the last 

three decades. Crime, urban violence and insecurity were considered as some of the 

major social problems in this period. They were also used, on the one hand, as 

symptoms of this ongoing national crisis, but, on the other, constituted a field of social 

phenomena that characterized a critical and risky urban life. Discourses about Rio as a 

city, an urban space, have been conceived through discourses of violence and 

criminality, based on the reproduction of social differences in Carioca society. In this 

social climate of crisis, the AIDS epidemic emerged in Brazil in the early 1980s. The 

epidemic might therefore be seen to be inserted into a larger framework of other crises 

which erupted in the country in this decade. Although the idea of a society in crisis can be 

related to AIDS as a health crisis (Weeks, 1985), the epidemic in Brazil was seen much 

more as a problem lived only by ‘marginal’ groups and ‘deviant’ actors such as 

homosexual/gay men in urban places. AIDS was therefore a problem and a crisis of the 

‘other’.

practices of everyday life. I understand ‘class’ here in terms of Bourdieu (1990b): “groups - social 
classes, for instance - have to be made. They are not given in ‘social reality’. We have to take literally 
the title of the famous book by E.P. Thompson, The Making of the English Working Class: the working 
class ... is a well-found historical artefact...’’There is not a “unified group, as a class”, but, on the 
contrary, “an object of perception” affected by “objective homogeneity of conditions, of conditionings, 
and thus of dispositions, which all come from the identity of position in the social space” (ibid).

5 This ultra-individualistic behaviour can not be confused with the conception of individualism as an 
ideological model (Dumont, 1983). This selfish “logic” can be related to the idea of an extreme 
individualism, as presented by Velho (1996), in which for the plain realisation of one’s own desires and 
needs there is not any consideration of forms of reciprocity, ethical positions and justice, or even any 
concern with others. Citizenship is, thus, a minor product of a social life that stresses mostly one’s 
opportunities and personal success in contrast to an ethics of difference. See also Meth (1993).
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4.2 - Health in an unequal society:

Brazil has been historically marked by inadequate public health policies which 

have directly affected the health of the population. In the late 19th and early 20th 

centuries, a state ideology of nation-building, which comprised ideas on progress, 

modernization, national identity and even racial improvement (Stepan, 1991), had an 

immediate effect on public health reform (Castro Santos, 1987). This period saw 

increasing urbanization in the Southeast and the expansion of industrialization, even if at 

an incipient level in Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro where, as a result, health institutions 

were established. Applied differently across the country and influenced by dominant 

agrarian political forces, public health interventions aimed mainly at the control of 

epidemics amongst the poor and immigrant urban and rural populations. These public 

health policies were not systematic or preventative, generally carried out in response to 

one or another particular disease (Luz, 1978). In addition, their implementation, especially 

those against epidemics, were usually coercive, based on different forms of repressive 

practice, as can be seen in Oswaldo Cruz’s sanitary reforms in 1904 which aimed to 

counter epidemics of yellow fever and variola (Sevcenko, 1984).

Furthermore, health was not always conceived of as a guaranteed right for all 

Brazilians. As Cohn (1996) points out, health and social security contributions and 

pensions were introduced by the State in the 1930s, but they did not benefit everyone 

equally. Rather, workers in urban areas benefited most, while those professionally 

untrained and those living in rural areas were excluded from security benefits for 

decades. The politico-institutional history of social security in Brazil delineated the 

configuration of health structures aimed at particular groups of workers which did not 

coincide, even clashed, with other public structures of health care. Enlarged by 

increasing bureaucratization and locally influenced by political clientelism, the plurality of 

public health structures set up in this century did not provide the Brazilian population with 

basic standards of efficiency in order to respond to vast social need.

Throughout this century, several reforms have had an impact on Brazilian public 

health structures. The period of ‘modernization’ and industrialization brought about in 

Brazil by changes in social and economic geopolitics after the Second World War led to 

the creation of the Ministry of Health in 1953. This had the effect of concentrating power 

and bureaucracy in the State sector. However, it was in the late 1960s, under the 

authoritarian regime, that the dichotomy between public and private health became more 

clear (Luz, 1978). The Ministry of Health became mostly responsible for the creation of 

public health policy, while the private sector contracted with health authorities to provide
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health care. Such a dispersal of responsibility to provide health care generated great 

unevenness regarding access to and efficiency of health care services. Furthermore, the 

preference given to contracting with private health care providers led to the 

impoverishment and creeping inefficiency of public services. This gap between the public 

and private indicates an ongoing political positioning by different governments, which 

detrimentally affected the maintenance of public hospitals and health service for 

Brazilians. In 1990, the Sistema Unico de Saude (“Single Health System”), was set up, 

which “opened up the social security health system to everyone, decentralized health 

service provision from the federal to state and municipal governments, and consolidated 

provision under a single system” (Ministerio da Saude, 1996a). Under this system, 

federal responsibility extended to all national public health policies, including HIV/AIDS 

while state and municipal local authorities were charged with the maintenance of public 

health care6.

The public health system was sharply affected by Brazil’s successive economic 

crises. In the late 1970s, the de-structuration of health services and the endemic lack of 

funds and resources led to the political mobilization of health professionals and protest 

among certain sectors of the population which chimed with the process of political reform 

that led to the Abertura. The social dissatisfaction of the Brazilian population and health 

professionals did not result in substantive improvements in the public health system. On 

the contrary, during the 1980s and above all in the early 1990s the public health 

institutions occupied a crucial position in the ways that Brazilians perceived their sense of 

moral crisis (Meth, 1993). Widespread corruption and political scandals involving the 

national health system, highly limited and unequal work opportunities for health 

professionals, and bad conditions of health care and treatment all served as litmus 

papers in the harsh moral atmosphere. With the largest number of public hospitals in 

Brazil, many inherited from its time as the federal capital, the city of Rio de Janeiro 

suffered disproportionately from this state of institutional dereliction. Cariocas who can 

not afford private medicine are subject to impossibly extended waiting lists. Overworking 

of healthcare professionals and the absence of basic facilities and equipment often leads 

to an unsatisfactory and cursory personal health care service. Very few public health 

services and institutions have succeeded in keeping up with higher standards in clinical 

practice and have therefore failed to inspire the trust of the population. In short, health

6 See Castro Santos (1994:313), who discussed the creation of the SUS as a result of the changes in 
Brazilian Constitution in 1988. In 1990, the country had 1823 public hospitals, 115965 public beds and 
19649 public ambulatory units (Ministerio da Saude, 1990), which are still limited given the Brazil 
population.
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care provision for the majority for Brazilians and especially the Carioca population are in 

permanent disarray7.

Brazilian public health care has also co-existed and competed with other health 

structures of therapeutic or healing practice, including those which might be called 

alternative or ‘traditional’. Such services treat a diversity of maladies and diseases and 

are in great demand. Most of these therapists operate within religious frameworks using 

ritualized forms of curing, influenced by popular catholic rituals, Afro-Brazilian cults, the 

circulation and persistence of indigenous therapies, or a combination of one or more of 

these. There is therefore a choice of health therapists and practitioners, either those 

trained in the biomedical tradition or others trained with these religious and magical 

perspectives. Although class differentiation may intervene in the preference for these 

practitioners, people have been generally elastic and liberal in their choices, according to 

the contexts and diseases by which healing or therapy is needed. Yet people of lower 

income, positioned in socially disadvantaged niches of Brazilian society, have had easier 

access to practitioners trained in religious or magical healing rather than medicine. 

Biomedical practices still maintain their cultural capital and social influence as a result of 

public and private structures of health care, including the implementation of public health 

policies8.

Brazil is therefore characterized by a unique combination of health care practices 

and by a plurality of health systems. The translation of this heterogeneous combination by 

internally differentiated institutional structures of health care has led to wide variations: by 

geographical region, between rural and urban and between individuals or groups. In 

addition, orthodox bio-medical or scientific public health structures suffer from an 

endemic lack of resources. Therefore public health policy and institutions have had little 

impact on the various endemic diseases (malaria, Chagas disease, etc.). Epidemics, 

such as cholera, routinely occur, having a disproportionate effect on those with the lowest 

incomes. The ratio of health care workers to the population is still low and to make 

matters worse, political and administrative reforms aimed at modernizing the public 

health system has led to a process of health commodification. There is an increase in the 

private health market, which offers a faster and, supposedly, a better service. The lack of 

reasonable working conditions and wages has encouraged health professionals to work 

in the private market, as does a neo-liberal politics, which echoes international trends for 

the privatization of public services.

7 See Castro Santos (1994) and Madel Luz (Physis, 1 ,1 :77-96). According to Castro Santos, “the 
control of blood became one of the poles of the debates on public management (estatizagao) or 
privatization of health services, seeming to be an example of the needs for the reformulation of the 
Brazilian health system” (1992:111).

8 See Loyola (1984) for an anthropological study on the impact of medicine and religious healing 
among poor Brazilian workers in the outskirts of Rio de Janeiro.
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4.3 - An epidemiological picture of AIDS in Brazil:

In 1997-1998, Brazil had the highest numbers of cumulative reported cases of 

HIV and AIDS in Latin America and was in the top four countries in the world 

(UNAIDS/WHO, 1998). Every Brazilian federal State had reported cases of AIDS. These 

cases were mostly concentrated in the Southeast States of Sao Paulo (incidence rate: 

242/100,000 in May 1999) and Rio de Janeiro (incidence rate: 173/100,000 in May 1999). 

Although the AIDS epidemic in Brazil is notoriously an urban problem, it has spread all 

around the country to many rural areas. In early 1999, there were 163355 reported AIDS 

cases (Ministerio da Saude, 1999). Moreover, under reporting has remained common 

throughout the epidemic9.

In the period between 1980 and 1999, sexual contact (55%), intravenous drug 

use (20%) and blood transfusions (2%) accounts for the majority of HIV/AIDS infection 

among individuals of both sexes over the age of 13 while in a similar period (1983-1999), 

vertical transmission accounts for 80% of the reported AIDS cases among individuals of 

both sexes under the age of 13 (Ministerio da Saude, ibid).

In the case of sexual transmission, official information shows changes in 

epidemiological trends. Before 1986, 53.2 % adult infections were due to homosexual 

contact, but this fell to 25.0 % in 1993 and 20.4 % in 1998/99. On the other hand, initially 

1.1% of male cases were infected by heterosexual contact and 3.1% by intravenous drug 

use. However between 1993-95, this rose to 18.5 % for heterosexual transmission and 

23.7% for drug use. The male/female ratio of HIV/AIDS cases is 2/1 in 1997-98, which 

contrasts with 28/1 in 1985 (Ministerio da Saude, 1998). In general, the increase of HIV 

infection among Brazilian women is due either to heterosexual transmission (66.9% of 

cases in 1998-99) or to intravenous drug use (9.3% of cases in 1998-99). AIDS has

9 The population of the city of Sao Paulo is 9,6 millions (IBGE, 1991). In May 1999, the cumulative 
number of AIDS reported cases is 78,076 for the homonymous state and 36,764 for the city (Brasil, 
Ministerio da Saude, 1999). The population of the city of Rio de Janeiro is the second largest in Brazil 
(5.4 millions of people, IBGE, 1991). In May 1999, the cumulative number of AIDS reported cases is 
23,566 for the state and 16,266 for the city (10.0% of Brazilian cases). Yet of about 5000 Brazilian 
municipios, only 825 have 5 or more AIDS cases (Ministerio da Saude, 1998). Itajai, a harbour in the 
South State of Santa Catarina, reached the highest incidence rate in Brazil, 854.8/100.000, 
comparatively higher than those found in large American cities, such as San Francisco or New York 
Epidemiological data comes from official information from the Brazilian Ministry of Health (1998; 
1999). This data is, however, full of flaws and contradictions, noticeable when different documents are 
considered. I also relied upon research conducted by Castilho et al (1994); Castilho and Chequer
(1997).
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changed strikingly the sexual life in many Brazilian cities, but foremost in Rio and Sao 

Paulo.

Up to 1989, higher numbers of infections occurred amongst people with 

secondary and higher formal education (51.8 % of AIDS cases), but this proportion 

dropped to 37.2 % after 1990 (Ministerio da Saude, 1996b:22) Thus the epidemic has 

increased above all among people with lower income and education levels. Furthermore, 

in contrast to some international rates, Brazilian AIDS patients on average survive only 

up to two years after their diagnosis (Ministerio da Saude, 1996a). Up to 1995, at least 

39,769 people had died of AIDS with 40,097 diagnosed individuals living with the virus in 

1995.

4.4 - The State and health authorities respond to AIDS:

According to the Brazilian AIDS programme (Ministerio da Saude, 1996b), the 

first AIDS cases were identified in seven homosexual and bisexual men in Sao Paulo, 

1982, although another case by 1980 has been acknowledged in retrospect. In 1985, 

after two years maintaining that AIDS was a “disease of concern, but not of priority”, that 

represented no “real danger” to the country, the Ministry of Health held a governmental 

meeting to specifically discuss the epidemic in Brazil. If we consider the progressive 

increase of HIV infections officially reported in the country since 1983, it was already too 

late. Public health decisions occurred with extreme delay and with no rigorous 

epidemiological control policy (Parker, 1990). At that stage, only local public health 

authorities at state and municipal levels were taking any political steps to control the 

epidemic, especially, in the State of Sao Paulo. In the same year, the Ministry of Health 

also decided to set up the Divisao Nacional de DST e AIDS (National Division of STD and 

AIDS), which was to become the Programa Nacional de AIDS (PN-DST/AIDS, “National 

Program of STD/AIDS”) in 1986. It attempted to draft a public health policy to control the 

AIDS epidemic by developing prevention strategies and maintaining a health 

infrastructure for HIV+ clients, although lack of a political strategy, financial resources 

and ineffective or irregular proceedings have hindered their actions. The first years of 

AIDS in Brazil were characterized first by the relative absence and, only later, by limited 

governmental action to confront the epidemic. The rapidly increasing number of AIDS 

cases meanwhile had a significant social impact, especially when we consider the 

precarious treatment and clinical attention given to those already sick or those who had 

received a diagnosis of HIV infection.
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While epidemiological trends in HIV transmission have shown the impact of the 

disease principally within the terrain of sexual practices and intravenous drug use, if we 

leave aside the initial social, cultural and political efforts of the AIDS NGOs we can see 

that there was a political gap in public health response to the epidemic in the late 1980s. 

For several years, the national government response was low level, unsystematic and 

belated and it was the NGOs who eventually brought about an AIDS policy embedded 

within the Global AIDS Strategy developed by the GPA/WHO. This fact can explain, in 

part, the tense relationship between the AIDS National Program and many of the leading 

Brazilian AIDS NGOs (Bastos et al, 1994). This conflict between governmental policy and 

civil mobilization last several years, perhaps until the early 1990s. Meanwhile, as we will 

see later, there were many points of contention between AIDS NGOs and the Brazilian 

AIDS policy. In 1992, however, political changes occurred at a federal level (ministerial 

changes and a ‘new’ coordination to the AIDS National Program) and international 

funding through the World Bank became available (by the so called “AIDS I” project) As a 

result, part of the divergence between the authorities and the NGOs lessened. In 1994, 

the Setor de Articulagao com ONG (“Sector of Articulation with NGO”) of the PN- 

DST/AIDS was created, which would mark a significant change in the conflicts between 

State and civil society (Dias and Pedrosa, mimeo). Interaction happened eventually in the 

context of specific institutional practices, either governmental or non-governmental ones, 

which did not question the major political aim of joint work and social partnership against 

the epidemic. By 1997, the Ministry of Health was to commission, for instance, 310 

projects of NGOs (Brasil, 1996b)10.

Another issue was the Ministry of Health’s policy in relation to people with 

HIV/AIDS and the distribution of AIDS drugs. While the more conventional treatments 

were available through the public health system, importing drugs and distributing freely 

was the result of a long struggle by the AIDS NGOs, by deputies and politicians, and 

finally by the negotiation of the PN-DST/AIDS with transnational agencies, above all the 

WHO and the World Bank. In 1991, the Ministry of Health also started to distribute AZT 

through the public health system. The free availability of HIV drugs has not been, 

however, automatic and effective. HIV+ people have naturally been concerned both with

10 See Isto E  (1983d; 1986b) and Veja (1985c; Veja, 13/01/88). In 1992, the Ministry of Health, Alceni 
Guerra, was accused of corruption, such as the Brazilian President, F. Collor de Mello. The ‘new’ 
coordinator of the PN-DST/AIDS was Lair Guerra de Macedo Rodrigues, who had coordinated the 
AIDS Program before (1985-1990). She would be maintained in this administrative role until 1996. In 
1992, the PN-DST/AIDS had a budget of “about US$36.6 million (at July 1992 exchange rates). The 
proposed budget for 1997 is (US$ 297.0 million)” (Ministerio da Saude, 1996a:15). The Divisao 
Nacional de D ST e AIDS  was later incorporated in the Secretaria de Assistencia a Saude (Secretariat 
for Health Care). In 1994, the Setor de Articulagao was coordinated by J.S. Pedrosa, who was one of 
the GPV’s founders in 1989 and later headed the NGO (1992-1993). On the funding from the World 
Bank, see Mattos (1999). The first project was made possible by a loan of 250 million dollares (160 
million came from the World Bank and 90 million from the Brazilian government). This information is 
according to Dias and Pedrosa (/n.d./).
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delays in distributing the HIV drugs and with the continuity of the legal guarantee of the 

right so won. Drug distribution is influenced by changes in the political and economic 

landscape. In 1997, for instance, a broad political and public discussion on the 

government AIDS budget caused major concern among HIV+ people about the 

possibilities of maintaining their HIV treatments, including the highly expensive drugs for 

combination therapy without governmental support11:

For six months, I postponed starting on protease inhibitors, the so called cocktail. 
Because the public clinic (Posto de Saude) did not provide them. I did not have 
money to buy. Then, later, my family decided to pay for me. This is a very 
complicated situation. It gets you very angry to spend 700, 800 dollars monthly in 
medicine (laugh). At last, my family helped me to cover the expenses with drugs. 
But in 1996,1 was waiting, but my CD4 count was then 35 .1 could not wait 
anymore! I began to buy them. I took the drugs for 7 months, only buying. Later, it 
began to be offered in the public clinic.... My doctor prescribed them in October 
to November. They were requested in the public clinic, but I only started to get 
them now in February! Then, it took 3 months. I had to maintain the older 
medication. Adding it all up, it is one thousand one hundred dollars ... (Alexandre, 
RNP+, middle class, high degree, North Rio).

4.5 - The circulation of “AIDS information” - the role of health education 

campaigns:

In the second half of the 1980s, what was most commonly repeated was the need 

to provide AIDS information (informagao) to the “risk groups” and to Brazilian population 

at large. Informagao would generally mean the basic knowledge necessary to avoid HIV 

infection, namely, consensual forms of HIV risk prevention, especially through condom 

use. As I showed in chapter 3, informagao for prevention constituted one aspect of the 

discourses that were appropriated and circulated by the news media as codified technical 

knowledge on the epidemic. Certainly the form by which this codification (Bourdieu, 

1990) was apprehended mostly depended on the social groups and individuals with their 

particular social and cultural backgrounds and trajectories. Yet the news media relied on 

experts, such as doctors and health professionals, for circulating and popularizing 

accurate technical information on AIDS. As different cultural and social agents, such as 

physicians, journalists, health authorities, and activists, agreed on the role of 

“information” in the fight against AIDS, two terms, informagao e prevengao, would

11 See Isto E/Senhor (1988a); Veja (1991b); “Albuquerque recua e nao cortara gastos com AIDS”, O  
Globo, 13/11/1997; “Tema em discussao: remedios gratuitos”, O Globo, 23/11/1997; “Cortes vao 
afetar tratamento de doentes com AIDS”, O Globo, 16/12/1997.
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become closely linked in the historic context of discourses and practices associated with 

the AIDS epidemic. The problem was how this popularization was to be developed12.

The prevention campaigns of the Ministry of Health were mainly responsible for 

distributing technical preventive information, as part of its public health policy, to the 

Brazilian population at large. This was functionally and politically distinct from discourses 

generated by the news media. Both, however, were dependent on each other, though 

they transformed and interpreted each other arguments, especially regarding their major 

ideas and statements on the cultural and social representations of AIDS. Through this 

mutual influence between dominant mass media and AIDS health policy making 

(Berridge, 1992; Lupton, 1994), not only was a political interface noticeable (Watney 

1997) but a clear similarity of symbolic contents of their discourses at least during the 

second half of the 1980s can also be discerned. Many of the first AIDS prevention 

campaigns produced by the Ministry of Health reproduced ideas, images and cultural 

representations that were very similar to those I discussed before in the case of the news 

media. The idea of AIDS as a “100% fatal disease” was, in fact, circulated in prevention 

campaigns on TV or by advertisement in the news media magazines. In 1988, billboards, 

posters and magazine ads showed a close up of a young and beautiful woman, very 

seductive and perhaps also ‘corrupted’, with the headline, that played on a well known 

Brazilian expression: Quem ve cara, nao ve AIDS (“You may see the face, but you do not 

see AIDS”). Strikingly, the written text on this ad said: ‘The night of a big city is full of 

happiness, amusement and love. But it is also full of dangers. The greatest one is AIDS. 

It is a disease that kills without mercy”. The idea of the city as a setting of pleasures, 

risks, dangers and death was to be a common message surrounding AIDS in the news 

media. Similarly, in 1990-91, under the new government of Fernando Collor de Mello, a 

new prevention campaign was centered on the formula Se voce nao se cuidar, a AIDS 

val te pegar (“If you do not take care of yourself, AIDS will get you”), which had a 

significant cultural resonance for Brazilians, who would repeat this sentence over the 

years, but with no effective influence on risk behavior. In the same period, TV-ads were 

shown which had an enormous impact on audiences as well as, critically, among many 

health professionals and AIDS activists (Parker, 1994; Bastos, 1996; Klein, 1996). 

Herbert de Souza from ABIA explained them as “a sort of pedagogical terrorism which 

seizes hope” (Souza, 1994c). For Herbert Daniel from ABIA and Gmpo Pela Vidda-Rio, 

this campaign was a cruel political insult from the Ministry of Health against “people with 

AIDS”, for a representation of an aidetico, or one who was nearly “dead”, was culturally

12 See Carrara and Moraes (1985a) on the role of the Brazilian news media in giving AIDS information. 
Discourses on HIV prevention and condom use only became common in the news media after 1987, 
probably linked with the political agenda of the Ministry of Health. Therefore, AIDS began to be seen 
as an issue of educagao (education) and prevengao (prevention). See Isto E  (1985 a; 1985f; 1986b) 
and Veja (1987a; 1987d; 1988a; 1991c; “A demoligao do descaso”, Visao, n. 49, XL, 04/12/1991.
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circulated (Daniel, 1991a). Firstly, they presented individuals, close up framed and spotlit, 

one after other, saying that they suffered from diseases, such as cancer, but they were 

finally cured of them. Seconds later, an image of another young man was shown. In this 

case, the man said something like “I have got AIDS, but no cure” (Eu tenho AIDS. Eu nao 

tenho cura). Needless to say that most of these campaigns were produced by media 

professionals, that is, those with direct links with the cultural production of journalism and 

the news media13.

There is a clear difference, however, between the ways in which codified 

knowledge is socially apprehended and how this knowledge is formulated and 

understood by experts, authorities, health professionals and cultural agents, such as the 

news media. They believe in and assert above all a model of rational decision making by 

the individual, who absorbs information and is able to make behavioural changes or risk 

reduction strategies to reduce his chances of infection. This rational-individualistic model 

mainly influenced the type of informagao on HIV/AIDS, its contents and also the specific 

and objective forms of prevengao, such as the production of material culture, namely, 

posters, leaflets, even condoms and other preventive materials. Beyond the limits offered 

by the positivist idea of a neutral technical knowledge, this rational-individualistic model 

neglects above all the properly cultural forms of discourses and representations, which 

produce, in fact, differentiated interpretations and symbolic understandings in a single 

society. A generalist, non-specific model of information and prevention on HIV/AIDS has, 

thus, characterized and informed the greater part of the efforts of the codification of AIDS 

knowledge as well as its social popularization. While the epidemic was already 

widespread in Brazil, the information materials were mostly destined to an universally 

defined individual, framed by an egalitarian-individualistic ideological model, as Dumont 

put it (1983), which informs the guidelines and practices of a technical-rational style. 

Either this, or information was directed to the so called risk groups, which were, as I 

suggested in chapter 3, abstracted forms themselves, objectified units of a supposedly 

given reality. Eventually, AIDS information became widely understood and recognized by

13 The Brazilian expression is rather meaningful: Quern ve cara, nao ve coragao (“You may see the 
face, but you do not see the heart”). It explores obvious ideas of moral corruption and perverse 
intentionality on HIV infection (see ABIA, 1988c). On the image of the corrupting woman as a source 
of disease, see Gilman (1988) and Sacks (1996). In its coverage, the news media certainly conceived 
a political agenda, which seemed to be directly linked with the current public health policy and 
intervention: an emphasis on prevention campaigns in contrast to a commitment to HIV+ people. As 
they were supposed to be “risk groups”, they would already be condemned to a quick death and, for 
this reason, there was lesser interest in the coverage of the impact of AIDS among men with 
homoerotic or bisexual orientation, unless to confirm previous ideas of promiscuidade, stigma and lack 
of perspective. In 1987, articles on the urgent need of strenghtening prevention campaigns for the 
“Brazilian society” or about the issue of obligatory HIV tests were repeatedly published, while those on 
the “Gay community” were progressively forgotten. There was much less interest in the forms of AIDS 
treatment provided by the public health system. See Veja (1987a; 1987d) and Isto E  (1988d). For this 
point, also see Bourdieu (1998) on television and the power of journalism.
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many urban Brazilians, but without generating a comprehensive apprehension with real 

effectiveness in changing risk behavior (see Loyola, 1994):

AIDS is something that nobody discusses, you know? Sometimes, somebody or 
other comments: “Ah. take care! Use condoms [camisinha]”. But this is something 
like: “Use condoms”, such as one says “Do not chew gum because it provokes 
cancer.” You know! I think people do not take it seriously yet. (Marcelo, HIV-gay 
man; low income; North Rio).

The use of images and representations embedded in a definition of AIDS as 

caused by sexual promiscuity and deviant life style was curiously refined with the 

consolidation of the epidemiological idea of “risk behaviour” in the prevention campaigns. 

Most addressed a generic Brazilian who has experienced risk practices, while still 

maintaining images of moral condemnation of homosexuality and sexual corruption. The 

intervention of information and prevention campaigns, which belies the agenda of public 

health policy, aimed to generalize the idea of HIV infection risk without questioning the 

idea of “risk group”. Moreover, they did not intervene in an effective way in relation to 

men with homoerotic practices, who were still those most affected in the late 1980s. As 

AIDS was still confined to a “gay image”, many individuals, regardless of sexual identity 

and orientation, felt themselves safe from HIV transmission risks. Unprotected sex, for 

instance, is still a common practice in Brazil, despite the massive information that has 

been directed at specific and non-specific groups14.

Certainly there was a hidden political agenda in favor of ‘heterosexualizing’ AIDS 

and, meanwhile, also “de-homosexualizing’ it, which was perhaps much wider, played 

out on many social and cultural levels. In part as a victory for the unifactorial model of 

disease (Carrara e Moraes, 1985b), but also as a result of political pressure by the first 

AIDS/NGOs and their activists, the “democratization” of AIDS reconfirmed the 

importance of biomedical and epidemiological conceptualizations in the definition of 

sexual groups and identities (Murray and Payne, 1989; Bastos, 1991), i.e., such as 

homosexual or heterosexuals, but it also described a political process of banalization of 

HIV infection risk amongst homosexual men by means of privileging the risks amongst 

those called “heterosexuals”. Although homosexuality and AIDS were made synonymous, 

the “de-homosexualization” of the epidemic happened when it became

14 Some gay men think they are free from HIV infection if several risk prevention strategies are 
maintained. Among these, related as they are to a complex symbolic system that links sexual 
meanings and danger control, can be cited the attachment to a generic aesthetic inspection of the 
sexual partner’s physical attributes, if he looks a healthy or an ill person. On restricted condom use in 
Brazil, see Berquo and Souza (1994) and Parker (1993c).
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“heterosexualized”, particularly through the cultural role of women, that is, “femininising” 

it without disturbing the dominant representations of masculinity15.

I do not intend to give a detailed analysis of the AIDS prevention campaigns 

developed by the Ministry of Health in Brazil. If we consider Brazil as a nation with 

significant social inequalities, very limited resources would be at the disposal of the 

National Program on STD/AIDS, which would have taken a conservative or hesitant 

political position in terms of epidemiological control, a position that perhaps only changed 

after the massive influx of funding and resources to the Program from the World Bank 

from 1992 onwards. Over the years, the prevention campaigns were restrictive and 

irregular in their targeting, produced only for limited periods, mainly around carnival time, 

considered as a period of sexual licentiousness. I hope to have shown, however, the 

degree of limitation of these campaigns, centered in a rational-individualistic model of 

prevention, which had, as one of its consequences the social reproduction of a broad 

symbolic universe that characterized AIDS in the 1980s and early 90s. We need to grasp, 

above all, the existence of a broad circulation of discourses and symbolic forms among 

cultural and political agents, such as the Ministry of Health, which would determine 

cultural concepts and social practices towards the Brazilian population at large. These 

discourses, images and representations were contested by many civil organizations, 

socially created to resist the impact of the AIDS epidemic. Furthermore, the Ministry of 

Health also became more careful with the aims and the contents of these campaigns, 

probably because of the process of political and economic consolidation of the AIDS 

National Program, which has been articulated in an increasingly systematic form with a 

circuit of transnational agencies, such as WHO. Nevertheless, the rational-individualistic 

model of prevention campaigns was still preserved, but it became articulated in new 

political-ideological directions that postulated a relative value to socio-cultural 

interpretations in the control of the epidemic. But it is also related to the sort of influence 

generated by community organizations. We will see, indeed, the decisive role performed 

by AIDS NGOs in the popularization of “information as prevention”.

4.6 - Health structures, clinical practices and the AIDS epidemic:

From the earliest days of the epidemic, it was health professionals who had to 

respond to the increasing demands of individuals presenting with a variety of AIDS

15 See Perlongher (1992), for this process of “de-homosexualization” of AIDS. Foucault said about 
discourses of sex: “By speaking about it so much, by discovering it multiplied, partitioned off, and 
specified precisely where one had placed it, what one was seeking essentially was simply to conceal 
sex: a screen-discourse, a dispersion-avoidance” (1990:53).
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related conditions and with very variable levels of health. As a real problem of clinical 

practice, they were the first professionals who had to deal with specific institutional 

practices directed towards people with HIV/AIDS, and had to work despite their the fear, 

prejudice, low levels of information and stigmatizing practices found among them16:

Prejudice was generalized among people, among some doctors. Particularly 
when we read reports from other specialists. We read and read, but we didn’t 
know anything. People died one after the other. ... I cried all the time. ... Now, I 
remember a little. Some time ago, for instance, I had to fight with the proctology 
service. I had to call the director, the head of medical practice, when I asked a 
proctologist to do colonoscopy in a patient who died of a haemorrhage. He had 
sarcoma. He suffered of retinitis, but he was discharged, when he started to 
bleed. He bled, bled, and bled. And they didn’t want to see him! At the general 
surgery, if the junior doctors had to get rid of a ganglion or to do a biopsy, they 
called us. They argued with me all the time. They didn’t like it. It was something 
very frustrating. They had just left University and the patients dying all the time. 
Nobody knew what they had. We didn’t have resources for diagnosis at the 
hospital at this time. What else? I can’t get a psychologist to work with me. All of 
them can’t do it or they don’t want it. Even today, even today. Social work is also 
complicated. Then, in number. They’re few. ... With the urologists as well. I had 
problems. They argued with me when I asked them to do something, to treat a 
papilloma, this sort of thing. ... (Cydia, doctor, public hospital, Rio de Janeiro, 
march/1998).

Marked by the rhetoric of medical-clinical technicality, this clear and detailed 

quotation of a Carioca physician’s interview exposes the impact of prejudice among 

health professionals on ‘patients’ in an early period of the AIDS epidemic in Brazil. 

Technical information and literature were considered the consecrated reference sources 

in the guidance of health practices and for the understanding of AIDS in particular. The 

professional obstacles caused by prejudice in health work environments were contested, 

depending on the structure of hospitals and clinics, by a process of institutional changes, 

related with the specific inter-personal and societal dynamics of health professionals in 

their units. In the 1980s, however, the heterogeneity in the institutional structures of 

health care which characterized the Brazilian public health system, would in part explain, 

for instance, cases of HIV+ clients who were badly treated in one health unit while they 

received better care in another unit of the same hospital. In a period characterized by the

16 The news media would normally praise the attitude and the work of health professionals, especially 
doctors, who were one of the first agents demanded as AIDS “experts”. Once, indeed, they were 
considered as “abnecjated musketeers who fight with few resources and in a precarious base- 
structure” (see Isto E, 1986b). Health professionals and biomedicine researchers would not be socially 
‘immune’ to the cultural and ideological framework that caracterizes the discourses and cultural 
representations of AIDS in Brazil. Therefore, cultural conceptions and moral values would also be 
operative in guiding their professional practices and their understanding of the epidemic. See Camargo 
Jr. (1994) on prejudice amongst Carioca doctors working with HIV/AIDS. Perhaps some differences in 
terms of attitudes and beliefs about AIDS would be noticed among health professionals who work in a 
University based hospital, which needs to produce research and scientific knowledge, and those ones 
which would only provide health care.
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lack of effective anti-viral drugs, the stigmatization of AIDS might have been stronger, for 

the most common forms of AIDS clinical treatment aimed to control symptomatic 

infections and visible diseases17:

... [the health professionals] isolated a patient and, even more, they informed the 
other patients in the clinic [that this person suffered from AIDS] ... We used to 
arrive there and found a very unpleasant atmosphere, do you understand? ... 
One occasion, a patient was left in a bench, waiting to be transferred to the ward. 
... Later a colleague told me, horrified, ... that people burnt the bench! ... They 
took it from the clinic. They threw alcohol on the bench and burnt it. (Dirce; 
doctor, public hospital; North Rio; March/1998).

Generally, the AIDS NGOs positioned themselves critically against this state of 

structural decay, scarcity of resources and objective forms of stigmatization and prejudice 

against HIV+ people. On several occasions, public demonstrations were planned and 

conducted. Occupations of health authorities offices and political statements to the news 

media were common and began to characterize the public image of organizations, such 

as ABIA and GPV, which I will focus in detail in the next chapters18.

In the mid 1980s, there were already some medical structures of scientific 

production, research, and clinical practice in Brazil, which turned out to be the social 

domain for the slow development of a biomedical community closely related to the 

treatment of and scientific knowledge on AIDS. First, as health professionals who were in 

close contact with the first reported AIDS cases, doctors were approached by the news 

media and by health authorities to give their positions on the epidemic. Like “homosexual 

leaders", doctors were expected to give correct answers on this health problem. In cities, 

such as Rio and Sao Paulo, immunologists soon became the most highly regarded 

experts in the treatment of HIV+ clients. Mostly working in public universities and 

involved in scientific research, these experts were also connected to health professionals 

and their clinical practices. This created conditions for the progressive constitution of a 

range of clinical and research structures, such as university hospitals and biomedical 

research units, particularly related to the epidemic. Therefore, certain health services and 

hospitals were highly identified with the treatment and health care of AIDS complications, 

which resulted in the clustering of a small number of AIDS “specialized” institutions, 

obviously generating social and symbolic effects in the attendance of patients, who were 

often sent to these places. Over the years, this clinical-scientific social world was

17 This is not a research on AIDS stigmatization and clinical practice perse. I was able to collect 
various reports on either forms of stigmatization or forms of solidarity in hospitals and clinics. 
Certainly, they need to be balanced and related with the particular cultural and social frameworks and 
contexts in which the AIDS epidemic has been constructed.

18 There is extensive literature produced by Brazilian AIDS NGOs about the poor conditions of health 
care towards HIV+ people. ABIA and GPV have large set of texts on this subject (see, for instance, 
GPV, 1990b; GPV-RJ and GPV-Niteroi, 1992).
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enlarged, mostly because AIDS became an increasingly wide and urgent health problem. 

The need for more health professionals and AIDS experts, the consolidation of AIDS as a 

biomedical research problem, with training courses, academic production, and 

international conferences, and the configuration of a “market of new services" (Carrara, 

1996), which was a guarantee for social and economic capital in private and public 

spheres, was crucial to turn AIDS into the magnetic center of a highly competitive 

professional world. In fact, during the 1990s, many doctors with university affiliation were 

also setting themselves up as private practitioners in their own offices. Even private 

health clinics were opened devoted exclusively to AIDS treatments.

Despite the changes in resources and institutional structure brought about by the 

most recent influx of funding from transnational agencies, the public health structures in 

relation to AIDS have still been dogged by serious problems in services, care, and 

material resources. Public clinics (postos de Saude) and university hospitals are routinely 

overloaded with an ever increasing demand for AIDS treatments. With the circulation of 

news on combination therapies and new anti-HIV drugs by the mass media since 1995, 

more and more people have tested for HIV and as a result enrolled in AIDS services, 

which have been shaken by these recent waves of new HIV+ clients. Although AIDS has 

resulted in increased resources targeted at the public sector, this input has been directed 

to institutional structures that in principle respond to anyone, regardless of their HIV 

status. Paradoxically, a higher influx of resources has been balanced with a lack of 

institutional support in public hospitals and clinics to both AIDS clients and the population 

at large. So hospital clients, regardless of their health can face protracted waiting time for 

appointments19. As a result, health services continue to be extremely rudimentary and 

affected by several indirect factors. Changes in political attributions of health authorities, 

whether in a federal state or city level, major alterations in health policies and, above all, 

in the whole structure of the public health system (as happened in the 1990s), have all 

seriously obstructed the running of health services. It is very difficult to give a thorough 

diagnosis of problems that might be traced to gaps between law reform, policy making 

and the implementation of health services, but might also be caused by the societal 

dynamics of Brazilian health institutions which tend to be bureaucratic, inefficient and 

tardy. As an example of these singular gaps in law, health policy and practice, we might 

take the following. Responsibility for the distribution of AIDS drugs and medicine at a 

local level to HIV+ people has frequently changed, as a result of political moves in the 

social field of health. This has had immense implications for the health of individuals.

19 During 1994-95, several telephone calls to GPV”s AIDS helpline were complaints or accusations 
against public health clinics or hospitals in Metropolitan Rio, including emergency services, which did 
not give any help to sick HIV+ people, as a mixture of stigmatization from health professionals and the 
lack of place or resources in these health institutions.
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Often the consequences are grave with increases in hospitalization and deaths. In short, 

contradictions and gaps seem to characterize the public sector. In the last twenty years, 

the predicament of public health has been seen, either by health professionals, clients or 

health activists, including those affected by HIV/AIDS, as an ongoing hindrance to their 

work and to the well being of Brazilian population:

Look, I think health assistance goes from bad to worse. Public health assistance 
goes from bad to worse! ... The public clinics can’t keep up their services. 
People go to these clinics to get medicines. The patients, the poor ones, who are 
treated in the clinics, when they need to be hospitalized, it is something 
complicated. Very complicated. There is no referral hospital to accept them. 
Here, we try to give support to some public clinics [ ... ]. Look, this is so 
complicated, hem! Very complicated. ... I also asked their doctors to make 
appointments for their patients to come here when they are not asymptomatic 
anymore. They wait until the patients have a serious problem and then they ask 
me for a place in a hurry. But I don’t have one! We do not have enough beds. 
Secondly, the public clinics can’t request tests. Then, the patient needs a test and 
he doesn’t have a place to do it! ... (Dirce; doctor; University hospital; interview, 
03/1998).

As we can see, the precarious position of the public health system has caused 

major dissatisfaction and mistrust among the majority of Brazilians. While the greater 

majority depend on this system or, if not, on traditional therapies, a large number of 

people from the middle and upper classes have sought health treatments in the private 

sector, requiring high expenditure and the availability of economic resources in a 

normally unstable national economy. One of the strategies they adopted has been to sign 

up to a range of private health insurance plans, which, for a monthly payment, provide 

their members with the services of a set of affiliated health professionals and services in 

registered laboratories, clinics, and hospitals. These private health plans have become 

one of the most profitable areas of the health sector in the last 25 years. Many HIV+ 

people from the middle and upper classes have adopted these plans in an attempt to 

overcome the difficulties in treatment and service in the public health system. Often, 

however, the private health plans have refused to cover some highly expensive 

treatments and laboratory tests. From a HIV+ person’s point of view, this problem, should 

be linked with the difficulties provoked by the successive economic crisis in Brazil and an 

atmosphere of insecurity that pervades the middle and upper middle classes who see 

their income under continuous pressure. The following doctor talks about her patients 

who have private insurance20:

20 See Veja (1993d; 1994a); Isto E  (1995a); “Pianos de saude discriminam aideticos”, O Globo, 
27/10/1993; “Doentes de AIDS ganham na Justiga”, Folha de Sao Paulo, 07/02/1997; “Pianos de 
saude: lei ampara usuario”, O Globo, 13/09/1997; “Plano de saude tera que justificar pregos”, O  
Globo, 22/09/1997. From interview with Dr9, Cydia Souza, march, 1998.
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When AZT began, people started buying it [imported]... At my private practice,
my clientele used to buy a lot [of it]  They don’t come to me there every week.
they come every 3 months. In general. They can pay for their consultations. And 
they’ve got a private health plan. They get their tests through these plans. And 
they’re enrolled in the public clinic here to get their medicines. They are cultivated 
people, yes. I still think they are a different clientele, because they are more 
cultivated people. [...] Well, actually, in terms of private consultation today, 
people’s standard of living have fallen greatly. This is the standard of living which 
I told you. They are the ones who can pay for a consultation. [...] They don’t seek 
private practice merely because they’ve got a very high socio-economic level.
Not at all. They come to me at the private clinic because they want privacy. They 
come because they don’t want to miss their work. If they come here [to the public 
hospital], they’ll have to arrive at the room 10 at 1 p.m., give their card and wait 
until they’re called and they will miss a day of work. While there at the private 
practice, they can get an appointment to see me at 6 p.m. They leave work and 
go there relaxed.... But it doesn’t mean they’re people with a particularly high 
socio-economic standard. No. (Dirce; doctor; 03/1998).

AIDS was very early the subject of attention of the Catholic Church in Brazil as 

well as later of Pentecostal groups, all of them disposed to condemn the immorality of 

Brazilians. Notably, we must mention the importance given to other, non-biomedical 

forms of therapeutic or healing practice. AIDS was nothing new in this case, except 

perhaps in terms of the moral values and judgement made about HIV+ clients by 

therapists and healers. Throughout the epidemic, some religious groups have promised a 

“cure for AIDS”, which has served as an effective social way of grasping the symbolic 

theme of fe (faith) and esperanga (hope) for people infected and affected by HIV/AIDS. 

As an example of these alternative non-allopathic medicines, one of my informants 

restricted their treatment to a famous herbal therapist in the outskirts of Rio21:

Let me explain to you how it is. We arrive there. At that time, she was the only 
one attending. Dona Conceigao. You arrive and get your number of “first time". 
There are also others who are there for the second time. You fill out the form and 
wait. In a short time, they start to call those coming for the first time. They call 
everyone. She reads what you wrote in the form, what your problem is. She 
explains things to you, advises. She writes in another form that you bring back 
home. There is a password that we bring back. She writes there all your 
medication. And the treatment you have to do, everything. ... Before, she 
consulted alone. Now, she’s got other people to help her. Her son is, actually, a 
pharmacist. Then, there is a kind of covered shed, full of benches. We stay there, 
sitting and waiting. Then she comes and gives us a talk. She explains everything 
in detail. How you are going to proceed. Keeping the medicine in the fridge, the

21 Currently, the moral and political position of the dominant segments of the Catholic Church 
confirms its previous conservative practices and discourses related to diseases like syphilis, which 
were targeted by the Brazilian public health policies against venereal diseases in the twenties (Carrara, 
1994:104). The catholic political power has had significant effects on the conduct of some Brazilian 
AIDS prevention campaigns, including by its fierce rejection of the use of condoms because of their 
contraceptive role. In addition, the news media mostly take a biomedical point of view and usually 
criticize those who discover the “cure” for non-scientific methods. The AIDS/NGOs have also been 
targetted by many people with miraculous treatments or remedies against AIDS. In fact, during my 
fieldwork I was able to have a chat with a young woman who visited the GPV to offer a treatment for 
AIDS
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ones that have to be kept in there. She explains everything. Later, she asks 
people to give a witness, if they got better. She reads a letter of one of her clients,
who was an aidetico, and said he was cured Cured (laugh). She reads that
letter. Later, she asks people to witness. Some of them are really moving, you 
know. Like people who had cancer. The aideticos do not present themselves. 
They are afraid of prejudice! Of the difference that people make. I never saw one. 
There were two mothers who said there that their sons were aideticos and were 
much better. But the aidetico himself, there, I have never seen. Now, there are 
many people with cancer, ... (Raimundo, HIV+ gay man, 58 year old, middle 
class, South Rio, t)-

4.7 - HIV testing, medical practice and the definition of clinical identities:

According to Shore and Wright (1997:4), public policies can “shape the way 

individuals construct themselves as subjects”. So categories are defined, used and 

circulated by means of which individuals identify themselves. This aspect of identification 

through policy pervades many levels of social life in contemporary societies. The idea of 

governamentality, as understood by Foucault (1991), induces us to look at the 

“microphysics” of forces of influence and imposition originating generally, though not 

necessarily, from the State, especially through the “capillarities”, the local, day-to-day 

operationality of public practices. Education systems, economic programmes and public 

health structures are enormously influential in determining the trajectories, positions and 

decision making of people’s lives. In addition, public places of government, including 

schools and hospitals, have an important role in this determinacy and in the forms of 

subordination in which people are involved.

Certainly there is a “productive effectiveness” or “positivity” (Foucault, 1990:86) in 

the development and maintenance of public policies. They produce social and cultural 

effects far beyond the initial or more visible aspects of their actual maintenance. Similarly 

medical practices and biomedical technologies are not limited to defining illness, its 

etiology, diagnosis and treatment. Their positivity is also located in a continuous, 

reaffirming process of individual, sometimes collective, insertion in institutional clinical 

practices through which their dominant strength, their power in other locations and other 

areas of life are disseminated. The hospital, the clinic or a testing center are basically 

institutional spaces that operate as foci for larger processes of medicalization and 

subjectivisation which can be reproduced in other contexts as well, such as the home, the 

school and in peer groups. All these sites and institutional spaces are normally connected 

by a network of social and cultural effects in people’s lives. This diffusion of effects is 

particularly related to the historical processes in which contemporary societies have been 

involved for centuries (especially so called ‘western’ societies, but I would also include
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those societies who experienced relative or advanced implementation of State structures 

and agencies, forms of bureaucratization and normative power, and national ideologies, 

i.e, most contemporary societies and nations have been affected in one way or another). 

They all grapple with crucial issues related to the major formation of subjectivities under 

variants of the ‘western’ model of individualism and ideas of modernity, replicated in 

heterogeneity rather than in sameness. Among these crucial issues, we can think of the 

social formation of identities, the proliferation of discourses on sex (the deployment of 

sexuality, according to Foucault, 1990), changes in the practices of intimacy, new notions 

of risk and care. On the one hand, these formations and issues have undergone a long 

historical development. So changes in family structure, the dominant power of medical 

discourses and practices, increasing individualization and behaviour normativity in 

society have been found in other historical contexts and developments undergone by 

many societies, including Brazil (Costa, 1979), since the 19th century. On the other hand, 

they have also been fueled by and integrated with other cultural frameworks and 

ideological models which are sharply differentiated. Therefore, there is not one single and 

homogeneous ‘western’ model of forms and processes of individualization, but a variety 

of culturally informed models of their implementation. Although they have changed 

historically and culturally, these formations and issues have been reconstituted by 

differential effects in the central role played by individualization and the sensitiveness of 

discourses on subjectivity or the individual self.

Clinical practices, the practice both of HIV testing and others related to 

biomedical technologies (such as other laboratory tests) need to be considered in terms 

of these historical processes of social and individual formation. Notably their effects have 

been simultaneously generated in institutional settings (such as hospitals and health 

clinics) as well as in locations of intimacy or sociability (such as home and contexts or 

spaces of social interaction). Therefore we can think of the effects in the definition of 

individuals and people in terms of blood group, sexual identity and race, serologic status, 

etc. Under the sign of rationalization as a broad, normative process, guided by the 

auspices of the State and its public policies, people and individuals have been defined 

and identified several times during their social and biographical trajectories. These forms 

of definition and identification have an important implication in the social and cultural 

processes related to the AIDS epidemic in Brazil as they did with previous diseases, such 

as syphilis in the 1920s and 1930s (Carrara, 1996).

Under the influence of international forms of regulation and technical standards 

defined by biomedical and scientific knowledge at a global level, some health structures 

and units began to recognize, diagnose and treat their first known AIDS cases. These 

were structures which enlisted sick people into medico-scientific research. Earlier in the
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epidemic, medical diagnosis of AIDS depended on very elastic and vague criteria of a 

patient’s symptomatology, history of presenting infections, and the results of 

immunological tests. In 1985, laboratory testing was introduced to diagnose the presence 

of HIV antibodies. Different to the earlier medical practices of diagnosis and treatment, a 

range of laboratory technologies, informed by a rationality of technical accuracy, were 

developed to confirm HIV infection and AIDS diagnosis. Mirroring the basic conduct in 

the domain of biomedicine and health management, these practices and technologies 

soon spread in the whole domain defined by the AIDS epidemic. From a period of initial 

uncertainty, the earlier 1980’s scientific discoveries about the HIV retrovirus, which would 

include its identification and its naming, initiated an ongoing process of biomedical 

production, which reverberated on a global level in the practices and technologies related 

to the AIDS epidemic. When a laboratory technology became legitimate as scientifically 

valid, it began to be used to confirm suspected cases. From 1985 onwards, such testing 

practices began to be implemented as part of public health policies. Therefore, an 

increasing number of AIDS cases were progressively confirmed:

... The first patient I saw in 1983. He presented with of spread ganglions, totally 
unspecified alterations in a previously healthy young person. He had a 
epidemiological history of homosexuality.... Persistent Generalized 
Lymphadenopathy. [...] But at that time there was no test in Brazil. We could only 
assume that he was carrying AIDS. He remained a person suspected of carrying 
the virus. At that time, it was called HTL-VIII. It was not HIV yet. Only in 1985, 
when the first test was done in FIOCRUZ, the Graffee Guinle hospital had an 
agreement with them. He was treated by us.... Many things pointed to the same 
thing . And then, it was confirmed that he was an HIV carrier. At this time, I did 
not treat... I mean... I treated many different things, but not exclusively people 
with AIDS. Also because we did not know who those people were who had AIDS. 
That was how things were in 1983, in the end of 1984. The Graffee hospital was 
getting a reputation as a reference hospital for people suspected of having AIDS. 
Because it was only guesswork. In 1985, we were already doing the test. So we 
confirmed those possible cases and then actually confirming many cases that 
began to appear in 84. (Marcia Rachid, female doctor, South Rio; 
January/February 1998)

Notably, one of the first public debates dealing with the forms of governmental 

intervention in the case of AIDS directly involved the availability and distribution of HIV 

tests in the public health system. The lack of any systematic HIV testing policy in Brazil 

was also greatly discussed. In the mid 1980s, the news media normally advocated the 

popularization of HIV tests. Among the issues that were discussed in the ideological 

disputes on HIV testing, their reliability was frequently commented upon. The efficiency 

and technical security of HIV tests were over and over put in doubt and reported as part 

of the cultural agenda of the news media on AIDS. Many reports on the “false positive” or 

“false negative” results, which “destroyed lives”, would pop out, for instance, in the
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popular news magazines22. In addition, some doctors (above all those of a conservative 

profile) called for a massive HIV testing public health policy among Brazilian population. 

As a counterpoint, agents linked to the health authorities or to the first AIDS/NGOs, such 

as GAPA-SP and ABIA, questioned the use of HIV tests without consent. All this scenario 

of cultural and ideological arguments on HIV testing was present in Brazil just as it 

happened in other countries: massive and obligatory HIV testing aiming at the 

identification and even the isolation, either symbolically or practically, as happened in 

Cuba, of those who were “positive”. The issue of the obligation of HIV testing for 

everyone who immigrated to the US, especially Haitians, increased the discussions on 

mass testing for HIV in the country, an issue that years later inspired political 

demonstrations from Brazilian AIDS activists. As with the immigration control of 

foreigners in the US, there was some concern regarding the African students who were 

living in Rio de Janeiro: a new “risk group”? Part of the symbolic disputes on HIV testing 

involved the practice of identifying individuals and, by chance, groups as a way of 

controlling the epidemic. In fact, obligatory HIV testing became a rule for those applying 

to some socially valued careers in Brazil, such as the Armed Forces and diplomacy23.

4.7.1 - The practice of HIV testing:

HIV testing, a range of serologic techniques to detect antibodies to the HIV retro

virus24, can be seen as a crucial event or a breaking point in the process of identity 

formation and personal change for people affected by the AIDS epidemic. Like other 

earlier practices of serologic identification (Lowy, 1993), HIV testing must be considered, 

in a social and cultural perspective. Some social science studies have already discussed 

this topic (Patton, 1990; Sobo, 1995; Waldby, 1996; Ariss, 1997). Following Martin 

(1994:163), I examine the practices of HIV testing as an important feature in a complex 

mediation between different forms of "cultural understandings in the wider society” and 

particular forms of knowledge on HIV/AIDS, including scientific terminology and

22 In the news media reports, the technical margin of errors was a crucial issue to be considered 
when one was thinking to be HIV tested. In 1997-98, the theme of the “false positive” results regained 
importance with the description of experiences of “horror over months” in the process of HIV testing 
and a wrong diagnosis. See “Hospital erra e homem vive meses de horror”, Folha de Sao Paulo, 
12/12/1997; ‘Testes de AIDS mudam depois de erro”, O Globo, 13/01/1998; “Kits para exame de AIDS 
serao testados”, Jornaldo Brasil, 14/01/1998; “AIDS: hospital nao inicia investigagao sobre teste”, O 
Globo, 14/01/1998; “Governo decide que amostras de sangue terao que ser guardadas por seis 
meses”, O Globo, 15/01/1998.

23 See Veja (1985d; 1987d; 1987g) and Isto E(1988d).
24 Among various different scientific techniques, three HIV antibody tests (Elisa, Western Blot, and 

the Immunofluorescent antibody assay) have been normally used in Brazil. They are not an "AIDS 
test", but "simply a test for one of the results of HIV infection" (see NAM, 1998).
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vocabulary, clinical perspectives on the body and sexuality, techniques of HIV prevention, 

etc. As we will see, this social mediation proceeds by the incorporation of codified 

knowledge on HIV/AIDS. Codification, as Bourdieu (1990) claims, might be one of the 

ways in which technical and scientific knowledge, sustained by different power structures, 

spreads in society. A social practice like HIV testing and an institution like a testing center 

(among others: hospitals, health care units, and AIDS NGOs) can produce this mediation 

of codified knowledge. Certainly, this mediation implies that part of the techno-scientific 

codified knowledge is apprehended by an empirical process of loss and gain, that is, 

much knowledge is lost in the blurred process of incorporation and gained in a different 

form by those involved in this process. Therefore, the mediation of codified knowledge 

largely relies on its simplification.

Although the first HIV tests also arrived in Brazil around 1985, they were limited to 

a handful of fee charging private laboratories and a few public clinics and research 

institutions, such as FIOCRUZ. Many Brazilians accessed these private laboratories, in 

preference to public ones because they feared being publicly identified as having 

received a test, which, for many, would entail the risk of discovery by families or 

employers. During the 1980s, confidentiality in public health settings was a real problem. 

A system of HIV testing was slowly introduced in a rather haphazard way, depending on 

the laboratory services and resources, private and public, which each federal State had, 

on the local impact of the epidemic and also on local political pressure. HIV testing only 

became more systematized with the political changes occurred in the PN-DST/AIDS 

since 1992. When the “AIDS-I” project was funded by the World Bank and the Brazilian 

government, HIV testing was incorporated into the aims of the AIDS public health policy 

(see Dias and Pedrosa, mimeo; Mattos, 1999). It was not until the institutionalization of 

CO AS (Centro de Orientagao e Apoio Sorologico) that HIV testing became more 

accessible25.

Normally studies have focused on hospitals or clinics as ideal sites to study 

medicalization or the social and subjective forms of construction of the experience of 

illnesses. The COAS or, more simply, the CTAs (Centros de Testagem Andnima)26 can 

be seen as an important, perhaps fundamental, part in the processes of identity 

construction in the context of HIV/AIDS. Based on the premise of anonymity and 

confidentiality, people who wanted an HIV test were advised to seek their nearest COAS.

25 Hitherto, many ideological and political aspects interfered in the definition of a public policy of HIV 
testing in the country. See Veja (1985a; 1985d; 1985e; 1985f; 1986c; “AIDS na mira. Melhoraram os 
testes no Brasil e nos EUA”, Veja, 940,10/09/1986; “Garantia de testes de AIDS”, O Globo, 
26/09/1997.

26 CTA - Centers of Anonymous Testing. In 1997-98, there were three CTAs in the City of Rio de 
Janeiro, but five more were set up in the State of Rio de Janeiro (Niteroi, Nova Iguagu, Campos, 
Macae and Volta Redonda). In Brazil, however, these HIV testing clinics are still limited in their 
number, especially in the North and in the Northeast regions. See Mattos (1999).
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The COAS is not an HIV treatment clinic, rather it carries out HIV testing and some 

related activities (such as counselling and limited AIDS education) free of charge.

Fieldwork was conducted in a well known CTA in Rio de Janeiro. Based at the 

back of a rather dilapidated building owned by a federal university hospital (the Hospital 

Escola Sao Francisco de Assis, HESFA), this CTA can only be identified as an HIV 

testing site by a small, rather obscure sign. To explain the practice of HIV testing at a 

CTA, I describe it in a rather ideal, formal way. Through observation and interviews with 

the CTA practitioners, I noticed some disparities, contradictions and limits in the 

institutional process of HIV testing practices. Thus I examine the activity of “collective 

counselling” (aconselhamento coletivo) because it gives us a better understanding of how 

(beyond the technical correctness of the counsellor's speech) ideas of health, illness, risk 

and identity are presented through the social interaction between a counsellor and a 

group of CTA's clients27.

The practice of HIV testing in the CTA was characterized by a succession of 

interrelated activities (rotina de atendimento) systematically conducted by its personnel. 

As the client (the usuario) arrived, he or she received a password from the receptionist 

and waited in the hall to be called for “collective counselling” (aconselhamento coletivo), 

which is usually known as a "talk" (palestra). Considered as the first stage of the HIV 

testing process, the aconselhamento normally lasts 40-50 minutes after which clients wait 

again in the hall (sala de espera), where a TV was usually on. Clients were then called in 

succession for “individual pre-test interviews”, with one of the counsellors 

(aconselhadores) after which blood was taken in a separate room. Every blood sample 

was tested at least twice. Although the CTA was able to use all three scientifically 

adopted HIV testing methods, the Elisa test was always the first choice. After a variable, 

but normally long period, the client returned to the CTA for their test result which they 

were given as part of a 'post test' individual interview with counsellor28.

27 In december 1 9 9 7 ,1 visited this CTA several times. I had been there before on different occasions 
since 1993, either accompanying friends or for professional reasons. Thus I noticed some small 
differences in its testing services. In fieldwork, I was also able to formally interview the CTA's 
coordinator and to have informal conversation with two of the professionals in the small 
"multidisciplinary" team of 6 people. These were psychologists, social workers and nurses. 
Undergraduate students in social work were trainees in the AIDS hotline. I was able to attend two 
sessions of collective counselling. I was not allowed access to the individual interview between client 
and health professional, but I was able to crosscheck information from people who were tested in this 
and other CTAs. The logic of practice of HIV testing was quite similar in the case of these public 
testing sites.

28 If the first Elisa test showed negative, it was tested again with the same method and confirmed. If 
the first (or second) Elisa test showed positive, the sample was re- tested with the Western Blot or the 
imunofluorescencia. Until 1997, the CTA had to send all blood samples to LACEN, a public laboratory 
service. Normally a HIV result was given within a period of 25-30 days, but sometimes it took 90 days. 
In August 1997, the CTA' lab was opened and speeded up the results to 10-15 days.
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The collective counselling usually gathered a group of 10 to 15 individuals of both 

sexes29. Perhaps knowing that the whole process would take up to an hour and a half 

(the CTA usually inform clients of this in advance), many arrived early, some before 7:30 

am so as not to miss too much of their working day. As with all public health services, 

long delays were expected and it was important to get a password early if you wanted to 

be one of the first to be attended to. Silence dominated the small hall, while clients 

arrived and took their seats. After a long wait, the aconselhamento coletivo started with 

the counsellors voice breaking the drowsy silence. Each counsellor had a personal style, 

sometimes dry and distant, sometimes interactive and friendly, according to their own 

mood and the clients' participation. A schematic, previously defined model of work 

prevailed, however, in the aconselhamento as well as in the other HIV testing activities, 

which rely on a rationalist ideology of institutional work in clinical-health services. The 

aconselhamento, together with all other activities in the practice of HIV testing, was a 

variable part of the process for the incorporation of technical, codified knowledge on HIV 

and AIDS30.

To start with, the counsellors explained about the CTA, its services (the rotina), 

and especially its singular role as an HIV testing center and not as a place for medical 

treatment. As a lay rite, the counsellors highlighted several points in the process of HIV 

testing. They told the group what would happen next, confirming as well what was 

happening at that moment in the aconselhamento, where “information" (informagao) was 

disseminated. Each activity was explained in order to anticipate a normative scheme in 

which the client was to take part. Whenever a client intervened in order to talk about a 

personal issue, the counsellor would tell him/her to wait for the “individual interview”. 

Each stage in the HIV testing practice was meticulously defined and had a signifying 

meaning.

As part of the “information” giving process, the HIV virus was explained and 

described both as the "human immunodeficiency virus", but also as "very small, not 

visible, living being" (seres vivos tao pequenininhos ... que nao sao visfveis). The model 

of "the body at war", as Martin (1994) put it, was highly present and provided the 

metaphorical, representational (through drawings on the board) and interpretative 

scheme for understanding HIV infection and immune reaction. The counsellor explained

29 In terms of social composition, the clients were mostly men from poor or low middle class 
background. Interviews would seem to suggest that middle and upper class clients prefer to test in 
private laboratories, where waiting times for results are shorter and the HIV testing costs are probably 
included in their private health plans. However, for many clients, including individuals from the middle 
classes, the CTA provided anonymity, which was an important point in their decision to be tested 
there.

30 Between Monday to Friday, the HIV testing "routine" (rotina) was given in the morning (7:30-9:00) 
and in the afternoon (17:00-18:00). The HIV test results were given Monday to Friday in these three 
time periods: 7:00-9:00 a .m .; 11:00 a.m-2:00 p.m; 5:00-7:00 p.m.
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using a vocabulary and imagery intended for a supposedly non-informed, popular, 

working class audience. Scientific or technical terms were 'translated' into a popular

vocabulary, for example to explain a condom: "condom is an accessory worn by men.....

a little cover, a second skin

However, such cultural translations have their limits. With more complex 

concepts, translation tends to be replaced by mere replication of terms. The counsellor 

asked: "What is the AIDS virus?" Among the silent audience, a female client answered: 

... "the human virus-immune" (o humano imunovfrus). As a corrective response, the 

counsellor wrote on the board, playing with the capital letters: "HIV. Human. 

Immunodeficiency. Virus". As it was assumed that correct HIV/AIDS information had to 

be given to the clients, the counsellors explained interrelated themes, such as "the chain 

of transmission" (cadeia de transmissao), the need for "behavioral change" (mudanga de 

comportamento), the "window period" (janela imunologica) or "negotiation" (negociagao) 

between partners. She also used terms, such as "deployment" (dispositivo), 

"encapsulating" (encapsulat), and "monitoring" (monitorar), when discussing AIDS topics. 

The difference between cultural codes was definitively visible.

A series of topics were discussed in relation to the routes of HIV transmission 

(formas de transmissao do HIV). It was argued that bodily fluids (blood, sexual fluids, 

secretions) could contain HIV. The themes of HIV "risk" (risco) and its "prevention" 

(prevengao) were emphasized throughout the aconselhamento, mostly concerned with 

the need for "behavioural" or "attitudinal change" (mudanga de comportamento or de 

atitude). In assuming that clients had experienced some form of HIV risk, the counsellor 

highlighted that "prevention behaviour" (comportamento de prevengao) was the best way 

to avoid HIV transmission and of "improving the situation" (para melhorara situagao). If 

HIV aware, one can control or "monitor" (monitorar) one’s practices, avoiding HIV risk. 

The counsellor explained how by pretending to be a client in a reflexive dilemma: "Did I 

suffer any risk? Can I transmit HIV?"32 The counsellor also explained that needles were 

easily found in Carioca drugstores. So there was no need to share them with others. 

Condoms (camisinhas) were as important as negotiation (negociagao) between partners. 

These statements were part of a major discourse about the rationalization of sexual 

practices or other social practices, such as drug use. In addition, the rationalization of 

one's own risks was seen as a proper way for a self-reflexive shift in one's practices.

31 In Portuguese: "Preservative e um acessorio que os homens vao vestir,..., uma capinha, uma 
pelfcula, uma segunda pele...". We notice the metaphor of body invasion associated with ideas of 
protection, which appeals to the imagery of clothes and comfort. The same counsellor had adviced the 
male clients on how to buy condoms:"... look for a product that makes you feel more comfortable. 
Condom is something to be dressed. We need to look for the one that is more comfortable...". See 
also Martin (ibid), on a similar point about manifold conceptualizations of technical knowledge 
amongst practitioners and scientists.

32 In Portuguese: "Corri o risco? Posso transmitir o HIV?"
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Certainly it was one of the effects of providing and requiring HIV information. A client had 

to know, for instance, the hierarchy of HIV "risk practices" (praticas de risco): high, low, 

and small risk {alto, baixo, pouco). So oral sex was seen as low risk, but if done with a 

condom, one's mouth was completely "protected". Condoms must not be out of date or 

damaged by heat or damp. One must look for the Inmetro logo on them33. After 

emphasizing not sharing needles, the counsellor advised giving up drug use since drugs 

and alcohol also impair one's consciousness (estado de consciencia). As part of the 

practice of HIV testing, which in turn was part of a major process of social and cultural 

changes related with the AIDS epidemic, the aconselhamento had the ideological aim of 

modeling an HIV aware subject, a person who would know how to differentiate forms and 

degrees of risk, to behave in a completely different and new way and to reflect on his/her 

own personal relations ("negotiation") and lifestyles (giving up drugs, etc)34.

The issue of identity emerged during the aconselhamento, but it was mainly 

addressed in relation to the meaning of HIV test results. In doing the HIV test, the client 

was going to find out if he or she was a "positive" person (pessoa positiva), an "HIV 

infected person" {pessoa infectada pelo virus HIV), an "HIV virus carrier" {portador do 

virus HIV) or a "negative" person {negativo), who "was not infected by the HIV virus", a 

"non virus carrier" {nao portador do virus). The CTA was a social setting where the 

practice of HIV status differentiation was the crucial normative objective. This was 

noticed in the way the counsellors explained how to 'read' an HIV test result, whether it 

was "reactive" {reativo, reator or reagente), then "positive", or it was "non-reactive" {nao 

reativo or nao reagente), then "negative"35. The symbols of positive (+) and negative (-) 

were normally written in the black board to clarify serologic status difference. All these 

categories, which showed a marked dualism, had evident medical or clinical meanings, 

which were to be increasingly confirmed in the ongoing practice of HIV testing (as in the 

post-test interview), but also in the future, if the client was "positive". As a result, the 

counsellors discussed what it implied to be a "carrier" (what to do next, where to go to, 

etc.). In this case, some infections and diseases associated with HIV/AIDS needed to be 

prevented, if the client was HIV+: "...treatment is fundamental". In addition, the 

counsellors also asserted that currently, there were real treatment options open to an 

HIV+ person, if done "quickly", in order to "maintain health" {preservar a saude).

33 Inmetro is the Brazilian public agency responsible for the quality control of condoms.
34 Certainly, the CTA was a public health agency with limited social conditions for creating 

behavioural changes. HIV risk practices are very often maintained, even if one is tested and diagnosed 
(positive or negative). On the other hand, the ideology and practices of "HIV prevention" (preven?ao) 
have been circulated in social networks (friends, partners, even family) through comments, such as 
"you always use condoms" {use sempre camisinha, etc), but also through the news media discourses 
and HIV prevention materials, distributed by AIDS NGOs and by the Ministry of Health (leaflets, TV 
spots, national prevention campaigns). AIDS 'rationalization' is, therefore, a wide phenomenon.

One counsellor also explained that some HIV test results could be "non conclusive" (inconclusivos 
or resultado duvidoso).
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Therefore, while explaining the impact of HIV on the immune system, the CTA 

practitioners also presented the case of the "health carriers" (portadores saudaveis or 

portadores saos) or the "asymptomatic carriers" (portadores assintomaticos), who were 

HIV+, but did not "develop AIDS". As a perspective that questioned the direct cultural 

association between AIDS and death, the counsellors also stressed the possibilities of 

living well with HIV, underlining, for instance, that markers for HIV disease progression 

(such as the viral load count) could be monitored: "... if there is less virus in your body, it 

is better. You live a better life". This point is similar to the cultural representations 

circulated by the news media on AIDS and health, especially in the 1990s. However the 

news media were mainly influenced by cultural discourses of a medical and clinical 

perspective. Now we see how clinical categories, such as "health carrier" or 

"asymptomatic", were being used in an empirical setting, but they were now associated 

with a range of facts and real dilemmas facing CTA clients directly, not as a magazine 

reader. An image of living with HIV was partially presented in the aconselhamento, but it 

privileged the prospect of a medicalized life: health treatments, AIDS drugs, clinical tests 

and markers. As a counsellor told the clients: "... there are better chances to maintain a 

person in the stage that they are at here, the health carrier"36. Again, the main issue 

asserted by the counsellors' discourse was the rationalization of one's life, but now in 

terms of a health condition to be preserved, to be carefully pursued under medical 

treatment and with the aid of health care.

Ideally, the "collective counselling" was intended to be a group interaction among 

the CTA clients, but it normally took the form of a "talk" (as I was later told by one of the 

health workers). Therefore the counsellor conducted the activity with little input from the 

audience. He or she also asked questions in a pedagogic way to stimulate the CTA 

clients. A minority answered. The clients seemed, for the most part, disinterested. In fact, 

sleepy clients nearly falling from their chairs were common, perhaps caused less by a 

lack of interest than tiredness caused by a daily work routine. However, they also asked 

questions, mainly about their personal concerns about AIDS or in order to clarify topics 

about the epidemic: "What are the first symptoms of AIDS? When do they start? Is 

saliva infectious? What if one has a mouth ulcer and kisses an aidetico? Is there any 

chance of killing the virus? Is "Candida" (sapinho) a symptom?" If a particular view on 

HIV was presented by the CTA's clients, the counsellors contested it by reasserting the 

'right' way. In 1997, however, there was already an incorporation by some clients of 

codified knowledge on AIDS, such as technical vocabulary on the "forms of HIV 

transmission" or an interest in a detailed explanation about the "viral load", which was

36 In Portuguese:"... ha chances maiores de manter a pessoa nessa fase aqui, portadora 
saudavel...".
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currently in vogue in the media. The incorporation of this sort of codified knowledge, 

however, needs to be seen as one of the ways in which the CTA clients express their 

own interests and dilemmas in the context of AIDS. This range of questions were 

particular and contingent, but translated wide cultural demands expressed through a 

subjective perspective. Asking questions was one of the ways to be "informed" 

{informado) about things. The CTA practitioners had, however, a different objective. They 

wanted to "inform" and to induce awareness in terms of behavioural change by aiming 

responses at a general and collective level. In other words, personal interests contrasted 

with and somewhat contradicted the technical interests of health intervention37.

The CTA activities of HIV testing relied on various practices of speaking. 

Counselling and interviewing prevailed in comparison to other forms of 'practical' 

practicality, that is, the fact of blood sampling, for instance. This dominance of speech 

through objective intervention in giving models of information and schemes of codified 

knowledge would certainly influence narratives of HIV testing found among people who 

undergo HIV testing, whether positive or not. However what was offered by the 

counsellors may be seen as an avalanche of techno-clinical-immunologic knowledge that 

would be partially incorporated by the clients. As a CTA health worker told me, the 

objective of their work was very much "utopian". There was, however, a complex 

interface between CTA clients and practitioners. Both aimed at giving and getting 

"information", although in different ways. Even if differences in cultural codes were shown 

in the whole process of giving HIV information, technical codification, as a powerful 

legitimized discourse, was meant to endure and to be pervasive. The practice of HIV 

testing might be seen as one of the first stages in a progressive incorporation of codified, 

dominant knowledge and discourses on HIV/AIDS, as a primary institutional ground in the 

process of identity formation. The identities in question are different to those popular ones 

(such as the aidetico), culturally constructed in society at large. The practice of HIV 

testing in the CTAs relied on a difference produced by a serologic technology, which then 

gave substantial ground for discourses (technical and cultural) of classification and 

identification, presented by the contrastive, clinico-medical defined categories of 

"positive" and "negative".

37 Curiously, the type of question asked by the CTA clients was very similar to those asked on the 
GPV helpline: "Can I get AIDS by kissing?" "And the risk of nail clippers?" "And oral sex?" "What are 
the first AIDS symptoms?" This fact can suggest similarities in the way in which CTA clients and 
helpline users culturally construct the AIDS epidemic, particularly based on broad notions of HIV risk 
and transmission. However the similar range of questions and cultural concerns over HIV/AIDS as well 
as the emphasis on HIV testing (on the helpline and, certainly, in the CTA as a practice) may suggest 
an early stage in the process of getting "HIV information" or in the reformulation of previous cultural 
ideas about the epidemic. Therefore a CTA and an AIDS helpline can be considered as crucial 
institutional sites in stocking and circulating legitimized and codified knowledge on HIV/AIDS. 
Complaints were also common, especially about the long time spent in the aconselhamento or even in 
the "preVpost" test interviews, as I was told by a CTA professional. For the HIV test practitioners, 
these complaints from clients showed how they were not used to a high-quality service.
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4.7.2 - The positivity of clinical and sexual identities:

Dependent on the institutional settings where they are based, HIV testing and 

clinical practices have reproduced a technical routine of individual interviews aimed at 

defining the real causes of HIV risk or infection. At first, these interviewing practices 

between a health professional and a client led mainly to the objective procedures of an 

HIV test, which, subsequently, led to a result, the HIV diagnosis: a HIV positive test and a 

HIV negative test. Although this diagnosis seemed to contemplate a simple binary 

opposition of serologic distinction, testing practices were informed by ideas of technical 

knowledge by which their symbolical power was generated. This power was applicable 

by means of the social context in which this knowledge originated, a specialized 

institutional setting where rational technicality and scientific standards dominated. This 

symbolical power permeated the contexts of clinical/testing practices and also the 

production of technical, codified knowledge that would define a serologic result, the HIV 

diagnosis, and afterwards HIV/AIDS notification to health authorities. It is not very hard to 

accept that the reproduction of technical categories in HIV testing practices might have 

represented a relative degree of misunderstandings between health professionals and 

their clients. In fact, the technical categories normally used in Brazilian clinical/laboratory 

settings, public or private, for HIV testing delineated a technical vocabulary which 

contrasts greatly with those held by HIV testing clients, especially low-income groups or 

the working classes. As we have seen, categories written in HIV test results given to 

health service clients, such as "reactive" or "non-reactive", constituted codified, 

professional terms which indicated their laboratory origin. Whether they expressed 

similar technical meanings, they were eclipsed by other categories: soropositivo 

("seropositive") and soronegativo ("seronegative") or HIV+ and HIV-. These categories 

would become pervasive in clinical and HIV testing settings alongside others such as 

paciente HIV ("HIV patient") or portador ("carrier"), but they would also be used and 

vastly circulated in other settings, especially AIDS/NGOs, where agents preferred their 

clinical, technical meanings rather than culturally loaded categories, such as aidetico. 

Therefore, these clinical and laboratory settings and contexts turned out to be highly 

relevant to the use and the diffusion of categories and conceptions based on a technical- 

scientific framework in a way which allowed the social conditions necessary for 

processes of identity formation. Certainly the social use of categories, such as aidetico, in 

clinical and medico-institutional settings was also found, mainly as a form of
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stigmatization, but they were socially maintained and symbolically disputed with the more 

technically defined terms.

When asked about the category aidetico, the large majority of my HIV+ 

informants rejected its social use, considering it as somehow negative, pejorative, 

"heavy" (pesado), although some reported other subtle meanings. They did not use the 

terms socially in everyday life, preferring others, especially portador (carrier) or 

soropositivo. Some of these informants did not have any form of direct contact to AIDS 

NGOs, but, on the contrary, were linked to public hospitals or other clinical settings or, if 

not, had gleaned the cultural discourses of the news media and the cultural common 

sense on AIDS. Categories, such as portador, soropositivo or HIV+ (haive positivo) were 

progressively incorporated by their insertion within health structures or by assimilation of 

technical-scientific discourses (e.g., codified knowledge of clinical-biomedical origin), 

which were also circulated by the news media. According to their accounts, we can see 

that the aidetico as an identity was symbolically associated with other identities. On one 

hand, there were those identities which had an illness or medical criteria as their basic 

reference, such as the canceroso (a cancer sufferer), the tuberculoso (TB sufferer) and 

even the leproso ("leper"). In Brazil, all these diseases were socially and culturally 

constituted by stigmatized identities, which stressed a condition of disease, bodily decay 

and eventually the process of dying. On the other hand, the aidetico was historically 

associated with homosexuality, as we have seen in chapter 3, and, therefore, to sexual 

identities of medical origin (the homosexual) or to those cultural ones, such as the bicha 

and the viado which, for many people, generated prejudice and therefore stigmatization. 

As a result, categories, such as portador ("carrier") or soropositivo, were considered 

worthy in neutralizing the negative meanings of moral order embedded in the imagery of 

the aidetico:

The term is heavy for me. If you call me as carrier, that's fine! Now, aidetico: I am 
not! I think the term is very heavy. Very heavy. It's like you call a homosexual as 
bicha or viado. ... Aidetico is a very heavy thing. ... Like a person who is in the 
end. He's in the last stage. ... I'm a carrier. I'm a HIV carrier. I'm seropositive. 
(Marco Antonio, HIV+ gay man; 43 year old; low middle class; Central Rio; no link 
to AIDS/NGO).

It's funny, but it doesn't hurt me. No. But I think it's ugly. I don't know. I think that 
the image of the aidetico, which has always been given to us, was that person at 
the end of life. End of life! Like a terminal stage. I prefer to call seropositive. Or 
HIV+. Although I think all of them are just the same thing. Just the same, but the 
word aidetico is uglier for me. [....] I knew it. I heard of it. That story. I always read 
in the newspapers. And there all these terms are very old: HIV+, soropositivo. I've 
known them a long time. (Julio; HIV+ gay man; 32 year old; middle class; high 
degree; North Rio; no link to AIDS/NGO)
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The person with tuberculosis is a tuberculoso. The person with cancer is a 
canceroso. Right, the person with AIDS is an aidetico! [...] I am talking with you. 
And because we're talking of it, of disease and everything, then, I use it. But 
normally I don't. ... Until very recently people used to say "that disease". Nobody 
said "cancer". Do you know that? Until very recently. Today, there is already 
another worse one (laugh). So people accepted cancer with great naturality. 
(Raimundo, HIV+ gay man; 58 year old; middle class; secondary school; South 
Rio; no link to AIDS NGO).

Technical categories, such as soropositivo and soronegativo, among others 

discussed in the next chapters, soon became social identities by which people and 

individuals were attached, labeled, and culturally represented. As an attempt to stress 

their originality, informed by particular practices and ideas of the self and the body, either 

managed by health professionals in clinical settings or socially maintained by people 

infected with HIV/AIDS, I use the term clinical identities. They refer to the particular 

construction of categories, images, cultural representations, and discourses on and of 

soropositividade ("HIV seropositivity"), which have been produced by a combination of 

social and cultural forces of largely differentiated backgrounds, origins and social 

formations. But basically the practices of health professionals, on the one hand, and the 

practices of people affected and infected by HIV/AIDS, in their large social and cultural 

diversity, have to be mutually considered if we want to understand the rise of such clinical 

identities as soropositivo and soronegativo. This combined domain of practices, ideas 

and social relations have largely constituted what I also call "the social world of AIDS" in 

Rio de Janeiro, which will be discussed in detail in chapter 5:

Researcher: All these terms: seropositive, seronegative, sero-conversion. Did 
you know or used them before the Praga Onze Project38?

Marcelo: No. Because it was a sort of topic that I saw as a subject for doctors or 
health professionals.... Then, I did not have this concern on technical terms, such 
as sero-conversion. For me, it did not make any difference at all. But not today. 
Today I've got more concern. Well, more concern because, despite many who 
still think just the opposite, AIDS is a responsibility of all human beings. This is 
not a responsibility of a Ministry of Health or doctors. This is a responsibility of 
each one of us. We're all exposed to the virus.

These serologic categories and clinical identities were not used alone, but 

associated with medical practices which demanded other forms of identification. As part 

of the same routine of interviews in HIV testing and clinical practice, one was asked to

38 The “Praga Onze Project” was a cohort-study program on HIV seroincidence and homosexual 
behaviour sponsored by a network of Carioca universities or research institutions and also the Johns 
Hopkins University after 1995. It was located in the same hospital building where the CTA was located. 
Some other similar cohort-study programs were initiated in several big cities in Brazil in the 1990s. 
They also helped to produce forms of sexual differentiation by medical categories and discourses. The 
“Praga Onze project” did joint-work with some AIDS NGOs, especially Grupo Pela WDDA-Rio and 
Grupo Pela WDDA-Niteroi, which provided personnel to run workshops and counselling.
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explain one's mode of infection, which normally required forms of narrative in which 

personal events were considered as evidence of forms of behavior and of social 

identification. As Foucault (1990) put it, the clinical interviews operated as a forum of 

personal disclosure and narrativization which allowed clinicians and health practitioners 

to reach a "truth" about someone. Interviewer and interviewed played mutually integrated 

roles in the rationalized production of a personal truth, which were reproduced in the 

ways that clinical practices were eventually performed. Beside the serologic status, the 

identification of sexual behavior and the particular form of sexual transmission were 

outstanding elements in the definition of people affected and infected by HIV. Regulated 

questionnaires and a set of consensual questions were the initial guides to forms of 

identification and notification of those HIV tested. Health practitioners and clinicians were 

the first agents to produce this technical knowledge on the truth of people's lives. Their 

personal information was then passed to other professionals: psychologists and social 

workers in order to fill the gaps in any requirement of illness and health management. A 

whole set of practices and practitioners became familiar with ways of dealing with a 

range of "patients" (pacientes), who were also seen in terms of their sexuality or their 

"lifestyle", beyond their serologic status. Sexual categories, such as "homosexual", 

"bisexual", and "heterosexual" operated emblematically in these practices of clinical 

interviewing, as a form of technically rationalized identification, but they would also be 

played on the interactions between "patient" and heath practitioner, fuelled by their 

idiosyncrasies in cultural and social backgrounds. During my fieldwork in the CTA, the 

counsellor explained that the clients were going to be individually interviewed on their risk 

practices. A man interrupted her saying that he was not there because of his sexual 

practices. He was a blood donor at the Casa do Hemofflico, where he was advised to test 

for HIV and asked if he had sex with other men, which he found offensive. These cases 

show how people circulated in various health services with their own health needs, which 

then clashed with institutional procedures, conceptualizations and differences in moral 

and religious values. In the 1980s, as Guimaraes et al. (1988) pointed out, these 

practices of identification and notification were associated with cultural representations 

and ideas about AIDS which were socially circulated in Brazil, such as the direct 

association between male homosexuality and the epidemic or the importance of ideas on 

sexual promiscuity and "risk groups", discussed in the previous chapter. In the middle 

1980s, therefore, HIV infected women were at first difficult to categorize and identify in 

terms of "risk groups", simply because, owing to their gender, they were not thought to 

be at "risk". If these sexual categories were already historically used in medicine and 

other social fields in Brazil, as some authors have showed (Fry and MacRae, 1983; 

Perlongher, 1987; Parker, 1991), the AIDS epidemic had a renewed impact on their
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circulation and their popularization. The rise of clinical identities (HIV negative, HIV 

positive) was developed, therefore, at the same time as an intensified circulation of 

sexual identities, which were supposedly revealed, identified and codified as a correct 

evidence about one's life. By their registration in medico-clinical institutions, they would 

inform regular epidemiological accounts on the trends of the AIDS epidemic, whether or 

not it was a "homosexual" or a “heterosexual" one, for example. But the intimate 

proximity between the use of clinical and sexual identities, as a sign of the capillary 

effects of medicine and public health policy in the processes of identification, is, in fact, 

highly noticeable in the practices involving HIV testing:

I did a ulcer surgery, because I had a digestive haemorrhage, an ulcer in the 
duodenum. I had to go to the hospital. The first time, I did in 1980. Then, I did not 
have this problem [AIDS]. There was no HIV test. They did not ask whether you 
were homosexual or not. Nor whether you were bisexual or not. In my second 
surgery, which I did in 1988, they actually had this concern. They asked me if I 
was a homosexual. I said I was bisexual. They were careful and they did the HIV 
test. ... The result was positive for me and negative for a guy who had the same 
name as mine. But three months later, the doctor realized that something was 
wrong. Then she prescribed another test for the guy. She discovered that this 
man was positive and not myself. And she told me. Because of this, because she 
told me that the test was wrong and I was not a carrier, then it remained in my 
mind. Then, I went to the Graffee Guinle hospital, where they were doing very 
good HIV tests. ... I went there to do the test. I did two tests. And they were: Ne- 
Ga-Ti-Ve! (Marco Antonio, HIV+ gay man; 43 year old; low middle class; Central 
Rio; no link to AIDS/NGO).

.... I arrived there at his clinic. He asked me all those stupid questions. He asked 
me if I had any blood transfusion or if I took intravenous drugs. And if I was gay. I 
told him I was gay. He told me that my HIV test was positive: "But you don't need 
to be worried, because you're going home still earning money. And I will go back
home without earning anything", (ironic) The most idiot comparison anyone
has ever made! My world was crumbling down and this idiot talking about money!
I went to the hospital in the same day. [...] In the afternoon, I went to see the 
doctor. I arrived there and another interview, the same thing, whether I was gay 
or not, whether I was active or passive, all these things. Until today it's written in 
my file that I'm bisexual. I think this is the only file ever where is asked about our 
sexuality (laughs), (a GPV HIV+ leader).

These two transcripts of HIV+ men show how the practices of HIV testing can be 

one of the starting points of processes of identification, operated by institutional agencies, 

in which discourses on sexual identity are associated with discourses of clinical identity. 

These discourses were not similar to the cultural representations of AIDS, socially 

circulated through the mass media and permeated with the imagery of aideticos and 

"AIDS patients". The positivity ingrained in these clinical practices, contexts and events 

constituted a subtle reality in which the truth, obtained by biomedical technology and 

professional knowledge prevailed. If they reported narratives of HIV testing, the
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informants seemed to recall these events as a detailed inquiry into their personal lives. 

They were important because they referred to the fact of HIV diagnosis and it was linked 

to a certain 'truth' that was revealed or, in a practitioner's perspective, investigated and 

identified: serologic definition, sexual identification, and causes of HIV infection. A certain 

suspicion and irony also emerged from their accounts, especially the second transcript 

when he recalled the "silly" questions that he had to answer or his enduring labeling as 

"bisexual". They expressed the confessional aspect of these clinical interviews, but also 

the resounding effects in the health management of people's lives, when, for instance, 

they began to take more and more tests. Categories, such as "homosexual" and 

"bisexual", remained in medical records and provided guidelines for a particular clinical 

practice, which was also differentiated whether one was an "intravenous drug user" or 

infected by blood transfusion. In short, these general processes of identification defined 

by public policies and maintained by clinical practices constituted part of the discursive 

realities which HIV+ informants had to rely on for explaining their own processes of 

identity construction.

The positivity of the effects of clinical practices and technologies pervaded other 

aspects of people's lives. To know one's HIV status was not sufficient in clinical practice. 

The precise definition of AIDS cases was also an important element in establishing 

differences between "patients", who were "asymptomatic" or "symptomatic". Clinical 

definitions supported by international scientific guidelines, obscured statements on 

temporality and life under the predicament of AIDS. These clinical definitions were based 

on other technical resources at the disposal of health practitioners treating people with 

HIV/AIDS. Therefore clinical tests, such as CD4 and CD8 T-cell counts and, more 

recently, viral load and PCR tests became central to the management of AIDS. They 

have been used and offered by Brazilian health structures, private and public, to help 

clinicians. But the changes in clinical definitions of "AIDS", as an evolving fatal syndrome, 

and the use of new technologies of biomedical control have had an impact on the ways in 

which HIV+ people have understood their own or other's lives. On the one hand, as part 

of the whole apparatus of practices and techniques of health management currently at 

their disposal, HIV+ people have been engaged in screening their own health at a 

molecular level. This might have had repercussions on their own ideas of the body, risk 

and life. On the other hand, forms of differentiation based on these techniques of 

molecular screening have been also used in social interactions as ways of apprehending 

interpersonal differences under the impact of HIV/AIDS. As a further complex step 

towards the processes of a refined investigation of one's body, which includes a sense of 

its individualization, the microscopic level has begun to serve as a domain of differences, 

assured by the certainty of tests.
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4.8 - Conclusions:

I intended to show how the systematization of public health policies and the 

establishment of medical/clinical/laboratory structures contributed positively in the 

processes of identity formation, either clinical, referring specifically to seropositivity, or 

sexual, associated with the domain of sex and sexuality. I did not focus particularly on the 

effect these policies had on the constitution of identities in relation to 'lifestyles', such as 

intravenous drug use, or in the context of users of blood transfusion services. The 

emphasis on the links between the sexual and the clinical had relative dominance in the 

forms of intervention developed by public policies, but also in the forms of mobilization 

generated by civil society against the AIDS epidemic, that is, those made by the AIDS 

NGOs. Therefore, my own analytical standpoint was derived from the ethnographic 

spectrum to which I had access, where the links between facts of a medical-clinical- 

serologic order were articulated much more with differentiated forms of sexual 

expression, especially in terms of gender and sexual orientation, as we will see in the 

next chapters. This limitation, though a significant one, must not minimize the value of the 

questions that I have been dealing with, specifically, issues related to the processes of 

identity construction. I have only prioritized the relational order between the clinical and 

the sexual. Yet the processes of identity formation tackled more broad issues defined by 

the ideological framework of individualism, whose specific notions of personhood 

referred to historically well defined socio-structural formations, which included societies 

like Brazil.

In addition, I wanted to define the frame in which these identity processes were 

structured as basically a clinic-institutional one and to mark its specificity and its links with 

more particular and culturally informed frames, either in the range of imaginary 

responses, such as discourses and images of the aidetico and AIDS, or in relation to a 

more particular “culture” within the “social world” of AIDS, that is, the world of AIDS 

NGOs. The processes of identity construction depended on the insertion and the 

trajectories of people affected by HIV/AIDS in these spheres: the clinic-institutional one 

and the civil-organizational one. As the apprehension of AIDS was basically plural and 

socio-culturally defined in Brazil as much as elsewhere, the processes of identity 

construction were likely to have had a relative and mediated emphasis according to 

social-cultural factors. This point is also pertinent to the impact of clinical practices, 

including HIV testing. I agree with Knauth etal. (1998) on the idea that the banalization of 

AIDS in Brazil must be seen carefully because the epidemic can still be a 'distant 

problem' or a predicament of the 'other', when we consider social groups of low income. 

Furthermore, these groups have had a difficult and non-automatic access to health
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structures, resources and practices. There is still limited access to HIV testing in Brazil, 

according to regional and socio-economic differences. Thus, the impact of the processes 

of (sexual and clinical) identity formation, which I investigate, has a specificity and a 

formative effect, but is not universal. However, they configured as the dominant 

processes which affected the more central and institutionalized spheres responding to 

the AIDS epidemic. Its domination was specific, but, certainly, it affected other social and 

cultural responses to the epidemic, such as religious discourses and practices towards 

AIDS, which did not directly subscribe to the institutional sphere of health and clinical 

structures. To deal with this would require another study.
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Chapter 5 - The civil mobilization and the impact of 

AIDS/NGOs.

This chapter aims to contextualize the effect of different forms of social 

organization and civil mobilization on the impact of AIDS in Brazil, especially their 

responses to cultural and socio-political issues, such as the effects of public health 

policies and the social and cultural representations of people living with HIV/AIDS. The 

effects of the AIDS/NGOs (AIDS non-governmental organizations) at the level of the 

State and the city of Rio de Janeiro will be prioritized. I also will examine other forms of 

social and political association that can not be completely defined by the label “NGO”. 

Therefore, the chapter looks at the social world of AIDS in a broader sense, namely, its 

local and national connections with health systems, political institutions and other forms 

of social organization. I do not intend to give either a typology of organizational forms or a 

historical interpretation of this social world per se. But I provide a historical overview of 

the formation of this world in terms of the conditions of possibility in which agencies and 

agents were constrained to operate. An examination of the formation of this social world 

will provide the reader with a sociological framework and a comprehensive 

understanding of social practices that were played out in actual situations. Such practices 

will be investigated in more detail in chapters 6, 7, and 8.

5.1 - The first years:

In the middle 1980s, AIDS gradually became part of the social life of many 

individuals, initially, of men with homosexual and bisexual behaviour or hemophiliacs. 

The first forms of political mobilization and social support for people infected and affected 

by HIV/AIDS happened around 1983. Gay activist groups, such as the Grupo Outra 

Coisa, located in the city of Sao Paulo, distributed the first HIV information materials to 

men in the Paulistana gay scene. The scope of this intervention was limited by lack of 

resources, members and personnel. In the case of the State of Sao Paulo, however, 

these interventions were soon followed by larger public action from local authorities, 

especially the Heath Secretariat at State level and a few other Paulista municipal 

authorities1.

1 See Isto E  (1983e) and Veja (1983b). For these first responses to the AIDS epidemic from gay 
political groups in Brazil, see Trevisan (1986), Perlongher (1987), Galvao (1997a), and Terto (1997), 
who shows how some gay men were already aware and interested in the impact of STDs and other 
health issues on their lives before the actual impact of AIDS. This would be reflected later in the 
practices of the Lambda, which sought to strengthen the connections between institutional clinical
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In Rio de Janeiro, the efforts of the few gay organizations, which survived the 

pioneer period of the homosexual movement, were frustrated by a lack of resources, 

public complacency and little response to AIDS on part of governmental agencies at 

State and local levels. In 1985, a State Committee for the control of the epidemic was set 

up in Rio de Janeiro, composed of doctors, hemophiliacs, and homosexual leaders, but 

its social impact was almost ineffective. Although some small changes happened in the 

Carioca “gay scene” (such as the closure of the backroom of the popular club Papagaio 

in 1985), they were very rare, sporadic, and circumstantial, without any assessment of 

need or effectiveness. On the other hand, because of a lack of continuity and clear public 

health guidance, they had limited impact on broader changes in sexual behaviour. When 

asked about the first time he heard about AIDS, an informant told me2:

Well. Markito! I do not know exactly the year, but I think it was in 1985 or 1984, 
about this. I remember basically this way. When the press reported: Brazilian 
fashion designer died victim of AIDS. I started to gather things, say the issue of 
AIDS and the United States basically. They used to talk a lot about the United 
States. I remember this time a lot. 1983, 84. When I used to go to the Bolsa, 
which is basically a gay place on the beach at Copacabana or in Ipanema. 
People used to talk about it a lot. I mean, they said that a Brazilian had died of 
AIDS. They did not talk about their own behaviour, the things they did. They tried 
to forget it a lot. They talked of abroad a lot. AIDS was something from abroad”. 
(Andre, 35 year old, middle class, South Rio)

The impact of these atomized and personally motivated interventions were 

restricted and contingent as the networks and contexts in which they were occurred. This 

was true in the case of some homosexual and left-wing leaders who had access to the 

mass media because of their “condition as homosexual” (such as Jose S. Trevisan, 

Darcy Penteado or Herbert Daniel in Rio de Janeiro). Except for Herbert Daniel, who was 

in political exile, all of these “leaders" had previously participated in the emergence of 

homosexual politics in the late 70s (MacRae, 1990; 1992). They were invited to give their 

opinions about AIDS. They also took advantage of the mass media to disseminate their 

ideas about AIDS. In contrast, even in 1983, other gay men took a critical position against 

scapegoating and stigmatization in rejecting the sick role of the “homosexual AIDS 

patient” represented in the news media3.

practices and HIV+ gay men, as their clients. See Dias and Pedrosa (/n.d./), on the role of the CRTA 
(Centro de Referenda e Treinamento para AIDS) in the Health Secretariat of the State of Sao Paulo.

2 See Isto E, 1985b. For this point, see Parker (1994) and Dias and Pedrosa (ibid).
3 See Lupton (ibid:24) and Berridge (ibid:103) on homosexual leadership, their opinions and 

expertise, which served as “sources” which the news media relied upon. In 1983, after the first AIDS 
coverage in Isto E, some gay men wrote letters to the magazine, questioning the prejudicial 
perspective on the “gay plague” (see “Letters”, Isto E, issues 329 and 332). This would be repeated 
over the years. See letter from Darcy Penteado sent to Veja, 891, 02/10/1985. In addition, moralistic 
letters were sent in great number, mostly of them questioning the promiscuous conduct of homosexual 
men.
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Some of the first forms of civil mobilization had a philanthropic perspective, 

which would influence several future AIDS NGOs: this was the initiative of the ajuda 

(“help”). For example, in 1987, a group of “ladies from the Paulistana middle class” used 

to give food, clothes, furniture and money to “AIDS patients”. Beneficent dinners and 

ceremonies, such as those promoted in the US by the actress Elizabeth Taylor, received 

large attention in the Brazilian news media. Similar social events, such as tea parties, 

bingos, quizzes, raffles, and charity musical shows have been, since then, organized to 

provide resources and support (“help”, ajuda) and even “solidarity (solidariedade) to 

people with HIV/AIDS. This practice would be repeated frequently by Brazilian AIDS 

NGOs years later4.

In 1985, the first Brazilian and Latin American AIDS NGO was created in the 

federal state of Sao Paulo: the Grupo de Apoio e Prevengao da AIDS-Sao Paulo, GAPA- 

SP (“AIDS prevention and help group, SP”)5. The Gapa-SP organized the first Brazilian 

HIV prevention campaign, a limited public intervention in the metropolis of Sao Paulo. 

Similar to an intervention carried out by the gay group Outra Coisa two years earlier, it 

distributed AIDS information leaflets in some gay bars, clubs and throughout the city. This 

kind of health promotion was innovative at that time and preceded all the State actions. 

Soon after its foundation, the GAPA-SP forged a political and organizational partnership 

with local health authorities in the State of Sao Paulo.

In short, the first years of the epidemic in Brazil were marked by the limited scope 

of action and efforts of social or civil mobilization as well as the relative absence of 

activities by the Ministry of Health and other health authorities.

5. 2 - The predicament of hemophiliacs and the question of blood:

Earlier in the 1980s, AIDS cases were noticed in clinics for hemophiliacs, such as 

the Centro de Hematologia Santa Catarina in Rio de Janeiro. “Hemophiliacs” soon 

became one of the most defined “risk groups” in the early years of public knowledge of 

the epidemic. The fact that many boys and adult men were dying as a result of using 

coagulant products presented a singular set of problems:

People died without knowing of what. Doctors and nurses were afraid of 
contamination. Large part of the clinical staff left because they feared 
contamination. This time was actually a war. ... We carried on treating with what 
we knew. Not even that! With what we did not know! We did not know anything

4 See See Isto E  (1987a) and Veja (1988a).
5 See Isto E  (1985c). In this article, GAPA’s activist Wagner Fernandes said: “Information is the best 

proof of prevention” (p. 52). See also “AIDS, mais cuidados, menos medo”, Isto E, 449, 31/07/1985, 
on the first HIV/AIDS prevention poster in Brazil, idealized and produced by GAPA-SP.
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about it [AIDS] before, (doctor, Hospital dos Hemofflicos, Tijuca, Rio de Janeiro, 
25/09/1997)

The social stigma of hemophilia was somehow counterbalanced by their 

condition as “AIDS victims”. Yet their form of HIV transmission was seen as evidence of 

the possibility that the AIDS epidemic would go beyond the boundaries of the “gay 

community”. Another stage in the process of cultural construction of the epidemic was 

established. In the mid-1980s, the State of Rio de Janeiro had the highest numbers of 

cumulative reported cases of HIV transmission caused by blood transfusion in Brazil6.

Between 1985 and 1987, the social repercussions of the increase in the number 

of AIDS reported cases amongst hemophiliacs were related to the “crisis” in the national 

health system. Many Brazilians began to fear being infected, either because they had had 

a blood transfusion before or because they would perhaps need one in the future. HIV 

transmission by blood transfusion became a social problem since it highlighted the 

dramatic conditions of blood donation, the public health policy on blood and transfusions, 

and the hugely profitable market in blood. Since the dictatorship, the hemo-therapeutic 

sector was already a field of political and social struggles, divided into groups supporting 

either more private control or more state control, and was already threatened by social 

pressures for interventions and regulation by public authorities. Yet AIDS turned out to be 

the prominent factor which eventually brought about change in the blood sector7.

Although HIV transmission by blood transfusion was already a theme for the 

news media, it was not until 1987 and 1988, the year of the death of the well known 

hemophiliac cartoonist Henfil, that it took on a greater symbolic magnitude, which 

translated into concern for the plight of haemophiliacs. After Henfil’s death, the scandal 

about the high levels of HIV infection amongst hemophiliacs emerged in the news media. 

The first cases of hemophiliacs suing the government for their HIV infection also 

appeared in this period. Another fundamental factor in the centrality of hemophilia to the

6 Despite the image of “AIDS victim”, social forms of stigmatization also affected the hemophiliacs 
when the epidemic became well known. In Rio, one catholic run hospital, which used to treat 
hemophiliacs at the beginning of the 80s, stopped accepting them as HIV+ clients. The Centro de 
Hematologia Santa Catarina had to receive HIV+ clients. In the early 90s, the Hospital dos Hemofflicos 
was opened, which guaranteed more medical services to hemophiliacs. In Rio, HemoRio provided 
services for hemophiliacs. The Casa do Hemofflico and the Associagao dos Hemofflicos do Rio de 
Janeiro organized political, social and professional activities for hemophiliacs. The Instituto Santa 
Catarina aimed both research and blood distribution.

7 During the military years, despite the regulatory implications of a “national policy” for blood, defined 
in 1965, a large part of public system of health was dependent on the commercial production and 
distribution of blood and haemo-derivatives from private blood banking. Because of the profitable 
market, the private blood banking market was characterized by low quality services, commercialization 
of blood particularly from non-selected individuals without any rigorous screening, which resulted in a 
high rate of disease transmission, such as hepatitis and Chagas disease, by blood transfusion, even 
before the AIDS epidemic. See Castro Santos et al. (1992,1994) for a historical and sociological study 
of the haemotherapy as “a question of public policy and social interest” since the Second World War in 
Brazil.
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reconfiguration of the AIDS epidemic in Brazil was the presence of certain agents and 

agencies who intervened in this political field, composed of government agencies, private 

companies, NGOs, medical research institutions, corporate groups (such as the medical 

unions) and professional associations (Castro Santos, 1992). Notably, the sociologist 

Herbert de Souza, known as Betinho, haemophiliac and Henfil’s brother, soon became a 

leading figure in the process of social and political pressure for change in the regulation 

of blood distribution8.

Without the political trajectory of the homosexual movement, it was, thus, the 

hemophiliacs, who brought about the first social and political mobilization of national and 

general scope surrounding the epidemic. The characterization of the distribution and 

commercialization of blood as a problem of national interest, attracted the attention of 

organized groups or specific interests within the social field of health (Castro Santos et 

al., 1992). This was crucial for the development of a large number of groups of different 

political strength, either in the health field or in other fields, and for public pressure for 

immediate reforms in the hemo-therapeutic sector. In particular, questions of blood led to 

the recognition of AIDS NGOs as agents of political importance.

Changes, however, occurred unevenly in the country. In the State of Rio de 

Janeiro, for instance, paid blood “donation" was prohibited in 1985, but obligatory HIV 

screening of blood transfusions only occurred later. Different Brazilian States had a 

particular history of blood regulation. The demands of the civil “campaign of blood” 

centered on the rigorous control of blood and haemoderivatives distribution. In January 

1988, a federal law made obligatory the screening of blood products and transfusions for 

HIV. This was in part due to the political demands and disputes in the public health 

sector, but also to the more recent demands for a public policy on the AIDS epidemic. 

The debate about blood occupied a privileged position in the range of changes that took 

place simultaneously in the 1988 Constitutional text: the so called Constituinte. In this 

historical period of the post-military “New Republic” (Nova Republics), the election of 

new deputies and senators favoured the pressures for regulation of the blood sector, 

particularly from those groups oriented towards more State intervention and a less

8 In the early years of the epidemic, this type of response did not happen when homosexual artists 
died. Rather there was speculation about their “true” or “closeted” sexual identity. In respect of Betinho, 
he was a leading member of IBASE (Institute* Brasileiro de AnAlises Sociais e Economicas), a research 
institute that gathered researchers and intellectuals who deal with social issues, but above all he had 
recently set up ABIA, one of the first Brazilian and Carioca AIDS NGOs, Betinho helped to enlarge the 
publicity upon the predicament of blood as essential to the epidemic control in Brazil. In September 
1987, Betinho and his family were able to put pressure on CACEX, the Brazilian governmental agency 
responsible for imported products, including medicines, to liberate the legal import, until then non- 
acceptable, of AZT, which was needed by him and his brothers. They had to face, however, the public 
stigmatizing statement from the general director of this agency, who publicly said that AZT was 
“something for rich faggot” (coisa de bicha nca), evident sign of social and political neglect, at least, of 
the haemophiliac brothers’ health demand. See Souza (1994 [1987]), Isto E  (1985d; 1987b; 1988b) 
and Veja (1986f; 1986i; 1987e; 1987g; 1988a).
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profitable blood market (Castro Santos, ibid:111). The revision in the constitutional text 

was affected by these health and political demands, which helped to guarantee rights and 

law for a more controlled blood sector (Castro Santos et al., ibid; 1994). As a result, many 

private blood banks were closed down for insufficient sanitary control. After this, the 

sector became increasingly regulated. If the production, distribution and 

commercialization of blood was regulated in response to social pressure and political 

demands from the haemo-therapeutic sector, social interest in relation to homosexual 

civil rights and non discrimination by sexual orientation were, on the other hand, 

overwhelmingly rejected in the same process of the Constituinte. This political fact shows 

the difference in social impact between the issue of blood and the issue of 

homosexuality, which was already apparent in the different public responses to AIDS as 

it affected groups, either hemophiliacs or homosexuals9.

Perhaps it was the high incidence of HIV transmission between hemophiliacs and 

the wider social risks that were implicated by blood transfusions that made political civil 

pressure successful in the case of the AIDS epidemic, for demands from homosexuals 

did not initially elicit direct or systematic responses from the national authorities. 

Crucially, one of the factors that explain this social and political sensitizing around the 

issue of blood transmission was the fact that it was seen as a national problem instead of 

a problem of one specific group associated with sexual practices or life style. The 

predicament over blood donation and transfusion reflected universal values, while the 

drama of the sexual exchange of bodily fluids and intravenous drug use referred to 

representations of the particularities of specific agents and groups10.

As a result of the changes in the blood sector, the early problems suffered by 

haemophiliacs diminished and lost their central role in ideas on epidemic control. There 

was, thus, a form of social and political isolation of the issue of haemophilia in the 

political field of AIDS, despite regular concerns about the rigorous maintenance of 

production and distribution of blood11.

9 For a sociological analysis on the political demands made by a gay activist group in the time of the 
Constituinte, see Camara da Silva (1993).

10 The predicament of intravenous drug use was neglected for many years. This issue seemed to be 
minimized in the epidemiological and public health policies in Brazil until very recently. The gravity of 
this form of HIV transmission in harbours, such as Santos (Sao Paulo State) and Itajai (Santa 
Catarina State), both in the Southern parts of the country, but also in wealthy areas that were affected 
by the impact of cocaine traffic, such as in rural Sao Paulo State, resulted in more direct intervention 
of local health authorities, through State and City Constituencies, rather than a national policy on the 
matter, which seemed to have changed in the last few years. For the problems of HIV transmission 
and intravenous drug use in Brazil, see Bastos (1996). For the culture of intravenous drug use in Sao 
Paulo, see Fernandez (1994,1997).

11 Increase in regulation of blood donation and distribution reduced the number of HIV infections 
amongst hemophiliacs. However HIV transmission by blood transfusion in non-hemophiliacs still 
happens in the country, due to still limited “serologic control “ in blood transfusion (Castro Santos et 
al., 1992). More recently, AIDS seemed to be a rather controlled problem within the haemophiliac 
sector. In late 1997, when doing my fieldwork, I noticed much more concern amongst informants with 
the political disputes and the financial and material problems in the sector, but particularly with a
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5.3 - The social forms of mobilization against AIDS in Rio de Janeiro: the 

NGOs and other forms of civil association.

While GAPA-SP was already intervening in the State of Sao Paulo, the State of 

Rio de Janeiro and in particular its capital would see its first AIDS NGOs set up in the late 

1986-early 1987 period. Both the Associagao Brasileira Interdisciplinar de AIDS (ABIA - 

“Brazilian Interdisciplinary Association of AIDS”) and the Grupo deApoio e Prevengao da 

AIDS-Rio (GAPA-RJ - “Group of Support and Prevention against AIDS”) were created by 

professionals from different disciplines, gay men who had a history in the Brazilian 

homosexual movement, and individuals who felt affected by the epidemic. In 1987, 

another AIDS ‘group’ was created, the ARA (Apoio Religioso Contra a AIDS), which was 

inserted in an already larger, well known, and pioneering Brazilian NGO, the ISER12. In 

1989, the first Brazilian self-help group was set up in Rio de Janeiro: the Grupo Pela 

Vidda (GPV), which is “a Portuguese acronym for Enhancement, Integration and Dignity 

of PWA, suggestive of ‘VIDA’ - life in Portuguese” (Grupo Pela Vidda, undated). Created 

by a leading member of ABIA, the late Herbert Daniel, Pela Vidda has maintained a 

unique trajectory as an AIDS organization in Brazil.

Through its work with HIV prevention projects and a history of AIDS themed 

publishing, ABIA is characterized by its continuous attempt to present a critical and 

informed political position in relation to Brazilian public health policy on AIDS (ABIA, 

1988a). Foremost, ABIA was set up to intervene on national level, notably shown by its 

emphasis on a “Brazilian” response to AIDS in contrast to local or even regional restricted 

HIV work. Intervening at a different level of the AIDS epidemic, but complementary to 

ABlA’s organizational trajectory and ideological principles13, Grupo Pela Vidda (GPV) 

was oriented to self-help activities and intimately connected with a political activism by 

and for people infected and/or affected by HIV/AIDS. This activism has been emphasized

corruption scandal involving many haemo-therapeutic institutions in the country. See “Guerra de 
Sangue no Ministerio da Saude”, O Globo, 28/09/1997; “Sangue: Ministerio engavetou denuncias”, O  
Globo, 30/09/1997; “Guerra na Saude deve derrubar hoje a 1a autoridade”, O Globo, 01/10/1997; 
“Casa do Hemofilico fecha a internagao na segunda”, O Globo, 08/11/1997.

12 ISER  is the Instituto de Estudos da Religiao, set up in 1970 and based on the premise of religious 
ecumenism. It aims to intervene in social and cultural phenomena, mainly by conducting social 
research. The ARA was not the only unit within the ISER  that developed work on the AIDS field. The 
unit Prostituigao e Direitos Civfs and later the PIM  dealt with HIV prevention work among female 
prostitutes and prisoners.

13 Both ABIA and GPV  shared the same work space and headquarters from 1989 to 1994. As Dias 
and Stalin (ibid) put it, ABIA carried out “multidisciplinary” work, which would denounce the ways in 
which “social exclusion and vulnerability” facilitate HIV infection. Democracy would be the ultimate aim 
of this work and for any public health strategy as well. GPV was contemporary to the Paulista GIV, 
which had similar aims but distinct ideological perspectives (Terto, 1997).
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by the group, which organized the first known public demonstration of “people living with 

HIV and AIDS” in Brazil (1989).

Other agencies sought to spread HIV information to the ‘general population’ or 

‘neglected’ audiences, such as ARCA (former ARA), whose main organized activities and 

events were directed at different times to religious leaders, Afro-Brazilian groups and 

women14. In the early 1990s, NOSS attempted to provide HIV information to gay men 

through the newsletter Nos Por Exemplo, but also intervened through outreach work 

among male sex workers (m/ches)15 and male prisoners.

The work and aims of AIDS NGOs such as ABIA, ARCA and GPV might be 

contrasted with that of their contemporary Carioca agency, the GAPA-RJ. Compared to 

other GAPAs, set up since the middle 1980s around Brazil, the GAPA-RJ had a more 

limited scope of intervention both at local and national levels. It prioritized providing HIV 

information to the Carioca population at large and conducting some HIV prevention work, 

but it especially concentrated on offering psychotherapeutic counselling to HIV+ clients 

and distributing drugs and medicines free-of-charge. A project to open a Nursing Home 

was considered, but it was never completed16.

If the 1980s represented the ‘first pioneering stage’ of AIDS NGOs in Rio and 

generally in Brazil, we have to wait until the early 1990s for an enormous increase in the 

number and diversity of these NGOs (Galvao, 1997a). First, organizations were founded 

in countryside towns, such as Petrbpolis, Araruama or Vassouras. In 1991, a new and 

autonomous Grupo Pela Vidda was opened in the city of Niteroi. Second, AIDS NGOs 

also began to work with particular social groups or towards specific demands. In 1990, 

the Viva Cazuza Foundation was founded to attend HIV+ children in Rio de Janeiro. A 

very small number of NGOs have worked with issues related with intravenous drug 

users, either in Rio or generically in Brazil17. In 1992, the Grupo Sim A Vida (SAV) was 

set up by a small group of ‘alternative’ practitioners gathered to coordinate activities for 

HIV+ clients, using holistic and ‘non-traditional’ approaches to AIDS and therefore

14 In the early 1990s, ARCA developed HIV prevention and information work with Afro-Brazilian 
leaders and devotees of the candombld (o povo de santo), which had a particular concern with ritual 
practices and herbal therapies. A regular newsletter called ODO-YA was published by this agency 
(later this project was run by ABIA). This project was once funded by the WHO and had local 
partnerships in Brazil, including with the ‘grass-roots’ work of the Group Olodum in Salvador (Bahia). 
(Interview with Jane Galvao, former Head of ARCA, december, 1997).

15 For an anthropological study of the NOSS’ outreach project among Carioca miches, see Larvie 
(1999).

16 GAPA-Rio had, however, an important role in the late 80’s AIDS activism in Rio, either by 
sensitizing the Carioca gay scene with HIV prevention work or intervening in political matters of public 
health policy at the local and regional level of the State of Rio de Janeiro (interview with Dr. Marcia 
Rachid, january, 1998). Nonetheless, GAPA was not able to compete politically with ABIA and GPV’s 
AIDS discourses and strategies. For the GAPA-RJ’s Nursing Home, see Oliveira (1989) and Toledo 
(1990).

17 An University-based project, called NEPAD  (UERJ), is one of the rare programs targeting at IDUs 
in Rio, but it is not a NGO.
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counterpoising the effects of dominant, biomedical practices18. In contrast, echoing other 

Brazilian states, especially Sao Paulo, Casas de Apoio were founded. These Casas 

accommodated homeless, sick and ‘terminally-ill’ HIV+ people, especially those of low 

income. Their aim is mainly philanthropic and they have been often run by religious
1 9groups .

Other organizations with social aims, not linked to the epidemic, carried out some 

AIDS intervention projects, especially, but not necessarily, HIV prevention work20. They 

benefited from an influx of resources from transnational funding agencies, especially the 

World Bank after 199221.

Recently, other forms of social organization have emerged. They have been 

characterized by heterogeneous demands and practices. The AIDS NGOs described 

form only the visible part of the Carioca social world of AIDS. They have provided a still 

limited response to the impact of AIDS in Rio de Janeiro.

AIDS NGOs have served as models for the organization of HIV+ clients at a 

clinical/hospital level. This was first noticeable in the mid-1990s through the initiative of 

some AIDS NGO members. Groups were organized in public hospitals to mobilize HIV+ 

clients for their own health needs in these settings, especially in terms of their 

interactions with health professionals and their access to AIDS drugs and medicines.

18 The term ‘alternative’ needs to be bracketed. In fact, some of the SAV practitioners had formation 
in psychoanalysis or medicine. They were not opposed, then, to all aspects of biomedicine and official 
clinical practice. However, they departed from a ‘holistic’ perspective which privileged various 
therapeutic techniques (massage, meditation, body awareness, visualization, etc) aimed to overcome 
the false dualism mind-body, assumed by biomedicine. The group was set up after a workshop offered 
to HIV+ people by Niro Assistent, an American HIV+ female therapist. The creation of SAV seems to 
be related with a particular context in the history of AIDS organizations in Brazil, but also globally, 
especially in terms of identity construction of HIV+ people. (Interview with Alex Flores, homeopath, 
March, 1998).

19 In fact, religious groups, especially catholic ones, but also protestants and even those espiritas, 
inspired by Alan Kardec, became highly engaged in many AIDS intervention projects, agencies and 
NGOs (Galvao, 1997b). Many of these Casas de Apoio were created by these groups. In Rio de 
Janeiro, some of these Casas were maintained by catholic workers. In the Metropolitan area of Rio, I 
also visited the Casa Maria de Magdala, located in Niteroi, which follows an Alan Kardec orientation 
and whose clients are “terminally ill” HIV+ individuals or HIV+ children. Some ritual practices and 
regular religious activities are connected with this hospice, which is mostly maintained by Espfrita 
devotees, who give particular importance to philanthropic work and charity. It is very difficult to 
translate the idea of a Casa de Apoio for an Anglo-American point of view. Some might be seen as 
Refuges, others as Hostals, but still others as Nursing Homes or hospices. What is similar to all of 
them is their philanthropic orientation. In addition, I must refer to the particular case of the Casa run by 
the travesti Brenda Lee, located, however, in Sao Paulo, which was a place opened for travestis and 
also for gay men.

20 This is the case, for instance, of BEMFAM, IDAC, Medicos Sem Fronteiras, etc.
21 According to governmental sources (Ministerio da Saude, 1997), the State of Rio de Janeiro had

22 AIDS NGOs. This number is likely to be an under-estimate. W e must consider the range of other 
agencies dealing with the issue of AIDS, such as religious ones, or the real characterization of the 
listed agencies as AIDS NGOs. In this official list, there was no reference to Carioca gay groups, which 
were also working in the AIDS field (Atoba, Arco Iris). Therefore, the social world of AIDS is much 
larger and more heterogeneous than its official picture. This point raises questions on the disputes, 
uncertainties and doubts on the ways in which “AIDS NGOs” are or can be actually defined, especially 
within the AIDS social field (interview with Jane Galvao, december/1997). See also ABIA (1997), which 
lists 31 organizations working in the AIDS field, and Dias and Pedrosa (mimeo).
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However, these groups have only gathered a small number of HIV+ clients among the 

total of people treated in the hospitals22.

Forms of sociability between the clients of health clinics can play a considerable 

role in forming their views on AIDS treatments and peer support. Sociability depended on 

the ways in which appointments and the consultations were programmed, but especially 

on the health setting, whether private or public, on the clinical space, whether a ward or 

an closed consultation room, or on the time actually spent in the setting. Social 

background and cultural affinity might also play an important part in the creation of social 

links between HIV+ clients or with health professionals. Doing part of my fieldwork in a 

Day Care health unit (the Hospital Dia from the Cardoso Fontes Hospital, in 

Jacarepagua, North Rio), I noticed how social ties were constructed among HIV+ clients 

who were treated for CMV and Kaposi’s sarcoma. They would regularly meet in certain 

hours and days of the week. During their treatments, they were engaged in informal, 

sometimes humorous conversation, which also involved the nurses working in this health 

unit. Their social links forged in the Day Care unit might even transcend the clinical 

setting23:

In the Cardoso Fontes hospital, where I’ve been treated for two months, I 
wouldn’t say that I’ve got friends there, but they are good colleagues. We chat, 
laugh, tell each other jokes, talk about what is happening and what is not 
happening. We comment on this disease. We exchange experience of what 
happened to me and what happened to you. Inside there. ... I haven’t got contact 
with Marco, Iracema, or others outside the hospital. I don’t. It’s not that type of 
friendship. ... It’s friendship there.... They knew each other for some time 
already. But I know them for only two, three months (Julio)

The nurses treat us very well. There is this nurse called Januaria. She treats me 
as if I was her son. I often visit her at home. We travel together. She’s got a 
family, husband. They know I’m seropositive. One of her sons knows I’m 
seropositive.... I get on with her family. I go to her house.... I met her in the 
hospital, when I was taking citovene. [...] The others [HIV+ clients], who go to

22 In early 1990s, there was an HIV+ client’s group in a public clinic (posto de saude) in Copacabana. 
Years later, another one was established in the HUCFF  and in the Hospital dos Servidores. 
Unfortunately I could not get access to these hospital based groups of HIV+ clients. I contacted some 
patients who participated in these groups. Some of them were actually GPV members. Probably, these 
hospital based “peer” groups were manly composed by people of low income. However I do not have 
any conclusive information on it. In addition, I must mention other forms of social organization with a 
self-help orientation that had a short life in the Carioca social world of AIDS since the early 1990s. Dr. 
Rachid told me about the “Family’s group (Grupo de familiares), set up in the Graffee Guinle Hospital, 
which was coordinated by health professionals and addressed HIV+ parents and relatives (interview, 
ibid; see also Hanan, 1994). A HIV+ self help group was also set up in NOSS, but it did not last for 
long time.

23 Information comes from interview with three HIV+ clients (Iracema; Julio; Marco Antonio), who did 
not have any affiliation or contact to AIDS NGOs, and one doctor, Dr. Cydia A.P. de Souza, who was 
helpful in allowing me to conduct fieldwork at this Day Care unit. Other HIV+ informants, who were 
linked to AIDS NGOs, gave me complementary information about sociability in health units. 
Sometimes HIV+ clients may also engage in different forms of social interaction. A hospital can also 
be a profitable work place. One HIV+ low income woman told me that she used to sell clothes to 
health professionals who worked in her hospital.
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consultation, we, who take citovene, do not have much contact at all. There are 
different rooms. The room with beds are for those taking citovene. Now, there are 
other people who do not take citovene. They take chemotherapy, because they’ve 
got sarcoma. Then everyone who is treated with these drugs there. We’ve got a 
good relationship to each other. (Marco Antonio)

First I used to go to the appointments. Later, the doctor prescribed me with 
citovene. I changed medication.... I only used to go to her appointments on the 
days she arranged. Or to do some tests.... I did not know anyone. No. I began to 
know after I started to take citovene. Inside there. [...] I only visit Rui’s home, 
when I can go and it’s not always. Only him. The others are also friends, but I 
think, well, there are people who want to be better than others. They feel they’re 
better. In financial terms.... I’m not stupid and I’m not blind. (Iracema)

In the course of the epidemic both in Rio and in Brazil, various social networks 

based on HIV+ status have developed and disappeared. Their flexible and fluid 

membership were neither particularly ignorant of the social sphere of AIDS NGOs, nor of 

the clinical practices related to AIDS treatments, but they were connected to them in a 

variety of specific ways. In Niteroi, early the 1990s, for example, a social group was set 

up by former, dissident members of the local GPV. Mostly HIV+ gay men of low middle 

class or working class background, they would meet weekly in the Chas do Wally 

(Wally’s Tea Party”). In 1997, a large social network was formed around the clinical 

practice of a well known HIV doctor in Rio, Dr. Marcia Rachid. HIV+ networks have been 

always helpful in the social circulation of HIV drugs, either by their exchange or by their 

sale, which would otherwise be difficult, for they might not be found in the public health 

system or legally distributed by the Ministry of Health. Dr. Rachid says:

This is the story of the medicines (laugh). Of those who had medicine and wanted 
to exchange with others.... I talked with Rui. I told him: “Rui. Can you help me 
with this, because I can’t deal with it anymore”. “What is it?” “Everyone rings me 
to say they’ve got some spare medicine, but they need another one,.... We are 
keeping with this sort of exchange [troca-troca]. I can’t bear it anymore, because 
it’s just one more thing to do”. “Ah, ok, give them my telephone number”. It turned 
out to be maddening, because everyone called him. He had no idea of the 
madness he got himself into. At least 200, 250 people who were moving 
[rodando] in this way. Exchanging. On average, this is the number of my patients. 
... So, the story of telephone calls began. People ringing, ringing, and ringing. 
Then, everybody was knowing each other. So, they arranged to go there at his 
home. [...] And because of it, it became his headquarters. “You leave me some 
invirase. I’ll exchange it for crixivan”. Then, one would take invirase. So it carried 
on. Suddenly, all my patients knew each other. By means of getting to know each 
other, they also were making friendship. I had already a group meeting for tea at 
5.pm. [cha das5\ . ... (Dr. M.Rachid, interview, January, 1998).

Later, Dr. Rachid decided herself to promote with two other health professionals 

more directive, weekly based informal events on HIV related issues and body oriented 

therapies. Participants were mostly middle and upper middle class HIV+ gay men from
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South Rio (the meetings were conducted in one of the therapists’ flat in Ipanema). 

Although there were people who lived in different parts of Rio and some women, they 

were a minority. The informal health-therapeutic meetings were aimed at a small part of 

the large number of this doctor’s HIV+ clients, who were already socializing in spheres 

outside the doctor’s practices. Therefore, the social network was much larger and had a 

dynamics independent of the informal meetings. In late 1997, gay-style paid parties 

became successful regular events organized by participants of this social network, which 

invited people with no connection to the weekly AIDS themed meetings. Apart from their 

participants’ previous affiliations, these social networks and groupings have replicated 

themselves outside of these rather institutionalized spheres. Most of these social 

networks were structured by means of bonds of sociability developed by attendance at 

hospitals and private clinics or participation in AIDS NGOs. But they can not be 

exclusively considered in terms of these institutional backgrounds, for new participants 

were connected by other social ties, especially through various forms of friendship and 

sexual interaction24.

Many of these social networks were predominantly composed of HIV+ gay men, 

but were also attended by single women and, more rarely, by heterosexual identified 

men. This ‘gay’ profile alludes to some connections to the Carioca gay scene, but such 

connections are not necessary. In a distinct, autonomous way, some social networks 

were composed of basically “heterosexual” identified HIV+ individuals, both men and 

women. Reaching a certain form of group institutionalization in the middle 1990s, the 

most visibly and well known of these was the Clube Positivo, a social grouping set up by 

two HIV+ women who had a previous affiliation with the GPV-RJ and published personal 

ads in the newsletter O Balcao. The Clube aimed to facilitate contacts between HIV+ men 

and women, which might lead to sexual and/or long term relationships. In 1996, the 

Clube Positivo was ‘discovered’ by the printed news media25.

In short, these networks might describe, in an almost undetectable way, the 

formation of a relatively autonomous, non-institutionalized, but highly social, “HIV positive 

scene” in Rio de Janeiro. Therefore, we can see the social heterogeneity that 

characterized the social world of AIDS and the range of NGOs working in this area, either 

in the State of Rio de Janeiro or linked to others in Brazil.

24 Information collected in interviews with Dr. Marcia Rachid (January, 1998) and informal 
conversation with her colleague, Nilo Targino (November, 1997), a psychologist who provided space 
for the meetings. I was able to document and participate in both Rachid’s (1997-98) and Wally’s 
(1994) networks. I was not able, however, to contact another network of HIV+ people who normally 
met for a weekly (quite ritualized) dinner offered by an older woman in South Rio.

25 On the Clube Positivo, see “Anuncios rompem a solidao do HIV” (O  Globo, 24/05/1996). I 
interviewed people who took part in some of the Clube’s events as well as one of its cordinators.
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5.4 - On AIDS politics, citizenship and civil rights in Rio de Janeiro:

Since the mid 1980s, many AIDS NGOs have been created throughout the 

country, mainly in Southeast Brazil. They illustrate the manifold social demands that have 

not been adequately addressed by public health policies and authorities. These NGOs 

are extremely diverse, which suggests a variety of references and needs that affecting 

their activities and the way in which AIDS is considered. Certain factors are culturally and 

socially constitutive of this heterogeneous range of organizations. I discuss here the most 

important of these factors to influence the emergence and the social configuration of 

Carioca AIDS NGOs. This might allow us to compare these with other similar 

organizations and forms of civil mobilization in other social and cultural contexts around 

the world26.

5.4.1 - Against AIDS ghettoization? Debunking homo militancy?

To understand the historical process of the creation of Brazilian AIDS NGOs, it is 

necessary to look at their links with contemporary homosexual activism and groups in 

Brazil. In the early 1980s, the Brazilian homosexual movement was politically 

disorganized and institutionally weak, even in cities like Rio and Sao Paulo. There were 

few homosexual groups still in existence and less being set up (Camara da Silva, 1993). 

Nevertheless, as I showed earlier in this chapter, the preliminary initiatives for civil 

mobilization against the AIDS epidemic were found amongst these already established 

“homosexual” organizations. This is similar to many English (Kayal, 1993; Altman, 1995; 

Ariss, 1997) or French-speaking countries (Poliak, 1990). These efforts antedated public 

health responses from the Brazilian Ministry of Health or other health authorities (the 

exception was the State of Sao Paulo)27. The fear of “ghettoization” and AIDS 

scapegoating was ever present in the internal discussions of these remaining 

homosexual groups, a controversy which would affect their own political strategies, 

whether they concentrated on HIV prevention or only for the claims of homosexual rights

26 There is already a vast literature on this topic. Some works were useful to this research: Patton 
(1990); Poliak (1990); Kayal (1993); Ariss (1997).

27 Apart from the Grupo Outra Coisa, other gay organizations were running before 1985, as the 
Grupo Gay da Bahia (GGB). Some were set up: Triangulo Rosa (Rio, 1985), Atoba (Rio, 1985), 
Lambda (Sao Paulo, 1986). Isto E  (1985c) reported of a meeting organized by the Department of 
Epidemiology of Rio de Janeiro State and the Carioca gay activist group Triangulo Rosa, attended by 
more than 30 people. See for this point, Camara da Silva (ibid).
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(Camara da Silva, 1993; Terto, 1997)28. In the mid 1980s, when AIDS became relatively 

well known, many former gay “militants” (militantes) soon realized the need to divert 

attention around the epidemic from homosexuality and to question the already prevailing 

social stigmas. Notoriously, some discourses questioning the “ghettoization” of AIDS vis 

a vis homosexuality were circulated. This was present in the first public statements made 

by homosexual men on AIDS, notably Herbert Daniel. In fact, Daniel represented a very 

special case, for he already had a political perspective on (homo) sexuality which 

contrasted both with a restrictive gay politics or the legitimacy of the idea of a “gay 

ghetto”, where gay men could meet each other and accommodate themselves apart from 

society at large. This criticism of rigid forms of social and sexual differentiation influenced 

political-ideological-identity strategies in the context of Carioca AIDS NGOs, but also 

generally within the social field of AIDS in Brazil29.

Therefore many gay men, former “militants” or not, set up or engaged with AIDS 

NGOs marked by universal values of affiliation and ideology, that is, organizations which 

were not based on particularities, especially of sexual orientation and gender. On the 

contrary, they sought to establish NGOs that privileged collective demands and a broad 

effort against the epidemic and favoured general values of citizenship in Brazil. In this 

context of the first wave of NGOs, groups, such as ABIA in Rio or GAPA in Sao Paulo, 

pointed to the possibilities of collective action against AIDS without being restricted to 

differences of sexual orientation, but which gathered, in fact, social demands of different 

groups and individuals, such as gays and hemophiliacs. In 1987-88, as a result of the 

“politicization of blood”, as Castro Santos (ibid) has noted, AIDS NGOs achieved higher 

social and public visibility and also showed their political capital in the emerging social 

field of AIDS, by becoming the specific agencies that would represent the demands and 

claims of civil society. In this respect, rather than governmental agencies and local health 

authorities or the still more vague and atomized influence of individuals and groups 

without socio-political participation, the AIDS NGOs have been based on a cultural 

discourse of the legitimacy of their differentiated representation of civil society and their 

organizational autonomy from the State. In terms of the specific demands of the AIDS 

field, blood became the most important issue for the social legitimization of these civil 

agencies, by operating with an issue that dealt with the public health of Brazilians in 

general and not restricted to social and (homo) sexual minorities.

28 This contradictory dilemma was present in Brazil as elsewhere (see Epstein, 1990; Altman, 1995).
29 Herbert Daniel was repeatedly identified as a “homosexual militant" by the media. He was not 

affiliated, however, to any political homosexual group in Brazil, although some meetings of Aue, a 
division of the gay group SOMOS-RJ, were organized in his flat (interview with Veriano Terto). 
Perhaps it can be explained by his friendship with Leila Miccolis, one of the Aue’s leaders. See also an 
interview with Herbert Daniel in Isto E  (1 9 8 3 f).
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The meanings of an “AIDS activism” were constructed much more recently and 

they overlay and contrast with previous ideas of a “homosexual militancy” (militancia 

homossexual), such as that propagated by the earlier pioneer groups in Brazil. In fact, 

this homo “militancy” was framed by a historical context in which an anti-authoritarian 

political ideology was prominent. The homosexual “militants” were highly informed, 

although differentially, by conceptions of social and political engagement, against the 

military regime, which affected the very definition of a “homosexual cause”, whether or 

not it was socially relevant in terms of a “general struggle” in Brazilian society (MacRae, 

1990). The “militants” were linked to a political scenario where their own “militancy” was 

seen as part of a process of large social changes. With the rise of “AIDS activism”, 

different perspectives and practices were created. Although a wide political criticism of 

Brazilian government and health authorities endured after the Abertura, “AIDS activists” 

were not looking to engage in a fight for “democracy” per se, but rather for “citizenship” 

and the guarantee of civil rights, which still needed to be “conquered” in a country like 

Brazil. Certainly an earlier model of political awareness and “militant” engagement was 

informing the NGO’s strategies for changes in public health. But “AIDS activism” was 

related to a particular social field and particular issues, health defined, even if crossed by 

ideas of citizenship, which affected all Brazilians. Again, universal values were behind 

engagement in “AIDS activism”30.

As AIDS activists or volunteers, many “homosexual” men as well as lesbians 

comprised most of the founding members of the new AIDS non-governmental 

organizations. Certainly, they were not the only ones. However, cultural discourses on 

homosexuality and a rather gay/camp atmosphere were both present in many NGOs. 

These ‘queer’ characteristics or a sense of ‘gayness’ would definitely influence the 

everyday life of some groups, becoming a crucial point in facilitating or hindering the 

affiliation of many other people to self-help groups like Pela Vidda (as I will describe in 

chapter 6 and 7)31.

In short, less affected by the restrictions of the ‘Brazilian’ gay scene or their 

political aims, gay/homosexual activism suffered from a lack of political and symbolic 

strength in the social field of political and symbolic struggles for citizenship in Brazil. This 

is illustrated by the case of the political defeat suffered in the period of changes of the 

Brazilian Constitution in 1988, when the law against discrimination by sexual orientation

30 Notably, Brazilian AIDS activism is so much influenced by similar conceptions found at a global 
level, especially by the influence of “AIDS activist” groups, such as ACT UP or AIDES. However, as 
Bastos (1992) notices, Brazilian AIDS activism was socially constructed in relation to a different 
cultural and social framework, which is not similar to the individualist ideology and context of US AIDS 
activism, mostly “gay” oriented and aiming at “individual rights”.

31 Although there were many self-identified gay/homosexual men in these organizations, a number of 
their founders were also people with other backgrounds, such as heterosexual physicians or health 
professionals (men and women). I will discuss this point further in chapter 6.
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was rejected. One of the ways to contest AIDS stigmatization was to disassociate the 

epidemic from homosexuality by the creation of NGOs based on universalism and a 

claim for general issues of citizenship. This seems to be a first stage in the historical 

trajectory of AIDS NGOs. As soon as it was noticed, though, that gay activism was not 

incompatible with AIDS activism, a new gay activism began to bloom, especially in the 

late 1980s and the 1990s. Besides their own activities in sexual awareness, many new 

gay organizations also began to develop HIV prevention work, which brought resources 

and funding to agencies experiencing real difficulties in obtaining them. The more recent 

scenario of international funding was very important to these social and organizational 

possibilities. On the other hand, the cultural association of AIDS with homosexuality was 

not completely solved even by the social recognition and legitimacy reached by NGOs. 

For many, the stigmatizing connection was still retained in the representations of the 

functioning of AIDS NGOs. Apparently, the social reproduction of stigma is not directly 

redeemed by civil mobilization. But, undoubtedly, the defense of civil rights and political 

interests can confront, at least symbolically and by ideology, the maintenance of 

stigmatizing practices. Nevertheless, the history of responses to AIDS show a parallel 

development of particular social demands which have been in constant, intimate 

interaction: the gay/sexual minorities and AIDS NGOs.

5.4.2 - Singular trajectories and political inheritance: “the two Herberts”.

The creation of Carioca AIDS NGOs was also influenced by the historical 

consolidation of civil institutions and associations, which can be traced to the 1970s. 

These entities sought to provide a form of specialized mediation to groups without broad 

political strength (i.e., peasants, indians, women, urban workers), which would be 

theoretically considered as the “new social movements” . They gathered many people 

who had in general a critical socio-political perspective and questioned ideologically, in 

direct or indirect terms, the military government and its public policies. Many of them 

were linked or inspired by left wing or ‘left of center’ political orientations and some still 

were affiliated to leftist political parties. Some of the most important of these 

organizations and institutions were mostly composed or directed by people of middle 

class background, intellectuals, university lecturers or social science researchers. This 

was the case, for instance, of ISER and IBASE, both established in Rio de Janeiro32.

32 On new social movements in Latin America, see Slater (1985) and Escobar and Alvarez (1992). 
On the first Brazilian NGOs, see Landim (1993) and Fernandes (1994). Interview with Jane Galvao 
from ABIA (December, 1997).
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ABIA and Grupo Pela Vidda were founded by people who had very specific 

previous political trajectories in Brazil. They became leaders of national importance in the 

context of the AIDS epidemic. Initially, this was the case with Herbert de Souza (Betinho), 

a sociologist, exiled until 1979, an a founder of IBASE (one of the first Brazilian NGOs) 

and a HIV+ haemophiliac. A crucial political actor in the first period of AIDS activism, 

Betinho gathered a group of people with high public credibility in Rio, some scientists 

from FIOCRUZ (a local research institute), and still others who had a direct link with 

AIDS, such as Herbert Daniel, to set up ABIA33.

Herbert Daniel was a writer, member of a urban guerrilla group (VPR) in the early 

70s, a political refugee in Paris until 1981, and after his return from exile, an activist in 

sexual politics or, as Veriano Terto from ABIA put it, in “sexual democracy”. Involved with 

various election campaigns, either his or of others, his political platform dealt with issues 

neglected or considered of minor importance by the more orthodox left, including 

segments from the recently created Worker’s Party (Partido dos Trabalhadores, PT). 

Therefore, Herbert Daniel became affiliated with the Brazilian Green Party (Partido 

Verde, PV), which united a range of various minority political trends, related, among other 

things, to ecology, feminism, and race issues, but also to sexual politics34.

Although other individuals in different NGOs, such as GAPA-RJ35, were also 

important leaders, especially in their role in the ideological construction of AIDS, ABIA 

and GPV are ideally placed to give us an understanding of how certain politically critical, 

left-wing personal trajectories influenced the formation of civil organizations in the social 

world of AIDS. The origin and the past of ABIA and GPV can not be, however, the single 

paradigmatic model to understand the diversity in the social responses against AIDS. 

This phenomenon seemed to be particularly Carioca, perhaps linked to the type of 

political centrality of Rio de Janeiro in Brazilian history until very recently.

33 The creation of ABIA and GPV  gathered people “invited” to be founders and trustees. These 
individuals occupied social, political, and culturally important positions and functions in Rio and in 
Brazil. They worked or took part in areas considered strategic in the fight against the epidemic. They 
were journalists (communication and media), criminalists and lawyers Qustice and law), religious 
leaders (Catholic Church), researchers (medical science). On the founding members of ABIA and 
GPV, see Matos and Pedrosa (mimeo). To write this item, I relied on my interviews with Jose Stalin 
Pedrosa, Veriano Terto Jr, Cristina Camara, and Alexandre Meyer A. de Lima (september/january, 
1997-98). See also Souza (1994 [1987]).
34 Daniels activism questioned rigid ideas on sexuality, above all from medicine, but also from left- 
wing activism, influenced by his own earlier experience as a guerrilheiro (see Daniel, 1982) ‘in the 
closet’. Therefore, he criticized the “working class” bias of left wing parties, such as PT. As a segment 
in the spectrum of the left, the Brazilian Green Party (PV) was led mainly by people who had lived the 
experience of exile, especially in Europe (Fernando Gabeira, Alfredo Sirkis, Liszt Vieira, Daniel). As a 
result of his exile in France, it is noticeable the influence of French post-structuralist ideas (above all 
Foucault and Felix Guattari) in Daniel’s perspective on sexuality and sexual politics. Perhaps the 
French homosexual theorist and activist Guy Hocquenghem was also an interlocutor. See Daniel and 
Miccolis (1983), Miccolis (1992), and Daniel, /n.d./. Interview with Veriano Terto Jr, January, 1998.

35 This was the case of the GAPA-RJ’s first leading members, such as Artur do Amaral Gurgel and 
Paulo Fatal.
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Herbert de Souza and Herbert Daniel had personal trajectories influenced by left- 

wing, non-authoritarian ideas, which were highly critical of the military regime that ruled 

Brazil until the middle 1980s (Dias and Pedrosa, mimeo). Their involvement with social 

movements and collective demands was, however, very different. Betinho was closer to 

issues affecting the Brazilian rural world, especially the new forms of mobilization among 

peasants and rural workers. Herbert Daniel was involved in more “urban” questions, 

which included sexuality and a politics of social minorities. While the social groups and 

the political fields were apparently different, both were dealing with the major themes of 

citizenship and democracy in Brazil, which were largely discussed in the context of the 

political Abertura, the amnesty for the exiles, and the succession of elections that 

occurred in the early 1980s. The “two Herberts” were implicated within the impact of 

AIDS under the sign of issues of direct and personal interest. In the case of Herbert de 

Souza, it was hemophilia, and for Daniel, it was (homo) sexuality. Both issues especially 

characterized AIDS, while marking specific “risk groups".

If Herbert de Souza was very influential in the period of mobilization on blood 

donation, exactly when ABIA was created, it was Herbert Daniel who took the political 

and symbolic leadership in the fight against AIDS, firstly, as a leading member of ABIA, 

but, soon afterwards, as the founder and key figure of GPV, notably between 1989 to 

1990. I dare say that the personal impact of HIV seropositivity on, first, Betinho, who 

disclosed his HIV status in public in 1986, and, later, Herbert Daniel, who confirmed 

publicly his own at the end of 1988, motivated their very singular leadership in the case of 

blood (Betinho), in the creation of NGOS, such as ABIA (where Betinho firstly stood out) 

and after with GPV (where Herbert Daniel was initially the key leader)36.

In short, these two particular socio-political trajectories were linked to spheres of 

socio-political organization (earlier politically critical NGOs and homosexual militancy), 

which influenced the emerging Carioca AIDS NGOs. These social and political spheres 

and forms of organization helped to characterize in a rather diffuse way the everyday life, 

the practices, the ideologies and the objectives of AIDS civil organizations. Particular 

forms of left wing engagement, political awareness and a rather ‘camp’ sensibility were 

to be found side by side in some Brazilian AIDS NGOs for many years, until the mid 

1990s. In addition, the trajectory of the “two Herberts” showed notably how broad ideas 

on citizenship and social democracy were closely associated with particular issues of the 

AIDS epidemic in Brazil. Mirroring their previous political engagement against the

361 agree with Dias and Pedroza (ibid) that, in the late 1980s, Betinho moved his interest out of the 
AIDS epidemic, which was politically central to him from 1985 to 1988, towards major issues of 
citizenship and social exclusion. He was not one of the founders of the GPV, for instance, which was 
set up within ABIA, where he was the Head. He became a national leader through the campaign 
against hunger and poverty (“Action of citizenship against misery and in favor of life”) or the campaign 
against violence, aiming to generate a civil and communitarian atmosphere of solidarity in Brazil.
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Brazilian dictatorship, they positioned themselves very critically against the ways in which 

the Ministry of Health was defining a public health policy towards AIDS. In fact, their 

trajectories were important to the definition of an AIDS “activism” in Brazil and its 

differentiation to ‘service oriented’ NGOs37.

5.4.3 - “Assistance” versus “activism”?

There were some frequently used ideological and empirical criteria to differentiate 

internally the Brazilian AIDS NGOs. A contrast was made between the “assistance” 

based NGOs and the ones with a more “activist” or political agenda. This differentiation 

began in the late 1980s and became prominent in the local disputes of the AIDS NGOs in 

the early 1990s, but it took a more intense and antagonistic nature in the state of Rio de 

Janeiro. This internal differentiation and sometimes political opposition between AIDS 

NGOs affected not only the ways in which the Carioca social world of AIDS was formed, 

but also the way by which the local authorities and the NGOs responded to the 

epidemic38.

Among the new civil organizations created to intervene in the AIDS epidemic, 

some were based on an ideology of work and social support which prioritized a particular 

form of social practice towards people affected by AIDS. Less concerned with political 

activism, these organizations aimed to provide some sort of AIDS “service”. They 

occupied a particular social niche of health and social provision that did not claim to 

compete per se with the government health authorities. In fact, they were mostly 

motivated by ideals of “charity” and “philanthropy”. Some of these had a religious basis, 

but many others did not, and were composed of people who basically wanted to help 

(ajudat), even professionally, in the context of the epidemic. Historically, there was

37 It is very arbitrary to date the middle 1990s for these changes in the AIDS NGO’s atmosphere and 
social life. In fact, this point is clearly related to my own experience as a member of the Grupo Pela 
VIDDA and a participant of the social world of AIDS since 1993. It is also related with my fieldwork, 
when I was struck by historical changes in everyday life at the GPV. This point will be clarified in my 
case study of GPV (chapter 6).

38 This conflict was much less present in the State of Sao Paulo, where the AIDS NGOs normally did 
not build their profiles on the cleavage between assistencialismo and AIDS activism. I agree with Terto 
Jr (personal communication) on the point that the social world of AIDS in Sao Paulo was much more 
devoted to local and regional responses to AIDS than the one in Rio de Janeiro, whose dominant civil 
agencies were looking for highly general changes in the AIDS field, both at a national and a local level, 
but also in terms of transnational responses to AIDS. One must see the participation of both ABIA and 
GPV  in the International Conferences on AIDS to understand this point. However, this national 
perspective of AIDS activism would be also found in the GAPA-Porto Alegre (see Klein, 1996). 
Therefore the distinction can not simply be made between ABIA/GPV  model of activism versus a 
GAPA model. The various regional GAPAs need to be considered in terms of diversity and 
heterogeneity of political programs and objective activities. In 1997, there were 18 AIDS NGOs called 
GAPA in Brazil (Galvao, 1997a).
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already a small number of civil organizations dealing with social and health issues and 

based on these ideals of charity, but some were related with practices of patronage and 

others with corporate work39.

The idea of AIDS NGOs as health providers was not exactly the most common 

perspective in Rio. In fact, the idea of “HIV health service” was considered to be closer to 

public, government based health practices, that is, services provided by health authorities 

and led by a public health policy. HIV/AIDS health services were thought to be provided 

by the government as a civil right of the Brazilian population, including HIV+ people. 

Therefore, they were considered as part of an ideologically motivated agenda, shared 

especially by some of the AIDS NGOs, which tended to disassociate their aims from any 

type of service oriented practices. The criticism against the ideology of assistencialismo 

of some agencies, such as the GAPA-RJ, which privileged counselling, hospital visits, 

food donation, etc, led to the consolidation of the most political perspective of “AIDS 

activism”, which was invoked by ABIA, GPV, and also ARCA, which transformed itself 

from an earlier, period of service-provision profile, in 1988, to another, more 

‘ideologically’ oriented and closer to the academic-reflexive perspective of its umbrella- 

NGO, the ISER:

According to the evaluation of Rubem [Cesar Fernandes]40, the person who was 
coordinating [ARCA] at that time gave more a focus on assistance, let’s say, for 
more help, more support and counselling. He was not able to manage a broader 
discussion on religion [and AIDS] as an issue. Or to involve not only that closest 
religious person, but also ... to work with a religious hierarchy at any level. In fact, 
he created a demand within ISER, to which it was unable to respond properly. A 
demand of many people who went there to ask for help. HIV+ people.... He used 
to make visits to hospital wards or clinics. Or also other different religious people. 
A vicar, a pai de santo (Afro-Brazilian cult leader), a rabbi. They actually gave 
religious support, which was something very important. But it created a demand 
among people, who many times would leave the hospital, wanting more help. In 
food or in medicine.... At that time, ISER did not have any money to develop this 
project.... Apart from the fact that its funding sources did not sponsor this type of 
direct assistance... (Jane Galvao. december/1997. She coordinated ARCA/ISER 
from 1988-1992. In 1997, she was coordinating ABIA).

What is clear from this quote is the sort of conflicting views by which AIDS NGOs 

were conditioned and the nearly dualistic ways in which they had to develop from the late

39 A very interesting research topic would be to examine the different ways in which earlier civil 
organizations were set up by the influence of patronage and clientelism, but also how some 
professions, especially medicine, engendered the creation of specific health based organizations. As 
Castro Santos put it (1992:124), the ABDVS, the blood donor volunteer association, whose ideology is 
marked out by the significance of the act of blood donation as a charitable one, may be one of these 
earlier health based organizations. Certainly this earlier forms of civil organization did not have the 
same social and cultural impact as happened with the “charities” in a society such as the US.

40 Rubem Cesar Fernandes is a Brazilian anthropologist who headed ISER  and lectured in the post
graduate program in Social Anthropology at the National Museum/UFRJ. In recent years, he became 
highly involved with the Viva Rio campaign against violence in Rio de Janeiro.
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1980s. Agencies, such as ABIA, GPV, and ARCA-ISER were concerned with an “AIDS 

activism” for the guarantee of civil rights and citizenship to people living with HIV/AIDS. 

This became a central ideological principle to their intervention and social practices. This 

meaning of “AIDS activism” was motivated by the organizational and social conditions 

that formed historically these NGOs, caused by the confluence of earlier conceptions of 

“homosexual militancy”, by the influence of highly engaged individuals, such as Betinho 

and Herbert Daniel, and the historical background of the earlier Brazilian NGOs, which, 

as I have said, became a political and organizational model for these AIDS NGOs. An 

informant explained to me why she decided to leave her work at GAPA-RJ in favour of 

GPV about 1990:

I realized that there was no point in doing assistance work. The person goes 
there. “Ah, here it is, AZT. Here it is, bactrim’. Unless you develop a work of 
political awareness with this community, with families in this community, with 
people in this community, whether or not HIV. Do you see? There is no reason to 
remain with [ideas of] paternalism. You can make the population aware of their 
duties, but the State, as a nation, has obligations (Lucia, psychologist, involved 
with volunteer work and AIDS activism since 1987).

In addition, the influence of an international mobilization of PWAs as well as the 

creation of “activist” groups, such as ACT-UP, might have contributed to the construction 

of the image of an “AIDS activism” in Brazil, especially for GPV-RJ. However, resources, 

both objective and symbolic, strongly conditioned the political disputes between local 

AIDS NGOs. Most of these “activist” oriented NGOs received funding, mostly from 

international agencies, such as the Ford Foundation, which allowed them to begin their 

organizational and political activities at an advantage and a rather successful way. They 

were set up in the period, 1986-1989, when international funding for AIDS Community- 

based organizations was beginning to be supported. The presence of a group of 

individuals, who were highly professional and intellectualized, facilitated their contacts at 

the global level. As J. S. Pedrosa remarked in one of our interviews: "... When ABIA 

opened up to the public, it had resources. ABIA was completely professionalized. So this 

was a factor which made it difficult to compete”. This sense of professional competition 

and control of financial resources explains the leading role of ABIA and later GPV in the 

particular context of the City and State of Rio de Janeiro. In short, about the early 1990s, 

the political-ideological premise of both organizations became locally dominant. Those 

NGOs, such as GAPA-RJ, that privileged “service based” activities had to be content to 

intervene in a small and non-hegemonic niche of the AIDS social world.

However, this cleavage between “assistance” oriented and politically engaged 

“AIDS activism” should not be essentialized. First, some of the “assistance” oriented 

NGOs, especially the ones with a religious orientation, such as the Casas de Apoio,
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received an influx of resources and also contracted professionals to develop their 

activities. So they were not affected a priori by a lack of resources. Second, they also had 

their own political aims and ideological principles. On the one hand, they were based on 

principles shared by “AIDS activist” groups, such as “solidarity”, which were also 

associated with the themes of “help” (ajuda) and “hope” (esperanga). On the other hand, 

they can not be seen as being alien to the political struggles in the social arena where 

AIDS was disputed. I agree with Jane Galvao (interview, December, 1997) that the 

difference between “AIDS activism” and “assistance” is based on a false dualism in the 

sense that members of “service” oriented AIDS NGOs can also be politicized and those 

from more “politically defined” NGOs can also be involved with non-ideological practices 

of assistance. Agencies, such as GPV with its legal advice and its AIDS helpline or ARCA 

with its earlier work of hospital visits, offered ‘services’ to clients41. However, this 

‘service’ was not thought to be the only form of social effect provoked by the particular 

type of AIDS activism:

When the group was set up [1989-90], the people who basically contacted us in 
the legal advice service, they were those with a pecuniary interest in getting some 
personal funds, some rights or contributions .... At the time of Conor’s economic 
plan, when money from saving accounts was blocked. So there were hundreds
and hundreds of legal actions over people’s need to use that money  Then,
my worries began. In fact, conceptually, I proposed to Herbert Daniel, which 
coincided with his own point of view, an alternative type of legal advice. It was not 
a public Tribunal [defensoria publics]. It was not a place to promote actions to 
whom were not able to pay. Very different! ... In the traditional public Tribunal, 
you respond to the public. It is the usual way in Brazil. At that time, ... some 
religious, even philanthropic based NGOs were set up. The GPV’s work purpose 
was to oppose to this philanthropy. It was not to criticize philanthropy. But it was 
to propose a new way of working. Rights are rights. Charity is charity. It’s a 
different thing. Then, for instance, the Church promotes legal services as charity. 
For people who are not able to pay. They won’t have to wait so long to come to 
Tribunal. The Court is already deficient. So you provide that service free of 
charge and access to the Judiciary. With no doubt, there is this political aspect of 
providing a service free and access to Justice. But within that service, we can do 
much more. Or else, we can alert people of all of those processes of 
discrimination and that they can look for a legal action against them. To make a 
bridge with the Legislature. ... The non-traditional legal service is a service that 
intervenes. Basically it does not propose a legal action. (Miriam Ventura, former 
coordinator of the GPV’s legal advice service, interview conducted in 02/1998).

As a result of this political struggle between organizations based on an 

ideological model of “assistance” and others based on ideals of “AIDS activism”, the

41 In fact, many of their funded projects had to be “sold” as empirical “interventions” for particular 
groups, such as “women” or “men who have sex with other men”, assuming that a “service” aimed at a 
particular social need. Certainly, for some of these “activist” NGOs, the idea of “intervention” has 
different meanings from the idea of “service”. But what about the “buddy project” conducted by GPV 
since 1997? Probably, as a result of changes in international funding and public health policy in Brazil, 
the AIDS activist groups had to become more and more “health service providers”.
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profile of the AIDS NGOs became very particular in the early 1990s, when a service- 

oriented agency, such as GAPA-RJ, had little political impact at the local level and others, 

such as ABIA and GPV, turned out to be locally hegemonic and nationally powerful. This 

political struggle of different interests on AIDS affected the way “services” were provided 

to Cariocas. As I discussed in the previous chapter, the institutional conditions of 

HIV/AIDS health services and treatments in the state of Rio de Janeiro were basically 

provided by a poor and deficient public health system, saved from collapse by the 

resources obtained through the Ministry of Health/World Bank funding program on AIDS. 

As one of my informants told me: “We have to really say that AIDS is the Fantasy Island 

of public health”. Only very recently, a discussion on “assistance” began to be 

reassessed in “activist” NGOs, such as GPV, after a long period of internal divergence 

and rifts among their members. Currently, AIDS activism became very much blended 

with “assistance”, probably a sign of the times in terms of social mobilization. There are 

important points to be made here. The first is how HIV+ clients expect to be treated and 

how they understand the way HIV/AIDS services should be provided. The second is the 

way in which NGOs and local authorities have actually intervened to provide these 

services. As I showed, NGOs tried to distance themselves from health provision until 

very recently. This political decision of distancing from “assistance" caused an objective 

impact on the conditions of health provision in the state of Rio de Janeiro, which 

contrasts largely with the reality found in the state of Sao Paulo, where local authorities 

and NGOs of different perspectives have worked more closely.

5.4.4 - A politics of solidarity?

As I have shown earlier, the cultural conceptions that linked AIDS and death had 

tremendous social impact during the 1980s, especially through the discourses circulated 

by the mass media. Solidariedade was also a category found in the discourses of the 

news media, but it was a contradictory, distant form of “solidarity” with the misery lived by 

“AIDS patients”. As an example of how the news media circulated messages adapted 

from international sources, this sort of “solidarity” played a mediating role and therefore 

prevented a complete social and interpersonal engagement in the context of the 

epidemic. Almost a feeling of pity for the “victims”, “solidarity” was not an active objective 

to be demanded or claimed. These generic meanings of “solidarity” only began to be 

contested through the social, political, and cultural effects of the AIDS NGOs and other 

forms of civil mobilization, which provided another source of symbolic resources and
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cultural discourses on the epidemic, including those for the news media discourses42. 

NGOs, such as ABIA, Grupo Pela Vidda and GAPA, had a central role in this process, 

when they presented their work to the public, to cultural agents, such as the media, and 

to the government or Health Authorities. What these NGOs tried to emphasize was the 

need to generate “solidarity” in the predicament of AIDS, rejecting feelings of pity or 

social rejection, such as stigmatization, and any practice of personal and social 

detachment from the impact of the epidemic. Prejudice and discrimination was expected 

to be confronted through “solidarity” and social engagement. Certainly, these NGOs also 

depended culturally on the symbolic universe of which they were so critical. Since early in 

the epidemic, the metaphors of war became influential for the political and symbolic 

meanings of solidariedade as one of the “best weapons in the fight against AIDS”. 

Solidariedade was to be an ideological “weapon” that became central to the 

understanding of the specific forms of social mobilization and cultural apprehension of 

AIDS43.

The meaning of solidariedade was further developed, however, in a highly 

coherent ideological discourse by some of the first AIDS NGO leaders, especially Herbert 

de Souza and Herbert Daniel, who synthesized the position defended by ABIA (1988b, 

1988d) and later by GPV (1989a; 1991; 1994). First, Betinho denounced the “passivity”, 

“the pessimism”, the “clandestine” life imposed on HIV+ people both culturally and 

socially (Souza,1994a [1987]). Herbert Daniel asserted a political attitude against what he 

called “civil death”, the predicament lived by HIV+ people pressed by prejudice, stigma, 

and the “barriers of secrecy” (Daniel, 1989). For Daniel, solidariedade was the perfect 

ideological framework to counter-attack the disempowerment caused by the cultural 

processes of AIDS stigmatization, “civil death”, and the neglect in providing proper health 

care and treatments to HIV+ people (Daniel, ibid). They emphasized the need for looking 

at AIDS as an issue of human and civil rights, to be fought for in Brazil, as globally 

elsewhere, such as the case of AIDS in Cuba, which motivated direct response from 

them (Souza, 1994b; Daniel, 1989b)44.

42 The first criticisms against the image of a “victim” and an “AIDS patient” was found among pioneer 
AIDS activists in the US in 1983, see Callen (1987), which had an impact on the later developments of 
a PWA social mobilization.

43 Toledo (1990), from GAPA-RJ, defined their Nursing Home as an “island of solidarity, help and 
hope”. It would be interesting to see how the idea of “solidarity” works, for Brazilian NGO leaders, as 
an immune system, a protective device, against the ‘invasion’ of AIDS, which needs to be fought, 
struggled against. Martin (1994) was helpful for this point. See also Mann et al (1992:539), who alerted 
us to the use of terms such as “strategy”, “surveillance”, “agent”, and “combat”.

44 See Betinho’s conference “Direitos Humanos e AIDS” (Souza,1994a): “I decided to step out of 
clandestinity. I had already lived like that for five years, hiding from the military dictatorship; I had 
enough of it. It is unacceptable that someone suffers from a virus, a disease, or an illness and, besides 
having to face death, still needs to hide from society, brothers and sisters. And my experience when I 
said that my brothers and I were haemophiliac and HIV-positive, was and still is being extremely 
positive.... When I stepped out of clandestinity, and denounced the discrimination, I received great 
deal of solidarity”.
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At a different level, within the contemporary context of the formulation and the 

consolidation of the Global Programme on AIDS of the World Health Organization and its 

Global AIDS Strategy, the idea of solidarity became central as an ethical principle in the 

protection of human rights and against AIDS discrimination. Jonathan Mann, the Head of 

the GPA/WHO, emphasized the need for global collaboration and partnership against 

AIDS and echoed therefore the importance given to the strengthening of NGOs around 

the world. This resulted in the progressive involvement of NGOs locally and globally and 

also in their widespread funding. His framework of various ongoing AIDS epidemics, 

especially his notion of a “third epidemic” of “social, cultural, economic, and political 

reaction and response” (Mann, 1989:2; Mann et al., 1992:228), was circulated and 

incorporated by agents and agencies at both local and global levels. This “third epidemic” 

threatened by prejudice and discrimination and was reactive to the global mobilization 

against AIDS in which the importance of “Community-based organizations” was decisive 

(Mann, ibid:3). Notably, solidarity was “at once a personal and a universal matter” to 

counter the epidemic (Mann, ibid:7; Mann et al, ibid:228). Some of Mann’s speeches and 

reports, many presented in International AIDS Conferences, were very influential to 

worldwide NGO leaders and agencies (see, for instance, The Panos Institute, 1990)45.

In fact, a close collaboration and socio-political affinity between the GPA/WHO, 

especially under Jonathan Mann, and the leaders of some Brazilian NGOs was very 

much apparent from 1988. As Galvao (1997a) pointed out, Brazilian AIDS activists who 

attended the international meeting “Opportunities for Solidarity" in Montreal, before the 

6th International AIDS Conference (June, 1989), decided to organize the first national 

meeting of NGOs, which was held in July 1989. At this event, the idea of a Rede 

Brasileira de ONGs/AlDS (“Brazilian Network of AIDS NGOs”) was promoted and 

prompted the subsequent organization of the “II Meeting of the Brazilian Network of 

Solidarity”, where the “Declaration of the fundamental rights of a person with the AIDS 

virus” , closely influenced by a similar declaration from the UN, was presented and 

agreed. Positioned in a strategic point between local and global levels, ABIA was one of 

the organizers of the international NGO meeting in Canada and also of the first two 

Brazilian NGO meetings. ABIA and GPV (recently created) commonly vindicated the 

consolidation of the Brazilian AIDS NGO network and emphasized ideas of solidarity 

against the “3rd epidemic” (ABIA, 1989a; GPV, 1990d). Herbert Daniel, already leading 

ABIA and GPV-RJ, took part in events promoted by GPA/WHO and eventually became

45 In the period 1987-1988, the GPA was consolidated. On AIDS discrimination and international 
law, see WHO (1988b). See also Mann (1988a, 1988b, 1989). Daniel (1989a) and Daniel and Parker 
(1993) were clearly inspired by Mann’s ideas. The book edited by Mann et al (1992) is dedicated to the 
memory of Herbert Daniel, and includes an epigraph of his. Mann continued to develop his own ideas 
on the links between health and human rights until his death in 1998 (see Mann et al, 1996; Mann et 
al, 1999).
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member of the Global AIDS Policy Coalition, along with Mann and other leading 

international figures (ABIA, 1991d).

In 1989, thus, the idea of solidarity was definitively incorporated into the 

ideological agenda of many Brazilian NGOs and disseminated widely among others. In 

early 1990, the Rede Rio de Solidariedade (“Rio Network of Solidarity”) was formed by 

ABIA, ARCA, GAPA-RJ, GPV and the Movimento Prostituigao e Direitos Civis/ISER, 

which aimed at more political articulation among Carioca NGOs. As a result, many 

events were organized (meetings, vigils, demonstrations, “World AIDS days”) to promote 

solidarity against AIDS (GPV, 1990c; 19901)46.

However the political practicalities of solidarity proved more problematic. In the 

very early 1990s, the idea of solidarity spread widely within the social world of AIDS, 

especially among NGOs, but political divergence immediately occurred in the III Meeting 

of the Brazilian Network of Solidarity (held in Santos, April 1990; Galvao, 1997a; GPV, 

1990d). At this event, political struggles occurred in relation to the legitimacy and 

hegemonic position that NGOs, such as ABIA and GPV, had attained at local, national 

and global levels. These struggles were rather crystallized in the antagonism between 

ABIA/GPV and, on the other side, GGB (“Gay Group of Bahia”), a Northeastern gay 

activist group conducting HIV prevention work. Perhaps solidarity was a particularly 

Carioca hegemonic idea. Later, no other Brazilian AIDS/NGO meeting aimed at the 

formation of a “network of solidarity”. Curiously, a GPV-Sao Paulo activist reported 

similar obstacles caused to global solidarity in a contemporary international meeting of 

AIDS NGOs, by the assertion of local identities and interests (Bouchara, 1991). At both 

levels, national and global, solidarity as a principle was not at stake or ideologically 

contested by AIDS NGOs. But their political practices operated in a completely different 

logic, crucially linked to disputes for hegemony and for resources at the most different 

levels47.

46 ABIA was one of the AIDS NGOs that promoted the international meeting in Montreal. It took part 
of the ICASO (International Council of AIDS services organizations), also created in Montreal. It was 
also in the Committee for the organization of the first and the second Meeting of Brazilian NGOs. In 
July 1989, Herbert Daniel represented ABIA in a seminar promoted by the WHO on AIDS and human 
rights in Geneva (Boletim ABIA, 8). Jonathan Mann and Daniel exchanged letters about the importance 
of AIDS NGOs for the Global AIDS Strategy, elaborated by GPA/WHO (see Boletim ABIA, 8 and 9). 
Even an HIV “prevention and education” project in the work place, called Solidariedade e uma grande 
empresa (“Solidarity is a big company”) was set up by ABIA in 1991 (ABIA, 1991a, 1991b; Terto Jr, 
1997b), but also reflecting resolutions defined by GPA/WHO. For the role of ABIA in the cultural 
construction of solidarity, see also ABIA (1989a; 1989c, 1991c).

47 Among other reasons, the antagonism between ABIA/GPV  and GGB also involved political 
alliances of the Carioca NGOs with the GAPA-BA, local competitor of GGB in the State of Bahia. Two 
letters sent to ABIA in 1989 by the head of GGB  (the anthropologist Luiz Mott) openly expressed the 
harsh antagonism between these NGOs. In fact, we can find in these letters a very interesting critical 
position of the ideas of solidarity proposed and circulated by ABIA and GPV  (the letters are stored in 
G PV  archives).
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In short, under the auspices of the mutual objective and symbolic interests of 

GPA/WHO and the national NGOs, “solidarity” was to be constructed concomitantly at 

different social levels. As in other global sites, solidariedade became the ‘trademark’ of 

the social mobilization encamped by most Brazilian and Carioca AIDS NGOs, and not 

only by ABIA and GPV. But the ‘uplifting’ ideological framework idealized by the “two 

Herberts” may explain perhaps the reasons for a hegemonic ideological position of these 

two NGOs in the Carioca social world of AIDS for many years from the late 1980s until 

recently.

5.4.5 - A new HIV+ actor or a Brazilian form of PWA?

Among the first Brazilians to disclose their HIV+ status in public, Herbert Daniel 

could also be credited for motivating a discursive sphere of “living with HIV and AIDS” 

(Daniel, 1989a). Notably, he rejected the social use of the label aidetico, popularized in 

the news media, questioning its definition as a social identity:

We all get sick. Everyone will die. Yet when a person has AIDS in Brazil, evil and 
powerful tongues say that we are ‘aidetics’ and, for all practical purposes, 
provisionally dead until the final hour of passing arrives. I, for one, discovered that 
what I am is not an ‘aidetic’. I am still the same person; the only difference is that 
I have AIDS. An illness like other illnesses and, like a few of them, loaded with 
taboos and prejudices. As for dying, I haven’t died yet - 1 know that AIDS can kill, 
but I also know that prejudice and discrimination are much more deadly. May 
death be easy for me when it comes, but I won’t let myself be killed by prejudice. 
Prejudice kills during life, causing civil death, which is the worst kind. They want 
to kill people with AIDS, condemning us to a civil death. For that reason, 
disobediently, I am striving to reaffirm that I am very much alive. ... (Daniel, 
1989a:39).

Daniel asserted that to be alive was a “political act” and, even more, when saying 

that, as a “citizen”, he was carrying out an “act of civil disobedience”. These ideas, 

presented in one of his papers, “News from another life” (Daniel, ibid), highlighted a very 

strong defense in favour of life (vida). For Daniel, the ways in which people talked about 

or referred to an aidetico were both negative, when underlining “incurability” or death, and 

stigmatizing, when a HIV+ person was condemned to “civil death”, that is, forms of AIDS 

discrimination and prejudice. Similar to the way in which Goffman (1990) conceived 

social stigma and spoiled identities, Daniel understood the predicament of an aidetico 

and his/her civil death. But Daniel presented, however, a meaning of life in a very 

politicized sense, particularly associated with his personal trajectory. Ideas on citizenship, 

democracy, civil and human rights were to be found side by side with discussions on
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illness, HIV+ status, and life, considered in a broad existential dimension. After being 

diagnosed in late 1988, Daniel decided to discuss his HIV status and to present his 

“disobedience” in favour of life through the mass media as well as in many other social 

contexts. A discourse of “living with AIDS” was insistently presented by him. In 1989, 

among many other appearances in public, Daniel, chosen to be the candidate for the 

Green Party (PV) in the first Presidential elections in 30 years, identified himself 

nationally on TV as the PV’s candidate, a homosexual and HIV positive. At this stage, his 

actions were not only local, restricted to Rio de Janeiro, but amplified to the whole 

country.

Created when ideas on solidarity were strongly circulated and, particularly, 

idealized and initially led by Herbert Daniel, who had reached, exactly at that time, a 

highly specific point of view on the AIDS epidemic, the Grupo Pela Vidda-RJ was 

completely based on his ideological framework (GPV, 1990d; 1994). It emphasized social 

engagement against the repercussions of “civil death”. Solidarity was considered a social 

and political premise obtained through the collective struggle for civil rights, plain 

citizenship and ultimately democracy in Brazil. Further, behind the idea of “solidarity”, 

there was an emphasis on a harmonic sense of unity in terms of a single objective: the 

fight against AIDS. Therefore it aimed to involve all Brazilians in an attempt for “political 

awareness” in terms of their health needs and the impact of AIDS in Brazil. Notably, 

“solidarity” was to be invoked by pessoas vivendo com HIV e AIDS (“people living with 

HIV and AIDS”). The Grupo Pela Vidda was based on a very particular meaning of 

“people living with HIV and AIDS”, considered as a broad social label which includes HIV 

+ people and their “friends, relatives, lovers and anyone who feels that his everyday life 

has been affected by the epidemic” (Grupo Pela Vidda, undated). Therefore GPV was 

opened to all sort of participants, regardless of their HIV status, whether “positive” or 

“negative” or untested. As we can see, difference is an essential element for the sense of 

unity conquered by solidariedade and favouring wdaTlife”. The harmony of social 

differences was the scenario for the “fight”, the conflict element, against AIDS or those 

who perpetuated the “civil death” of HIV+ people:

The Grupo [Pela Vidda] is auto-defined as a group of people living with HIV/AIDS, 
their friends and relatives. This definition does not intend to oblige anyone who 
participates in the group to be HIV positive. Therefore, it is not only a “group of 
HIV+ people”. We believe that this definition is problematic and essentially 
prejudicial. Our idea is not to gather a species of “elite” with “noble blood”, 
marked by the virus. This would not only be political enough to give to the group 
its quality of a space of militancy for life against civil death. The fundamental 
thing, the “blood tie” that unites us, is a certain way of looking at the world, 
understanding AIDS and defending the interests of a mass of oppressed people 
by unbearable prejudice and discriminations. We understand ... that the cement 
that links the members of the group and gives meaning to their action is
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solidarity. As a result of these principles, we insist on combating every single idea 
intended at segregating the healthy from the sick, and that tries to make “those 
sick of AIDS” - the “aideticos” - as a minority whose single right, ..., is to seek for 
treatment to their sickness and then die in secret, for there is not cure yet for this 
disease. We think that the right to life of those sick of AIDS is the right to 
complete citizenship. We understand AIDS as a pandemic and not only as a 
disease of some groups and isolated people. As a result, we consider, as one of 
our most important principles, the idea that, from a planetary point of view, it is 
Humanity that is HIV positive” (Grupo Pela Vidda, ISSQbiS)48.

The example given by GPV-RJ was resounding. After Rio de Janeiro, other 

groups named Pela Vidda were set up in different cities and regions in Brazil (Sao Paulo, 

1989; Curitiba, 1990; Goiania, 1990; Vitoria, 1991; Niteroi, 1991; Cascavel, 1994; Recife, 

1994). ABIA and GPV also popularized the phrase Viva a Vida (“Long Live life!”), created 

by Herbert Daniel, as a symbolic statement against ideas of AIDS associated with death 

and as a slogan in favour of solidarity. In fact, as “solidarity”, “life” became a symbolic 

category for social mobilization. So in the 1990s, many new AIDS NGOs were named 

with phrases that used the category “life”: Grupo Sim a vida (“Yes to Life” - RJ) or Grupo 

de Incentivo a Vida (GIV - Sao Paulo). Or some new NGOs used the Portuguese word for 

the verb “to live” (vivei) as an acronym: VHIVer (from Minas Gerais), notably a play with 

words (viver and HIV). Although these groups may not have been motivated directly by 

the creation of GPV, the word “life” and the verb “to live” turned out to be symbolically 

operative: a form of symbolic struggle in the understanding of “living with HIV and AIDS”, 

to which GPV-RJ contributed greatly. In contrast, other agencies were named using, for 

instance, the label aidetico: Casa do Aidetico do Brasil (Santos, SP) or Grupo de Apoio 

aos Aideticos de Pirassununga (Pirassuninga, SP); Instituto Pro-Aidetico (Rio de 

Janeiro). Most of these organizations were casas de apoio, charities run by religious 

groups. Informed by philanthropic work, they commonly provided basic services and 

support to HIV+ people. Therefore, they were positioned at the margins of the most 

politicized domains related to HIV/AIDS. While for most Brazilian AIDS activists and NGO 

members aidetico was a pejorative label, which addressed a negative, spoiled identity, 

for these other service organizations it was not a problem. However, the ‘politically 

correct’ symbolic pressure from most AIDS NGOs was visibly present in their annual 

political meetings. The Assistencia Filantropica ao Aidetico de Araruama (“Philanthropic 

Assistance for the Aidetico of Araruama”, AFADA) changed its name for Assistencia 

Filantropica a AIDS de Araruama. As we can see, in the range of choices for naming 

NGOs, AIDS activists looked for words or terms, such as “solidarity”, “life”, “to live”, 

“love”, which expressed ‘positive’ meanings in rejection of ‘negative’ meanings of death 

and disease, such as aidetico might suggest. Therefore, from 1989 to the 1990s, the

48 Although this text was not signed by Herbert Daniel, it is very likely that it was written by him.
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creation of AIDS NGOs and self-help groups composed by “people living with HIV and 

AIDS” became an important shift in the history of AIDS in Brazil.

If GPV was at the forefront of the mobilization of pessoas vivendo com AIDS in 

Brazil, we must remember, however, that the phrase “people living with AIDS” (PWA) 

was a political category used in the AIDS social world since middle 1980s, specially in 

Anglo-Saxon countries (Callen, 1987; Altman, 1995). In the early 1980s, when AIDS was 

mostly associated with gay men, the idea of “people living with AIDS” was extremely 

effective for political and personal reasons at contradicting negative assumptions of the 

inevitable death of an “AIDS patient” or an “AIDS victim”. Notably, PWA (and its 

correlates, such as PWHA, PLWHA, etc) has been also used to challenge this clinical 

category (“patient”). On the other hand, as a political identity, PWA implies a 

communitarian aim, which evokes meanings of an imagined social unity (Anderson, 

1991). PWA politics has resonated widely in many countries, but especially at a global 

level, from International meetings to transnational arenas of funding, policy-making, and 

justice. Therefore, except for a small number of “AIDS activists”, “PWA” is not a 

meaningful cultural category per se in Brazil. The category “PWA” as it is normally 

conceived and used on a global level would not be similar to the Brazilian label “people 

living with AIDS”. At first sight, identity politics, thus, has been minimized in relation to the 

politics of solidarity. But, as we will see in chapter 8, conflict has also occurred in terms of 

HIV status differentiation in empirical settings, such as GPV, which has historically 

stressed ideals of universalism. Broadly, however, this kind of conflict has been reflected 

in the contrast between the ideological models encamped in different forms of AIDS 

social organization in Rio de Janeiro and in other parts of Brazil, above all, in the federal 

states of Sao Paulo and Pernambuco (Northeast Brazil). Located in the city of Sao Paulo 

and set up contemporary to Pela Vidda-RJ, GIV (“Group for the Incentive of Life”) 

proclaimed radically different ideological principles, stressing the same specificity and 

centrality of HIV+ status as that found in a global “PWA” perspective:

GIV was founded in 1990, in the beginning of 1990, after Pela Vidda. With a 
completely different perspective. GIV was born in a hospital ward. I mean. With a 
clinical perspective, a clinical emphasis. It’s all described there, the well being, 
etc.... As Peruzzo [GIV founder] said: what is in common between seropositive 
people is the virus. It was directed towards the issue of one’s serologic status.
And GIV did not start with a political perspective. Let’s say. Or a political 
intervention. [It was] a self-help group [grupo de convivencia] (Veriano Terto, 
ABIA, and a GPV founder).

Less a political antagonism than symbolic and ideological differences on the 

meanings of HIV seropositivity and of “living with AIDS”, activists from GIV and GPV had 

distinct perspectives and objectives, which caused mutual suspicion and criticism,
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especially during the first half of the 1990s. For GPV, the idea of “living life positively” 

dealt with a generic attitude to life, which included the political sense of self-making as 

AIDS activists, who questioned prejudice and stigma, and struggled to assure the 

legitimacy of their rights as citizens (GPV, 1990e). Certainly, GPV also attached 

importance to the personal impact of self-improvement and well being, either through 

activities, such as a weekly meeting called Tribuna Livre (“Open Tribune”), which 

stressed discursive self-presentation, but was opened to anyone, regardless of HIV 

status. It was also the case of one of the first GPV booklets, addressed particularly to 

HIV+ people, named Viver a vida positivamente. This booklet was published several 

times and had a massive circulation through a partnership with the Ministry of Health in 

the 1990s.

By emphasizing the more personal aspects and experiences of “living with AIDS” 

or “HIV seropositivity”, GIV, in major contrast to GPV, marked essential and substantive 

differences both in identity and in the ways in which people “live with AIDS”. Notably, one 

of the issues underlined by Herbert Daniel in the creation of GPV and asserted by his 

successors and other GPV veterans, was the fact that HIV status did not make anyone a 

“special case”. As GPV intended to produce a counter-mobilization against discredited 

identities, such as the aidetico, the idea of “living with AIDS” was universalistic or global 

and marked by the value of solidarity. Therefore, in GPV, it was very important to stress 

that no one in GPV needed to have an “admission card”, whether HIV+ or HIV- (GPV, 

1991b). In addition, HIV+ people did not have a “noble blood” (sangue nobre) because of 

seropositivity (GPV, 1989b; Beloqui, 1991). Meetings and activities restricted to HIV+ 

people were ideologically and politically questioned in GPV, a NGO of “people living with 

AIDS” and not of HIV status. This position was not completely accepted. In one of the 

other Brazilian GPVs, in Curitiba, for example, the first president understood the need of 

contexts where only HIV+ people would meet (Terto Jr, 1997), thereby granting a 

singular value to identity. As we will see in chapter 8, the social dilemmas of serologic 

differentiation also characterized the history of GPV-RJ, sometimes in a very conflictive, 

factional way.

GIV marked vigorously the specificity of HIV and an HIV identity. It offered 

activities and meetings, which were based on reflexive-discursive practices or aimed at 

individual expression by means of body therapies, meditation, and other non-orthodox 

therapeutic practices, but devoted entirely to HIV+ people. In Rio de Janeiro, this was 

found in the Grupo Sim a Vida, called a “group of positive people”, which carried out 

alternative healing practices. The value given to the exclusive participation of HIV+ 

people was the crucial point for these “self-help” organizations. The idea of “drop-in” 

activities, as we find in the UK, were also progressively adopted. These included
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activities such as “Positive Cafes” and “Positive Bars”, aimed at improving peer 

sociability among HIV+ people. But further than this, particularistic discourses and 

ideologies that emphasized the “positive” character of seropositivity would appear more 

and more frequently. Here, again, HIV+ specificity was privileged instead of the broad, 

collective engagement of “people living with HIV/AIDS”, supported by GPV. Like these 

drop-in activities and reflexive meetings, newsletters and bulletins, such as GIV’s A 

Ponte (‘The Bridge”) or Voz Posithiva (“Positive Voice”), from the Northeast State of 

Pernambuco, addressed an HIV+ audience. Curiously, even Glaxo Wellcome sponsored 

the magazine Saber Viver (“Knowing to live”), directed to those “who live with the AIDS 

virus” and launched at the 9th National Meeting of People Living with HIV/AIDS, 

organized by GPV (1999). Again, we can think about, as Anderson (1991) put it, of the 

importance of the formation of a discursive, publishing circuit for the creation and 

assertion of an ideological or imagined sense of community. “Positive" discourses and 

voices, therefore, asserted a difference that could not be shared by someone who was 

not an equal, that is, who was not able to really understand the experience of living with 

HIV/AIDS. Thus, a particular discourse of seropositivity, embedded in individualistic 

values, that, as we see in countries such as the US and the UK (Altman, 1995), was also 

operative in Brazilian self-help groups.

The crucial moment was exemplified by the creation of the Rede Nacional de 

Pessoas Vivendo com HIV/AIDS, RNP+ (“National Network of People living with HIV and 

AIDS”). If the public visibility of a discourse of HIV seropositivity was made apparent by 

the creation of GPV, that is, a discourse that “everyone is living with HIV and AIDS”, it 

was only recently that a public and political discourse of HIV+ people became 

institutionalized as a particular, distinctive social agent in Brazil. In 1995, the RNP+ was 

set up and composed of HIV+ members, linked by a particular type of association, in 

direct contrast to GPV’s ideology and social structure, but very much similar to other 

global networks of HIV+ people, such as GNP+ or ICW with which Brazilian members of 

RNP+ were associated. Although RNP+ had some GPV members, many were former 

volunteers who had left the NGO after criticism against the universalism proposed by 

GPV’s ideology. Based on a particularistic perspective, the RNP+ directed its aims 

towards exclusive HIV+ identity politics and empowerment, which were similar to the 

meanings associated with a global “PWA politics” (I will discuss this point in detail in 

chapter 8)49.

49 The Rede Paulista de Mulheres com HIV/AIDS (“Sao Paulo State Network of HIV+ Women”) was 
set up in 1996, influenced by the global work of ICW and the earlier creation of RNP+ in Brazil.
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5. 5 - Conclusion - the formation of a new “social world”:

Brazilian AIDS NGOs have characterized social and political awareness of AIDS 

as a problem of personal, collective and public health dimensions, that is, a problem for 

society at large. But the recognition of their practices and their forms of intervention was 

varied according to the social groups and the resources available to implement their 

specific projects. It is difficult, thus, to measure the real impact of their practices. 

However, the Carioca AIDS NGOs reached a larger public recognition only during the 

1990s, articulated with the process of consolidation of AIDS public health policies at local 

and national levels, on which they are largely and intimately dependent. While widely 

recognized by the cultural discourses of the news media or the technical knowledge of 

health education campaigns as a social intervention partner, the AIDS NGOs have still 

been faced with continuously increasing demand from new clients and volunteers. An 

examination of the Grupo Pela Vidda as a case-study can show how these social 

demands have changed with the epidemic. In addition, despite the efforts of the 

AIDS/NGOs and the governmental prevention campaigns, the AIDS epidemic has not 

been controlled successfully. Broadly speaking, basic information on forms of HIV 

transmission is well known, regardless of social and cultural differences in Brazil. 

However public health interventions and preventive programs against AIDS have had 

limited impact in changing, for instance, more risky sexual behaviour and drug use50.

Brazilian AIDS NGOs and other forms of social and civil organization seemed to 

be motivated by a range of complex interests of different social groups, agencies and 

agents. These interests were manifold and involved personal engagement, caused by 

HIV awareness and direct experience of illness, and social and political actions, marked 

by struggles between different forces in the social field of health. Therefore, it is very 

complicated to separate personal and political actions or interests per se, which can 

explain my examination of individual trajectories and particular organizations in a rather 

socially and culturally structured context. Further, these agencies, groups and individuals 

were related to each other in an interconnection of social levels, which could be local, 

national and global. The AIDS epidemic in Brazil, but more notably in Rio de Janeiro, was 

characterized by the presence of these multiple historical aspects, agencies, agents, 

social levels, and a variety of interests. I agree with Carrara and Moraes (1985b:98) that 

a field of determined political relations was assembled in relation to AIDS as a “malady”

50 It would be interesting to compare the struggles of AIDS NGOs to other forms of social and 
collective mobilization, especially more recent ones with a “national” claim, such as the social 
campaigns against violence (in Rio, the Viva Rio Campaign) or the Campaign against poverty and 
hunger (presided over by Betinho, among others). In fact, many AIDS NGOs have come out in favour 
of these Campaigns, as their “allies” in the fight for citizenship in Brazil. The “crisis” of AIDS can be 
seen as a parallel to other Brazilian “crises” (violence, poverty, etc).
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by which many varied groups have attempted to impose their opinions and interests. This 

social field composed of agents and agencies, either those of civil society or those from 

the government, has shown the maintenance of specific historical relations that led to 

both conflict and interest-convergent negotiation.

In the state of Rio de Janeiro, some ideological models guided different forms of 

social organization in the AIDS social world. Notably, they are sensitive to different 

conceptions of community work, activism and identity politics. Normally, they coexisted, 

even if they conflicted. The creation of AIDS NGOs and their forms of intervention have 

occurred in a social field in which other agencies and agents of different political and 

social capital have historically been active, particularly the social field of health and 

medicine. In the middle 1980s, for instance, their actions were greeted with mistrust by 

segments of this medical field, some of whom had the symbolic capital and authority to 

circulate their own critical ideas. This phenomenon of social field construction as well as 

the definition of “new” socio-professional specializations, as also happened once, for 

instance, with syphilis (Carrara, 1996), was important in defining discursive practices, a 

market of AIDS services (Carrara, ibid; Patton, 1990), an increasing range of agencies 

and agents, in governmental and civil spheres, etc, which interact in various ways, 

conflictive or not.

The civil mobilization of Brazilian NGOs was very much informed by ideas that 

the “fight against AIDS” was also a political process of gaining citizenship in Brazil. In 

contrast to other countries, such as the US and the UK, “people living with HIV and AIDS” 

struggled for civil rights that were not completely guaranteed for most Brazilians. They 

needed to be socially conquered. This highly political motivation and social awareness on 

issues of citizenship and civil rights may be a particular characteristic of the aims of 

many Brazilian AIDS NGOs, but especially the hegemonic Carioca ones.

As a last remark, I attempted to demonstrate how a “new social world” was 

formed. This was not similar to a “sexual community”, such as a gay one (D’Emilio, 

1983). Probably it was not even a real “community”, since it is largely differentiated 

internally with varied specific forms of social organization, ideological models, and types 

of social and personal trajectory, some of which bear no relation at all with any form of 

social or collective mobilization. For many people, the impact of HIV and AIDS in their 

lives did not motivate a personal affiliation to forms of social mobilization. Furthermore, 

this new social world was also influenced and crossed by social and cultural processes of 

identity formation. Some of them were operated surrounding a range of already existing 

sexual identities and a “gay” social world which had preliminary influence on the 

construction of the AIDS epidemic. Therefore, it also influenced the formation of the 

social world of AIDS. But what I also expected to show was how a range of new identities
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began to be circulated with different political and social meanings. Aidetico, “people living 

with HIV and AIDS” or soropositivo were positively used, asserted or mutually 

contradicted in this social world. While the symbolic meanings and imagery of the 

aidetico emerged and gained cultural importance in Brazil (as I presented in chapter 3), 

other identity categories, especially soropositivo, soronegativo and the political- 

communitarian category of pessoas vivendo com HiV e AIDS, became culturally and 

socially significant in the spheres of AIDS NGOs and clinical settings (see chapter 4).
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Chapter 6 - The making of the Grupo Pela Vidda-Rio: 

a case study of a Brazilian AIDS/NGO.

In this chapter, I present an ethnographic case-study of Grupo Pela Vidda-Rio 

(GPV). From its creation until the time of my fieldwork, GPV suffered many changes in 

composition, political structure and the ways in which the NGO developed activities to 

members and clients. GPV has also been based on activities of open, public 

participation. Some of these activities were created and others were not able to be 

maintained. More specifically defined projects and programmes were set up and a whole 

different form of work became highly institutionalized and made professional, according 

to patterns of efficiency that dominated in the market of AIDS services, especially during 

the 1990s. Therefore, GPV’s intervention in society also had to change. I will focus, thus, 

on the way in which GPV is internally structured, its internal activities and also its generic 

socio-political aims.

For analytical purposes, I decided to differentiate three periods in GPV’s process 

of institutionalization. These periods are rather artificially constructed, but they pointed out 

for some actual changes that happened in the NGO throughout the years, especially after 

the mid-1990s. Some of these changes were discussed in chapter 5. So I will recall, 

when appropriate, some of these broad factors that intervened in the maintenance of 

Brazilian AIDS NGOs. To facilitate description and analysis, I also focus on particular 

activities, although everyday life in GPV may be experienced in a very completely 

different way, sometimes by a highly integrated, diary participation and in others, only by 

a loose, eventual or atomized way. I will also discuss these differences in GPV 

participation later in the chapter.

Some anthropological and sociological literature on GPV (Vallinoto, 1991, 1992; 

Klein, 1992, 1996; Aggleton and Pedrosa, 1994) was also useful to my own 

understanding of the group, but these studies and works offered either a very limited 

Investigation of the logic of social practices in this NGO or provided a quite 

circumscribed, longitudinally short account of the historical practices that changed the 

organization. Therefore, I take advantage of the long time span in which my research is 

mainly inserted as an attempt to give a different point of view. This is probably an 

important part of my theoretical and ethnographic contribution to the understanding of the 

relations between the maintenance of specific forms of social organization, the 

construction and the reproduction of identities and the health crisis provoked by the AIDS 

epidemic.
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6.1 - The ideological beginning (1989-mid 1990):

In the first months of 1989, the Grupo Pela Vidda was created as a consequence 

of the mobilizing actions of Herbert Daniel, who became sick in late 1988. Mirroring the 

earlier setting up of ABIA, as I discussed in chapter 4, Daniel decided to invite some 

people who were involved or had an interest, in one way or the other, in the AIDS 

epidemic in Rio. At their first meetings, mostly held on Tuesdays in ABIA headquarters, a 

small number of people, who could be counted with the fingers, were told of Daniel’s 

ideas on solidarity, civil death, and “living with HIV and AIDS”. The ideas of “solidarity” 

and “living with HIV and AIDS” were already in circulation within the social world of AIDS, 

particularly by AIDS NGOs, either in Brazil or internationally by other similar NGOs or 

globally by the ideological principles embedded in GPA/WHO strategies. Since Herbert 

Daniel wanted to mark GPV’s ideology with particular meanings of “solidarity”, which 

motivated large public participation and contested AIDS stigmatization, the public 

knowledge of one’s HIV status was mainly not important. It was a way of safeguarding 

HIV+ members, who perhaps were afraid of being socially stigmatized, but it was also a 

form of social engagement in which differentiation was not the major point. GPV looked 

for collective responses against AIDS rather than a personal, individualized experience of 

the epidemic. As I explained in chapter 5, the unity of differences was the basis for the 

efforts of solidarity. Through an emphasis on these ideological principles and aims, GPV 

is characterized, therefore, by an “elastic” membership, which includes HIV positive, HIV 

negative, and untested participants. Yet a good number of the first members were HIV+ 

or they would know their HIV+ status later. Idealizing this “convergence”, a term 

borrowed from one of my informants, of people in relation to these ideological principles, 

Herbert Daniel was able to intervene in a social terrain opened up for broad discourses 

and practices related to “living with AIDS”. In 24th May 1989, therefore, GPV was 

officially set up, when Herbert Daniel’s book Vida antes da morte (1989) was launched 

and a manifesto was read to the public {GPV, 1989a).

Among many reasons that provoked the creation of GPV, some need to be 

pointed out. First, there was the particular context of the social world of AIDS, when 

NGOs were already conquering political and social legitimacy in terms of the epidemic. 

Lack of health and social services directed to HIV+ people and a broad negative or 

prejudicial view on AIDS circulated by the news media helped to be the social terrain for 

the emergence of resisting practices of groups, such as GPV, marked by discourses of 

“solidarity” and “living with AIDS”. Second, there was the increasing influence of social 

interconnections between local and global levels which would have a repercussion in the
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creation of particular types of AIDS NGOs. As a highly professionalized NGO, sponsored 

by well-known international funding agencies, ABIA, where some of the first GPV 

founding members worked (above all Herbert Daniel), considered GPV as an appropriate 

distinct institutional partner to its own work as an AIDS NGO. The possibilities given by a 

partnership with a new organization, linked to some ideas of self-help mobilization, were 

strategic to ABIA’s own objectives and activities. Commonly noticed as “twin”-NGOs, 

ABIA was supposed to provide a critical, professionalized and independent evaluation of 

the impact of AIDS in Brazil and how the Brazilian public health policy dealt with it, while 

GPV claimed to have direct contact to social demands and, therefore, legitimacy in 

responding as a civil mediator. Related to this same point, another reason that motivated 

GPV was the influence caused by the first similar NGOs and self-help groups in countries 

such as US, France and the UK. Particularly the impact of ACT-UP in either North 

America or Western Europe (the UK and France) was significant for the “activist” profile 

of GPV (1990f). Many of GPV public demonstrations were inspired by ACT UP early 

ideas of “direct action” and cultural activism, which were linked to a political confrontation 

to social conformism and public health negligence, which also aimed to be media driven.

According to an interpretative inspiration of demonstrations organized by 

international AIDS NGOs, events were conducted, such as the one against VARIG air 

company (ABIA, 1989b), considered as the first Latin American public demonstration 

gathering “people living with AIDS”, several annual meetings for social awareness on 

AIDS (AIDS world day at the first of December), which were enacted in particularly 

chosen public places in Rio (such as the Corcovado, Cinelandia), or even a political 

demonstration against the US Embassy because of North-American immigration policy in 

relation to HIV+ individuals (GPV, 1990f). The protest against the US Embassy was 

similar to other ones that happened in different parts of the world as a boycott to the 6th 

World AIDS Conference, to be held in San Francisco (1990). For Pela Vidda leaders, 

their political actions were notably informed by ideas of a common global struggle 

against the AIDS “pandemic”, which would be a bridge between international and 

culturally different AIDS NGOs and also a prospect for transnational exchanges and 

mutual goals. In fact, these transnational links were objectively maintained by 

interpersonal relations and inter-institutional contacts between AIDS “activists” or GPV 

“militants” in Brazil and abroad. Therefore, global factors interfered in the creation and 

maintenance of GPV, either by the influx of resources or the dissemination of 

organizational models and ideological principles at the global level1.

1 Apart from letters addressed to Herbert Daniel and to other G PV  members from ACT UP and San 
Francisco AIDS Foundation activists (dated from March and April 1990), the GPV  monthly newsletter 
published extensive news of ACT UP New York activities (GPV, 1990f; 1990g). The idea of a global 
pandemic (Mann, 1989; Mann et al, 1992) or AIDS as a “global emergency" (see Bolton, 1989) 
informed GPV  ideology in its first years (see GPV  newsletter’ editorials).
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At the very early beginning, as “founding members”, GPV gathered people from 

journalism, the humanities, medicine, law, and the arts, who in fact had a rather sporadic 

or pontual participation. There were also some health professionals, of whom some were 

practitioners (doctors and psychologists) looking for social interlocution and alliance when 

AIDS was still treated by a small number of people. Many of these founding participants 

were somehow connected by previous social and personal ties, including by the insertion 

in social networks based on cultural and political affinity or (homo) sexual and friendship 

ties2. Therefore health workers and the first Carioca AIDS “activists” or professionals 

(from ABIA, GAPA-RJ, etc) would be found together with a majority of gay men who 

knew their HIV+ status and even probably had a former “militancy” in a Brazilian 

homosexual group3.

Although AIDS was already generating social mobilization and the NGOs were 

there to proof it, GPV, as earlier ABIA and GAPA-RJ, was firstly conceived and designed 

as an intellectual and an institutional project by a majority of middle class and well 

educated Brazilians, an elite trying to create social links in the context of the epidemic. 

This highly programmatic beginning was also informed by a political perspective, which 

echoed the trajectory of Daniel and some other founding members, who had former or 

current affiliation to left-wing parties, especially PT and PV, or to the Carioca homosexual 

militancy. Or, if not, they shared a generic political awareness on Brazilian society and its 

political regime. Therefore, GPV was not framed by a liberal, middle class perspective in 

itself, but, on the contrary, it was compromised with a critical and politically engaged 

perspective. However, this ‘new’ political “activism” (ativismo) was not created or 

ideologically based on social practices of volunteer work. Even if AIDS was generating 

social facts of great importance, the creation of GPV, such as other NGOs, was not a 

Community-based or a grass roots project, nor a social movement with large popular 

response. Certainly deeply motivated, including by personal reasons, since some 

members were HIV+ people, GPV was an organization created with a pre-defined 

institutional agenda. Under the structural auspices of ABIA, which provided the new NGO 

with basic resources, such as space, technological resources (xerox, fax, and computer 

machines) and other material conditions (GPV, 1989b), GPV was set up with a highly

2 In fact, Herbert Daniel first attempts to gather people involved basically a number of friends and 
colleagues. Although it was not signed by Daniel, the “introduction” of the funding project for the Ford 
Foundation (GPV, 1989b:3) described exactly these first members: “Our concerns, our preliminary 
conversations involved above all issues related to the human rights. We were all originated of the 
middle classes and we had basic resources to treatment. We had University degrees, either completed 
or not, and we were all homosexuals or bisexuals”.

3 The same thing was to happen in the creation of GPV  (August, 1989) in the city of Sao Paulo, 
which was also set up by former members of a homosexual organization (SOMOS), who were 
basically connected with personal and friendhip links to GPV-RJ founding members. Previous social 
and personal networks prevailed in the creation of the two NGOs and their mutual connections.
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sophisticated ideology and socio-political perspective, but with no large ordinary 

membership. The founding members were mostly intellectual or professional 

collaborators, who eventually participated as experts, rather than day-to-day volunteers. 

Thus, in 1989, without a large number of volunteers engaged in self-help activities or 

clients with health or social needs, who had to be assisted, GPV was resumed to an 

ideological project centered round the charismatic figure of Herbert Daniel. From 1989 to 

1991, he was the idealizer, the actual mentor and the leading figure of GPV, probably 

until he became ill. During the first months, however, Daniel was helped by three young 

(gay) men who, working voluntarily, became progressively involved with GPV. With 

structural support of ABIA, GPV began to be funded later in the second half of 1989 by 

the Embassy of Canada and by the Ford Foundation in January 19904.

In 1989, when a timetable of internal activities was still limited to the highly 

programmatic and political oriented Tuesday meetings, Herbert Daniel and his small 

number of volunteer followers actively attempted to create a social and public image of 

GPV. On the one hand, they, but above all Daniel (sometimes accompanied by his 

partner, the visual designer Claudio Mesquita), would give interviews to the news media 

about the epidemic, the setting up of GPV, and its ideology of solidarity and “living with 

AIDS”. Given to the printed press as well as to TV programs and chat shows, they 

progressively influenced a larger audience, either locally in Rio or nationally in Brazil. As 

a ‘new’ phenomenon related to AIDS, the news media were reasonably interested to 

circulate their alternative ideas on “living positively” in the epidemic, while, at the same 

time, they also circulated stories on the decaying life of aidetico pop stars, such as 

Cazuza, which the Veja magazine popularized in the same year (see chapter 3, picture 

1). Mutually antagonistic approaches on the epidemic were normally shown 

simultaneously, running divergent representations of “living” or “dying with AIDS”. With 

the help of some journalists who also took part in GPV foundation, Daniel surely 

recognized the symbolic power of the news media in Brazil, which he had already 

personally dealt with when he came back from exile, a news media theme of the years of 

Anistia and political Abertura5. The importance given to the news media by either ABIA or 

GPV may differentiate their socio-political strategies when compared to other AIDS 

NGOs. Throughout the years, the news media became, therefore, a prime social vehicle

4 According to Grupo Pela Vidda (1989a; 1989b; 1990a), the Embassy of Canada (through the 
Programa de Pequeno Projeto) funded the NGO with US$ 19960 and the Ford Foundation funded 
GPV  by one year project of US$ 74970. Spatially and materially dependent to ABIA, the “inauguration” 
of GPV  own space only happened in September 1990 (see Terto, 1990).

5 One of ABIA’s directors, Silvia Ramos, was a journalist and largely colaborated with Herbert Daniel 
in this first period of GPV. Another founding member, Bruno Cattoni, was also a journalist, who 
became the first vice-president in GPV. Later he created and edited a journal session “dedicated to 
AIDS and its problems” in the Carioca newspaper Ultima Hora. This session was considered to be 
under the “direct responsibility of the NGOs and without interference from the newspaper editorial 
board” (Boletim Pela Vidda, 7: p ag .5 .1990).
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for the popularization and legitimization of GPV and its aims. TV programs, such as 

Manchete Urgente (1989) and the Globo Reporter program (1990), were repeatedly 

recalled by some of my informants as the first time they heard about GPV. They mostly 

constituted middle class audiences which were the primary consumers of this sort of 

cultural program.

In addition to the news media, GPV early engaged closely with ABIA for political 

positioning in the Brazilian social field of health. As I pointed out in chapter 4, the two 

agencies, composed of the same agents, took part in political criticism of Brazilian public 

health policies on AIDS. Their intervention in this social field was also connected to their 

objectives in resisting against forms of stigmatization and discrimination among health 

professionals. While Herbert Daniel and the first GPV volunteers appeared on TV or 

were interviewed by the printed press, they also aimed to circulate their ideas, concepts 

and principles of “living with AIDS” in institutional and professional settings, such as 

hospitals, clinics, and universities. When participating in panels, seminars or only giving 

talks, they would spread GPV messages and ideology as well as to fill up GPV weekly 

agenda.

As soon as GPVs institutional commitments increased, the small group of 

volunteers, including Herbert Daniel, was professionally linked to GPV by the creation of 

specific functions. While Daniel was the president, the others became coordinators and 

secretaries of GPVs first activities. But ABIA was still a work place and, therefore, 

provided institutional and financial support for three of these first volunteers, who worked 

as volunteers in GPV and as paid staff in ABIA. Their work in GPV was related, therefore, 

to the increasing attention given by the news media to the NGO, and, as a result, an 

increasing interest by their public, including HIV+ people who would look for support, 

information and many other specific demands. Yet their volunteer work was mostly 

related to the formulation and improvement of the first GPV activities, which I will discuss 

further, and with the political and institutional connections and strategies in which the 

partnership between ABIA and GPV had developed.

Later in 1989, but especially from 1990 onwards, the handful of GPV “volunteers”, 

mostly gay men, began to receive the first waves of people who were looking for some 

support from the NGO. Mainly recruited after the impact of GPV in the local mass media, 

an increasing number of participants became attached to the NGO. These newcomers 

had relatively different trajectories and personal reasons which motivated their affiliation 

to GPV. In fact some were married couples (Artilheiro, 1991). Others were mothers, 

sisters or generally relatives of HIV+ people, who were sick or recently deceased (Agra, 

1991; Santana, 1991; Borio, 1991). They wanted to help (ajudat) in the fight against the 

epidemic. Some were partners or very close friends of HIV+ gay men, who were either
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untested or HIV negative. They also wanted to collaborate. But they were also HIV+ 

people, some of them HIV+ women, single or married, who searched for a non

stigmatizing, safer place to present their own problems and needs.

These new members partially broke with the relative dominant presence of gay 

men in GPV, either as staff members or volunteers. Neither were they personally 

connected with each other or the founding members. In 1990, as a founding member told 

me, GPV “was not anymore that group of Herbert Daniel’s friends”. The organization 

increased in participant members and became more and more differentiated. The 

distinctive open character proposed by GPV ideology seemed to be really factual. 

Although differentiated, these newcomers constituted a segment of people who were 

receptive to GPV ideological discourse. In fact, they were basically people who had a 

particular social and cultural background and, especially, they were internally 

differentiated in terms of gender and sexual orientation. They were also cultural receivers 

of the GPV messages circulated in the mass media or, in addition, they were some of the 

audiences which the first GPV volunteers and leaders had in their frequent talks in 

seminars, panels and meetings in the State and in the City of Rio de Janeiro:

It was a very pleasant environment. In fact, it was much more ABIA than actually 
Pela Vidda. It was only a meeting room, the corner of an adapted car garage. ... 
At that time, it wasn’t even this. It was only a meeting room. I took part in some 
meetings. I don’t remember if they were called Tribunes. I took part in some 
meetings when Herbert Daniel and some other people were there. It was very up, 
positive, good, pleasant. It was related to me. It was related to my social class, 
with the scene I was involved in. People like me. They were gays and middle 
class. They lived in South Rio. They were up. They were like me. I was 
completely identified with Pela Vidda. (Ezio Tavora, GPV veteran and leader).

This transcript gives us part of an ethos of South Rio everyday life that seemed to 

prevail in GPV, which was translated by factors of class and sexual orientation6. These 

factors were linked to the highly political awareness among GPV members. Yet this 

mixture of gay ‘sensibility’, political criticism and middle-class background did not avoid 

the atmosphere of grief and suffering provoked by the actual ill health of some HIV+ 

members and eventually the death of many of them. A great number of these first GPV 

participants did not survive more than the first or the two first years of the NGO.

6 For the idea of an ethos of South Rio life, see Velho (1981). This ethos is characterized by an 
ideological importance given to values of individualism, modernity, and personal freedom. It would 
influence responses from artistic and intelectual spheres, but also from groups defined by urban 
middle class lifestyles.
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6.1.1 - Enclosed and distant politics: GPV structure and the “Tuesdays 

meetings”:

At its creation, participation in GPV was almost reduced to the highly political 

Tuesday meetings, the first normative activity which structured the NGO. Members and 

eventual participants were mostly intellectual and professional collaborators of Herbert 

Daniel’s ideological project and very frequently gathered together GPV and ABIA 

members. These meetings were characterized by intense discussions on the negligent 

Brazilian AIDS policy, the social and cultural aspects of the epidemic, and mainly on GPV 

political strategies. They were, therefore, strong debates on issues of ideological and 

political order, but they were also deliberative, that is, participants discussed and argued 

to make decisions led by principles of collective and democratic consensus. It was 

supposed to mirror GPV’s structure. Influenced by the ideals of democracy and collective 

participation, sustained by GPV founding members, everyone had the right of speech and 

vote. In short, it was based on non-authoritarian ideals, which had to express the way in 

which GPV was politically organized.

Yet this organization and GPV political functioning are not exactly similar to its 

political structure. GPV was never acephalous. It was defined by a political hierarchy that 

was historically constituted and suffered many changes. In its first year, GPV was 

composed by a small number of members and they did not have very precise or clear 

political-administrative functions. As a non-profitable AIDS NGO, GPV had to be 

immediately legalized. At first, a statute was defined and presented GPV principles of 

democratic organization. Basically, GPV was headed by a Board of Trustees (Conselho 

de Curadores), composed of its founding members and others who were nominated and 

accepted by vote. The trustees had responsibility of electing GPV directors as well as of 

approving their annual work programme. The Board was linked to the “Financial Board” 

(Conselho Fiscal), composed of three members and their substitutes. This Board aimed 

to look at the correct use of GPV resources and patrimony. Subordinated to these two 

bodies, there was the so called “executive directors board” (diretoria executiva), which, at 

first, was composed of the “president”, “vice-president”, a general coordinator and a 

general secretary, elected every two years. These GPV directors ruled by a political 

representation that was institutional and symbolical. They controlled GPV political power 

and defined its activities, aims and next plans7.

7 The composition of the “directors board” changed throughout the years (in 1992 and in 1996) due to 
a continuous process of internal rationalization. Therefore some positions disappeared and other were 
created, such as the “project director” or the “treasurer". See Grupo Pela Vidda (1992a). Seropositivity 
was seen as an important symbolic factor in the roles of president and vice-president. However some
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As an institutional paradox, the Board of Trustees actually had a limited 

interference in GPV history. In fact, many of GPV “executive directors” were also 

trustees, which in part neutralized internal rivalries. In addition, although renewed over 

the years, GPV trustees did not have necessarily an everyday presence in the NGO. 

Even if they were chosen as trustees because of their personal and ideological 

commitment to GPV, which generated some of their symbolic capital, they were normally 

distant from GPV routine and its political life. Therefore, the Board of Trustees had 

effectively a limited interfering power and it only functioned eventually without relation to 

the immediate day-to-day routine in GPV. If the “directors board” was subordinated to the 

two Boards of Trustees, it politically controlled GPV and caused effects on the 

neutralization of internal political disputes. Hierarchically, above the “directors board” 

were the “coordinators” who were responsible for each GPV activity8.

If the “executive directors board” had a more effective control of the practical 

objectives, functionality and the day-to-day work in GPV, the ‘Tuesday meetings”, known 

as “political-administrative meetings”, constituted the most politically central activity or 

context in the NGO. Its institutional importance did not imply that it was always a 

crowded, very busy activity. Its significance to GPV internal social life changed as other 

activities were created. As a result, its composition also changed. If in 1989 the ‘Tuesday 

meetings” galvanized a large number of participants, it was due to the lack of other 

activities offered by GPV, but mainly because the political and social issues and 

problems related to AIDS were much more daily and urgent at that time than years later, 

especially after 1993. It was a period of major uncertainties about access to treatment, 

drugs and the real support given by public health authorities. Furthermore, the activity 

gathered many people who had a previous or still current intense political participation in 

other civil organizations, which helped to influence its atmosphere, as I pointed out earlier 

in this chapter.

HIV negative people became GPV “vice-presidents”, essoas soronegativas ocupassem a vice- 
presidencia.

8 Early 1994, a GPV veteran, also trustee, questioned the lack of democracy in GPV and even the 
structure of the Conselho dos Curadores that he called a “little club” (clubinho). He argued that 
everyone in GPV must have right to vote in the elections for directors and more political participation.
In mid-1995, a period of intense internal dissidence, another GPV veteran, highly politicized and also 
trustee, explained to a group of GPV colleagues in a Central Rio bar, what was the GPV”s model of 
internal politics. For him, it was based on an ideal of “democratic centralism” by which the directors 
defined the aims of the NGO. There were the intellectual-like members who gave content to GPV”s 
discussions and also credibility to its activities. At last, there were the volunteers who did not have 
political oppinions and only accepted GPV”s rules and practices. I do not accept entirely this image of 
top-to-bottom politics nor the arguments of a lack of political apprehension by GPV ordinary 
volunteers. In addition, it deserves mention that political criticism was able to be noticed in contexts 
differents from the Tuesday meetings, such as even reflexive-discursive activities (the “Open Tribune”), 
as happened in 1995 and in early 1998. Therefore, internal politics might be greater perceived in 
contexts where formal politics was not expected. We can think of similar criticism found in the political 
life of gay or feminist groups in Brazil. See, for instance, MacRae (1990).
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This meeting was normally composed of GPV directors, who were perhaps all 

present there, but not necessarily; GPV “activity coordinators”, who were not obliged to 

participate and often did not take part; and also a small number of volunteers, who might 

be regular participants or, on the contrary, they were newcomers who only took part once 

and never come back. As nobody was obliged to be present in any GPV activity, it 

created a functional justification for the irregular participation of members. Furthermore, 

the “meeting” dynamics helped to generate differentiation between members. There was 

an internal division between those who were much more aware of the NGO, its work and 

its political or institutional issues, which included above all the directors and the regular 

GPV volunteers, who were greatly experienced in political participation, and those 

individuals who had a more informal and less institutionalized link to GPV, especially the 

new volunteers, who mostly did not have any previous organizational and political 

formation. The most experienced members and activists had greater control of the 

activity and its topics of discussion, which led them to have higher control of the 

discursive practices needed in the meeting, while the ordinary volunteers perhaps 

remained in silent most of the times (Vallinoto, 1991). This dynamics turned out to 

characterize the activity over the years. It had certainly some implications on the ways of 

political and hierarchical control, when GPV directors and veteran activists dominated at 

length most discourses and facts of political and institutional order. This fact and the 

absence or distance of GPV members from the activity created conditions to a political 

void within the NGO. In addition, there were serious problems of understanding and 

communication generically among members about GPV actual projects and institutional 

decisions. Therefore many GPV coordinators and leaders were able to have a 

fragmented and partial perspective of the NGO and they even might have a limited 

understanding of the political decisions which were being played9.

During some time in 1990, the Tuesday meetings” alternated “executive 

meetings” and “peer groups” (reunides de convivencia). This suggested the existence of 

differentiated internal demands. At the end, however, the Tuesday evenings maintained 

as the specific context of the “political-administrative meetings”. Therefore in a relatively 

short period, they became emptier than other activities that began to be offered in GPV, 

above all the reflexive-discursive ones. In short, the “political meetings” turned out to be 

basically contexts of systematization and final definition of ideas and propositions that 

were many times conceived previously within a small group of GPV directors. Composed

9 Although hierachically above GPV directors, but with the same power to decision and vote, the 
activity coordinators participated irregularly in the Tuesday meetings”. They were not obliged to take 
part in the meeting, but only recommended to do so. Their presence depended more on their own 
political, personal and practical interests. Therefore, when I did fieldwork, it was very rare to see the 
massive participation of coordinators from some activities, such as the “Women’s group” or the “Art 
workshop”. If women took part in the activity, the political representation of gender was above all an 
individual matter rather than an emphasis from the activity per se.
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of a reduced number of participants, who were above all male (and gay, although slightly 

more heterosexual after 1994), the Tuesday meetings” were characterized as the 

privileged context of GPV activism and “militancy”10.

6.1.2 - The Recepgao (the “Welcome meeting”):

During 1989 and early 1990, when GPV began to be reported by the news media 

or health professionals sent their HIV+ clients to the NGO, Pela Vidda was receiving an 

increasing number of individuals and groups of people who felt directly or indirectly 

affected by the epidemic. As a late 20th century organization, social contacts were made 

either face-to-face, when people would visit the spatially limited areas where GPV was 

located in ABIA headquarters (basically the reception hall or later the area close to the 

cars garage), or by telephone calls, which were made from the State of Rio de Janeiro or 

nationally, according to the impact of a TV program. The arrival of people wanting to 

know about and participate in GPV had to be conciliated with the NGO’s own social aims, 

which were mostly in process of definition on the Tuesdays meetings. When people with 

no institutional or professional link to the AIDS epidemic began to arrive in these 

“political" meetings, they presented issues and questions, mostly of personal matter, 

which did not relate exactly with the more political themes discussed by GPV founding 

members:

GPV began to have difficulties very early. There were people who already used to 
participate and others who were newcomers. Everybody gathered in the same 
meeting. I think it was on Tuesday. Then, it began to have a certain discrepancy, 
sure. People coming, despaired, hopeless. We, the old ones (macacos velhos, 
“veterans”), a mixture of HIV+ and HIV- people, discussing politics, presidential 
election and AIDS, funding and so on. ... And people would come, knocking on 
our door with that hopelessness that we all know about. Then I suggested the 
creation of the “welcome meeting”. (Veriano Terto Jr).

If the political perspective did not clash completely with the personal one, they 

represented differentiated demands from individuals coming from particular trajectories 

in the context of AIDS. For the more politicized GPV founding members, personal issues 

were also enormously important, but they needed to be discussed on specific contexts 

apart from the Tuesdays meetings, when political issues were properly and 

systematically addressed. The creation of the “Recognition, welcome, and orientation

10 A crowded ‘Tuesday meeting” would gather about 15 individuals, mostly men. In general, however, 
the number of participants was small (about 10 people). Members would also arrive and leave the 
meeting very regularly.
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meeting” (reuniao de reconhecimento, recepgao e orientagao) aimed to rationalize the 

first GPV activities, but it also helped to differentiate the spaces of discursive practice. 

Later formally entitled only as the reuniao de recepgao (the “welcome meeting”), it 

privileged receiving “new” members or participants as well as being the “entrance door” 

(porta de entrada', GPV, 1993a) to GPV and its ideology.

The recepgao was conducted by a “coordinator” at certain hours twice a week. 

Many GPV veteran members became, however, informally responsible to for welcoming 

newcomers (fazera recepgao) who were not able “to wait” until the right time and day of 

the activity. The “welcome meeting” was ideally based on a model of collective activity. 

The number of participants varied according to the irregular demand, but they were on 

average a group of 3 to 5 individuals each time. Although it had suffered changes since 

its creation, the activity was basically characterized by the presentation of a relatively 

systematic range of principles and ideas sustained by GPV. It was expected that anyone 

who wanted to know the NGO had to take part in the meeting. Therefore, even if it was 

not obligatory, a GPV member was expected to have participated in it, which gave it a 

certain character of initiation. It was also considered an activity that one goes to only 

once, that is, just one time is enough and a newcomer stays free to choose which other 

activity he/she wants to be engaged with. It was not based on frequency, therefore, like 

other activities that were created in GPV. It was unavoidable that it was an activity always 

composed of a group of different people, who probably had never met before11.

As I recovered the history of this activity, I noticed changes in the way it was 

organized, in its style of conduction, and even in its conception. In fieldwork, I perceived 

that, without a more formal model or script, the meeting was characterized by a collective 

context of interactions where the coordinator had the central role of raising some 

questions and exploring some GPV principles. Therefore, its development was very 

practical in the sense of depending on participants and in their interactions. The idea of 

“exchange” (troca) was used several times by informants who coordinated the activity. In 

the same way, the “welcome meeting” was considered as an always “unexpected” 

occasion, a “singular experience”, a way of “learning” (Valle, 1993). A coordinator 

summarized: “People were there to listen and to share ideas”. In this “exchange” of 

experiences, a “group” was created (Valle, ibid). The image of a “chat” (bate-papo) has

11 In January 1991, the recepgao was given every Thursday (3-6 p.m.). In 1992-1993, the activity 
began to be offered on Mondays (5 p.m.) and on Thursdays (3 p.m.). In 1996-1997, the meetings were 
given on Mondays (5-7 p.m.) and Fridays (3-6 p.m.). In fieldwork, I noticed how variable the number of 
participants was. They could be 2, 4, 5, 7, etc. But if there was a lack of participants, the activity was 
cancelled. This item is based on the interviews with Veriano Terto Jr, Alexandre do Valle and Viimcius 
Darriba, who coordinated the activity, and also GPV members who took part in the meeting. See also 
GPV (1993a; 1993b).
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some resonance, but the coordinator had the role to “raise” (deixar aflorai) certain issues 

with participants, questions that were ideologically crucial to GPV12.

In general gathered in a private space in GPV, the coordinator and the 

newcomers firstly introduced themselves. Next, the coordinator described certain aspects 

and key issues from GPV ideology and history. Later, the participants were free to ask 

some questions or even to talk about themselves and the reasons that led them there 

(many, in fact, according to their trajectories and the aspects which linked them to AIDS). 

They could talk about their HIV risk practices (so issues of intimacy); that they wanted to 

participate in a peer “group” (grupo de convivencia) (HIV+); or they just wanted to help 

(ajudar). When the discursive flux reduced, the coordinator could talk about GPV 

activities in more detail and, after, he invited the participants to take part in them. In 

practice, however, this script was much more flexible because the activity depended on a 

dynamic that involved all the participants. In fieldwork, I noticed that several times the 

coordinator let people more free to talk or intervene early in the beginning of the activity 

and, therefore, he discussed the more ideological themes later. He did not address all 

these themes in every meeting, but they varied according to the context and the 

participants. So, once, in November 1997, the recepgao was influenced by the exclusive 

presence of four HIV+ gay men, diagnosed in different contexts of their lives. All the 

themes that the coordinator normally discussed were still maintained, but they were 

conditioned to the interactive dynamic between the participants. Some topics were more 

strongly addressed than others, which were influenced by the personal demands 

generated by the participants. As there was a certain context of identification, the four gay 

men talked about their sexual partners, their doctors, their health, and the drugs that they 

were taking. The coordinator let them talk about all their own concerns and issues, but he 

took advantage of some gaps to introduce his own discourse, which was much more 

institutionalized than the participants’ personal perspectives. The “welcome meeting” 

turned out to be a context in which discursive practices of reflexivity were also stimulated. 

In short, there was great flexibility, therefore, in the activity, although a model of work was 

normally noticeable.

The “welcome meeting” was never thought to have a therapeutic aim (GPV, 

1993a). The participant takes part just once and the activity is preferably collective. 

Therefore the conventional therapeutic model of individual counselling (where a 

counselor meets a client) is not adequate here. It can not even be considered a “group 

therapy”, although some psychological techniques of group work were used. 

Furthermore, the coordinator was mainly thought to be less a counsellor than one who

12 For a perspective on the activity by one of its coordinators, see Valle (1993).
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“provokes” participation in the activity. He was there neither to solve a problem nor even 

to advise someone. The coordinator was closer to the image of a GPV activist who 

wanted to “deconstruct” the common sense about AIDS, especially when stimulating 

participants to choose their own decisions and changes. Notably, the GPV non- 

philanthropic ideological position, critical of practices of “assistance”, influenced the 

structure of the “welcome meeting”13.

If the “welcome meeting” did not have a therapeutic aim, it was conceived, 

however, under the light of psychotherapeutic knowledge. As the recepgao was created 

on the responsibility of a founding member who was also a psychologist, GPV was 

setting up a specific pattern or model to that activity and also to the issues which needed 

to be actually addressed there. In fact, ideology and a psychological perspective on the 

arrival of participants would be closely connected, since the ideological principles 

maintained by GPV were considered as strengthening resources for overcoming a 

personal state of psychological distress provoked by the cultural trappings about AIDS. 

Coordinators and GPV members generally described newcomers at the meeting as 

people who arrived “hopeless” or “guilty”. This image of hopelessness (desespero) 

influenced the way by which the “welcome meeting” was seen as an ideal context for 

particular values of psychologization of people affected by AIDS. They were supposed to 

come from a world out there that needed to be reconsidered by a new light and 

perspective, the one given by GPV. Therefore, the activity had a certain purpose of 

initiating personal “re-structuration” which grounded a discourse and a psychological view 

of the predicament of AIDS. Certainly this idea addressed above all HIV+ newcomers; 

those untested ones who were in a period of “seroindefinition”, and even people who had 

direct contact to HIV+ people. “Change” and “hope” were goals to be achieved14.

But the “welcome meeting” was also very formative in the sense of giving 

“orientation” about AIDS and some crucial, basic elements of GPV ideological 

framework. Emphasized by its coordinators and broadly by GPV early aims, these 

formative aspects counterbalanced the ‘therapeutic’ side of the activity. Therefore GPV 

ideological principles organized or structured the activity because as they were 

presented, they were also concretely realized. They were used to contest the common 

sense on AIDS and to offer a culturally and politically different perspective. In a nearly

13 Alexandre do Valle, who coordinated the activity, considered the “welcome meeting” as an activity 
that motivated “empowerment” from participants.

14 “People who sought the welcome meetings brought their issues, doubts, fear and anxieties” (GPV, 
1993b). This activity has been normally coordinated by psychologists, especially after 1993, a period 
in which GPV was already institutionally consolidated. High rationalization also characterized this 
activity by the use of forms to be filled out by newcomers and the use of statistical information for 
writing reports (1997-98). GPV also supported the project Banco de Horas (“Hours Bank”), developed 
by another NGO, the IDAC ( Instituto de Agao Cultural). Created in 1993, the project offered 
psycotherapeutic counselling, free of charge, to people affected and infected by HIV/AIDS.
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precise order, themes like the universal meaning of “living with AIDS” in Pela Vidda; the 

questioning of the cultural ideas of the aidetico as a sick person or the critique of ideas of 

civil death; the search for solidarity or the struggle (luta) for “rights” were structuring 

elements of the practice conducted by the coordinator, who used them as “hooks” to 

destabilize images, values and discourses brought by participants. Therefore, when one 

used the term aidetico, the coordinator might suggest the use of the term “seropositive”, 

or, above all, when he used an identity-expression like “we are all people who live with 

HIV and AIDS”, he stressed that nobody needed to disclose their HIV status in GPV daily 

life:

We had this position of not disclosing our HIV status in the “welcome meeting”. 
Firstly because we were speaking from the perspective of someone living with 
AIDS like GPV perceives. Then, there is no sense when me as a coordinator 
says: “I am Vinicius and I am HIV+. Or I am Vinicius and I am HIV negative. 
Because a person might hear what I said and think: “Ah, he is saying it because 
he’s positive. Ah, he’s saying it because he’s negative or because he’s the 
brother of HIV+ person”. In the meeting, our position is not based on stereotypes 
or on a rigid position that is applicable to everyone with AIDS. Sometimes, people 
asked me in the meeting: “Are you HIV positive?” And they asked me very 
embarrassed. If I do not answer, it’s more embarassing because people think 
they were wrong to ask. So then I clarify that’s a strategic question. But I also 
teach them because they might ask again to someone in GPV without having an 
answer. Nobody will necessarily say ... (Vinicius Darriba; “welcome meeting” 
coordinator; psychologist).

The “welcome meeting” was, therefore, the first context of apprehension of the 

idea of “living with AIDS”, as adopted by GPV and considered as a collective, non

individual experience of the epidemic. Furthermore, it also aimed to generate a general, 

preliminary understanding of the ethic that forms of identity ascription had to be 

minimized and even questioned (i.e., the aidetico). There was no obligation or major 

importance, then, to be identified as HIV+ or HIV- (and even as gay or heterosexual), for 

participation in the NGO privileged interactions through the idea of convivencia 

(“togetherness”) and the emphasis on the unity of differences for the search for solidarity 

against AIDS.

6.1.3 - A gendered context: the “Women’s Group”.

In late 1989, as one of the first attempts at internal organization by means of 

implementing a particular social demand, a “couples’ group” (grupo de casais) was 

considered because of the arrival of the first heterosexual couples affected by AIDS in 

the NGO (GPV, 1990a). This activity would gather married men and women in spite of
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their HIV status. So HIV discordant couples were thought to meet those HIV+ ones. 

Although marriage status and AIDS was the linking bond within this group, the issue of 

infidelity and male bisexuality seemed to be a hidden dilemma in their social and 

interpersonal interactions in GPV. Notably the creation of a “couples group” can be 

associated with some ideas on the actual “social impact of AIDS” in Brazil, which was 

subject of social research conducted by ABIA in which Herbert Daniel took part 

(Guimaraes et al, 1988a; 1988b). But the participation of these 2 or 3 couples (actually 

the wives’ presence rather than of their husbands) opened up a terrain for objective 

discussions on family life, heterosexuality and AIDS in GPV (Artilheiro, 1991), which was 

before nearly absent. At this same period, other women also began to be affiliated to 

GPV. They were single HIV+ women and others who were basically carers of HIV+ 

people, especially mothers, sisters and other relatives, even female friends of HIV+ gay 

men who already attended GPV. These female newcomers brought about new social 

demands in relation to AIDS, which would also provoke internal demands in GPV. The 

idea of a “mothers’ group” (grupo de maes) was not successful there, nor was the 

“couples’ group”, which lasted only a few meetings, mostly composed of married women.

The presence of women, regardless of their HIV status and age, and the near 

absence of heterosexually identified men in GPV was the starting-point for their internal 

specific organization in a single activity, the only one that would be marked by a gender 

identity: the “women’s group” (Grupo de Mulheres), which was set up in February 1990. 

This gendered group was initially very small, composed of women of different links to 

AIDS: the mother of a deceased HIV+ man; three married women (one HIV-); a single 

heterosexual HIV+ woman. Although age differentiated, an internally varied middle class 

background notably characterized the group15.

The “Women’s group” was considered by GPV leaders as a crucial way to 

contribute to a different image of the AIDS epidemic, disassociated from male 

homosexuality. Furthermore, an international interest in HIV infection among women was 

beginning to be noticeable in the early 1990s, including an increase in funding. This fact 

had an influence on GPV’s institutional aims, which rapidly had to fit in a global trend of 

HIV prevention policy and specific funding directed to women. Therefore, the creation of 

the “women’s group” helped GPV to give a particular local and cultural response to AIDS, 

but also to respond to broad, international demands at a different level.

15 On the GPV’s “women’s group”, see GPV (1990c; 1991c; 1991d; 1992b; 1993a; 1993b; 1997) and 
Agra (1998). Other sources were personal texts written by GPV women volunteers and few short 
reports given by the NGO in its official newsletter (Boletim Pela Vidda). In fact, I did not find any 
particular article on this newsletter about the “women’s group”, although I found some on other 
activities. In fact, the most interesting texts that give some ethos of the GPV women’s activity was 
published in ABIA’s newsletter (GPV, 1991c, 1991 d; translated to English for the book “Positive 
Women: Voices of Women living with AIDS”) and Agra’s book (1998). In 1995, GPV launched a video 
called Mulheres pela VIDDA (‘Women pela VIDDA”), which focused on its women’s activity.
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As with all other GPV activities, the “women’s group” suffered changes, but they 

were mostly of internal composition rather than of structure and aims. Basically the 

activity was also run by a “coordinator”. It was organized weekly and, traditionally, run on 

every Monday afternoon. Frequency was greatly variable, marked by personal choice 

rather than any form of obligatory or ruled participation. In general, a group of 8 to 12 

women met there every week16.

In general, women informally gathered while they gradually arrived at GPV. 

Informality was greatly diffuse, although the presence of newcomers might create a more 

formal routine of work17. As it was normally accepted, the coordinator was mostly 

responsible for giving a formal lead to the activity, especially when an issue was 

discussed or one of the women wanted to give a personal account. In spite of the need of 

writing reports and controlled supervision, defined in a particular period in GPV history, 

the coordinator did not keep in practice a very structured model of work. The highly 

informal atmosphere was often driven by a non-focused participation among women. So 

they might just chat in small groups of two or three, based on their personal bonds rather 

than having a particular focused discussion on a topic. The activity would oscillate from a 

vague sense of formality to an atmosphere of relaxation.

During its existence, the composition of the “women’s group” kept with GPV 

ideology of “people living with HIV/AIDS” in a broader sense. Women of different HIV 

status, age, sexual orientation and social or cultural backgrounds did take part in the 

activity. Sometimes GPV women and men, above all HIV+ gay men, would invite their 

mothers or female siblings and relatives to take part in the “women’s group”. This would 

be a way of making them more “informed” (informadas) on AIDS, but also to reduce their 

mistrust over one’s participation in GPV, especially in the case of young HIV- volunteers. 

More recently, especially after 1995, more women with their children went to GPV. Some 

of these children were also HIV+. In 1997-98, the presence of these women and their 

children of different age, from one/two years to nine/ten year old, created a different ethos 

to GPV, but especially on Monday afternoons and early evenings. This would not be 

repeated in any other day or hour of the week. Female health professionals and students 

also used to participate in the activity. As we will see later in this chapter, internal 

composition varied throughout the years and recently a more socially homogeneous 

group seems to gather every week.

16 Firstly, the women’s group gathered on Wednesday afternoons, but soon it was transfered to every 
Monday afternoon (2-5 p.m.). On the number of participants, see GPV (1993b). Sometimes the activity 
was able to gather 20 women, but it would be an exception to the average number of 8-10 participants. 
Sometimes birthday parties gathered a higher number of participants. The exchange of presents and 
cakes was also very common at these contexts.

17 This also happened with me when I was introduced to the female participants. There was a 
formality in this context, where I tried to explain my research aims at the same time I gave a personal 
approach to my own affiliation to GPV.
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As with all other GPV activities, the women’s group can be attended by anyone, 

including men. Yet the actual presence of men in the women’s group was very often 

contested. Normally a male member would only stay for short periods in the activity, for 

instance, to give some information on AIDS treatments and drugs. In 1994, when the 

women used to meet in the large GPV meeting space, one or two of the few GPV 

heterosexually defined men used to have a rest on the afternoons. Several times, 

complaints were made because some women wanted to talk about particular intimate 

topics without the presence of any men, who had to leave the room after GPV staff 

intervened in women’s favour. In 1998, I also had to leave the women’s activity for the 

same reason. This sphere of secrecy in feminine affairs may highlight some points on the 

order of male-female gender relations in Brazil. Although it might be seen as an aspect of 

a traditional role, whose agency was only defined in contexts of privacy and family life, it 

is perhaps better to see it as a recognition of a controlled space, where women must 

have the dominant voice and presence.

Always coordinated by women, the “Women’s group”, like the “welcome 

meeting”, was considered as a “space of sharing experiences" (GPV, 1992b; 1993b; 

Agra, 1998:51), but also as a “group of togetherness” (grupo de convivencia), a “space 

where people feel easy to talk” and they meet “peers in the world, other women with 

whom to be identified” (GPV, 1997)18. It was also considered as a context where women 

could “unburden" (desabafai) themes that could not be discussed elsewhere with other 

people (GPV, 1997; Agra, 1998), even family or partners. Each weekly meeting might be 

a “day of confession”. It was thought to be an activity which helped women to be more 

“informed” (informada) about AIDS, their civil rights, the real conditions of treatment and 

health care in the State of Rio de Janeiro. The “group” was considered a context for 

getting “technical” knowledge and AIDS “information", but also as a space for 

identification and mutual trust.

In practice, the activity involved the collective discussion of themes and questions 

that dealt with women and AIDS or any other issue proposed by participants, above all 

personal topics. Videos of HIV prevention and safer sex techniques were frequently 

exhibited. According to reports and texts on the “women’s group”, a range of topics were 

chiefly discussed by participants: a concern with actual forms of sexual expression and 

the role of seropositivity in it; problems of condom use and safer sex negotiation with 

male partners; the maintenance of conjugal relations in spite of AIDS; issues on 

motherhood and AIDS; medical practice, doubts and problems of AIDS treatments 

management (high costs; side-effects, etc); the female role as health carer at home;

18 If it helped in the creation of the activity, the importance given to gender identity as an issue turned 
out to be more sustained by GPV directors board and their official discourses.
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issues of HIV disclosure to family and at work. These topics were discussed, however, 

vis a vis other more day-to-day problems and prosaic themes, such as home decoration, 

plumbing problems, or food recipes. In fact, studies on women and HIV/AIDS in Brazil 

have reported a similar range of topics and issues by which HIV+ women have 

expressed their specific concerns.

Discussion of these themes and issues would help GPV leaders and staff to 

develop a particular view on women who used to go to the activity or who generally took 

part in the NGO. On the one hand, they distinguished their experiences in terms of HIV 

status and personal motivation. According to GPV (1993a), HIV+ women (“who lived with 

HIV”) worried above all on their sexuality and their relationships with partners and family. 

On the other hand, HIV- and untested women (“who lived together with HIV”) had greater 

“anxiety” in wanting to do activities in GPV, that is, they wanted to “help” (ajudat) against 

the epidemic, an important point to understand women’s mobilization in GPV. Further, 

GPV women also differentiated themselves. Personal accounts gave a fertile terrain for 

comparisons among these women. The ways which led them to be HIV infected and the 

reason for affiliation to GPV were basic points. Age and married status also contributed 

to internal divisions. Moral issues would be raised in terms of social blame and who was 

subject of guilt and responsibility in terms of HIV infection. In 1998, an HIV+ divorced 

woman questioned the discourse of other women in the activity because they were very 

critical of men and considered themselves as “victims” {vftimas), a category that she did 

not feel identified with. In addition, class differences were also apprehended and framed 

internal groupings and social networks. Ideas of solidarity and social forms of distinction 

and class differentiation would be found side by side:

There is always one who wants to speak beautifully: “Me as a lecturer. Me as a 
social worker. Me as a solicitor”. And the others, who are they? They just want to 
talk their language. There is a small group here. And others stay there. (Eliane, 
HIV+ woman; low income; primary school)

In addition, internal disputes and rivalries also happened in the “women’s group”. 

These conflictive interactions dislocated the image of gender commonality, which 

ideologically embedded the activity. Gossip about women who wanted to create their 

leadership was very common (cantar de galo, sic). This point also leads us to the 

problem of political activism of GPV women, a sensitive issue for the NGO, but also for 

some of these women, who were both favorable and critical about the women’s group’s 

actual aims and effects19:

19 Sometimes HIV status can play a determinant role in these internal disputes. In 1994, the presence 
of an HIV- middle class, young Social Sciences undergraduate student in the group provoked an 
enormous animosity. She was thought to be in charge of the activity, only because she wanted to have 
a wage and improve herself as a young “professional”. Certainly, career was related to HIV status in
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It’s very complicated to talk about the women’s group. Why? The group never 
had an ideology. It’s has always been something very common. Just a chat. We 
used to come just to talk silly things. Everybody has a huge need of talking 
bullshit. Sometimes we used to come just to cry or to talk about our grief and 
fears. There was a part that it really happened. To talk about our fears, our 
insecurity, our fear of death. Or about our fear of trying another relationship. Now, 
honestly, the group was a place where we used to talk silly things. [...] The group 
is still the same thing. It’s still without any perspective. It’s an activity where we do 
not sort out anything at all. We don’t do anything.... We haven’t got a place in 
Pela Vidda. This is real even today, (a HIV+ woman)

Women’s presence in GPV turned out to be very specific. They mostly only took 

part in their own activity. According to the activities offered on Mondays, they would “stay” 

(float) at most a little later in the NGO, such as happened when the "Positive Cafe” was 

created (1994). Married women with children were hardly found in the political- 

administrative meetings, compared to single women. Their family and conjugal 

obligations were alleged obstacles for their participation and volunteer work, especially in 

the evening activities. So women’s participation depended on social factors beyond the 

functioning of the NGO. Together with a majority of single women, a few older, middle- 

age and even elderly women took part in other activities and wanted to be more engaged 

in GPV volunteer work and day-to-day life. They were basically divorced and widowed 

women who had less domestic responsibilities imposed by their gender role. A middle 

class background might also explain differences in participation, especially in activities 

which were marked by a non-specific, genderless interest, either political or reflexive- 

discursive ones. Some factors must explain this sort of specific participation. A mixture of 

different degrees of domestic responsibility, personal motivation and links to GPV social 

networks interfered in their participation in other activities.

Generally, however, GPV women’s presence would result in a particular concern 

among GPV leaders and staff about their real political role. After 1989-1990, GPV 

activities of political discussion, especially the ‘Tuesday meetings”, were rarely attended 

by women, except for the few of them who became GPV leaders or, otherwise, part of 

the staff, mostly HIV negative women. In 1992-1993, there was already an understanding 

among GPV leaders and some volunteers that GPV women were “isolated” in their 

gendered activity. This would be seen as a lesser “political commitment” within the NGO 

(GPV, 1993a). This lack of direct political awareness and action in GPV was considered 

as mirroring the general problems of women’s agency in Brazilian society. A politically 

critical idea that women’s social roles and experiences were mostly located in private 

domains underlined GPV’s leaders and staff apprehension of the practices of GPV

this case as in others. She was able eventually to be accepted by the majority of women, without 
becoming the coordinator.
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women. In the early 1990s, the social reproduction of “traditional” gender roles in GPV 

was firstly understood as a hindrance to their own decisions in terms of AIDS prevention, 

sexual negotiation and their own empowerment. Although endorsing in part this view, I 

think we need to see GPV women’s participation in a new light, especially looking at their 

own ideas of organization in relation to AIDS.

Firstly, GPV women can not be seen as a homogeneous group, but quite the 

opposite. The presence of women of different cultural and social backgrounds in GPV 

showed a clear variety in the ways in which they interacted with each other and actually 

took part in GPV activities. Secondly, would it be really useful to see women’s 

participation as being absolutely different from men’s links to GPV? Apart from a group 

of GPV members, men and women, who became strongly attached to the NGO, 

including by regular participation in many activities, many men also participated in only a 

very occasional, irregular and ‘non-political’ way. Therefore their actual presence in GPV 

might be also specific, according to contexts of social interaction in the NGO. Perhaps 

class differences, instead of gender ones, but also different views of GPV affiliation, 

which were historically constructed and greatly changed in recent years, explain much 

more the specificity of women’s participation in GPV.

Some studies have already been conducted on women’s participation in recent 

social movements in Latin America, including Brazil (Alvarez, 1990; Cubitt and 

Greenslade, 1997). Some have tried to overcome the artificially constructed disjunction 

between private and public contexts, a theoretical abstraction framed by metaphors of 

gender spatiality (public sphere/male agency versus private sphere/female agency), for 

these spheres may be mutually operative and their elements can be found in both 

domains. As a result, it would be more useful to look at GPV women’s participation and 

political agency as motivated by the theme of “help” (ajuda). In “helping” within GPV, 

women (but also men) were engaged in a form of mobilization which was personally 

gratifying and considered as socially effective. They wanted to “help” in basic day-to-day 

aims or to be engaged in the organization of a large event organized by GPV, such as the 

“National Meeting of People living with HIV/AIDS” or events for the World AIDS Day. 

These empirical practicalities can not be contrasted to abstract, politicized forms of 

activist engagement. In fact, critical considerations of GPV as a NGO would be found 

among women who did not take part in the “political” activities. Their participation in GPV 

mainly contrasted to their practices in their domestic, private lives, of which they would 

move towards more public, collective spheres, which GPV generated. We must see, 

therefore, their day-to-day “help” in GPV as a way of creating their own agency, even if it
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was by the reproduction of incorporated ideas of female work and gender subordination 

to particular socially “minor”, volunteer roles20.

6.1.4 - Asserting rights: GPV’s legal assistance, a service after all?

As a result of the ideological and political emphasis given to civil rights, GPV, as 

many other AIDS NGOs, offered legal advice or advocacy services, free of charge, to 

HIV+ people and their families every Wednesday from July 1990 (GPV, 1990f). As the 

first really professional service in GPV, it would be one of the ways in which the NGO 

intervened for the defense of rights and citizenship of HIV+ people and against AIDS 

stigmatization in general. One of the early issues, for instance, was the imposition of HIV 

testing as a condition of employment, such as happened with the Brazilian air company 

VARIG in 1989-1990. Broadly, therefore, GPV legal assistance turned out to be extremely 

strategic to the NGO’s political interests in generating social effects in society. Basically 

the claim for “the defense of the rights of people with HIV and AIDS” was the leading 

cause for GPV work in these early years, In fact, GPV’s credibility derived a lot from the 

greater visibility of the service in the increasing public awareness of the AIDS epidemic21.

Firstly, in 1990-1991, GPV legal services in GPV began to assist those who were 

mostly affected by the Collor Economic Plan, launched to control the economic crisis (see 

chapter 4; GPV, 1990c; 1991a). At a time when AIDS drugs were barely distributed by 

the health authorities and health care was still affected by forms of discrimination, most 

HIV+ people had to depend on their own economic resources and savings. This 

predicament of high costs in expensive drugs, clinical tests, treatments, and private 

consultations characterized the early demand for legal support from the first number of 

clients who looked for the GPV legal services. They wanted to withdraw money from their 

accounts, which were officially barred by the government. In 1992-1993, a good number 

of hemophiliacs also approached GPV for support in their legal action against the State.

20 For some women, their participation in GPV changed indeed the ways in which they considered 
their lives, including as effects of political and social mobilization. See Weeks (1995:124-154) for a 
discussion on the problems of contrasting private and public spheres. The dominant moral system 
may interfere objectively in the definition of what is ‘right’ and what is ‘bad’ behaviour either in public or 
private domains. The boundaries are very vague, imprecise and loaded by political signification, for 
moral action can be applied by public practices (via medicine, policing, law, etc).

21 Among the Brazilian AIDS NGOs, GAPA-SP and GPV-RJ became very well known for their 
activities of legal advice and counselling. GPV legal support was the first specific activity that received 
funding in the NGO. In 1993, GPV launched a book called “Rights of People living with HIV and AIDS” 
(GPV, 1993c). In 1994, the Hollywood film about a HIV+ gay lawyer, Philadelphia, starring Tom 
Hanks, gave even more chances for greater popularization of GPV’s legal service (see chapter 2 for a 
discussion on the cultural representation of AIDS at work). Members of the service were often invited 
to talk or give interviews about “rights” (1993a). In 1995, a booklet (Conquistas) was also launched 
and directed at workers and those of lower income. It was funded by the Ministry of Health.
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They wanted to receive compensation due to their HIV infection after blood transfusion. 

The increase in the number of legal actions to guarantee social benefits for workers 

{FGTS) even caused administrative changes in federal agencies, such as the Caixa 

Economica Federal, which facilitated their concession. In the mid-1990s, there was an 

increase in legal support against private companies which offered health security plans. 

They did not agree to cover their clients’ expenses with many clinical tests or even 

hospitalization. Legal action for distribution or even import of AIDS drugs that were not 

offered at the Brazilian market began even in 1990-1991 with drugs like AZT, but, more 

recently, in 1997-1998, it became the most important kind of legal action in GPV’s 

service, when groups of people gathered in collective actions (agoes de medicamentos) 

for the distribution of new AIDS drugs proper to combination therapy22.

In terms of composition, a large spectrum of people from different social 

backgrounds looked for legal support to GPV. In the first year, a majority of middle class 

men constituted the clientele who wanted to access their saving accounts. However, in 

1992, it was already reported that a large number of people came from the working 

classes (GPV, 1993a). In part, an influx of hemophiliacs comprised this arrival of people 

of lower income. Notably, GPV”s legal service was the only activity in which they took 

part. Therefore, they would be mainly considered as GPV’ service clients, but not as GPV 

members. Different claims also characterized class differences. Legal advice about 

social benefits were sought by people of lower income. When the topic was health 

security plans, middle class people were the most interested ones. In 1997-98, another 

larger wave of middle-class people looked for support in the activity. They wanted the 

distribution of the newest AIDS drugs produced by international companies23.

The GPV’s legal service was an activity which had a peculiar model of 

organization. On Wednesday afternoons, people invariably arrived in GPV and had to 

wait until called by an advisor. As it became a routine, people were attended in order of 

arrival (eventually it even adopted a password system). The activity mostly depended on 

a client-professional relationship, where the solicitor was the expert in giving correct

22 In December 1990, GPV  legal service was already involved in 129 legal actions {GPV, 1991a) of 
which 92 referred to problems related to Collor’s economic plan (FGTS and saving accounts). For 
changes in demands for legal support in GPV, see Ventura (1991; 1995) and GPV (1992b; 1993a). 
Interviews were made with solicitors Miriam Ventura, and Margareth Pinto, who coordinated GPV legal 
service, and Fatima Baiao, who worked as an assistent.

23 In early 1998, GPV had already presented 13 collective legal actions for drugs, which involved 
more than 130 people. Free distribution of AIDS drugs was a right defined by law in Brazil. Yet AIDS 
drugs and other medicines against HIV were not always found easily in public hospitals and clinics, 
which was a symptom of the inefficient bureaucratic structure of public health in Brazil, particularly in 
the State of Rio de Janeiro. So HIV+ people were normally concerned about drugs’ distribution by 
government agencies. But the prescription of combination therapies and their rigorous management 
complicated the situation more. This new trend of legal actions by groups of people through the 
intervention of GPV was an attempt to put pressure on Justice and, subsequently, to produce political 
effects on the Ministry of Health and government authorities.
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information to someone who did not know about his/her rights. It was not a collective 

activity nor intended to be a context of reflexive discourses. On the contrary, the issues 

responded to personal interests, but they did not refer to self help. Similar to the 

Tuesday’s “political meetings”, the key issue was the recognition of rights that needed to 

be attained, but in a practical way. Initially, the legal advice was conducted by just one 

solicitor, but when the activity received larger number of people and it needed more 

bureaucratic work, other assistants and trainees were required. These law professionals 

had a particular affiliation to GPV. Although one or another took part in some GPV 

activities in other days in the week, the majority did not have a regular frequency in the 

NGO. Certainly the value of political activism in GPV played a certain role in their 

affiliation beyond professionalism. For this small group of professionals, to be a GPV 

“militant” or volunteer in another activity was both a personal decision and a sort of moral 

obligation in which GPV volunteers and members were keen to involve them. Their 

affiliation, therefore, did not imply an intense sociability with GPV volunteers. When it 

happened, in fact, they were gay men who worked as trainees in the service in the first 

half of the 1990s. In other words, people involved in this activity, professionals and 

clients, interacted in a completely restricted, limited scope in GPV. Intra-group sociability 

was particularly minimal. In addition, as participation was mostly related to a practical 

problem to be sorted out, GPV members were not used to take part in the activity, only 

when they needed some advice. On Wednesdays, therefore, GPV headquarters became 

characterized by a different routine and a particular, nearly quiet, atmosphere, which 

were lived by people with much more professional, socially distant, or unfamiliar bonds to 

the NGO. Provisionally, we can say that an ethos of work prevailed24.

When people looked for some legal advice in GPV, their demands were 

associated with issues and problems of an empirical and personal order. This practical 

reasoning contradicted in part the ideological aims of AIDS activism, highlighted by GPV 

leaders and members, such as I pointed out in chapter 5. In its first years, GPV legal 

service was considered an important aspect of the NGO’s political struggles for 

citizenship and not exclusively as an “intermediation” in favour of HIV+ people (Ventura, 

1991). There was a general perception among GPV legal professionals that their clients 

had a lack of knowledge on their rights, the meanings and scope of citizenship. They 

knew much less about politics, justice and AIDS. They were people who had a lack of 

information (desinformados). In the activity, clients were given GPV leaflets on AIDS and 

on “living life positively”, but also a booklet on their rights. Perhaps it was also a first step

24 There is a clear gap in my ethnographic account of this activity. First, I am very dependent on 
observation. Second, I mostly relied upon GPV agents’ views and practices in the activity. I was not 
able to interview nobody who was only a legal service client and did not participate in GPV as a 
member. I did interview, however, GPV members who used the legal service.
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to be “informed” (informado). Ideally, GPV legal service aimed to induce a political 

awareness and perhaps social mobilization from those who searched for its support. 

There was a clear ambiguity, however, between GPV’s ideological claims and the NGO’s 

understanding of the activity: “legal advice” (orientagao jurfdica) or “assistance service” 

(servigo de assistencia)? In 1993, even a “welcome meeting” (called recepgao do 

juridico) was created and offered to those people who looked for GPV’s legal support 

(GPV, 1993b). It aimed to give a “political dimension” to clients and it was expected to 

cover the gaps in their understanding of rights and citizenship. Nonetheless, what really 

characterized the social interest of clients in GPV’s legal service was not a personal 

interest of rejecting AIDS stigmatization or discrimination, which was one of the issues 

that originated the activity. Moral damage was rarely an issue to be struggled over and 

the deconstruction of the AIDS stigma seemed to be unproblematic for most GPV legal 

clients.

Like participants of the “women’s group”, the legal service clients were 

considered necessary targets for the broad changes sought by GPV members. The 

clients’ actual interest, however, frustrated the ideological project of comprehensive 

political awareness which GPV leaders and professionals were engaged with. 

Throughout the years, this exclusive persistence in obtaining “utilitarian” compensation 

had repercussion on the ways the NGO dealt with the “service”, but especially it also 

happened to characterize internal changes in GPV and its profile, which I will discuss 

later on25.

* * * *

In short, this first period in GPV history was characterized by a highly politicized 

formation, which echoed the previous “militant” trajectory of some of its founding 

members, the NGO’s links to ABIA and the particular context of the AIDS epidemic in 

Brazil, especially the critical and antagonistic relation to health authorities and their AIDS 

policy. Funding was still very small and only a few activities were set up and defined a 

timetable. Volunteer work and activism were greatly valorized and influenced GPV’s early 

model of social organization. The first internal activities were characterized by a number 

of elements which distinguished GPV. They aimed to generate and reproduce effects of 

ideological and symbolic order: a) political participation and agency; b) a struggle for 

rights and citizenship; c) discourses of universalism and solidarity. GPV’s ideas and 

principles were normally stressed in all these first activities. In addition, as the NGO

25 The contrast between politico-ideological aims of activists and people’s actual interest is reported 
in other Brazilian studies, such as Gregori (1993) on feminist practice in a public service related to 
violence against women.
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rejected the easy association of AIDS to homosexuality, the creation of the “women’s 

group” was strategic and helped to strengthen gender specificity in spite of differences in 

sexual orientation. Further, all these activities were based on the production and 

circulation of discourses of AIDS “information”, which were essential to change 

individuals into less ill-informed (mal-informado, desinformado) people, namely, to 

generate a new personal and political consciousness.

6. 2 - The period of consolidation (1990-1995):

In September 1990, a whole day event, which ended up with a party, “inspired” by 

the Seropositive Ball realized in Amsterdam in this same year, celebrated the 

inauguration of GPV’s own space, adjacent to ABIA’s headquarters (Terto Jr, 1990) in a 

spacious house in the South Rio upper middle class area of Jardim Botanico. It was 

basically a reconverted garage, composed of a large meeting place, a small office room 

and a mezzanine. As one of the first GPV celebrations, it gathered its members and 

leaders, activists from other NGOs, health professionals, intellectuals, South Rio 

representatives of the ‘chattering classes’ and artists, who actually exhibited some of 

their art work and even did artistic performances. A South Rio ethos of social and cultural 

life was noticeable and partially characterized GPV’s day-to-day life: a mixture of political 

consciousness; moral and sexual liberalism; and values of modernity26.

The opening of GPV’s own space and headquarters constituted an interesting 

moment in the NGO’s history. Some aspects can be singled out as important to this 

organizational process of institutional consolidation. In late 1990, there were already a 

large number of members, mostly volunteers, who also occupied functions or positions 

as “directors” and “coordinators” (namely, a political structure). They gave credibility and 

public legitimity to GPV. There was a weekly timetable of activities and a routine of work. 

Funding was already available, which provided resources to support the NGO, including 

by specific defined projects. In terms of ideology, the perspective remained highly 

political and very critical to forms of “assistance”, which sustained its AIDS “activism”. 

Other factors, however, helped to consolidate GPV as an NGO. They accumulated during 

the first half of the 1990s and they brought about professional maturity, caused by 

responses given to internal changes and external social phenomena, related to the 

epidemic.

26 In fact, the studios of Rede Globo, the powerful TV and media network, were in the same 
neighbourhood. The presence of minor and major TV artists were eventually noticeable. For the South 
Rio ethos, see Velho (1981).
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During 1991, Herbert Daniel progressively became distant from GPV and ABIA 

due to illness. In leading positions in both NGOs (as GPV’s president and ABIA’s vice- 

president), Daniel began to work from home, although he was directly helped by his 

professional staff. This fact gave conditions for GPV work team and its members to 

maintain their activities and responsibilities in a rather structured and stable way. Herbert 

Daniel died of an opportunistic infection caused by AIDS in March 1992. His death 

represented a symbolic and objective turning point for GPV structure and its members. 

For some GPV veteran members, the NGO’s early ethos was, then, definitely lost. 

Composed of GPV veterans and new members, a direction was chosen and particular 

changes occurred. An internal political crisis in GPV emerged, less in terms of whom was 

to be the new president (J. Stalin Pedrosa), but precisely in terms of the composition of 

GPV direction27. These directors and new staff were decisive in maintaining most of the 

NGO’s institutional responsibilities and its social and ideological aims. In addition, paid 

staff, who were not essentially GPV members, were already employed, especially for 

administrative positions, such as “secretary”, “financial director”, and “project director”. 

Progressively, as without Daniel’s powerful intermediation, the links between GPV and 

ABIA became more fragile and inter-institutional dispute increased.

Some new activities were also created and became central to GPV, such as the 

“Open Tribune” (1991), the AIDS hotline (1991), and the “Positive Cafe” (1994). Like 

other Brazilian AIDS NGOs, GPV improved the practice of conducting “workshops” as its 

methodological trademark of intervention. When it started to be funded by the Ford 

Foundation, GPV newsletter lost its early artisanal, mimeo style and was circulated 

beyond its members. Other audiences were sought in the social world of AIDS in Rio and 

more widely in Brazil. In November 1991, the first National Meeting of People Living with 

HIV and AIDS was organized by GPV in joint-work with ABIA. It turned out to be the most 

important national event related to the epidemic and it was based on GPV’s ideology of 

solidarity among “people living with HIV and AIDS”.

27 This internal political crisis in GPV  of 1992 developed a particular trajectory within the NGO. 
Perhaps it only stabilized in the mid-1993, when a new president was chosen: Ronaldo Mussauer de 
Lima. These GPV  political disputes did not only relate to the Head position, but they involved 
intermediary, administrative and co-ordinative positions as well. The political history of GPV  has been 
frequently shaken by internal criticisms, dissidence and factionalism. In 1994-95, for instance, political 
disputes emerged in terms of HIV status and hierarchical control. I do not intend to give an 
ethnographic analysis of GPV  internal politics, although I’ve got in loco participant information about it. 
I will discuss these political aspects and disputes when they particularly touch the topics related to this 
research, especially identity (see next chapter).
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6.2.1 - A context of reflexivity - the “Open Tribune”:

In early 1990, some meetings were organized to be the first specific GPV “peer 

group” (the so called grupo de convivencia). They were initially conceived as distinct 

meetings, one for HIV+ people and another for all participants, disregarding HIV status 

(GPV, 1990a). However, as a political confirmation of GPV ideological principles of 

solidarity and wide, non-specific affiliation, these HIV status based meetings were not 

successful and soon neglected. In April 1990, “Tuesday political meetings” alternated with 

“peer” meetings (GPV, 1990c). They were offered to GPV members and newcomers who 

wanted to explore issues that were not particularly political and activist in content. This 

was a period when regular participation was still a problem and there was not a rigid 

timetable yet28.

In late 1990, the systematization of the first activities that addressed values of 

peer grouping, self-help and an ethos of “togetherness” became finally concrete with the 

Tribuna Livre (“Open Tribune”), firstly run by Herbert Daniel and later successfully by a 

new GPV member, Ronaldo Mussauer, who would became later, in 1993, the Head of 

the NGO:

In late 1990, Herbert Daniel noticed that the political meetings were very boring. 
Only militants used to come. At that time, we were already 15, but we didn’t 
increase more than 15. The group was also increasing. It wasn’t a group of 
Daniel’s friends anymore. It was a real group. Then Daniel proposed exactly an 
activity in which people could talk. People complained a lot that the Tuesday 
meetings were monopolized by Daniel, myself or Veriano, ... So Daniel with his 
sensibility perceived that people wanted a context when people could talk about 
themselves and life with AIDS. They did want to talk only about institutional 
commitments, or the struggle against the Ministry of Health, or the maintenance 
of Pela Vidda, or demonstrations or the distribution of condoms. People had a 
personal demand. Then, the Open Tribune was set up. Daniel coordinated the 
first meetings. Later he was not in proper conditions anymore. ... It became a 
very important meeting. Actually it became very soon a meeting with larger 
number of people, much more than the Tuesdays meetings. ... So it became a 
very passionate, alive meeting. (J. Stalin Pedrosa; former GPV President and 
coordinator; founding member).

28 In early 1990, these grupos were organized on Mondays and Fridays. In April and May 1990, they 
were organized on Tuesdays, alternating with “political meetings” (GPV, 1990c; 1990d). Convivencia is 
a Portuguese word difficult to translate into English. It means “living together”, “familiarity”, 
“togetherness”, or “to get on with” something or someone. Yet one does not need to live with someone 
to get familiarity, atttachment to him/her. Grupo de convivencia is nearly similar to the idea of a “peer 
group”. The idea of self-help can be a rather generic conception for culturally and historically diiferent 
forms of social mobilization. In fact, the model of self-help mobilization seems to be more associated 
with North-American forms of organization.
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Run every Friday evening (18-20 p.m.), the “Open Tribune” aimed to be a “free” 

(livre), “democratic” context of opinions and ideas, a collective space “opened” (aberto) to 

wide participation under GPV ideology of “living with HIV and AIDS”. There was no 

specific criteria to select participants. Like other GPV activities, the “Open Tribune” 

accepted anyone in spite of gender, sexual orientation and HIV status. The activity was 

centered on discussion of a selected theme related to AIDS. Unlike GPV “political 

meeting”, it was based, thus, on discursive practices with a reflexive, non-deliberative 

purpose. No conclusive remark or special advice was markedly aimed at the ‘Tribune”. 

Facts, accounts and narratives supported by personal experience were normally given, 

although eventually linked with some broad interpretation on the AIDS epidemic, which 

included GPV ideology, religion, or even theoretical perspectives, according to 

participants’ background. In addition, as with the “welcome meeting”, the activity was not 

“psychotherapeutic” nor “counselling” per se. So due to some highly personal accounts, 

“confidentiality” was expected and it was the basic “rule” to follow29.

Basically, the organizational pattern of the activity remained the same throughout 

the years: a group of people gathered in a meeting room, where they stayed sitting (even 

on the floor) in a circle. There was a “coordinator” responsible for its formal lead. It began 

with an introduction by the “coordinator”, who invited each person in this circle to 

introduce him/herself, that is, they normally gave their first name one after the other. Until 

1995, a previously selected theme was openly informed to the participants. Later, the 

person who had suggested the topic a week before normally presented it (if one was 

absent, another was free to present). After this preliminary presentation, the coordinator 

opened and “mediated” the discussion, especially noting down the names of each person 

who wanted to speak on the subject. Nobody was forced to make any comment. So 

people might stay in silent, only listening to the others. At each time one had finished 

giving his/her standpoint, the coordinator reminded the next one who was enlisted to 

speak. When a participant was speaking, an etiquette of non interruption prevailed, 

although eventually the coordinator had to contain one or even many who wanted to 

speak at the same time. As a comparison, the ‘Tribune” was more formal than the diffuse 

chatty informality of the “Women’s group”. This model of work lasted throughout the 

activity, until nearly the last minutes, when he invited people again to suggest themes 

and then select (votai) one. Some changes happened in the meeting. After 1995, themes

29 For GPV member accounts on the “Open Tribune”, see Lima (1992,1993); GPV (1994); Biato 
(1994). Whether the Tribune was not defined as having a “psychotherapeutic” goal, participants, even 
GPV leaders, would regard it as “therapeutic”. In fact, it may be associated with the view that the NGO 
was a space which helped people who was previously “hopeless” because of AIDS. On the other hand, 
some people might criticize the activity because topics on disease, a “heavy” subject, were discussed 
frequently, which left them “depressed”.
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were suggested and selected at the beginning of each “Tribune”. People also were able 

to select many different topics, which, if not chosen, remained in a list of themes for 

selection next time30.

A more important change happened sometime after Herbert Daniel’s death. As a 

result of the importance given by GPV to a new conceptualization of life, Herbert Daniel 

was used to saying a sentence which he had transformed earlier as a symbolic statement 

of the fight against AIDS: Viva a Vida! (“Long Live life!”). He used to repeat this sentence 

at the end of some of GPV’s activities, but especially on the Tuesday meetings” and at 

the “Open Tribune”. As a statement against ideas of death and disease, the sentence 

operated as a speech act31. Closely linked to the reflexive meetings, the sentence worked 

as a poetic coda. As different themes were discussed at every weekly meeting, the 

phrase sounded as an ever maintaining symbolic act in favour of life. Perhaps this 

explains why it was said at the end of each meeting, suggesting an assertive position 

before returning to everyday life, outside the boundaries of GPV. The phrase, however, 

was so associated with Herbert Daniel’s personal speech and rhetoric that when he died, 

it progressively fell into disuse. In 1993, it was already said rarely. Nevertheless, if the 

phrase lost its poetic function in GPV-Rio, Pela Vidda leaders would repeat it again in 

other symbolically important occasions, especially at some events in the “National 

Meeting of People Living with HIV and AIDS” (nicknamed as Vivendo), organized by GPV 

each year32.

As presence was not required, participation oscillated and renewed each week. 

So newcomers met GPV veterans constantly. The number of participants had also 

changed since its creation. From 1991 to 1994, the activity would gather an average of 

25-35 people. In 1995-96, participants reduced dramatically, probably because of internal 

arrangements and political dissidence in GPV. In 1997-98, however, it recovered some of 

its importance. A normal day had 10-15 people and a good day gathered 20-25 people. In 

this period, the activity also began to compete with the frequency of the “Positive Cafe”, 

which was earlier a very small activity. In fact, from 1990-1995, the “Open Tribune” 

constituted the most frequented activity in GPV and its internal composition characterized 

the bulk of its social singularity:

30 From 1990 to 1994, themes were selected at the end of each “Tribune” to be discussed a week 
later. So people were able to reflect on that issue. In 1991, the coordinator also used to prepare 
himself to the theme that was to be discussed After 1995, the themes were selected at the same day 
of discussion, inspired by the way the similar activity was conducted in GPV-Niteroi.

31 Understanding the phrase Viva a Vida as a “speech act” was firstly considered in 1994, as a result 
of discussions on Austin and Searle’s pragmatism, given by Dr. Otavio Velho in one of his courses at 
the PPGAS/National Museum/UFRJ (Brazil).
32 In 1994-95, the sentence was still ritually repeated at the end of the “Open Tribune” in the GPV- 
Niteroi, when it was in charge by Marta Reis, who also gave a similar symbolic content to the speech 
act, such as Herbert Daniel had done.
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Gay, from middle to upper class. Gays.... There were women too. Now, if I think 
about the majority. At least in the Tribune, for I didn’t take part in the Women’s 
group. There were many women there. But many did not participate in the 
Tribune, because it was in the evening, on Friday, in the Jardim Botanico. In the 
Tribune, the picture that I captured was mainly men than women. But there were 
some. Because there were 30 people. Every Friday. Or 35 people. If you just 
consider, for example, 10 or 8 women in the Open Tribune. Well, there were a lot 
of them, but there were more than 20 men (Ronaldo Mussauer; President of GPV 
since 1993. He coordinated the Open Tribune from 1991 to 1993)

In terms of discussion, the “Open Tribune” covered a large range of topics. They 

were considered to mirror the interface between social-political and personal-experiential 

aspects of AIDS. Themes related to citizenship and activism might be selected with 

others, considered more “personal”, such as prejudice, HIV disclosure, and “sexual life 

after HIV”. Notably, the interface between “individual and collective interests” was mainly 

emphasized by GPV (1993a:49). As a result, the “Open Tribune" was a crucial activity to 

stress GPV’s ideological principles. This was noticed in funding reports (1992b; ibid) and 

bulletins, where, for instance, participation in the activity would probably result in “the 

development of a collective consciousness of the fight against HIV/AIDS” and, 

subsequently, it would lead members to “feel more disposed to be integrated in other 

political activities of the group (Lima, 1993). As other GPV activities, the “Open Tribune” 

was considered a perfect context to a comprehensive embeddeness in the NGO as well 

as into a particular framework about the AIDS epidemic which GPV wanted to provide33:

There was the Open Tribune. Very crowdy. It can’t be compared with the Tribune 
today. It was packed! A big room. People sat on the floor! There was political 
discussion. Very strong, active. “Look, there will be a demonstration for the 
Graffee Hospital... Or one for the Fundao Hospital”. “Medicines are not available!” 
The topics were very interesting. The discussion as well. Then I began to take 
part in Pela Vidda. (Andre, HIV+ gay man, middle class, South Rio, high degree).

The “Open Tribune” turned out to be a perfect context to generate social 

interactions beyond GPV’s timetable and headquarters. Whether or not the strengthening 

of personal links and the creation of networks were also possible after other GPV 

activities, such as the ‘Tuesday meetings”, the ‘Tribune” was the opportunity where 

people arranged to go out, either to a bar, or to a restaurant, or even to a party or a club 

afterwards.

In short, the “Open Tribune” constituted the crucial activity to engender discursive 

practices of consciousness and reflexivity. Perhaps the most important aspect of this 

activity for my research is the possibilities given by it to the assertion of personal

33 The “openess” and freedom assumed to be intrinsic to the ‘Tribune” did not avoid divergence, 
arguments, agressive polemics, or accusations. The activity was a context of both dialogue and 
reflexive learning as well as conflict and disruption.
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discourses that in fact also exposed social and cultural discourses on the epidemic. 

Sometimes mediated by a ideological framework absorbed in GPV or other NGOs, 

participants were able to express their perspectives, which might be internally 

differentiated. This atmosphere of dialogue, reflexivity and social singularities gave me 

the conditions to map out a logic that was not assumed by GPV official discourses. Later 

the creation of the “Positive Cafe” also contributed to this aspect, which will be discussed 

later in this chapter.

6.2.2 - The rationalization of volunteer work - the Disque AIDS:

As a ‘modern’ technology of social communication and social interaction, the 

telephone was an early vehicle of contact to GPV. At first, basically associated to the 

process of institutionalization of AIDS NGOs (and its progressive history of rational 

bureaucratization), telephones were used to give information to the population at large. In 

1990, GPV was inundated by telephone calls, especially when the news media reported 

of the NGO or one GPV member was interviewed on TV. Mass media communication 

vehicles were, therefore, closely linked to telephone services in creating social 

connections between NGOs and audiences when they reported their telephone numbers, 

which generated forms and technologies of social flux and communication. The setting 

up of the Disque AIDS Pela Vidda in 1991 was an important turn to GPV strategic aims in 

providing AIDS “information” to society, as an independent service in relation to the lack 

of action from the local authorities. It was also considered as one of the most direct and 

public interfaces between society and GPV, including for the incorporation of new 

members34.

The Disque AIDS had a routine of work. Normally six hours every afternoon from 

Monday to Friday, the service was enlarged or reduced according to the number of 

people actually involved in the activity. They were volunteers who wanted to contribute 

(to “help”, ajudat) with their work to GPV. Following the NGO’s principles of universal 

affiliation, the Disque AIDS accepted volunteers disregarding HIV status, gender and 

sexual identity. However, they needed to be trained, which required a selective process 

based on the volunteer’s ability in social communication, level of AIDS knowledge and 

time at disposal35.

34 Herbert Daniel was very keen to take advantage of the cultural power of Brazilian TV. In 1991, 
Gloria Pires, a Brazilian soap opera star, was invited to the openning of G P V ’s hotline and became its 
“godmother” (madrinha do Disque AIDS). The popular singer Fafa de Belem also recorded a message 
to be used in the GPV’s hotline answer machine.

35 For the Disque AIDS Pela VIDDA, see Valle (1995), when I tried to understand the activity as a 
way of social intervention and not only as a service (GPV’s critical perspective on “assistance” played
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The AIDS hotline was also an important activity in which the increasing number of 

members was prone to be engaged in, since they, otherwise, would have nothing else to 

“do”. Early noticed by the NGO (GPV, 1990a), the Disque AIDS gave, therefore, perfect 

objective conditions to the social process of becoming a GPV volunteer as well as to 

development of GPV internal strategies in relation to their members. Engaged in the 

AIDS hotline, the “volunteer” (the monitor) would be able to be a “militant” (or militar) in 

GPV.

The Disque AIDS was actually the first systematic GPV strategy in training a large 

team of “volunteers”. In spite of their formative character, all other GPV activities were 

freely sought by members. The Disque AIDS aimed to incorporate volunteers by a 

personal commitment and helped to give them a comprehensive understanding of “AIDS 

information”. Many volunteers engaged in the activity because they wanted to be more 

“informed” about AIDS, especially GPV HIV+ members. When compared to all other 

GPV activities, therefore, the Disque AIDS was the most similar one to a process of 

learning, which was also found in the interaction between caller and volunteer, who gave 

‘correct’ information. This raised again the question of becoming a volunteer and an 

activist in GPV. As the telephone service required a real commitment from the 

volunteers, they needed to be there ideally in time for two hours per week. Although the 

history of the service gathered very well committed volunteers, others were engaged in a 

very loose way. There was indeed an extremely elastic responsibility from monitores. 

They accepted to volunteer, for instance, but some only worked for a short time and burnt 

out. Others did not arrive in time or even used to forget their shift and then disappear. 

Sometimes more personal aspects interfered in service. Impatience with callers, 

considered as “ignorant”, “mad” or “ill-informed”, was common. Once a gay volunteer 

even introduced a GPV HIV+ woman to a HIV+ male caller and he actually used to flirt 

with some of his male callers until he was reprehended. As we can see, there was a 

slippery link between volunteers and GPV or between their own personal, circumstantial 

interests and GPV’s institutional aims. Different perspectives about a practical 

commitment clashed in the context of an ever demanding activity. The comprehensive 

aims of membership formation and its embedded morality of an ‘ideal’ volunteer (an 

activist, politicized, AIDS aware individual) were firstly and systematically tried in the 

Disque AIDS. The practice of daily, work-committed, and bureaucratic routine, however, 

depended on a space of negotiation and conflict between GPV leading members,

an important part in this interpretation, which I still think is appropriate). I personally and voluntarily 
coordinated the GPV’s hotline from April 1994 until August 1995. In this period, I was responsible to 
the improvement in data collection through the service (see Valle, ibid; see also chapter 6). Normally I 
had several problems in the selection and permanence of volunteers in the activity. In fact, gaps in the 
service had to be mostly sorted out by the coordinators. As we will see later on this chapter, selection 
of volunteers followed principles of work prevailing in GPV and marked by ideas of distinction.
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directors and coordinators or between them and volunteers which turned out to be one of 

the dilemmas of many AIDS NGOs. Notably, this dilemma characterized GPV in its 

period of consolidation and it became a crucial issue to understand the ways in which it 

was socially structured.

6.2.3 - A context of sociability - the “Positive Cafe”:

The Positive Cafe is a vaccine that we created to fight against the “beast”
[“bicho”]. It’s a space very much desired, longed for those who take part in the 
group. We can be happy there. We can make close friends and we can feel that 
we’re alive. We show our happiness and our will of living to the virus. It must 
become at least surprised and disconcerted with th is ,... (Ney, in, GPV, 1994b).

In late 1993, the “Positive Cafe” (Cafe Positivo) was created as an “imported idea 

from Germany” {GPV, ibid). Earlier that year, some GPV directors and leaders went to 

the World AIDS Conference in Berlin, when they visited activities in the Deutsch AIDS 

Hilfe and the Cafe Anal. As they returned to Rio, the idea of a GPV Cafe was thought to 

be the realization of a diffuse demand among some GPV veterans who believed that 

members needed to have stronger personal links and consolidate friendships within the 

NGO, as the previous quotation shows. The Cafe was the last weekly activity to be 

organized in Pela Vidda. ConvivSncia needed to be stimulated, according to GPV 

veterans at that time. Therefore, sociability was the major goal and there was no 

particular theme to motivate participation. It was just a social context to enhance internal 

bonds and a chance to incorporate newcomers. In fact, the Cafe was organized every 

Monday, from 6 to 8 p.m. It happened at the same day as the “Women’s group” and after 

the “welcome meeting” and it intended to provoke a higher integration of GPV women 

with other members, who mainly frequented the NGO on Friday or Tuesday evenings, 

when the “Tribune” and the “political meeting” were respectively organized.

Sponsored by GPV, the activity was definitely an important strategy to generate 

and strengthen internal links. It was suggested that solidarity was possible by internal 

socialization. But it also produced a certain rationalization of the disperse contacts among 

members. Whether there was an ideological purpose in its creation, the Cafe served to 

stimulate the ‘positivity’ of “living with HIV/AIDS”, such as we notice in the first quotation, 

without the need of activism or the “seriousness” of the debates found in the ‘Tribune”. 

As a comprehensive attempt by GPV, the activity aimed to constitute the sphere of 

personal contacts and intimacy, proper for convivencia (“living together”), side by side 

with other more directive political or reflexive activities.
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Normally people gathered informally in GPV meeting room while coffee, biscuits 

and different snacks were given (alcohol was not accepted). Participants chatted and met 

“new friends” and GPV colleagues. Music was also played from a sound system (mostly 

from tapes and Cds), which motivated some to dance occasionally. In 1997-98, even live 

music was performed sometimes by amateur musicians linked to GPV. Birthday or 

theme parties were organized frequently.

Like other GPV activities, the Cafe had a variable number of participants. In late 

1993-early 1994, there was an average of 10-12 people each time. It was not able, for 

instance, to compete with the “Open Tribune”. Some GPV women participated for some 

time after their specific activity, but most of them did not stay until the evening. A great 

number of gays and a few young lesbians, who began to volunteer in GPV in late 1994, 

stayed longer. The majority of gay men were GPV members and participants, volunteers 

and workers from a joint prevention project targeted at “men who have sex with other 

men”, which ABIA headed in collaboration with GPV and some small gay activist groups 

in Rio (mostly from Atoba). As a result, the ethos was predominantly gay and sometimes 

highly camp. Normally the Cafe was already empty at 7 p.m. When GPV moved out from 

the headquarters shared with ABIA, in 1995, this dominant gay presence became more 

moderate, but composition was still a larger proportion of gay men and a smaller one of 

women (heterosexual and lesbian). Once in a while, a HIV+ heterosexual man was 

present, such as happened in the “Tribune” and other activities, but only as a minority 

(minoria hetero). In 1997-98, however, this composition was completely different from its 

first and second year. I noticed basically many women, a good proportion of gay men, but 

also a higher, significant number of heterosexual men. Changes in social class were also 

noticed. There were many more participants of low income than before, when mostly 

originated from a middle class background. This point is very important and it will be 

discussed later on in this chapter. Yet, at this stage, I must stress that the Cafe became 

one of the most crowded activities in GPV, gathering sometimes more than 25, even 30 

to 40 people, while the “Open Tribune” was normally composed of 10-15 people in early 

1998. This was an important change in the way GPV members and volunteers were 

linked to the group. It also addresses the point of the importance given to sociability in 

GPV and how it might have been crossed by divisions of class. In addition, it pointed out 

perhaps the changes in the trends by which the epidemic evolved in Brazil. The period of 

consolidation in GPV was also an interesting, subtle and slow move from an early pattern 

of social composition, an issue that I will analyze very soon.

I need to point out that sociability in the Cafe was not unbounded. The image of 

unity is very incorrect. Notably small groups of people with personal affinity were 

common, including defined by class. They talked and socialized in these small social
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networks and restricted circles. Certainly boundaries were crossed over. Newcomers 

were very often uneasy with socializing. They might stay isolated until a GPV member, 

veteran or not, initiated a contact. Related to class but also associated to other forms of 

differentiation, especially the construction of ‘deviance’ in GPV, there was a small, 

irregular presence of people considered dangerous or with suspicion, especially two poor 

male hustlers (miches in Portuguese) and an old ‘homeless’ man, who occasionally 

visited GPV since 1990. Their presence was constantly involved with forms of moral 

accusation (burglary, drug taking, and violence), which was not used to ascribe other 

GPV members. These men constituted a very bounded social sphere in GPV and they 

mainly took part in the “Positive Cafe”.

6.2.4 - Workshops:

Workshops (oficinas or atelies) became the most characteristic type of 

methodology, training, and practical, non-discursive oriented activity in GPV as well as in 

many other Brazilian NGOs. To start, they were mostly “safe sex workshops” (oficinas de 

sexo seguro) offered to GPV members. They aimed to provide them with an 

comprehensive understanding of techniques which prevented HIV infection and re

contamination. At the beginning, these workshops were given for men and women, 

disregarding sexual orientation. However they later became oriented to some groups, 

particular women or gay men. In fact, in about 1993-1994, some of these sexually 

specific workshops were integrated to larger projects of HIV prevention directed to 

heterosexual women and homosexual men that GPV was engaged with.

Further, about 1993-1994, workshops turned out to be considered as a 

methodology that characterized and even auto-defined GPV in its range of interventions. 

There were workshops for safer sex, for training members (in the Disque AIDS, for 

instance), for the popularization of HIV prevention among external audiences. In fact, 

when GPV was regularly invited to present their work outside the NGO, a workshop could 

be chosen as the most effective and communicative process of HIV education. So there 

were workshops for creating “sensitiveness”, another against “prejudice”, etc. For many 

GPV leaders and directors, the workshop as a methodology led to HIV awareness 

through self-reflexivity and participation in a collective activity. In addition, workshops 

were considered innovative and even subversive, while it supposedly destroyed the 

distance between the one who learns and the one who teaches. It was a critical, 

alternative, and non theoretical knowledge on AIDS, which contested academic or 

conventional learning skills. In GPV, in the mid-1990s, the workshops were considered,
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therefore, as useful strategies of social intervention. They were also seen as cultural 

resources for GPV and other NGOs. They turned out to be practical forms of GPV social 

legitimation in society, when its messages, discourses, its ideologies and ideas of safer 

sex should be circulated, even if by a singular methodology and low-brow language. 

Workshops were also given to generate or consolidate interactions between GPV, 

groups, and government agencies, when the NGO was a service provider of special 

training and knowledge. It was one of the ways by which GPV aimed to have an empirical 

effect (multiplicadoi) in society through practices that stressed changes in sexual and 

social behaviour.

There were, however, other types of workshop. They were those more associated 

with practices that had recreational, body focused and vaguely therapeutic aims. They 

mainly dealt with art and body expression. In 1991-1992, a “body expression workshop” 

was given by a German woman who was living in Rio and became a GPV member and 

director. In 1991, “an art workshop” also began to be offered to members. Some others 

were tried during the 1990s (such as the “gym training workshop” of 1994), but they were 

not successful. Notably, just one, the “art workshop” became a weekly routine activity in 

GPV’s timetable, offered every Wednesday early evening (from 6 to 8 p.m.). In fact, the 

success of this particular workshop involved certain elements that need to be addressed. 

Compared to other GPV activities, the art workshop was always composed of a very 

small number of people (at most 7-8 individuals each week). They did not have a formal 

training in art skills, but they were stimulated to produce artistic forms that would be 

somehow personally improving, which led them to a “positive” perspective on life. 

Participants used a large range of basic techniques of artistic and manual expression: 

drawing, painting, assemblage, sewing, collage, etc. In terms of composition, the 

workshop kept with the changes that occurred in GPV. However it gathered mainly 

people of lower income or many who did not have a higher degree, such as the great 

number of participants of the “Open Tribune” and the “Tuesday meetings”. This workshop 

was similar to the social composition of the “Women’s group”, which during the mid- 

1990s had already greater number of lower-income women. In 1997-98, however, it 

notably became an activity that gathered the poorest GPV members. This fact described 

the main changes that happened in the NGO in the mid-1990s, but also conceived a 

peculiar social delimitation in terms of class that also reflected internal social networks. In 

fieldwork, class differentiation in GPV was mostly noticed in the “Positive Cafe” and the 

“Art workshop”, although the later had a majority of poor HIV+ people, women and gay.
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6.2.5 - The spatial consolidation of the logic of work:

In 1989-1990, GPV primarily depended on space to ABIA, which had hired a large 

two floors house in the upper middle class neighbourhood of Jardim Botanico. As part of 

the first funding provided by the Ford Foundation, GPV refurbished an adjacent area of 

this house (GPV, 1989b). The increasing number of GPV members and the shared use 

of space generated an ongoing tension between the two NGOs. Therefore conflict that 

involved the use of material resources and space was present in the history of GPV since 

its creation. The spatial circulation of GPV members in ABIA was early normatized and 

defined. Telephone calls were controlled. Food consumption, xerox services and also the 

washing up in ABIA premises were meticulously target of consideration by GPV leaders, 

who also worked as ABIA paid staff and had to address their GPV new colleagues about 

particular rules in their different NGOs (GPV, 1990a):

It was the same house. Pela Vidda in one side and ABIA in the other. I thought 
ABIA was like that thing (laugh). Nobody could get in. Everything closed. Pela 
Vidda was much more lively. This in 1990. (Andre).

In August 1992, ABIA and GPV moved out their headquarters from the house in 

Lopes Quintas Road (South Rio) to the 12th office-like floor in a Central Rio’s building in 

Sete de Setembro Road (see map). This new location was crucial to give a particular new

profile to GPV, which increased its professionalized, bureaucratic atmosphere and

caused changes in its social composition. The changes in neighbourhood, space and 

atmosphere also provoked ambiguous apprehension from veterans and new members36:

This was the only thing that GPV lost. It was bad. GPV moved into an office in a
building. In the end, work became much more bureaucratic. But there in the
house it was another atmosphere. In the house, as it was big. ... The house gave 
a more welcoming atmosphere, like being in a friend’s house. Even for the Legal 
service, the house contributed to this climate, I think. People felt more relaxed. 
There was a garden. [...] There was more informality and relaxation before work 
(Lucia, GPV’s veteran; psychologist).

Now there were larger space and rooms (still limited, though) for GPV’s direction, 

its archives, and professional work in GPV’s specific prevention projects, which began to 

be funded in 1993. The large meeting room was still shared with ABIA as well as the 

reception hall, some storage place, and the toilets. However, such as in the first location

36 Ideas of a space that would enhance “psychologically” was sometimes used to define GPV 
headquarters. These ideas were also used to contrast the 1989-90 headquarters and the 1992 one. 
The “Lopes Quintas” house was “cosy” (aconchegante) like “home” and the Central Rio headquarters 
were “bureaucratic”, just an “office” (escritorio). In fact, see GPV report (1993b). Was it a similar 
symbolic contrast between house and street, such as Da Matta (1985) suggests?
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(see GPV, 1990a), ABIA maintained strict rules in the use of its headquarters by GPV 

volunteer members and newcomers, who usually had to stay in the communal meeting 

areas or in the hall, waiting for the beginning of an activity, such as the “welcome 

meeting”. Both GPV and ABIA were able to ameliorate their routine and rhythm of work 

by increasing and improving the differentiation of spaces of social circulation and 

affiliation. GPV newcomers and volunteers were properly guided to the meeting area or 

even another destined to a particular activity (such as GPV’s AIDS hotline room). 

Personal telephone calls were not allowed and also the use of the NGO’s material 

resources (e.g. stationery). In practice, however, these rules were more flexible, 

especially through the important role played by receptionists (and recognized by the 

NGO’s staff) in creating more informal standards of sociability. After some time, GPV 

affiliation would give possibilities (not for all, but some members) for accessing 

resources, forms of communication and even spatial circulation. Yet circulation was 

much more restricted in ABIA rather than in GPV in the period between 1992-1995. The 

institutional consolidation of GPV happened while dispute and conflict with ABIA also 

increased. Space was one of the visible problems in the dispute between the two NGOs. 

It became more noticeable after the death of Herbert Daniel37:

The space was more an excuse. Pela Vidda began to have a visibility that ABIA 
never had, because of its own profile. This is not a criticism of ABIA. It was its 
dynamics. And the GPV militants also questioned ABIA. There were two different 
teams. And Herbert Daniel was not there anymore to make exactly the bridge 
between the two NGOs. (J. Stalin Pedrosa)

In 1995, GPV started to hire its own premises in another office building. This new 

completely autonomous trajectory, disassociated from ABIA, was at the same time a 

process of organizational similarity that both NGOs had to confront in different periods of 

their existence. Since 1995, therefore, GPV had occupied headquarters in office buildings 

in Central Rio, which have had an impact on the ways in which its members 

apprehended the organization. Notably, the importance given to space was one of the 

remarking points throughout my fieldwork and I noticed how crucial was the use of space 

in the understanding of GPV. Early in 1994, for instance, a HIV+ director criticized the 

“aseptic” atmosphere or image that GPV provoked to newcomers, especially in the 

importance now given to HIV prevention projects, compared to activities such as the 

‘Tribune” and the “Cafe”, basically of “togetherness” (convivencia). This was seen as an 

“identity crisis” suffered by GPV, which was linked to objective changes in volunteer and

37 In part, some of the problems in ABIA-GPV relationship were caused from this “promiscuous” use 
of space and resources by GPV volunteer members. But they were only part of their inter-institutional 
difficulties, perhaps more clear in the differences in activities, funding, aims and practices.
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professional work. The social use of space in GPV was progressively affected by the 

simultaneous existence of activities devoted to very different aims. Some activities were 

mostly funded by external agencies and demanded skilled personnel and responsibilities 

far distinct from the sociability or reflexivity found in others, which were based on 

volunteer participation and reduced expenses. A private space of work identified with the 

“directors board” had to be ‘protected’ from the ‘disturbing’ effect of sociability. 

Discussion on the social space of circulation of secretaries and volunteers or the use of 

locks in doors regained the similar importance which we saw in the distinction of space 

between ABIA and GPV. To preserve the rationality of work in GPV, sociability had to be 

territorialized and confined to “meeting rooms”. Institutionalization implied a difference 

between social space that was more and more rationalized. Therefore, the increase of 

spatial control by GPV in its process of consolidation was realized by an intensification of 

bureaucratic work that was also configured by changes in the perception of space use in 

the NGO. GPV began to be considered a place of work and professionalism and not 

anymore a place of close and familiar contacts between people united by ideals and 

principles against AIDS38.

6. 3 - A period of high institutionalization:

It is very difficult to define when a period of high institutionalization precisely 

began in GPV. Elements generated in earlier moments of its history remained, although 

differentiated. If GPV ideology, for instance, was fundamentally crucial in its setting up as 

a NGO, its principles and ideals were normally used in several occasions during the 

1990s, including in recent internal crisis, when consolidation was already reached. 

Funding was also already provided in 1989 and formal work activities that required paid 

staff were present in 1990. GPV consolidation perhaps was perhaps already identified 

with a work routine and a timetable of activities, which became normatized about 1991. 

However the autonomous use of space since 1995 characterized an important change for 

GPV, especially in terms of expenses and aims that required an economic burden and 

major institutional commitments. What might have most characterized this state of high 

institutionalization was a substantial change in some of GPV aims, its social composition 

and a sharper definition of what work and sociability signified to the NGO.

Therefore, GPV high institutionalization was an objective consequence of a 

longer process undergone by the NGO, which had already experienced an earlier

38 In 1994, GPV veterans commented that ABIA and GPV were “twin brothers of different placenta”. 
Once, a GPV member called ABIA as the “mother of GPV asepsis”. An informant joked in an interview 
that ABIA was GPV’s “sister”, but its “bad sister”.
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process of institutionalization (funding, bureaucratization, definition of space use, etc). 

The scale of this late process, however, seemed to be different in degree and nature. It 

also coincided with an extensive change in GPV participants, but the social composition 

found in the NGO from 1989 to 1993 was somehow allocated to particular internal 

clusters. GPV’s early pattern of social heterogeneity was mainly affected by these 

changes.

6.3.1 - Funding and professionalism - the consolidation of work:

In 1989, GPV was set up without resources and greatly assisted by ABIA and 

personal donations. Later that year, the NGO was already funded by the Embassy of 

Canada, which contributed to allocate resources especially to secretarial work (GPV, 

1989a). This was a period of institutionalization, when GPV had still just a few internal 

activities and a small number of members. In January 1990, the Ford Foundation funded 

GPV for the first time and this process of NGO-building was further developed. Funding 

was directed to daily maintenance (light and telephone bills) and secretary work 

(stationery materials), but it was also spent to pay a solicitor to do consultancy work for 

the creation of the “legal advice service”; to publish AIDS leaflets; and to help the setting 

up of other homonymous NGOs in other Brazilian cities (GPV, 1989b; 1990e). Influenced 

by the ABIA trajectory of strong international funding, this first project represented an 

initial move toward other ways of accessing financial resources. The majority of GPV 

activities, however, involved volunteer work with very reduced expenses to the NGO. 

Expenses from the wages of some administrative functions (secretary, directors) and 

legal consultancy constituted the major part of GPV costs. They increased throughout the 

years, when GPV had to become more professionalized, and bureaucratic rationalization 

affected the ways in which the NGO had to be maintained39.

Early in the 1990s, funding was also directed to produce and publish written 

materials, such as leaflets, an official newsletter and also, later in 1993, a booklet on 

AIDS “rights”. The production of written texts and specific literature by GPV must be 

considered as an important vehicle of dissemination of ideological messages and 

principles, “technical” codified knowledge (as “AIDS information”), but also as a way of 

providing a cultural space of representation of “voices” of “people living with AIDS” (GPV, 

1990c). The Boletim Pela Vidda and particularly the AIDS information leaflets aimed to 

increase social “awareness” of the epidemic and also to contest prejudice and

39 In 1990, funding from the Ford Foundation was affected by the “Collor Economic Plan”. Resources 
were available only after May 1990. GPV helped the creation of many other GPVs in Brazil, including, 
for instance, to pay the monthly rent of GPV-Sao Paulo headquarters in 1990-91.
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discrimination, such as the leaflet “How to care after someone with AIDS” (Como cuidar 

de alguem com AIDS)40.

From 1990 onwards, GPV continued to be funded by the Ford Foundation, but 

other international funding agencies also began to contribute, above all after 1993. These 

new sources of financial support, however, became more and more specific in its scope 

and aims. They were not exclusively directed to cover GPV daily expenses, but, on the 

contrary, particular target “projects”.

Initially, there was the “legal advice service”, which had to be directly funded to 

keep the solicitor as a consultant. It was funded by international and government 

agencies during all the 1990s. In 1993, two other projects were funded: one of HIV 

prevention in a slum in Copacabana and there was a joint-partnership with ABIA in the 

project “Men who have sex with other men” (called projeto HShi). Later in 1995-96, a 

prevention work project targeted at women was funded by the Ford Foundation (GPV, 

1997). In 1997-98, a Dutch agency funded a project of volunteer buddy work, pioneer in 

Rio de Janeiro. It joined an already large list of specific projects by which GPV obtained 

economic resources. In other words, during the 1990s GPV became more and more 

associated with this sort of process of funding raising. In addition, there were also other 

type of regular expenses and funding associated with the organization of events, such as 

the annual National Meeting of People living with HIV and AIDS, initiated in 1991. 

Personnel training (GPV volunteer and leaders) and traveling to Conferences (in Brazil 

and abroad) constituted a range of investments in the formation and the reproduction of 

cultural and symbolic capital to the NGO and its GPV members. They also depended on 

the allocation of resources from other sources41.

In short, the consolidation of GPV as a NGO coincided with its relative 

dependency on external trends of international funding. In 1993, a new, less antagonistic 

political relation with the Brazilian Ministry of Health began, due to the recent impact of

40 Portraited as an alternative discourse, when compared to medico-scientific sources, the publication 
of GPV  newsletter (Boletim Pela Vidda), since 1990, condensed this idea of a cultural and political 
resistance in the social world of AIDS, while produced by people who were “the subjects of our (their) 
history” (GPV, ibid). Launched by GPV  (such as ABIA published its own bulletin) at a time when the 
NGO was firmly antagonistic to the National Program on AIDS and local health authorities, the 
newsletter was also supposed to be a credible vehicle of technical information compared to the public 
health campaigns against AIDS. These ideas of resistance to the State, health authorities and 
biomedicine marked this GPV  cultural production. At its creation, the Boletim was even thought to be 
“destined to a Brazilian audience of people living with AIDS, their friends and relatives” (GPV, ibid), 
which expressed an imagery, ideologically informed, of a “community” defined by AIDS. For imagined 
communities, see Anderson (1990)

41 In 1997-98, the GPV  had three funded projects: a) one funded by the Ministry of Health; b) the 
Legal Assistance; and c) a project with the municipal authorities, especially with the SMDS (Secretaria 
Municipal de Desenvolvimento Social), which was in a stage of renegotiation. There were also 
“external” projects of social intervention: a) the Buddy Project; b) “projetos de palestras”, offered to 
private companies and business or to schools and community associations. The “Men’s project” 
(Projeto Homens) was under development. A project aiming a theatrical expression of AIDS issues 
was to be implemented.
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international agreements between Brazilian health authorities, UNAIDS/WHO and the 

World Bank. As a result, GPV started to receive financial support from the Ministry of 

Health (as we saw in chapter 5).

External funding, however, did not only contribute to GPV autonomy and its 

resources. Generally, funding affected the way in which the NGO was maintained. As I 

discussed earlier in this chapter, GPV was politically structured by functions and positions 

based on volunteer work and activism. Further, members were normally attached to the 

NGO by their political and personal motivation to confront AIDS. From 1989 to 1993, 

GPV “executive directors board” was mainly composed of activist-directors (therefore, 

volunteers), but they already shouldered dilemmas and responsibilities to be 

professionalized, that is, to be employed by a NGO. In this period, closeness to the 

already institutionalized ABIA facilitated in part the low impact of this process of higher 

professionalism in GPV. Most of their first directors actually “worked” in ABIA. They were 

GPV activists and “ABIA employees” (funcionarios). In addition, when some work 

positions were required and GPV had to employ people, such as secretary and 

accountant, they were normally chosen among members, so it did not cause a real 

rupture between the ideal of ideological commitment and the practicalities of ‘real’ work. 

After 1993-94, this sort of institutional partnership, either activist or professional, between 

GPV and ABIA finished. At this time, the joint work in the HSH project was interrupted in 

late 1994 and later the two NGOs did not share headquarters. From then, nobody in a 

political position in GPV worked at ABIA anymore. Therefore, GPV directors board had to 

take on completely, with all the social and symbolic dilemmas, the operation of an 

organizational structure that was expensive and non-profitable.

The employment of professionals, consultants and research assistants to help in 

specific funded projects, activities or, broadly, in other GPV aims and strategies was 

another aspect that characterized GPV’s high institutionalization in the 1990s. Early there 

were solicitors and law students who helped in the “legal advice service”. Later in the 

mid-1990s, there were already journalists who worked as GPV’s P.R. (“public relations”) 

to the Brazilian media. In general, each funded project demanded a small number of 

“skilled” people to get on with its responsibilities42.

In 1996, GPV political-administrative structure suffered changes, which permitted 

an easier and larger access to resources and a higher rationalized professionalism in the 

maintenance of the NGO, due to Brazilian rules of employment and for charity work. This 

structure was divided between a volunteer and “militant” directors board, which was 

based on a sort of symbolic support by their affiliation, and an “executive” staff, totally

42 Some of these functions last, however, only the duration of the intervention projects or their 
renewal.
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employed and paid, which supervised GPV and managed the ongoing projects. As a 

matter of fact, from 1996-1998, most of these “directors” (volunteers and paid staff) were 

firstly affiliated to GPV as volunteers, so they did have previous links of a personal order 

to the NGO. This point justified their ‘truly engaged’ position in GPV, which neutralized in 

part criticism from volunteer members. Nevertheless, this change in the political- 

administrative structure actually contributed to an increase of bureaucratic rationalization 

and a greater delineation of functional roles, which had an impact on the perception of 

individual affiliation in GPV. These internal changes address some important issues on 

the relation between professionalism, differentiation, and hierarchy, which I will discuss 

later in this chapter.

6.3.2 - Changes in social composition:

The emphasis given by GPV ideology on a generic, non-particular form of 

affiliation would have an impact on the ways by which the NGO was depicted and even 

analyzed. An imagery of harmonic integration between people from different social 

backgrounds and identities has been privileged: “we are all people living with HIV and 

AIDS”, disregarding gender, sexual identity, serologic status, class, religion and race. The 

idea of the “construction of solidarity” has been pointed out and stressed several times in 

activist and academic studies of this specific NGO (Vallinoto, 1991, 1992) or as an 

example to characterize broadly the emergence of Brazilian NGOs (Daniel and Parker, 

1993; Parker, 1994). Echoing long-running cultural ideas of Brazilian “cordiality” as a 

major pattern of social relations, this image of harmonic integration actually contradicts 

the social processes that have influenced GPV affiliation, internal sociability, the creation 

of internal activities, and the disruption of different forms of conflict, some of them related 

to the maintenance of social differences and identities. As an attempt to give a more 

trustworthy socio-anthropological understanding of the making of GPV, I analyze the 

succeeding appearance of its members, which will gives us a sociologically accurate 

understanding of GPV composition.

As I remarked earlier, the singularity in GPV composition was already to a large 

extent clear in late 1990. There was a high visibility of gay men and heterosexual women 

(but some lesbians as well). They were socially close to GPV founding members, that is, 

they mostly came from segments of the Carioca middle class. If GPV composition by 

gender and sexual identity did not change so much, the first generation of activists (1989- 

1990) distanced themselves progressively from the NGO; some due to illness and death;
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others ‘burnt out’ or became disenchanted with GPV. Asked about GPV composition 

about 1990 and 1991, informants described very precisely:

Essentially, Pela Vidda was much more an elite group. A group from there, in the 
Jardim Botanico, where practically everyone had a high degree. Only a few didn’t 
have. And even those who didn’t, well, everyone there had loads of knowledge. 
How can I define it? There was clarity about things. They had a very good, high, 
comprehensive socio-cultural background. So discussion was very rich. It was a 
time when there was no AZT. There were no hospital beds. There was nothing! 
Neither a National Programme of AIDS! So the struggle was very intense. Living 
with AIDS was a slogan (uma bandeira). When we said “we live with AIDS”, it 
shook like blockbusters. (Ronaldo Mussauer).

Some progressive changes of social composition happened when GPV moved 

its headquarters to Central Rio. From 1992 to 1994, gay men and heterosexual women 

still constituted the largest number of members, but many were already another 

“generation” of members. GPV’s “directors board” elected in 1994 was composed of 

members who only became affiliated from 1991 on. Therefore they had not taken part in 

GPV’s foundation or even in an early stage of the period of its consolidation as an AIDS 

NGO. The ideals and prospects of activism or “militancy" were already different from the 

time of the NGO’s foundation. There was still a very reduced presence of heterosexually 

identified men and people of lower income and working class background in GPV’s 

everyday life or participating in activities like the “Tribune”. They were most noticeable in 

an activity like the “legal service” rather than in contexts of discursive reflexivity and day- 

to-day sociability. Therefore people of different cultural and social background had to 

socialize within GPV and its activities. The NGO was increasingly affected by the social 

reproduction of differences broadly existent in Brazilian society.

After 1994, there were more and more members of poorer background or 

originated in lower strata of the middle classes who took part in GPV’s daily life. Until 

1994, for example, women became affiliated to GPV because they were tested and knew 

personally their HIV status, especially single women, or because their male partners 

were HIV diagnosed, in the case of married women. Like gay men, they were mostly 

women of different segments from the middle class. In 1995, Camara (GPV, 1997) 

reported changes in the “women’s group”, when a greater number of poor HIV+ mothers 

began to participate after discovering their HIV status through their children’s ill health or 

death, caused by AIDS. Women, however, participated in different ways in GPV. Women 

from a middle class background used to go to the “Open Tribune”, compared with 

working class women who, if they went, they stayed in silence. These women of low 

income became much more noticeable in their specific activity or in the “Cafe” in the mid- 

1995 as well as in the “art workshop”.
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In 1994, GPV also had an HIV+ heterosexual man as its vice-president. An 

increase in number of heterosexually identified HIV+ men made their visibility more 

salient in GPV. In fact, the first time I actually noticed this heterosexual trend was in May 

1995, when I participated in an “Open Tribune”. Among those present, there were 8 

known gay men; two heterosexual women; and three heteros, of whom two openly 

reported intravenous drug use. Hitherto male hetero visibility and voice was really a 

minority, not to say rare presence, even subject to joking and gossips about their real 

bisexual “nature”. In mid-1995 onwards, more men began to participate and were 

internally noticed as a “heterosexual minority” (minoria hetero), as apprehended by Jads 

Baiao (1995). Curiously, this change coincided with the larger circulation of discourses on 

AIDS and heterosexuality in the news media, especially articles about HIV+ women. 

When women were already identified with the epidemic, more hetero men sought 

support in GPV.

Certainly a quantifiable picture of GPV membership is difficult to reach. In the 

period of my fieldwork (1997-1998), however, I conducted a survey among GPV 

members. A questionnaire was given to the largest number of people who took part in 

the NGO. It was composed of 28 questions on a large range of subjects from basic 

personal information (sex, age, education, etc) to themes such as HIV status, sexual 

identity, sexual behaviour, and health treatments. However only part of this data is 

analyzed here. The questionnaire was completed by 78 informants, which included all 

GPV paid staff, directors and activity coordinators (19 people, 24%), but I also surveyed 

most volunteer members (59 people, 76%) who took part in the NGO’s sphere of 

sociability and its daily activities. This information will help to illustrate the change in 

social composition that happened in the mid 1990s. This sociological information can 

give a more accurate picture of GPV heterogeneity in its period of high 

institutionalization43.

GPV was comprised of 43 men (55 %) and 35 women (45 %). 50 members were 

HIV+ (64 %) and 19 were HIV- (24 %). There was also a good number of untested 

people or those who did the test, but did not know the HIV result yet (9 people, 12 %). 

The majority, thus, had gone through process of HIV testing. Notably women were the

43 I did not have any problem in handling the questionnaires amongst GPV members. Most of the 
time I gave them to answer privately without interrupting GPV activities. Sometimes I had to ask the 
questions because some informants were illiterate. In addition, a large number of questionnaires were 
filled out before I conducted in-depth interviews with informants. Normally it facilitated the beginning of 
the interview. As confidentiality was openly guaranteed, most informants did not refuse to fill out the 
forms. However it happened eventually with a very small number of cases. One of them was a low 
income male hustler who argued that he had already been interviewed by a researcher years ago. He 
was skeptical about the utility of this research. I did not handle the questionnaire among clients of 
GPV legal advice service. As they normally visited GPV only on Wednesdays, a relatively calm day of 
internal sociability, they did not participate in the daily dynamics of social interactions among 
members and staff.
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largest number of untested people (8; 10 % of GPV members) and a significant 

composition of HIV- people (9; out of 19, 47 %). In terms of HIV status, men composed 

the majority of HIV+ people, 32 GPV members (41 %), while HIV+ women numbered 18 

individuals (23 %). If we disregard sexual identity, GPV was, therefore, mainly composed 

of HIV+ male participants and a considerably proportional number of women of different 

HIV status (positive; negative; and untested).

HIV

positive

HIV

negative

untested/ 

do not know HIV result total

male 32 10 1 43

female 18 9 8 35

total 50 19 9 78

Table 1: Sex and HIV status in Grupo Pela Vidda.November 1997-March 1998.

GPV composition becomes clearer when we consider sexual identity. Notably, 

the questionnaire was composed of a number of questions on sexual identity, orientation 

and behaviour which are very useful to describe GPV membership. Yet informants 

answered differently, especially according to gender differences. Now I only give a 

straightforward analysis of this data on identity, aiming to give a more comprehensive 

description of GPV composition. I will develop further some of the implications of this 

general information on sexual identity in the next chapter.

Homosexual defined men constituted the majority of GPV male members (22; 

51%) and also of HIV+ men (17; 53 %). Heterosexual defined men composed a smaller 

proportion of GPV male members (15; 35 %) and a good number of HIV+ members (11; 

22 %). Other men who identified themselves as bisexuals (3; 7% out of 43 men) or by 

other categories (3; 7%) can be characterized as some of the smallest fractions of GPV 

membership. When we look at women’s participation by sexual identity, there was a 

considerably high number of heterosexuals (24; 69 %), which were distributed in a larger 

number of HIV+ woman (9; 37%) and, secondly, by a similar proportion of HIV- (8, 33 %) 

and untested (7; 30%) women. Curiously, a good number of women (7; 20%) did not 

identify themselves in a straightforward way by categories like homosexual and 

heterosexual. In fact, only 4 women defined themselves respectively as bisexual (2; 6%)
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and homosexual (2; 6%). Therefore more women rather than men seemed to be dubious 

of being defined by these sexual categories.

heterosexual homosexual bisexual
other

definitions
and

answers

total

M F M F M F M F
HIV

positive 11 9 17 " 2 2 2 7 50

M F M F M F M F
HIV

negative 3 8 5 1 1 “ 1 - 19

M F M F M F M F
untested/do

not know HIV 1 7 - 1 - - - - 9
result

M F M F M F M F

total 15 24 22 2 3 2 3 7 78

Table 2: HIV status and sexual identity in GPV . November 1997-March 1998. 
M: men; F: women.

Generally, GPV was composed of a majority of heterosexual defined people (39 

individuals; 50 %), compared to 24 (31%) homosexual identified members. However 

when we consider gender and sexual identity together, heterosexual women (24; 31%) 

and homosexual men (22; 28%) were the largest fractions of GPV membership. This 

evidence seems to confirm accounts from informants, written sources and participant 

observation. Throughout most of GPV history, homosexual men and heterosexual 

women have constituted the largest number of its members, but, in addition, there was a 

gradual increase in heterosexual defined men, especially those of HIV+ status. GPV 

heterogeneity is expressed, thus, by some bold, sharper lines of affiliation reflecting 

specificity of gender and sexual orientation, which will be explored in chapter 7.
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6.3.3 - The logic of work and the logic of sociability:

A dilemma that very early characterized GPV was the formation of volunteers. In 

fact, as the NGO supposed a comprehensive understanding of life with HIV/AIDS and 

offered a large scope of activities to members, their participation was considered 

essential. However GPV members normally took part in the NGO in very different ways. 

After the first visit, most people who became members visited GPV several times for a 

range of months and afterwards reduced their participation. It also happened with the 

majority of GPV veterans. For some of them, when they visited GPV again after one or 

two years of absence, they probably met only “new faces” (caras novas). Most of GPV 

veterans who became directors and coordinators only visited the NGO for their 

commitments or to organize their activities. As a paradox, they became deeply attached 

to the NGO, but at the same time their frequency was very irregular and progressively 

absent from most activities, including the ‘Tribune”. Convivencia, that is, sociability, was 

considered a neglected part of the NGO. This became a problem to GPV staff, leaders 

and veteran members. In 1994, it was a topic of discussion in an administrative meeting 

which gathered GPV directors and coordinators. Considered for some of them as a 

picture of “bureaucratization” of the NGO, their absence from GPV activities was seen as 

a problem in terms of the correct incorporation of ideas among GPV newcomers. This 

dilemma became crucial to the understanding of volunteer work and the limitations of 

being a full time GPV activist, which also characterized this period in GPV history. It also 

raised criticisms that GPV was becoming an ABIA II, highly professionalized and 

bureaucratic.

When GPV began to depend on extensive funding and larger prevention projects, 

some of GPV members had to become directors, coordinators or part of the paid staff. 

Their relation to the NGO had to change. They did not participate anymore as volunteers 

with a personal link to GPV, either as ideologically aware activists or ‘ordinary’ members 

without major responsibility to the maintenance of the NGO. They had to represent GPV, 

politically and symbolically, to different NGOs, agencies and health authorities. They had 

to coordinate activities in which fellow members and newcomers took part. They had to 

attend internal meetings with GPV direction and staff. When a particular activity was 

funded by a project, some sort of systematic control was assumed, such as happened 

with the “Women’s group” in 1995-1996. Paid staff (directors, secretaries), consultants 

and personnel employed in specific projects had a range of work commitments that had 

to be kept in time, reports to be written, and deadlines to be matched. A completely 

different understanding of time, space, and participation developed and seemed to 

differentiate internally GPV members. Urgency and work pressure affected participation
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of many members who were before just volunteers attending, for instance, the “Open 

Tribune” or the “Positive Cafe”. Behaviour was also affected by these progressive 

changes in GPV. Even GPV was perceived by other perspectives not exclusively of 

volunteer work, activism and convivencia.

Time and urgency were themes reported by some informants to explain important 

effects on the affiliation of GPV members. On the one hand, they dealt with the 

constraints caused by seropositivity, illness and life expectancy. An HIV+ member had to 

cope with health problems that might affected his/her life. In an AIDS NGO without formal 

required participation, their actual presence depended on factors of other order, 

considered by expectations of life and death or well being and ill health. In the early 

1990s, a discourse on life expectancy was frequently used to explain constraints for HIV+ 

people’s decisions and motivations. The fear and the actual presence of illness and death 

among GPV members affected the way by which the NGO had to work. The death of a 

director, such as Herbert Daniel, or of an activity coordinator disturbed the daily routine of 

the organization with its goals and responsibilities:

I came to GPV in October. So I was coming in for already two months when, in 
December, Gil invited me to work with him. Then GPV closed for holidays. In 
January, we worked together throughout the whole month. We coordinated the 
“welcome meeting” in partnership. In the beginning of February, he began to 
miss some days. In March, he died! ... Then a month went by. After three months 
in Pela Vidda, I was already coordinating the activity alone. It had a huge impact 
on me. (Alexandre do Valle; GPV director; He coordinated the “welcome meeting” 
from 1993 to 1996).

As we can see, HIV status was considered a factor that intervened in GPV daily 

routine and continuity as a NGO. Certainly GPV ideology of universal, open affiliation and 

solidarity facilitated the positive understanding of incorporation of members of different 

HIV status. While AIDS was still very hard to be treated, HIV- members were probably 

less at risk of being sick. Although illness per se did not impair an HIV+ member to 

participate, it did affect the way that some people saw their own affiliation in GPV. To be 

just a volunteer was one of the ways to take part in GPV without major commitments, 

unless one was engaged in a regular activity, such as the AIDS helpline. As a result, to 

get on with other members, the idea of convivencia, was an extremely important element 

in GPV, that is, it was a space of mutual support and peer grouping. Activities aimed 

precisely at this sense of communitarian involvement. Therefore convivencia was 

‘offered’ and members were not expected to work, but only to be voluntarily engaged in 

activities. As a public, opened NGO, members could stay in GPV during its working 

hours, which were very flexible during its history. It was one of the reasons GPV was also
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considered as “home", a “big family”, “a friend’s house”, where members might meet 

others whenever they wished. Therefore GPV was not only thought as a place of work.

The fact that members sought to get on with others in GPV normally clashed and 

disturbed other members who were actually working there. When GPV became a 

powerful NGO funded by different agencies, it provided many activities to a large number 

of members. Volunteers and newcomers with their personally defined, flexible timetable 

used to meet GPV members who were engaged in projects and activities that demanded 

routine and temporal rationalization of work. After 1994-95, differences between GPV 

volunteer members and employees (funcionarios) reminded one of the earlier contrasts 

between ABIA and GPV members, as I showed earlier. The image of a funcionario, 

therefore, contrasted to the perception of GPV as a NGO composed by “volunteers” who 

had “love for their cause”. GPV affiliation was embedded in these meanings of 

voluntarism and emotional attachment. So in several occasions about 1994, GPV 

veterans commented on the “identity crisis” suffered by GPV. In addition, the difference 

between convivencia and work in GPV was expressed over the years, but in 1997-98, it 

seemed to have reached an extreme point of contrast. This difference was mostly 

apprehended by behaviour, either by volunteer members or by directors and paid staff:

There is a sort of elitism. Sometimes, I’ve got the impression that people from the 
directors board are not so much involved in the group.... I know they have their 
position, commitments and obligations and it’s difficult to just have a seat, for 
example, in the Cafe and say: “I came to have a chat”.... I understand. But there 
is also a sort of affinity, almost as if they would only talk to people of the same 
level: directors. Do you understand? “I’m not going to mingle so much”, (laughs). 
(Marilu, a GPV volunteer).

The reported “elitism” from GPV directors and paid staff was noticed in their 

behaviour and their absence or distance from ‘peer’ activities. Certainly this sort of 

internal apprehension and criticism referred to all directors, but in fact some of them took 

part eventually in activities, such as the “Tribune” and the “Cafe”. However they really 

constituted an occasional and reduced participation in number. On the other hand, GPV 

volunteers did not evaluate critically their own participation, which was also occasional 

and limited to some few favourite activities. The ideal of convivencia was practically 

resumed to few activities in just two days in the week: on Mondays, when the “women’s 

group” and the “Cafe” were organized, and on Fridays, the day of the “Open Tribune”. 

There was a bold dilemma between the ideals of participation, centered in GPV’s 

ideology of full immersion in solidarity and militancy, and the actual ways in which 

members took part in the NGO. GPV’s emphasis on a volunteer’s engagement “for life” 

(pela vida), which also implied the full participation of members, was contradicted by the 

objective process of institutionalization and professionalism, which had an effect on
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member’s presence in limited number of activities, daily hours and week days. As a 

bureaucratic organization with ideals of efficient work, GPV evolved to be more and more 

a ‘service provider’ in spite of its ideology of full militancy.

Perhaps it was the discussion of the social use of space in GPV that mainly 

expressed the ‘official’ view of the NGO’s directors. It also expresses the differences 

between the logic of sociability and the logic of work operating at GPV. Although this 

discussion was present earlier in GPV history, it became more prominent and crucial to 

the NGO about 1997-1998, when the social use of space reached a level of divergence 

between GPV directors and volunteer members. While volunteers wished to freely 

socialize, chat and circulate in GPV’s internal space, directors complained about their 

informal, ‘messy’ atmosphere (galinhagem, literally “chicken’s behaviour”; or GPV was a 

casa da sogra, literally “the mother in law’s house”). Directors and secretaries frequently 

had to ask volunteers (some of them GPV veterans) to leave halls and rooms because of 

their informal, chatty interactions when jocosity and generally humour was very much 

present. The logic of sociability progressively affected the logic and the space of work, 

which had to be more controlled and institutionally defined. In late 1997, an attempt of 

theft of some objects by a newcomer was used as justification to protect GPV. Locks 

were put on doors. Regulation of proper use of space and internal mobility was defined in 

posters to GPV volunteer members. They had to stay and circulate only in defined areas, 

that is, basically the meeting room or other area when an activity was to be organized. 

Time and space of volunteer work were meticulously rationalized and sociability 

contained in defined space. In a Tuesday “political meeting”, a director explained this new 

set of internal regulation and conduct as a way to “maintain order” (manter a ordem) in 

GPV. Spatial mobility in GPV became more organized than ever and rationalization of 

work intervened in plans of refurbishment that the NGO eventually developed later. In 

addition, this rationalization implied an extreme social spatiality of work and sociability, 

which were precisely distinguished and affected the ways in which GPV volunteers and 

directors saw each other. For many volunteers, GPV directors were socially and spatially 

distant from convivencia, while they, on the contrary, considered volunteers as both an 

essential example of the NGO’s legitimacy, but also a constant threat to their routine of 

work. Furthermore, regulation of GPV internal space mainly revealed how hierarchy was 

played in the NGO. While volunteers had permission to occupy certain areas at certain 

time, directors, coordinators and paid staff (secretaries and GPV employees) had free 

access to “work” space and generally to the whole organization44.

44 In September 1997, the directors board communicated their decisions in a “Tuesday meeting”. It 
was not subject to wide discussion and it was considered an “authoritarian” position by GPV  
volunteers and veterans. “Order” and “control” were categories used to define this regulation. We 
might think of the operation of some symbolic meanings, such as Douglas has put it. It is valuable to 
notice that one of the most disputed areas in GPV was the entrance hall. Notably, in 1997-98, it was
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Other aspect that developed internally in this process of institutional consolidation 

was the differentiation of members by factors of social distinction (Bourdieu, 1986; 

1990b). As more projects were funded and GPV became more and more functionally 

autonomous, with its own range of paid staff and employees, the selection of personnel 

depended on two main criteria: a) the person needed to be personally committed to GPV 

ideology, and b) he/she needed to be professionally “competent”. The first criterion, 

ideological affiliation, was mainly accessible to anyone who wanted to be a member, for 

GPV was based on the premise of open membership, ruled less by specificity rather than 

expectations of “solidarity”. Therefore a new member normally gained ideological 

formation through his/her participation in a number of activities and a general acceptance 

of the NGO’s principles. Although difficulties in incorporating the range of GPV 

ideological principles were noticed in its history, new members were easily accepted. The 

second criterion, however, was a greater obstacle to the social reproduction of GPV. To 

fit the right profile of “competence”, even if it was hugely dependent on practice, one had 

to possess some important attributes. They were not formally defined by the NGO, but 

they were operative since its foundation. Yet they became more essential when GPV 

institutional consolidation was further evolved, according to GPV’s responsibilities 

towards funding agencies. Therefore ability in writing, organization, work discipline, and 

even speaking a foreign language (i.e., english) were decisive for someone occupy a 

certain function. Sometimes a specific skill or training in a knowledge was essential, such 

as the law for solicitors. In an organization that stressed the value of reports, written 

sources, and generally “information” as devices for systematic work in internal and 

external affairs, perhaps writing was the crucial attribute to find in a candidate. Some 

general ways of testing personnel were normally used, especially for roles as “directors”:

He [ a director] wanted someone who knew how to write. He even used to say 
this. ... [ ... ] After that, he asked me to work with him. It was not a direct 
recommendation, because he’s very rigorous. In a certain way, he tested me to 
see if I really knew how to write. At last, just to see if he liked me or not, if I had 
the profile that he wanted.... (a former GPV director)

Then, there was the opportunity to have X as a director. She didn’t have the 
culture of the group. She didn’t have also an intellectual formation, but she knew 
how to speak and write in French and English. It was strategic for me because I 
don’t speak these languages, (a former GPV director)

the area where secretary and receptionist worked and many GPV members used to stay there and 
informally chat to each other. For GPV directors, the “entrance hall” was considered to be a neutral, 
formal, work space The area motivated many conflicts between the different logics operating in GPV 
and really expressed how hierarchy worked. Regulation of the use of that space was conceived by the 
“directors board” and defined to volunteers. The discussion on ritual space by Van Gennep can be 
stimulating here.
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This process of personnel selection was related to an internal differentiation that 

increased throughout GPV history between volunteer work and professional work. While 

professionalism required “competence”, volunteerism demanded commitment and mainly 

practical work. In terms of hierarchy, this differentiation worked to define spheres and 

positions requiring higher qualification and others of less requirement. In a certain 

moment, about 1994-95, this differentiation was also noticed by GPV volunteers, who 

began to use a certain word to define themselves when working: leles, a metaphorical 

and jocose label to refer to their work as slavery45. If they worked, for instance, as 

volunteers in the very stressful organization of a huge event like the “National Meeting of 

People living with HIV/AIDS”, they had to do sometimes very practical activities, 

managed by a leading GPV member. When a particular function or position that required 

skills or expertise had to be fulfilled, the selection process tended to prioritize those 

candidates or members who had some previous educational formation, especially a 

higher degree. Although candidates might come from other social backgrounds, poor or 

low middle class, it was normally an individual who had at least a completed secondary 

degree who was chosen. Therefore directors and paid staff mainly originated in the 

middle classes, from social positions through which they had access to better education 

and training. In an unequal and poor society like Brazil, this was not a very striking 

point46.

In 1997-1998, data from survey confirmed this middle/upper middle class 

background among directors, paid staff and coordinators. There was a larger number of 

members who pursued higher degrees, even if some did not complete them. Yet there 

were more members who had high degree and also worked in higher positions of GPV 

hierarchy or as paid personnel (16; 84% of the total staff) than those who were only 

volunteers (22; 37% out of the total number of volunteers). People who had only 

completed primary school were a minority among GPV paid staff, but they constituted an 

important part of GPV members (11; 19% of the total of volunteers). However most 

volunteers had secondary formation (26; 44% of the total of volunteers). This evidence 

helps to characterize GPV as a group of relatively heterogeneous social composition, but

45 GPV volunteers created the category lele after a metaphorical use of the musical track of a famous 
late 1970’s Brazilian soap opera, Escrava Isaura, about the social paradox of a ‘white’ rich young 
woman (a sinhazinha) who was discovered to be the daughter of ex-slaves and, therefore, had to 
‘become’ a slave herself.

46 I differentiated GPV participants in relation to functional position and employment. Some directors 
and coordinators did not receive a salary, but they might receive some monthly economic support. 
However executive directors, project workers and other staff earned a proper wage. Therefore I 
considered political and executive-administrative functions as GPV staff. Volunteers were only those 
who took part in GPV activities without any monthly economic compensation, even if it eventually 
happened in contexts like the organization of the National Meeting of People Living with HIV/AIDS, 
when some support for daily expenses were given by GPV.
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composed of a slightly larger participation of people who had secondary to high degree 

educational background, which constituted a social attribute normally achieved by people 

from different segments of the middle classes in Brazil.

primary
school

secondary
school

high
degree

total

executive directors 
(paid and non-paid staff) 0 0 6 6

coordinators 
(paid and non paid staff) 1 1 3 5

project workers 
(paid staff) 0 0 6 6

secretaries, manual work, 
etc. (paid staff) 1 0 1 2

GPV volunteer members, 
veterans and newcomers. 11 26 22 59

total 13(16%) 27 (35 %) 38 (49 %) 78 (100%)

Table 3: Education, position and membership in GPV. November 1997- March 1998.

The large number of people who had secondary formation perhaps indicates a 

trend in the popularization of the NGO which accomplished GPV throughout the mid- 

1990s, but political and functional positions were basically maintained by people of 

middle class background and higher income. As we compare GPV directors and paid 

staff to volunteers, it is noticeable that volunteer affiliation and work was much more 

concentrated among people of lower educational formation and even lower income. This 

evidence suggests that the process of high institutionalization, generated by greater 

funding and more service “provision” to the population, coincided with a reduced 

presence of middle class members in GPV volunteer positions and an increase in the 

frequency of people originated in poor and low middle class segments of Carioca 

population. As a historically defined phenomenon affecting GPV, the middle class 

members who founded the NGO and constituted most of its volunteer members in 1989 

and early 1990s were socially directed to occupy more formal and hierarchical positions. 

Their participation as volunteers reduced throughout the mid-1990s. When it happened, 

they were also incorporated to these internal positions of institutional and employed work. 

Convivencia became a less ideologically significant aspect for the social maintenance of 

the NGO, while the logic of work generally dominated. Activities that aimed at sociability, 

peer grouping or reflexive-discursive practices lost institutional importance to GPV’ social 

reproduction, while people of lower income and education became most of their
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participants. Certainly class differences began to work much more in GPV, which 

affected the ways in which social networks were formed internally in the late 1990s:

I think people take part in the Tribune because it has a climate of discussion in its 
best. They are people who have something to say about everything, about 
personal experience, whatever. So the ones who haven’t got much to say, they 
feel intimidated and stay quiet.... (laugh). Or then, if they don’t take part, it’s 
because they can’t reach that level, (laugh). Now, I am just like the directors: 
elitist, (laugh). But that’s it! It happens everywhere. I’m not going to say, for 
example, an activity like the Cafe, where many people go just to eat. There are 
times that I look there and think: “Bollocks! There, all these people that came 
today! They only came in just to eat! They are not going to contribute in anything 
to me. I haven’t got anything to share with them. The fact of having AIDS does not 
make any difference at all. ... So I think this way, but at the same time there is 
an impression that there is no intimacy, blending, let’s say. (Marilu; HIV+ woman, 
middle class; emphasis mine).

In this informant’s perspective, a young middle class HIV+ woman, which can be 

generalized to a certain composition of GPV participants, their GPV colleagues who took 

part in the “Cafe” could be compared to and disassociated from the ones who 

participated in the “Open Tribune”. They were not able to talk or discuss the Tribune’s 

reflexive-discursive themes because they did not have anything to say about them. These 

“silent”, speechless members were associated (by a dubious sense of perplexity) with 

doing what they were considered to find best in GPV: just to eat! In the late 1990s, the 

“Positive Cafe” was identified with people of lower income and less education: people 

who can not “reach” a cultural level of discussion which the “Tribune” imposed. To 

“reach” is just a verb, but its symbolic use by this informant implied a higher position not 

accessible by people who took part in the “Cafe”. Although affected by the broad impact 

of class differentiation in GPV, the “Open Tribune” still maintained some of the elements 

of a cluster of ‘middle class’ distinctivity: a context where people who “have something to 

say” met. Forms of internal differentiation were, therefore, reproduced by general 

principles of distinction47. They pervaded in GPV everyday routine and practically affected 

the logic of work and the logic of sociability. We need to “reconnect” the elementary 

features that characterized the preference (taste, in Bourdieu’s terms) for some activities 

and not others, and social habits. “Eaf was a practice associated with unreflexive 

thought and primary, basic needs by which the “Cafe” was identified. The “Open 

Tribune”, on the contrary, was the social context of “high” elaboration. To “reach” that 

knowledge meant basically to move to a higher social position and to transcend the 

necessities of basic compensation and the specificity of what is considered as a “primary

47 Here I am following Bourdieu (1986: 6), who said: ‘Taste classifies, and it classifies the classifier. 
Social subjects, classified by their classification, distinguish themselves by the distinctions they make, 
between the beautiful and the ugly, the distinguished and the vulgar, in which their position in the 
objetive classifications is expressed or betrayed”.
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need” in Brazil: to eat. These ideas were reasonably common and circulated among 

those who took part in the “Open Tribune”, especially within the social network of middle 

class GPV members who normally socialized outside the NGO. Notably, the distinctive 

aspects of perception that mapped out class and cultural differentiation in GPV set up 

boundaries to social networks among members. According to my informant, there were 

members who she had something in common with ( to “share with”) and people who did 

not “add anything” to her. In other words, AIDS did not make a “difference”. People of 

lower income and lower formal education also apprehended this process of social 

differentiation in which they were involved and also noticed the objective attributes 

imposed to them, which negated their participation in many social events: income, 

education, language.

There are some people who think they’ve got more income and education. They 
think the others can’t fit in their group! [...] I can’t get in their group because I am 
not suitable to it! I can’t pay for the beer [Brahma]. I can’t speak their language. I 
can’t participate. There is nothing related to me! And it’s not only me! How many 
there? We feel excluded. They just pretend that we don’t take part. [...] All of us, 
the most simple people. You see that we’re simple people. We feel so excluded.
... We can’t fit. They may invite everyone, except us. If they invite, then we can’t 
afford going out! (Eliane, HIV+ woman; low income).

Surely the set of principles that characterized preference for GPV activity, 

choices in sociability and social differentiation have to be connected to the institutional 

process of selection for functional positions in GPV. “Competence” or “capacity” were 

always supposedly ‘disinterested’ features to qualify ideal candidates and GPV 

personnel. However those who were “competent” to write or had a higher educational 

background were selected rather than the others who did not have a similar formation, 

that is, those who were not only linked by a class-defined trajectory, but, further, those 

who were associated by a set of cultural and social attributes, like some GPV veterans 

identified their colleagues of the early 1990s: they were “up” and they had “clarity of 

things” and “a good, comprehensive, and high social-cultural level”. As Bourdieu put it, 

distinction is based on cognitive categories structured by a “programme of perception” 

(ibid:2). Categories, such as “good”, “high”, “clear”, “rich”, “big” were used to qualify and 

define attributes to work and sociability in contrast to “bad”, “poor”, “unclear”, “low” and 

“small”. Certainly, the symbolic meaning of these categories were generally useful for 

cognitive practices, but they were also helpful to generate differentiation internally even 

among GPV directors staff. Therefore a director might be questioned by his lack of 

responsibility and competence, which normally depended on the same set of cognitive 

categories. If cognitive categories are used to apprehend and define people generally, 

they might enforce structural or hierarchical divisions existent broadly in society. Certainly
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what this interpretation leads to is not to state the obvious, which is the hierarchical 

dynamics of social structure in Brazil. Yet it might clarify for the reader to understand the 

objective similarity of these broader power structures in the emergence of a social world 

defined by ideas of solidarity and sameness in the struggle against AIDS.

6. 4 - Conclusion - The mutual operation of different logics:

During its history, GPV increasingly changed as a consequence of various 

factors, which included changes in member composition as a result of epidemiological 

trends; new patterns and dynamics of institutional funding; new directions of political and 

social intervention, framed by a completely different framework of aims and objectives. 

There was the operation of distinct social logics which were characterized by different 

elements for their own conditions of possibility.

There was the consolidation of the logic of work, whose properties were very 

particular. Following Bourdieu (1990b), a social logic has different forms to be structured. 

It is also defined by means of a certain symbolic production and signification. Overall 

there is a systematicity which generates and is generated by forces of social interests, 

power, and social reproduction. There was a highly systematized and rationalized 

institutionalization and bureaucratic formation in which GPV based its daily work, 

activities, routines, timetable and textual production (reports, prevention and information 

materials, etc). “Professionalism” became a well settled value and a trajectory to be 

undertaken by GPV. Internal practices were informed by a discourse that privileged and 

greatly valued the importance of GPV “institutional” character as an efficient NGO. Now 

AIDS politics and activism became a restricted, precise aspect of GPV. It lost their 

symbolic strength, such as it had in its foundation and in the early 1990s. Its “institutional” 

character had to be shown in cultural production, such as the GPV video on women and 

AIDS, or through political and public representation, which placed GPV members as 

legitimate agents in a structure of relations to political positions and positioned agents. 

Institutionalization was consolidated by an increasing range of normative rules defined by 

decisions taken by GPV staff, directors, and leaders, especially in the ‘Tuesday 

meetings”. In addition, a dominant politics was assigned by a dominant ideology: aims of 

solidarity and discourses of a broad collective identity of “people living with HIV and 

AIDS” (no emphasis on specific identities). Structuring all these changes and the whole 

process of institutional consolidation, which already reached a comprehensive 

systematization in 1997-98, class hierarchies defined internal differences which were 

played and conformed by the role of social distinction.
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While the logic of work was already disposed in GPV, the logic of sociability was 

structured and operated in non-dominant, non-decisive contexts of GPV everyday life and 

routine. Simmel (1997 [1911)] provides a very interesting discussion of the idea of 

sociability, which influenced in part my own perspective of the different logics in 

operation in GPV. He argued that sociability has similarity to other “processes of 

association”, especially art and play. In fact, according to Simmel, sociability is “the play 

form of association and is related to the content-determined concreteness of association 

as art is related to reality” (ibid: 122). It involves a “pure essence of association” in which 

many elements might develop, such as amiability, lack of objective content, creativity, 

harmony, equality, some flirtation, and at last, as I pointed out several times, “a sense of 

togetherness”. He also reports three essential elements for sociability: “contact, 

exchange, and speech” (ibid: 126). Notably, conversation offers a perfect context for the 

playful character of sociability. It involves people and is based on mutual exchange: “in 

sociability talking is an end in itself. Many contexts of interaction in GPV presented these 

similar elements pointed out by Simmel. However his idea of sociability might be 

considered in a critical way.

Signs of distinction, forms of social differentiation, processes of identity marking, 

personal values, singular purposes and power are excluded in Simmers analysis. He 

sees them as provoking a destructive reaction to sociability, which should be ultimately 

without any interest. There is no performance of disputes in Simmers text. Sociability is 

plain, free, aimless and harmonic. As he remarked: “...the pleasure of the individual is 

always contingent upon the joys of others (ibid, p. 124). However I wonder if the 

difference between aimless sociability and interested association can be so marked and 

mutually excluding. The formal differentiation of “processes of association” that Simmel 

wants to build upon can be reasonably sterile when one considers informal contexts, 

such as those I observed in GPV. I would say that the sense of sociability can be also 

maintained when forms of social differentiation are presented. The meanings of 

“togetherness” (convivencia) were played simultaneously to the performance of disputes 

and difference. In a subtle sociable way, one might shift into another, either in 

conversation or in social interaction. Aimless association was constantly turned into an 

interested, personalized interaction in which GPV members took part and envisioned 

their own contextual strategies. Perhaps this is my main reservation to Simmel’s pure 

“sense” of sociability. In contrast to it, the “logic of sociability” might characterize more 

precisely the ways in which “togetherness” is associated to differences, hierarchy, 

distinctions and power.

Convivencia was maintained, therefore, by the logic of sociability, which was 

completely different from the dominant interests of the NGO. The logic of sociability was
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constituted by singular elements. Some of them enhanced specific forms of social 

differentiation that contradicted GPV ideology and its internal structure. As a result, 

identities were at work. They were socially performed, expressing differences, 

sometimes conflict, between clinical identities and HIV status (HIV+ versus HIV-) or 

gender and sexual identities. An ethos of humour and informality operated and informed 

social interaction. There were conflicts of sexual and gender positions and these 

sex/gender hierarchies were asserted and contested. However there was not only a 

single logic in operation at the GPV, but several of them, among which, the logic of work 

and the logic of sociability were the prominent to the case of identity formation. These 

different logics were developed together in a historical context. There was no evolution, 

but perhaps a higher constitution, of these different logics. So there was constitutive 

tension between them, which will be highlighted and analyzed in the next chapters.
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Chapter 7 - Gender and Sexual Identities at Work - 

The Logic of Sociability:

Following our descriptive analysis of Grupo Pela VIDDA-H\o, we saw how this 

AIDS NGO was notably constituted by a complex interaction of meanings and practices 

about what was private and public, which affected the ways in which it was considered 

both a place of work and a “home”. Members stayed in GPV headquarters with different, 

sometimes concurrent or divergent ideas about what to do there. Some would go just to 

work and others just to meet people or socialize, that is, their own understanding of what 

convivencia was. Certainly many took part in GPV for both reasons: work and sociability. 

These simultaneous patterns of interaction, routine, rhythm, and atmosphere 

characterized the complexity of GPV as a social setting apart from its heterogeneity in 

composition. As an example, when we consider the fact that many people became 

affiliated to GPV because of their HIV status, caused by sexual transmission, sex was a 

very constant, perhaps one of the most important issues (along with health) to motivate 

conversations, interactions or just debate. Year after year, the “Open Tribune” was 

frequently a context of collective discussion on sexual expression and sexuality in 

general. Therefore issues associated with private life were constantly approached and 

expressed in a public setting like GPV1.

GPV was composed of a heterogeneous affiliation of people from different social 

and cultural backgrounds as well as gender and sexual differences. Although 

homosexual men and heterosexual women constituted the majority of members in the 

NGO, heterosexual and bisexual men, lesbians, or people identified and described in 

other different ways were also present in GPV daily life. This particular composition 

generated a complex ground for social interactions that involved issues of sexual 

expression. Gendered positions were found beside others, especially those closely 

associated with differences of sexual orientation and identity. These positions, 

perspectives, but also ‘performative’ practices were presented in the contexts of 

everyday life of the NGO. From Monday to Friday, especially in the afternoons and early 

evenings, people would meet, socialize, talk and work in GPV headquarters. Perhaps 

later they would also go out and meet in other social and public contexts. Some places 

were just related to the social world of AIDS (other NGOs, health clinics, etc) or they were 

generally settings of social and cultural life in Rio de Janeiro. In short, GPV members 

constituted their own interactions, relationships and social networks by their participation 

in the NGO. Therefore sociability and work were influenced by GPV composition, their

1 For this point, see Weeks (1995).
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interactions and the reasons that motivated them, which included issues of sexual 

expression. I do not assert, however, that sexual issues and themes were the exclusive 

concern in GPV, its members and its social aims. Notably, they were important to the 

understanding of how gender and sexual differences were reproduced and developed in 

GPV and how identities ‘worked’ in this setting. As we will see, I emphasize the ways in 

which identities were performed in GPV everyday life, that is, how identities were made, 

constructed under the impact of the concurrent logics of sociability and work.

This chapter gives, therefore, an ethnographic description of the circulation, the 

social use and the reproduction of sexual and gender identities in the particular setting of 

Grupo Pela Vidda-Rio. My main goal is to look at the processual forms of identity 

construction in relation to major cultural frameworks, social formations and hierarchies 

which have structured Brazilian society. Other social studies that focused on AIDS NGOs 

have prioritized an analysis of their political, ideological and macro-social aspects (for 

instance, Kayal, 1993). Curiously, forms of sexual expression in these organizations have 

been practically forgotten or avoided in discussion. The same point can be said about 

other studies conducted in GPV (Vallinoto, 1991; Klein, 1996) in which sexual life seemed 

to be another domain, apart from GPV. Generally this is a significant (and symbolic) gap 

in the understanding of the civil forms of mobilization against AIDS. Methodologically, I 

mostly relied on observation and in-depths interviews, for GPV written sources, which I 

used extensively in the last chapter, did not provide this sort of information. Mainly the 

ways in which identities were performed in GPV contradicted its ideology of broad 

affiliation, disregarding sexual, gender and HIV status specificities. Thus I had to look at 

another level of social interactions, which was chiefly maintained by what I called the 

logic of sociability.

7.1 - Mapping out sexual/gender categories as forms of classification:

The study of categories as proper forms of classification has been a long 

standing analytical exercise for anthropologists who want to understand basic relational 

elements which delineate particular social structures. Therefore I intend to describe and 

discuss some of the sexual and gender categories that have been normally used and 

circulated amongst GPV members in their everyday life, inside and outside the NGO. 

They will be important for a understanding of the ways in which the social reproduction of 

gender and sexual differences might be associated with the social process of identity 

formation in a particular setting. Later I will discuss information collected in the survey
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that I conducted during fieldwork. It will be contrasted with the categories mapped out by 

participant observation.

A range of sexual and gender categories constituted forms of classification that 

informed GPV members and participants. There were those culturally defined categories 

based on gender differences: homem (man) and mulher (woman). They were considered 

in terms of cultural values of masculinity and femininity. The anthropological analysis on 

gender and sexual representations, such as made by Fry (1982, 1986) and Parker 

(1991), are relevant to this issue. Therefore, to be a “man” or a “woman” depends on a 

hierarchical system of gender representations, which frame relations between man and 

woman; man and man; and woman and woman. They referred to embodied dispositions 

constituted by the formation of the habitus (Bourdieu, 1977:72), delineated, on the one 

hand, in a long process of socialization in family, peer groups and basic education2. On 

the other hand, ideals of masculinity (to be a man) and femininity (to be a woman) have 

to be lived, generated in social practice and, therefore, they had a performative 

actualization, such as Butler (1990; 1993) put it. In this case, structurally dominant ideals 

of masculinity and femininity can be also contested and reconfigured in social practice3.

There were also categories defined by medical frameworks of sexual 

differentiation (heterosexual, bisexual, and homosexual), which had a scientific, and 

therefore universal ground of legitimization. As I discussed in chapter 4 and 6, they 

depended on social conditions of possibility and, therefore, had a scope of social use 

and maintenance. They have though both positivity and limitation.

Others referred to a framework of stigmatized behaviours, which would deviate 

from a certain “normality”: bichaJviado (faggot) and sapatao (dyke). Some categories 

have been incorporated by the effect produced by specific politico-cultural discourses on 

homosexuality, especially those coming from the ‘gay scene’: gay/guei, lesbica (lesbian) 

and GLS (“Gay/Lesbian/Sympathizer”). There were also categories originating from gay 

slang that were used frequently without negative meaning: bofe or macho (categories that 

stressed overtly masculine, straight looking male behaviour, like ‘butch’), trava (travesti, 

“transvestite”). All these categories were used and circulated among GPV members, 

although their use depended on whether one was gay or heterosexual, whether one was 

a woman or a man. Therefore gender and sexual orientation also interfered in linguistic

2 As Bourdieu (ibid: 72) puts it: “The structures constitutive of a particular type of environment... 
produce habitus, systems of durable, transposable dispositions, structured structures predisposed to 
function as structuring structures, that is, as principles of the generation and structuring of practices 
and representations which can be objectively “regulated” and “regular" without in any way being the 
product of obedience to rules, objectively adapted to their goals without presupposing a conscious 
aiming at ends or an express mastery of the operations necessary to attain them and, being all this, 
collectively orchestrated without being the product of the orchestrating action of a conductor”.

3 As we can see, this point needs to be developed in terms of cultural schemes and forms of 
domination and asymmetry.
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practice. In fact, these categories were reproduced, incorporated and slightly modified by 

performative linguistic purpose. Homosexual, heterosexual and bisexual became in GPV, 

then, simply: homo, hetero and bi. These were the common forms of category expression 

in the NGO, although it had larger use in the Brazilian social world of AIDS. In fact, homo 

might be as well used as gay, for instance.

In the mid-1990s, a particular category was circulated in the NGO: mulher goiaba 

(literally “guava woman”). It referred to heterosexual women who had a fling or who was 

sexually attracted to gay men. Gays were popularly called bichas, a term of different 

meanings, but mostly related to a “feminine form of bicho”, which is a Brazilian term for 

either animals or insects (see Parker, 1991:46). As one can find worm-like bichos in 

guava fruit, a woman who “eats it” (who likes or wants to have sex with gay men /bichas) 

can be called mulher goiaba. In a NGO composed by a majority of gay men and 

heterosexual women, the category seemed to be significantly useful4.

I decided to analyze and problematize this set of sexual categories and identity 

terms in two major different ways: a) by collecting qualitative information through 

observation and in-depth interviews; and b) by quantitative information from a small scale 

survey conducted in GPV. First, I analyze the findings from the survey. As it aimed to 

collect information on GPV membership systematically, the questionnaire mainly used 

straightforward, generically known terms, that is, “homosexual”, “heterosexual”, 

“bisexual”. I asked informants to define themselves by their “sexual orientation” in terms 

of these three conventional categories. I knew quite well that they had a socially 

circumscribed, culturally restrictive, but important impact in Brazilian society (such as I 

discussed in chapter 4). In addition, if the informants did not feel easily identified by these 

main sexual categories, I asked them to give their own definitions.

As I showed in table 2 (page 243), most GPV members defined themselves by 

the main conventional, medico-scientifically based, sexual categories. Out of 78 

informants, 39 defined themselves as heterosexuals (50%; 15 men and 24 women); 24 

defined themselves as homosexuals (31%; 22 men and 2 women); and 5 people were 

defined as bisexuals (6%; 3 men and 2 women). These 68 informants (87 %) can be 

compared to 10 others (13%; 3 men and 7 women) who were not at ease with the given 

sexual categories. These 10 individuals were mostly HIV+ people (9) and just one man 

was HIV negative. Some of them (4; 3 men and a woman) reported a sense of sexual 

ambiguity, noticed in their responses. The HIV+ woman explained that she was “sexually 

confused”. A HIV+ man confessed: “I’m homosexual, but I’ve got heterosexual fantasies. 

I define myself as a confused being without courage to love a woman”. Notably this man

4 As a contrast, a category, such as homem goiaba (“guava man”), was never heard, probably 
because “a man who liked to have sex with other man” had to be called either homem (“man”) or bicha 
or gay.
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had a clear understanding of scientifically defined sexual categories, but his response 

expressed a similar sense of ambiguity as found in the woman’s definition. The other two 

were much more ambiguous (or direct, if you like) and just stressed that they “had sex”. 

The “confusion” or ambiguity found in these 4 respondents will be clarified later. In the 

case of the other 6 respondents, all of them HIV+ women, they gave more precise 

definitions of their sexual orientation by the use of other culturally defined categories. 

They defined themselves either as “normal” or “woman” (mulher). Some also reported 

that they liked sex like “man and woman” (como homem e mulher). In their own 

categories and sexual ideas, they emphasized their preference for what we call 

heterosexuality. Certainly these women operated by meanings of “normality” which 

contrasted ‘straight’ sex to “abnormal”, deviant sex, basically male to male or female to 

female sex relations. Probably education, class and gender played an important role in 

their responses, for 4 respondents had only primary education and earned very low 

income (about the minimum wage). The other two, however, had secondary education 

and were working at that time. However I risk another hypothesis, related to the different 

ways in which women and men were subject to medical control and public regulation. 

Probably women were normally regulated in terms of motherhood and reproduction, 

while men were mostly subject of interventions of sexual health, but I can not go further 

than this5.

I did not avoid asking more direct questions about sexual behaviour. In fact, I only 

wanted to see the corroboration, gaps and eventual contradictions between categories of 

sexual definition and accounts of sexual behaviour. At first, I was not interested in 

knowing patterns of sexual behaviour, but I just wanted to ‘play’ with possibilities of self

definition and sexual identity, which would be related later to information from 

ethnographic observation or through in-depth interviews. I did not expect exclusive 

honesty from respondents, but a sociological view of their responses. After this, the GPV 

sexual landscape became definitively much more complex. First, I asked informants to 

tell me if they had at least once a sexual relation with someone of their own sex. All 24 

respondents (22 men and 2 women) who defined themselves as “homosexuals” 

answered “yes” to this question. However when we consider male informants who gave 

other responses, we had important traits of bisexual behaviour (see table 4):

5 This point does not suggest that women were not culturally considered “sexually dangerous” or 
“infectious” to men. In chapter 3 , 1 stressed how women were defined as one of the privileged 
epidemiological routes of HIV transmission in a certain stage of the cultural representation of the AIDS 
epidemic by the Brazilian news media.
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yes no total

heterosexual men 7 8 15

bisexual men 3 - 3

other definitions 

and answers. 3 - 3

total 13 8 21

Table 4: Men: “Have you ever had sex with someone of your own sex at least once in 
your life?”. November 1997-March 1998.

As we can see, out of 21 men who did not define themselves as “homosexual”, 

13 (62 %) had experienced at least one sexual interaction with another men previously. 

They contrasted to 8 “heterosexual defined” (38%) respondents who reported having only 

male-to-female sexual behaviour in their lives. All “bisexual” men (3) and the male 

respondents who did not identify themselves by the given sexual categories (3) reported 

male to male interactions. However if we only consider all 15 “heterosexual” defined men, 

7 informants (47%) had experienced male-to-male sexual behaviour before, while 

proportionally a small majority of 8 men (53%) did not report it. A previous sexual 

relationship did not imply, however, current sexual behaviour. Therefore I also asked 

male informants to say if they had a homosexual relationship up to one year before. Out 

of 13 informants who had reported male-to-male sexual behaviour, 2 “heterosexuals” (15 

%); 2 “bisexuals” (15 %); and 3 men who did not identify themselves in any sexual 

category (23 %) asserted having male sexual partners in the last year. They were 7 men 

(54 %), who can be sexually compared to the other 6 (46 %) who did not report male-to- 

male sex in the last year. Curiously all 3 men who were ambiguous or confused about 

their sexual identity had had male-to-male sex in that period. In addition, when we 

consider the responses given by “homosexual” defined men, we can complement the 

previous interpretation. All 22 respondents reported having male-to-male sexual 

interactions in their last year. Yet when I asked them to report male-to-female 

interactions, the majority of homosexual men (13; 59%) reported having at least once a 

sexual relation with a woman; while 6 (27 %) other men did not report male-to-female
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sexual behaviour. Three others did not answer this question. But out of these 13 

homosexual respondents, just one (8 %) reported a sexual relation with a woman in the 

last year, while the other 12 (92 %) had none. Most of these homosexual men reported 

male-to-female sexual behaviour from 3 up to 20 years ago. I was able to discuss their 

sexual experimentation with women when doing interviews. Most of these men had 

female partners when they were adolescents or young adults. Like the other men with 

exclusive male-to-male sexual behaviour, their sexual orientation became mostly 

“homosexual”. Therefore they constituted a homosexually active group of participants in 

GPV.

As I showed in table 2, heterosexual defined women constituted the majority of 

GPV members (24; 31%), disregarding their HIV status. Many women (7) also had 

difficulty in identifying themselves by scientifically defined sexual categories. Their 

gender role as “women” seemed to prevail in this case6. I wanted to verify if GPV women 

reported a history or a high pattern of same sex behaviour like their male colleagues. 

Notably I was intrigued by the interpretation of Brazilian ‘sexual culture’ and its meanings 

of sexual ‘transgression’ such as given by Parker (1991). Survey information on GPV 

men seemed to corroborate at least in part his view. But what about women? They 

answered the same questions given to men:

yes no total

heterosexual women 3 21 24

bisexual women 1 1 2

homosexual woman 2 0 2

other definitions 

and answers. 1 6 7

total 7 28 35

Table 5: Women: “Have you ever had sex with someone of your own sex at least once in 
vour life?”. November 1997-March 1998.

6 In most of these 7 cases, I was approached by the informant, who asked me to explain to them what 
that question meant. By their own responses, most of these women (6) could be defined as 
‘heterosexuals’, for they reported male-female sexual orientation.
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In spite of homosexual defined women (2; 6%), out of the 35 female respondents, 

only 5 (14 %) reported female-to-female sexual behaviour at least once in their lives. The 

majority of GPV women (28; 80%) did not report any homosexual behaviour. Notably one 

of the 2 bisexual defined women explained that she wanted to have sex with a woman, 

but “it had not happened yet”, although she was already middle aged and married to men 

before. These 35 women also reported on their sexual behaviour in the last year. If we 

consider the 5 non-homosexual defined women who reported female-to-female sexual 

behaviour in their lives, none had a homosexual interaction in the last year, but four 

reported having a male partner, while just one did not report having a sexual partner. 

Therefore only the 2 homosexual defined informants reported recent female-to-female 

sexual interactions and out of the 33 other women (94 %), 19 (57 %) had male partners 

and 13 (37%) reported not having a sexual partner last year7. This is an important point. 

Out of 19 sexually active women, there were 17 heterosexual defined women (90%); 1 

bisexual woman (5%); and 1 woman who gave other self-definitions (5%). They were 10 

single women (53%; 5 HIV+, 3 HIV-, 2 untested); 8 married women (42%; 3 HIV+, 3 HIV-, 

2 untested); and one (HIV+) divorced woman (5%). As we can see, many female 

respondents (13; 37 %) did not have any sexual partner in the period. They were 4 single 

women (3 HIV+ and 1 HIV-); 4 divorced or separated women (all HIV+); two widows (one 

HIV+ and one untested) and one married woman (HIV-)8. Curiously, age seemed to be 

an important factor for this group of women who did not have a sexually active life in the 

period. Out of 13, 9 (69%) were above 40 year old, while two were in their 30s and 3 

were in their 20s. HIV status, conjugal status and also age had perhaps some objective 

effects on their likelihood of having a male sexual partner.

To sum up, we can find a number of singular elements to characterize reported 

sexual behaviour and sexual identity among GPV members. While sexual definition by 

scientifically defined categories seemed to be widely found among men (disregarding 

their sexual orientation), women, especially of low-income, had greater difficulties in 

identifying themselves by the given sexual categories. Male-to-male sexual behaviour 

was also highly reported in the male sample. The survey showed how the high majority of 

GPV male members (35; 81 %) had at least one sexual relation with another man in their 

lives. If we consider, sexual expression as one of the forms of social interaction, GPV 

was not a setting of restrictive sexual boundaries between men in spite of their sexual 

identities. Would it be a ‘gay friendly’ setting? If we only consider the number of 

homosexual defined men participating historically in the NGO, it was, but if we try to see 

the ways in which social interactions developed in GPV, we will see a more complex

7 A 20 year old single female respondent did not answer this question. Notably virginity was not a 
very important issue among GPV women who I met and interviewed.

8 Two women did not give this information.
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picture, probably not so bidimensional between ‘pro’ or ‘against homo’ positions. This is 

when ethnography strongly enriches the analysis. However ideas and dilemmas of male 

bisexuality seemed to be an acute issue characterizing GPV historically (as I noticed in 

chapter 6). Women, on the contrary, reported high rate of heterosexual behaviour, while 

bisexual and homosexual behaviour were experienced by a very small number of 

respondents. In terms of sexually active behaviour, fewer women reported having sexual 

partners than men in the period. Notably, just to contrast, out of 43 male respondents, 

only 2 (5%) heterosexual defined men, both HIV+, did not report sexual interactions in the 

previous one year period. This information shows how the idea of sexual transgression 

does not fit well with the reality of sexual expression lived by most GPV women. They 

seemed, at first, to be very much influenced by expected, dominant norms of gender 

difference in which heterosexuality prevailed. This fact significantly complicates part of 

the arguments proposed by Parker. Notably, some other anthropologists (Goldstein, 

1994; Guimaraes, 1996b) have already noticed how Brazilian women can not be easily or 

generally assimilated within Parker’s analytical framework of ‘Brazilian sexual culture’. 

Certainly my own data refers to a specific social setting, but it may be an important 

sociological ground for understanding the symbolic meanings and social practices 

associated with gender and sexuality in GPV. This information will have to be closely 

related to an understanding of the complex range of interactions between men and 

women in this NGO. The reproduction and the making of sexual identities and gender 

differences has to be focused in terms of this preliminary information on sexual behaviour 

and the particular degree to which sexual identification by conventional categories might 

take place.

7.2 - A sense of strangeness - gender and sexual differences at work:

Heterosexual women and gay men were the most visible participants in GPV 

during the period of 1989-1994. Their participation was not automatically easy and 

symbiotic, however, but it depended on a long process of social interactions, personal 

involvement and engagement in the same activities. Stereotypes, prejudices, and 

different forms of unexpected reactions were socially combined in social interaction, but 

also in the presentation of the self, as Goffman (1990a) put it. So cultural stereotypes of 

effeminacy and male homosexuality played an important role in the ideas held by many 

women who first visited GPV. In fact, in the early 1990s, the discourses of AIDS as a 

“homosexual disease” widely prevailed, and informed women’s expectations. Their 

assumptions could be confirmed, when camp behaviour was involved, and also
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contradicted, when non-effeminate, “butch” types of gay men were also present. For 

many women, homosexual men were socially identified by some jobs, such as 

hairdresser, and by cultural representations of effeminacy and cross-dressing, known by 

their public visibility in carnival:

I thought that I was going to meet only men wearing woman’s clothes there. 
Because I thought homosexuals were like this. It was like this in my mind. ... I 
only knew hairdressers. ... I thought it was like this. People talked about it. I 
mean, that they wore woman’s clothes. Like transvestites in Lapa. Everyone was 
just the same for me. Transvestite and homosexual were just one single thing. 
(Dayse Agra; 65 y-old; GPV veteran; housewife).

Embedded by sexual stereotypes, the indistinctive images and cultural 

representations of “the homosexual”, associated with other images, such as the Brazilian 

travesti, fed the expectations of many women who participated in GPV. By the cultural 

reproduction of these stereotypes, ‘gay’ and travesti were, at first, basically the “same 

thing”. As one shock after other, GPV and ABIA visual culture helped to confirm to some 

participants the close links of AIDS and homosexuality, especially by a large number of 

posters on the walls. A female informant once said: “At first when I came to Pela Vidda, I 

was frightened by posters of men hugging men”. Many of these images of embracing 

handsome men expressed, however, a rather different cultural representation of male 

homosexuality, mainly informed by cosmopolitan “gay” imagery: muscular, fit, toned 

bodies. In fact, the majority were produced by European and North-American AIDS 

NGOs, which implied the cultural incorporation of images and material culture exchanged 

in the transnational circuits of AIDS activists. Nonetheless, whatever the degree of 

familiarity to these gay/homosexual images, for most women who became GPV 

members, homosexuality “was something very distant, so far away”. A GPV young, 

single woman, who first visited GPV in late 1989, explained me perfectly well her own 

mixed feelings of unease and curiosity, even delight, combined with a historical 

understanding of the variable, decreasing number of gay men in the NGO from its first 

years to more recently, the late 1990s:

In the beginning, it was very strange. It was very strange my interaction with 
people who have homosexual practices. Because I didn’t know them or they 
didn’t take part in my own milieu. It was a completely strange thing. I really 
thought that very weird. Things shocked me and, at the same time, I thought them 
funny. There were many flaming queens [bicha pintosa] in Pela Vidda at that 
time, like Lorna9. They used to go there and give some drag shows. They were 
big stars. Everything was very funny. It was different! At the same time, they 
shocked me. Today, I know that a majority of women who come to GPV still

9 Lorna Washington was a famous drag artist who used to do performances in gay nightclubs. In the 
late 1980s and the early 1990s, he was also involved in giving HIV/AIDS information in his shows as 
well as helping Carioca AIDS NGOs, such as GAPA-RJ and GPV.
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become upset, disturbed with gays. But either the number of gays is smaller or I 
don’t know if I’ve got used to them. It also happens. They’re still a little upset. I tell 
them: “Don’t worry, no! This will change. After a while you’ll think that everything’s 
normal. You’ll become GLS” (laugh)10. “What is that?” “Sympathiser! You’ll end 
up thinking that’s normal, very normal”. At first, everything that’s different can be 
really weird. Today people still complain with me: “But there are so many faggots 
[viados] here!” ... (Valeria Lewis, GPV veteran).

Although for some it was a harsh experience of conflicting moral codes, other 

women, such as the last one, expressed a change in their own views about male 

homosexuality. Whether it was previously “strange”, “distant”, their affiliation in GPV 

motivated changes in favour of social tolerance, when gay men became “normal”, such 

as everything ‘new’ may eventually also become one day. This acceptance of gay men by 

heterosexual women might suggest a successful ideal in terms of “living with HIV and 

AIDS”, such as described in GPV ideology. Perhaps another victory of solidarity? As we 

will see later, different contexts of sociability were important in defining the real scope of 

solidarity.

Sociability between heterosexual women and gay men were not the only 

exclusive consequence of affiliation into GPV. Sociability contributed to the incorporation 

of sexual knowledge, categories or ‘new’ ideas about sexuality and sexual expression, 

which were distinct from more conventional frameworks of gender difference and sexual 

deviance, defining, for instance, homosexuality. This was more noticeable among women 

of lower income or working-class background. Some of these women reported a 

formative process in their understanding of sexual identities, which would also generate a 

new perception of their own identities. There was the incorporation of dominant 

discourses and categories of sexual classification, socially operative in medico-clinical 

settings, but also in the social world of AIDS activism:

Researcher: Did you know these words, these terms, before? Like homosexual or 
heterosexual? Did you use them?

Eliane: No, no, I didn’t. I never heard about them. I knew like this: bicha\ 
Homosexual was that one who turned [virava] the hand and the bicha was the 
one who wore woman’s clothes [ i.e. travesti]. Lesbian was sapatao: “This is 
sapatao, sapatao” (laugh) “What is sapatao?” “She likes women!” ... This was 
that I heard in school about women who rub onto the other.... I only knew this....
I had to practice and repeat them when I came to Pela Vidda: Hetero, homo.
When they asked me, I didn’t know! (laugh) ‘What is this?” (emphasis mine).

10 GLS was an acronym for “Gay, Lesbian, and Sympathiser” . This term was popularized in the gay 
scene and by the mass media in the middle 1990s. Basically it was associated with places and clubs 
which gathered mixed customers (gay and straight), such as the paid parties. GLS places were also 
seen as places of modernity and hedonistic lifestyles.
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Generally discourses and the self-presentation of male homosexuality were much 

more evident in GPV at least until 1994-1995. An ethos of camp behaviour (afar a pinta) 

was very common in contexts of sociability. Some specific GPV activities were 

dominated by this gay visibility, such as the “Open Tribune”, which was seen as the 

perfect context of self help and for the values of “togetherness” (convivencia). Many of 

the reflexive-discursive themes discussed there had a homosexual/gay connotation or, if 

not, they were crossed by personally engaged demonstrations of homosexual desire or 

gay sensibility, especially by higher doses of camp humour, which even shocked several 

gay newcomers:

I never had discussed so much about sexuality, homosexuality and illness in my 
whole life! ... If I talk about it very easily today, I didn’t before! Like listening 
someone saying: “Ah, well, I had sex [transei] and I also sucked his dick”. There 
in the Open Tribune. You know that the Tribune was much more hot than today. 
Hot, I mean, the themes were much more deep, comprehensive. I don’t know! 
People were very interesting. All those stories. On the one hand, they shocked 
me, but, on the other, they were fascinating, because it was really our world. This, 
a gay world! That’s it, this is true, people do this and that. They talked about male 
hustlers [miche]. They had sex and talked about it. Everything. The real world was 
really like this, (a GPV gay veteran leader).

As we can see, not only heterosexual women absorbed this atmosphere of 

sexual tolerance, but also several gay men and lesbians had to reconsider their own 

ideas of effeminacy, camp sensibility and (homo) sexual discourses on sex and 

eroticism. For many gay men and also lesbians who lived a closeted sexuality or wanted 

to avoid forms of stigmatization, GPV gave them conditions of personal involvement in a 

social circle of homosexual men and women without being affiliated to a gay activist 

organization.

This open visibility of homosexual men did not only generate an initial sense of 

strangeness and later an eventual tolerance by heterosexual women. If GPV was 

dominated by a ‘gay’ atmosphere until the mid 1990s, this ethos was affected by a certain 

degree of mistrust, misunderstanding and rejection. There was also an internal debate 

among GPV veterans, leaders and directors, for some considered camp behaviour and 

effeminacy (dar a pinta) as objective obstacles to newcomers or the affiliation of 

heterosexual men and women. Sometimes, this critical view of effeminacy expressed 

real prejudice, which would be considered a reason for the small participation of 

heterosexual women in other activities apart from the “Women’s group”, as some GPV 

women told me.

Needless to say that the high visibility and presence of gay/homosexual men had 

an impact on the way in which GPV was socially perceived, including a symbolic 

association between homosexuality and the social setting of an AIDS NGO. Ideas that
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GPV was a “gay ghetto” was frequently heard, either by homosexual or heterosexual 

members. It had also probably a negative impact on the affiliation of heterosexual 

defined men in GPV. Notably, only after 1994, a heterosexual male voice began to be 

heard, although still in a very limited number. Certainly their embarrassment or 

strangeness showed distance from gay social spheres, but also a fear of being socially 

identified as homosexual or bisexual. Gay seduction was another dilemma to confront:

When I got in Pela Vidda, it was very shocking. I didn’t have so much contact 
[with gay men]. I didn’t go to gay places as well. This GLS thing is also very new. 
Four years ago, it didn’t exist! I was not used to go out or to take part in these 
places. It was really a shock when I came to Pela Vidda. Not the fact of having 
many gays around, but the gay atmosphere. ... There are people who choose to 
become homosexual. People who have homosexual relations. It doesn’t imply a 
certain behaviour, a way of being. But for other people is just the contrary! It 
really implies a way of being. To be effeminate [desmunhecar|! Or just to talk dirty 
[falar sacanagem]\ This is something that really makes me feel embarrassed. Or 
when they just give me a pass! (a heterosexual identified man of middle class 
background).

I went there once. [... ] I phoned there first. It was at the same place where ABIA 
was. Then, Jacinto [a gay man volunteer] and I got into a room there. There was 
not so much light. He began talking a bit and then he gave me a hug. I don’t know 
if it was my imagination. I don’t know. I was concerned [grilado] with that hug and 
then I didn’t come back again. I also don’t know if it was the right time to take part 
in GPV. I was sort of frightened with that hug. He didn’t do anything special. 
Suddenly, I don’t know! Today, when I analyse it, it could have been just a friend’s 
hug [urn abrago de amigo], a long hug. A sort of thing like sharing solidarity or 
giving support or it could have had some evil thought behind that hug. I don’t 
know. Even today I can’t define it very well. Nothing happened. [...] I was just 
scared with that, (a heterosexual identified man of low middle class background)

Yet some heterosexually identified men had a different perspective about their 

relations with gay men in GPV. On the one hand, they recognized the atmosphere of 

camp and effeminacy, which they also would respond ironically. However, on the other 

hand, they were also emphatic to say that GPV bichas or viados were very welcoming 

and helpful when they first arrived at the NGO. Their homosexual colleagues gave them 

the real support, the solidarity which my informant noticed in the last transcript, when they 

needed, specially after receiving a HIV+ result. Therefore, such as heterosexual women, 

heterosexual men had to reconsider the ways in which they were going to socialize with 

homosexual men. Either by irony, humour and joking relationship or by a certain reserve 

on social interaction, heterosexual men had to deal with new forms of close interaction 

with men who had different sexual orientation and who consequently might have a sexual 

desire for them.
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7.3 - Making Friends - public spaces, private contexts:

The contexts of sociability produced by GPV affiliation did not generate only 

distinct, heterogeneous ways of social apprehension of other members, either by 

acceptance or by mistrust. In general, GPV activities gave proper conditions for people to 

meet each other, especially veteran members and newcomers. Sometimes occasional 

contacts could develop into close, long term friendships. Regular interactions contributed 

to the formation of various social networks, defined or overlapped by many factors, such 

as age, gender, HIV status, class and sexual orientation. In other times, interactions 

might develop further into sexual encounters or close intimacy. Interpersonal contact 

were commonly expressed by ‘warm’ body language, such as hugs, physical caress, and 

affectionate social kisses. Therefore, as a crucial setting for ideals of convivencia, GPV 

was also considered an organization which contributed to strengthening all different types 

of bonds among its members.

When GPV headquarters moved to Central Rio, it was very common to see 

groups of members arranging to go out at the end of an activity, especially Friday 

evenings after the Open Tribune. Central Rio has many areas well known by its 

bohemian and sexually liberal atmosphere, which has been preferred, for instance, by 

many gay men throughout decades11. Cinelandia and Lapa constituted neighborhood 

areas full of bars and restaurants of different types, used by people of many different 

social and cultural backgrounds. Therefore, in contrast to some places in South Rio that 

can be very elitist and only accessible to the Carioca middle and upper classes, Central 

Rio was a familiar territory to socially and culturally different hordes of people. Bars, such 

as the Amarelinho, the Azulzinho, the now closed Verdinho and the Safe Bar, or 

restaurants, such as the So Feijao, were meeting places for many Cariocas in Central 

Rio, including GPV members. Gay nightclubs like the now closed gay cabaret Bohemio, 

or eventually a “straight” venue, such as the Cafe Nice, were places where informants 

used to go.

11 During the first four decades of this century, Cinelandia (“Cineland”) and Lapa became popular for 
homoerotic cruising and sexual encounters because of its glittering bohemia, full of bars, cabarets, 
cinemas and theatres. Other areas, such as the Tiradentes Square, Gloria, Copacabana, the Aterro do 
Flamengo park, Castelo and the so called Via Apia, certain streets of Tijuca and Madureira have been 
some of those urban areas, especially around Central Rio, which have been opened to many historical 
strategic appropriations of the city by men with homoerotic or homosexual aims. Commercial venues, 
such as cinemas, saunas, bars, clubs, and cabarets may have constituted areas for the same 
purpose. Whether they are actually appropriated at certain times of the day, especially during the night 
and early mornings, or not, they show socially constructed forms of homoerotic and homosexual use 
of the space, urban spectatorship, and cultural territoriality. See Green (1996), for a historical study of 
gay life in Rio and Sao Paulo in the 19th and 20th Century. See also Terto (1989) and Parker (1999).
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Another context of sociability was private social meetings. Different types of 

parties (birthdays, for instance) and barbecues were frequently organized by GPV 

members. Sometimes weekend small trips to one’s country house helped to strengthen 

further social links between members12.

In these contexts of sociability, especially public venues, GPV members spent a 

long time just chatting about the NGO, its participants, internal politics and conflicts. 

These topics were often forgotten by others, particularly spicy ones, such as conversation 

on sexual matters and partners. Certainly the range of subjects was much more 

comprehensive, for people talked basically about their lives (health was a particularly 

important topic). In addition, joking or teasing each other, influenced by an ironic (mainly 

camp) sense of humour pervaded many of these social contexts. However it really 

seemed that GPV reflexive-discursive activities or even just sociability in the NGO only 

prompted people to chat more in the public places where they used to go out. These 

contexts also allowed more directive strategies of seduction and sexual cruising, either by 

men or women or homosexuals and heterosexuals.

Certainly there were some differences between sociability within GPV 

headquarters and outside of it, that is, in public spaces or even private contexts. Some of. 

the rules of proper behaviour which constituted a touchy dilemma for an almost high 

liberal AIDS NGO generated some moral constraints for GPV members. However these 

generally informal moral principles were not operative and constraining outside GPV. 

Therefore behaviour had to be associated with the formation and extension of social 

networks of members and non-members, but it was also influenced by the places where 

people socialized, whether public or not. In addition, the social networks of members 

depended on criteria of whom was allowed to take part in them. Some forms of social 

avoidance and exclusion among GPV members were based on a continuous control of 

factors and attributes which defined social distinction, such as I showed in chapter 6. 

Therefore class and cultural differences played an important role in the definition of GPV 

networks and the public places where sociability could be maintained. On several 

occasions, I noticed how all these factors were determinant.

At first, “solidarity” seemed to stand out again in relation to identity politics. As 

homosexual men and heterosexual women, either HIV+ or HIV-, constituted the majority 

of GPV members from 1990 onwards, they had to socialize in a variety of contexts, which 

could be more or less gendered or defined by sexual orientation. Their social interaction 

depended on their participation in these contexts. Inevitably the gendered space of the 

Women’s Group was avoided by men, disregarding their sexual identity. The presence of

12 Drug consumption, especially marijuana, was very common in some of these private gatherings of 
GPV members.
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men in this activity was normally disruptive and several times caused protest from GPV 

women (see chapter 6, item 6.1.3). However if a majority of women were found in an 

activity, such as the Women’s Group or the Positive Cafe, they were less present in the 

Open Tribune, which was considered a ‘genderless’ space, but, in fact, was composed of 

a high presence of gay men. Only about 1998, did the number of heterosexual defined 

men and women, mostly single or separated, seem to balance the previous significant 

presence of gay men in activities such as the “Cafe” and the “Tribune”. When women 

took part in the “Tribune”, they were mostly single or separated women and very rarely a 

married woman. As the Open Tribune was run every Friday early evenings, it was 

considered a difficult time to attend by heterosexual married women who had their own 

family commitments at home. Therefore differences of conjugal status among GPV 

women have to be always considered, if we want to look at this variety of contexts of 

sociability. Many women would only meet GPV gay men in the “Positive Cafe”, which 

was run every Monday after the “Women’s Group”. Monday was, thus, a day where 

gender and sexual differences in GPV were more apparent. On Fridays, however, other 

factors, such as class and conjugal status, were also determinant, together with sexual 

orientation, for the participation of members.

Male complicity began to be noticeable in early 1998. A sort of “men behaving 

badly” atmosphere was visible, especially in small group conversation within GPV or in 

public contexts of sociability, which also involved lots of alcohol and accounts of sex with 

women or even cruising13. This ethos of ‘macho’ masculinity did not substitute for the 

outstanding ethos of camp and effeminacy that characterized GPV over the years. This 

parallel configuration of male behaviours and ethos contradicted and intermeshed with 

each other, but they were particularly integrated by the maintenance of joking 

relationships, as we will see later.

7.4 - Meeting Partners:

Objectively, many HIV+ members who became affiliated to GPV had to 

reorganize their lives after knowing their HIV status, including their interactions with 

sexual partners and family. The issue of HIV disclosure was a frequent topic of 

discussion in discursive reflexive contexts or just simple chatting between GPV 

members. The stigma culturally associated with AIDS hindered their strategies for 

meeting new sexual partners and, especially, of maintaining a trustful, long-term

13 The concurrent use of AIDS drugs and alcohol was commonly reported as a problem among HIV+ 
heterosexual defined men. Gay men also drunk a lot and took recreational drugs, but they were not so 
closely associated with the cultural meanings of alcoholism.
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relationship. Therefore, as soon as a HIV+ member knew a little more about GPV and its 

ways of social interaction, the NGO also began to be considered as a context where 

sexual partners could be also found, a microphysical market of possible sexual 

encounters. Access to partners who at first would not be socially prejudicial and 

stigmatizing provoked interest among members on who could be a partner. As GPV was 

a heterogeneous organization in terms of gender and sexual orientation, these objective 

differences effectively had an impact on the conditions of possibility of access to a sexual 

partner. I discuss now how the selection of sexual partners was dependent on the 

maintenance of sexual and gender identities in contexts of sociability. Here HIV/clinical 

identities had a relatively small impact, for differences of HIV status were not supposed 

to be an obstacle, at first, to sexual contacts. Principles of safer sex were ideologically 

maintained and socially circulated among members. In addition, HIV- members were in 

small number than HIV+, but they would be in principle also opened to possible 

serodiscordant sexual encounters, if they happened14.

Forms of sexual expression developed in a variety of ways and contexts in GPV, 

involving members of different gender and sexual orientation. Similar to the objective 

conditions in which friendships and social interactions developed in the NGO, its weekly 

activities and contexts of sociability, special events (like National Meetings of PWAs, 

NGO conferences, etc), private parties, and public premises (bars, restaurants, 

nightclubs) gave empirical opportunity for addressing someone sexually.

Some GPV women were actively engaged in expressing their sexual interests by 

discourses on sex and sexuality as well as by objective practices of seduction. First, the 

“Women’s group” constituted a crucial context where their sexuality and sexual activities 

could be openly discussed. However women’s expression of their sexuality pervaded 

other contexts of sociability in and outside GPV. Discourses on sexuality and forms of 

sexual expression were publicly exhibited mainly by single and separated women, which 

constituted the majority of GPV female participants (either HIV+ or HIV-). Married 

women, on the contrary, used to reinforce commitment and fidelity to their male partners. 

As I have stated, they participated less in these contexts of sociability. Therefore they 

also had a more prudish, limited participation in sexual matters and facts involving GPV’s 

everyday life. These differences in behaviour are essential to avoid any simplistic 

generalization about women’s sexuality.

Apart from participation in some GPV activities, homosexual men and 

heterosexual women were also engaged in links of a sexual or erotic nature. Their

14 Serodiscordant sexual interactions happened frequently between GPV HIV+ and HIV- members. I 
did not know of any serious problem related to this issue in GPV. The sensitive point in GPV 
serodiscordant sexual interactions was mainly about the real maintenance of safer sex practices in 
close intimacy. However this is a very distinctive and complex issue, which would lead me to another 
direction of inquiry.
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complicity was galvanized by their mutual interest in the same object of sexual desire. 

Normally topics like sex with a bofe (butch, straight man) informed their conversation. 

Brazilian gay magazines and newsletters, such as Nos Por exemplo, published between 

1993-1996, were circulated among GPV gay members and their female colleagues. 

Comments on male body parts frequently enriched these contexts of conversation. The 

likelihood of a HIV+ woman seducing gay men (either HIV+ or not) was very frequently 

commented on, in and outside GPV. Influenced by an ambiguous atmosphere of sensual 

humour and seriousness, heterosexual women tried to “convert” gay men into heteros, 

especially in public contexts of sociability, such as bars. The idea of a man “difficult” to be 

seduced underlined part of these practices of seduction. It was the paradox of the “guava 

women” (transforming gay men into homens). The “guava side” (lado goiaba or goiabice) 

of some GPV women was the topic of jokes. Some women even identified themselves 

with some irony as essentially goiabas (“guavas”). Certainly the idea that a gay man 

might become a bofe, a “real man” (therefore having deeply a real “butch side”) was 

often an issue. Once in a samba club in Central Rio, a woman told a gay man to “liberate 

the bofe inside himself (liberte o bofe dentro de voce), when he was approached by one 

of her female colleagues. Furthermore, as I explained earlier, bodily expression of 

personal affection and friendship was very common in everyday life in GPV. However the 

boundaries between affection and sexual desire were frequently subject of interest. If 

some body contact and even a french kiss really happened between a woman and a gay 

man in a social venue, the fact was the subject of intense conversation. In 1997-1998, a 

real ‘obsession’ about french kisses spiced the frequent gatherings of a social network of 

GPV gay men and (single or divorced) women who used to go out every Friday after the 

“Tribune”. As if a “good” kiss was considered as a reasonable chance of a better sexual 

performance, it motivated scenes and objective practices of seduction within this group. 

Sexual contact very rarely went further than these ‘public’ kisses. Sexual intimacy with 

women was not asserted by gay men, but, when it happened, it was just to exhibit their 

sexual prowess. However when some interactions happened, they caused tension 

between partners. Once, a young man who did not define himself as gay, hetero or bi had 

a short affair with a heterosexual woman. After some meetings, she broke with him 

because he could not have sex with her. Later, this woman insisted that he was really a 

homosexual.

As Simmel (1997:125) argues, “eroticism has elaborated a form of play”, the art 

of coquetry, flirtation, in which sociability is conducted and exposed in a significant, 

expressive way. Simmel portrays the movements of the coquette, who “swings between 

yes and no, without stopping at one or the other”. Whether he takes a misogynist 

perspective or not, Simmel does not see coquetry and flirtation as a masculine “art”. In
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GPV, the gender or sexual boundaries for flirtation were constantly crossed or resisted or, 

on the contrary, used. Gay men flirted, for example, with heterosexual or bisexual men, 

but they could also flirt with women, especially if they were considered “guava women”. 

However, as a performative inversion, a gay man could perform as a coquette, always 

swinging between gendered behaviours, while women would actively provoke in speech 

and behaviour, sometimes even touching her male friend as a direct action. In turn, a 

sense of camp humour could also be appropriated by some heterosexual men, who 

produced their own “straight” sense of camp performativity (a pinta hetero). These 

aspects characterize another expression of sociability which used to emerge in GPV 

everyday life. Although they referred to some men and women, these practices of 

seduction and sociability characterized an ethos in the NGO. Certainly, not all GPV gay 

members can be characterized in terms of camp humour. It is not possible to generalize 

people’s behaviour in relation to an ethos, but camp atmosphere pervaded the contexts 

of sociability and work in GPV and it had an effect on the interactions between members.

In general, HIV+ single and separated women had difficulties in finding male 

partners in GPV, where their colleagues were mostly gay. As I showed earlier in this 

chapter, they reported longer periods without sexual partners than their male colleagues. 

However whenever a male straight-looking newcomer began to participate in GPV, their 

sexual interest was very often aroused. These male newcomers were subject of 

discussion with gay men, who also wanted to know if they were real bofes or just another 

gay man. Notably, “picking up a bofe” (pegar um bofe) was an ideal common factor 

shared by GPV women and gay men. Therefore, women strategically often looked for 

heterosexual partners outside the NGO. They arranged to go out in two or in mixed 

groups to, for example, samba nightclubs and discotheques. Heterosexual cruising 

(paquerar homem) was not so openly discussed in public contexts like gay or 

heterosexual men used to do, but it happened eventually, especially with their gay 

friends. Social differences sometimes effectively intervened, however, when a single 

woman tried to create friendship with another woman, inviting her to cruise men. Women 

commented about the “vulgarity” of some of their female colleagues as an obstacle to go 

out cruising together. In fact, different commercial venues and public places seemed to 

attract GPV women of different social background, which influenced the formation of 

friendships and networks. However the dilemma of HIV disclosure was inevitably present 

in these public contexts of sociability. In 1995-1996, tired of seeking for male partners, 

two single GPV women decided eventually to publish personal ads in the newsletter O 

Balcao, describing themselves as HIV+ women looking for male friends and partners15. 

They received an enormous quantity of letters from men. In 1996, the Clube Positivo was

15 O Balcao is similar to UK’s Loot.
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set up by two GPV women who were looking for male partners. The Clube was thought 

to be an informal occasion of meeting people of both sexes, especially HIV+ partners. 

However not long afterwards, one of the Clube leaders began to be more restrictive of 

the participation of gay men and lesbians in its social events. This fact turned out to be 

very controversial and provoked conflict between participants in terms of the right 

definition of sexual orientation, that is, whether a bisexual man, for instance, was able to 

participate or not:

I went there few times. As far as I know, the reason for the Clube Positivo was to 
allow positive people to meet each other. If a relationship [namoro] began, it 
would begin. If it did not happen, it would be friendship. In principle, people would 
play cards or have a swim in the pool. It would be [an idea] for seropositive 
people to meet each other. Men and women. I only went a few times. As it seems 
to me, later the story of discriminating gay men began. ... Once there was a 
meeting when one or another gay man was present. I don’t know how it 
happened, but one complained: “who are these heterosT Well, it did not happen 
to me, but a colleague was there and told me that he was seduced by a hetero 
man, one supposedly hetero. How do you define this story of sexuality? It is so 
complicated, isn’t it? It [the Clube] did not last long. I don’t know why. I went there 
once or twice. I enjoyed it. We played cards. We drunk. (Eduardo; heterosexual 
defined man; HIV+).

The Clube Positivo was an effective attempt to create interactions between men 

and women, transcending GPV headquarters and its social networks. It was constrained 

by the problem in defining or restricting objectively the exclusive heterosexual orientation 

of its members, especially male participants. This was the reason that homosexual and 

bisexual defined people were somehow demotivated to take part. However they were not 

the real concern for heterosexual women, apart from trying to seduce a male or female 

member. These heterosexual women feared bisexual behaviour from their heterosexual 

defined male partners. Male bisexuality was considered, therefore, a real danger to erupt 

in the Clube and damage the interactions between women and men.

Throughout GPV history, homosexual interactions were openly discussed and 

addressed in its reflexive activities. Many GPV gay members also found partners among 

male colleagues linked to the NGO’s internal social networks. Notably male-to-male 

seduction and gay cruising (pegagao) were greatly noticeable. Between 1993-1994, for 

example, the joint work of GPV and ABIA in the HIV prevention project “Men who have 

sex with other men” brought a large participation of young homosexual and bisexual men 

into the NGO’s shared headquarters. GPV informal contexts of sociability were frequently 

affected by their presence in the meeting rooms and halls. Some GPV gay men were
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really more audacious in flirting with or picking up (pegar, pegando) male newcomers. In 

part they were subject of some criticism from other GPV members, especially leaders16.

Differences in sexual practice checked out by “active-passive” binarism (ativo- 

passivo) were important to many GPV homosexual members and emerged frequently in 

their conversation with other GPV colleagues. These differences in “sexual roles” in 

penetrative sex can not be essentialized. They were normally considered as objective 

possibilities in male-to-male sexual practices. However, generally a heterosexual defined 

man was symbolically identified the “active” partner, of being a bofe or a “man”, but 

accounts of bichas who sexually penetrated supposed bofes (who behaved like “women” 

in bed) were also very common. As a result, masculine, ‘straight-looking’ men were more 

preferred as sexual partners and boyfriends than effeminate men. However if effeminacy 

as a personal characteristic was criticized as a behaviour, it was also incorporated and 

used as a self-fashioned skill of camp performativity and as a parody of rigid gender 

roles. Therefore conversation about sexual matters, that is, “picking up a man” (pegar um 

bofe), was associated with camp performativity.

As we also can see, GPV gay men were not so prudish in expressing their sexual 

interests and seeking for male partners in and outside GPV. As they normally talked 

about their male partners, they also mapped out, like their GPV female colleagues, the 

availability of male candidates in the NGO, especially those seen as bofes. Once a GPV 

leader boasted his own ability for male seduction because he had had sex (ja fez) with all 

bofes or heteros in GPV. If we consider the incidence of bisexual behaviour among GPV 

heterosexual defined men, his account might not be only a way of self-promotion. When 

gay men reported publicly having sex with heteros, they were not identifying themselves 

as “passive” males, subjects of blame and stigma, while the “active”, the sexual 

“insertors” were not socially stigmatized, as many authors (Fry, Parker) have constantly 

asserted. One thing is to consider theoretically the hierarchical differences projected by 

sexual roles in a male-to-male interaction, another is to perceive empirically how stigma 

socially operates. Stigmatization depends on concrete situations and different agents. 

“Active” male partners might be stigmatized as well as “passive” ones in relation to the 

people who know about their sexual interaction, whether family or female partners or 

male friends. In fact, the social implications of (homo) sexual stigmatization in Brazil are 

still not completely explored through research. However when my gay informants 

boasted of having sex with their hetero partners, they rejected, at first, a stigmatized

16 Caustic nicknames were given to these gay seductors: galinha (chicken), cadela (bitch), etc. Sexual 
interactions in the NGO’s headquarters were not allowed. However there were some cases of “gay” sex 
in private rooms and toilets. Moral and spatial control were discussed by ABIA and GPV, especially 
when the HIV prevention project for homosexual and bisexual men was conducted. In addition, one 
gay member nicknamed after a Brazilian female singer, Alcione, risked even to giving a bad reputation 
to the GPV helpline, for he used to arrange to meet up with male callers who looked for the service.
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position and, secondly, they discredited the full maleness of GPV heteros. According to 

them, GPV heteros were not so bofes at all. Sometimes comments like this were made 

even in front of heterosexual defined GPV men, either in occasions like the Open Tribune 

or in bars. Most of these men did not contradict their gay colleagues. Notably, in 1997- 

1998, some of these men of ‘suspected’ sexual behaviour also began to feel more free to 

define themselves as “bisexual” (bi). Something uncommon before, a discourse of male 

bisexuality began to appear.

In fieldwork and through interviews, I wanted to understand how GPV 

heterosexual defined men really thought of having a male-to-male interaction. The survey 

had provided me with information that showed, if not frequent, at least a variety of 

experiences of homoerotic nature. Certainly ideas of heterosexual masculinity would be 

apparent if we looked at their own accounts of their sexual life and sexual desires. Once 

a heterosexual defined man gave me a very sensitive account of his fears and desires 

about homosexuality before and after HIV:

You want to know if something happened with me before, don’t you? Since I got 
into the group? It happened. Twice.... Before coming to GPV as well. I had 
something, some interactions, very irregularly. I never had an affair, a more 
serious thing. Since I was adolescent, at some moments of my life, I had some 
interactions. Nothing very much shameful. Nothing serious. How can I say? It 
happened several times. Sometimes, after 2 or three years. Or 4 to 5 years....
I’ve been always active in these interactions. I mean. Why active? I don’t know. 
I’ve never wanted to be fucked. In fact, if one just touches my ass, I feel, hum.... I 
guess this is just machismo. You feel a little bit scared. So, it happened before 
GPV. And after as well, twice. [...] I confess. It was good. I enjoyed. I don’t regret. 
If it didn’t have to happen, it didn’t happen. I don’t regret. It was nothing to feel 
hurt today, sure. When I was teenager, the first time was very bad. It was 
horrible. It was a sin for me. ... Sex was not bad though. But my mind didn’t 
respond to it very well. Today, I don’t know. With all this story of HIV, you become 
more flexible with many things. You know. There are some situations when you 
feel so alone, so needy. You don’t bother if you stay with a woman or with a gay 
man. Suddenly, you just want a hug, apart of having sex or not. It was that thing 
that I told you earlier about sensitiveness, deprivation and pain. At last, all this 
side of loneliness. A range of things that perhaps you felt before, that you 
questioned before and they added up. After HIV, these things come to the 
surface. They become latent. All this deprivation, this side of sensitiviness. (A 
GPV heterosexual defined man)

Since 1994, a heterosexual male discourse of finding a female partner became 

more noticeable in GPV when a number of HIV+ heterosexual defined men began to 

participate in its activities, such as the “Open Tribune". These heterosexual men were 

mainly single, divorced or separated men. Most of the few GPV heterosexual HIV+ men 

had a recent traumatic personal history. Some were abandoned by their HIV- wives and 

girlfriends. Others lost their jobs and many were already retired or received social 

benefits, although still young. Certainly there were a few who still maintained their family
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and work, but they were actually a very small number. In general, heterosexual men’s 

presence provoked uneven reaction from heterosexual women, either single or 

separated, who were also seeking for partners, but mainly for long term relationships. 

Slight doses of tension characterized their mutual sexual interest. Class differences were 

an important factor, for many of these men came from a poorer background, while some 

of GPV women were from various strata of the middle class. In contrast, men could make 

moral judgments about GPV single women. Sometimes, I could take part in a small, 

informal group of 3 or 4 HIV+ heterosexual defined men talking about women, 

particularly GPV single women. Some women were considered “vulgar” or were called 

by very negative expressions (vagaba, “slut”). As a result, these men were either 

checking out her sexual availability or, in turn, making a generalist moral judgment about 

her behaviour. Popular ideas of female promiscuity, commonly circulated by the news 

media on women and AIDS, were also used by male members, either a heterosexual one 

or not. Certainly, controversy also happened and some men could question the moralist, 

misogynist statements circulated by their male colleagues. The representation of active 

female sexuality was not simply treated in a homogeneous and negative way. These 

GPV male members normally disputed moral judgments among themselves. A woman 

might be a “slut” or not (vagaba). In fact, objective gender relations between GPV men 

and women had an impact on these statements17.

In spite of class and cultural differences, a good number of GPV heterosexual 

men and women had some sexual-erotic affairs. Some became long term relationships, 

considered as real “marriages”, but others, the majority, only lasted a short time period. 

Certainly strategies of accessing partners were developed by both women and men. 

Once, a separated HIV+ heterosexual defined informant of low income told me that, as 

he was looking for a female partner, he approached some GPV women and had sex with 

some of them. A HIV+ woman of low income, however, tried to seduce him as well. As 

he considered her as a “millstone” (uma roubada), he told her that he was actually gay 

because she would, therefore, avoid him. Certainly he did not know if she was also a 

“guava woman”, but as he passed as a gay man, he can show us how heterosexual 

defined men also used sexual identities to create particular, situational strategies of 

(social and sexual) interaction within GPV.

Like GPV women and gay men, GPV heterosexual defined men arranged to go 

out just to “hunt”. Sometimes even GPV gay colleagues could keep them company. 

Nightclubs known for female prostitution, like some in Copacabana, were some of their 

favourite places. However these places and the interactions that they allowed were

17 In addition, GPV women might also be considered “difficult” or “complicated”, because they would 
create “obstacles” for initiating a emotional-sexual relation with a HIV+ man.
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mostly defined by exclusive sexual aims. A long term relationship was not a basic goal 

for these heterosexual defined men when they used to go out there18.

In 1998, gossip among gay men about male bisexuality in GPV put some light on 

the NGO’s backstage (Goffman, 1990a), where male heteros might have sexual affairs 

with other male heteros. They did not refer to homo-hetero sexual interactions, but, on the 

contrary, they pointed out to another sphere of male sexuality in GPV, particularly hidden 

from women and gay men. Male complicity might also hide sexual intimacy where some 

of GPV heteros would have sex with each other, although carefully in secret. However 

these interactions were not associated with the construction of “bisexual” (£>/) identities in 

GPV. Notably they need to be considered as being inserted within the scope of the 

definition of male heterosexuality in the NGO, but reproducing broad cultural ideas of 

maleness in Brazil. These ideas were symbolically associated to the social representation 

of men and masculinity19.

In short, women had a specific demand for creating relationships. GPV gay men 

were more associated with the social factors that build the “gay scene” or in general how 

homosexual relationships were developed. HIV+ heterosexual men were often 

associated with a hidden bisexuality or with egoistic, misogynist, and irresponsible sexual 

behaviour20. All of them had, however, effective problems of disclosing their HIV status to 

sexual partners, especially those who were seen as prospective long-term relationships. 

GPV internal networks worked as a comforting background for members and their 

personal dilemmas, particularly of love, intimacy and relationship. In addition, GPV was a 

characteristic context where discourses about sex (its pleasures and its dilemmas) were 

very often circulated and discussed. Talking about sex issues constituted an important 

integrative element in contexts of sociability.

18 Once a GPV hetero man especially rented a studio flat in Copacabana during one of the National 
Meetings of People Living with HIV/AIDS, organized by GPV. Notably he just wanted to have a proper 
place for sexual meetings.

19 The gossip about male hetero-hetero sexual interactions were not simple speculation. Once a 
HIV+ woman told me about her husband who had a long-term affair with a male friend. They were 
both married and died of AIDS. Notably, male friendships can afford homoeroticism and contexts of 
male-to-male sexual behaviour without generating homosexual/gay identities.

20 Frequently cultural conceptions about heterosexual male sexuality were circulated by the news 
media, such as about 1997, when they were also considered as “sexual predators”, either as infecting 
women (here as “victims”) or irresponsible as husbands and fathers (see chapter 3). They were 
considered “vindictive” men (revoltados) who wanted to spread HIV around.
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7.5 - Gender and Sexual Identities, Joking Relationships and Hierarchy:

In Grupo Pela Vidda, one of the most common ways of expressing gender and 

sexual differences was through different forms of humour, which could be displayed by 

the reproduction of joking relationships and other forms of humourous behaviour, 

including the manifestation of camp humour. Conversation or just talking generally 

constituted a significant context for these practices of humour, joking or the esthetic of 

camp. I will discuss, therefore, some theoretical issues in relation to joking relationships 

and connect them in terms of the general practices of humour which were performed in 

Pela Vidda. Practices of humour can illustrate how gender and sexual identities were 

particularly enacted.

The study of “joking relationships” became an important issue for anthropology 

with Radcliffe-Brown (1952: 90-116). According to him, joking relationships are defined 

as a type of “relation between two persons in which one is by custom permitted, and in 

some instances required to take no offense” (Radcliffe-Brown, ibid: 90-91), namely, “a 

peculiar combination of friendliness and antagonism”. People would either respond 

“symmetrically” to a joke (one responding to the other) or some asymmetry would be 

expressed, when one would only accept the joke, but not respond to it, or, if one react, 

the reaction is minimal. Radcliffe-Brown was dealing with relations that characterize 

structural positions, such as, for example, a man who jokes with his wife’s brothers and 

sisters. Ideas of respect, deference, moderation and avoidance in behaviour are culturally 

and socially played in many situations and joking operates in another level of association. 

Social differentiation applies both to practices of acceptance and avoidance, but might 

also be expressed by a joking relationship. Therefore, social status, differentiation and 

hierarchy can provide the right ground for relationships between individuals and groups. 

Joking relationships are one of the ways in which these structural factors can be 

reproduced. According to Radcliffe-Brown, joking relationships stand out as a contrast to 

relations marked by extremme respect and deference. In this case, the disrespect and 

the irreverence promoted by joking only minimizes hostility which sustains social 

differentiation: “joking relationships ... are modes of organising a definitive and stable 

system of social behaviour in which conjunctive and disjunctive components, ..., are 

maintained and combined” (Radcliffe-Brown, ibid: 95). As we contextualize Radcliffe- 

Brown’s work, we can see that he was actually discussing some of the ways in which 

gender relations were maintained when analysing structural relations based on kinship 

ties. Thus, he did not develop anything on joking relationships that are not associated 

with kinship. He also was interested in seeing the reproduction of social structure “in
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terms of rights and duties” and, therefore, he mainly took a jural interpretation of joking 

relations.

Mary Douglas (1975 [1968]) was mainly interested in the analysis of the “relation 

between symbolic systems and experience”, when she discussed the dilemmas 

presented by jokes. While taking the works of Bergson and above all Freud as her 

background, Mary Douglas redefined their basic assumptions on the nature of humour as 

a “subversive effect on the dominant structure of ideas” (Douglas, ibid: 95). A joke would 

ultimately “attack” the controlling elements of order and conscious thought. Yet Mary 

Douglas argued that one can not consider the joke exclusively in terms of its “utterance” 

per se, but, on the contrary, one needs to apprehend that “all jokes are expressive of the 

social situations in which they occur” (Douglas, ibid: 98). Therefore for Douglas the issue 

is mainly of totalization and how a joke can reveal about the social structure. Notably, 

Douglas emphasizes the disturbing character of the joke to “hierarchy and order”. In other 

words, jokes are either revealing or transgressive of the social structure: “Laughter and 

jokes, since they attack classification and hierarchy, are obviously apt symbols for 

expressing community in this sense of unhierarchised, undifferentiated social relations” 

(Douglas, ibid: 104). As we can see, Mary Douglas takes a different perspective on joking 

relationships in contrast to Radcliffe-Brown. She is not so much concerned on the 

structural-functional aspects of these relations, but, on the contrary, she privileges the 

symbolic elements through which jokes condense some ideas about social structure and 

society.

Both Radcliffe-Brown and Douglas provide insightful thoughts about joking 

relationships and jokes. But what can all their anthropological texts suggest for a 

particular social context, such as the Grupo Pela Vidda? Radcliffe-Brown might be useful 

in understanding the ambiguous aspects of relations that appear to be either integrative 

or antagonistic. His perspective on asymmetry and hierarchy can particularly show us the 

correct direction to the social practices at work in GPV. At another level, Douglas 

discussion of what she called “the social control of perception” can allow us a broad 

perspective on humour, namely, the way in which jokes and, perhaps, other discursive 

practices may express symbolic elements on social order and structure. Although neither 

Radcliffe-Brown nor Douglas discussed gender relations, their use of ethnographic 

information on sexual meanings indicate the real possibilities given by their frameworks 

to my own study. However they provide a limited understanding of the general 

implications of power relations and hierarchy in social contexts, which have to be 

properly accessed.
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7.5.1 - The ethnography of humour in GPV:

Everyone knows that when individuals in the presence of others respond to 
events, their glances, looks, and postural shifts carry all kinds of implication and 
meaning. When in these settings words are spoken, then tone of voice, manner 
of uptake, restarts, and the variously positioned pauses similarly qualify. As does 
manner of listening. Every adult is wonderfully accomplished in producing all of 
these effects, and wonderfully perceptive in catching their significance when 
performed by accessible others. (Goffman, 1981: 2)

Certainly the practices of humour in GPV were not defined by “custom” or “ritual”. 

However humour became a sort of common language for the members of the NGO or, 

following Goffman (1981), a “form of talk”. It was not only displayed in contexts of 

sociability, for formal, official contexts could also be an opportunity for a joke or just a 

humorous comment. However the contexts of sociability facilitated the manifestation of 

humour and joking relationships. Members would make fun of each other, specially when 

some intimacy was already build up between them. There was a dynamics in GPV’s 

contexts of sociability which gave proper conditions for humour and joking. Most of the 

time, people would not take offense when teased, that is, rarely a joking relation would 

develop into an argument or a row, but sometimes it just happened. Asymmetry (in 

Radcliffe-Brown’s terms) and power differentiation might be clearly expressed through 

many of these practices of humour. Practices of humour were maintained by using a 

certain range of subject matters, vocabulary and topics, specially sex, gender and 

identity. Illness was also another topic constantly used in these practices of humour 

(AIDS jokes), but its analysis would lead me to another direction21.

As Simmel comments on conversation as a form of sociability: “it must be 

interesting, gripping, even significant” (Simmel, 1997:p.126). Conversation about sex, 

gender and identity fueled by humour were very important to GPV everyday life, specially 

its contexts of sociability. People were actively engaged in talking about sex as well as 

teasing or joking each other about sex through all different practices of humour. When I 

say “practices of humour”, I discuss very different things which were clearly expressed by 

talking in GPV, but specially joking relationships and camp humour. However, as I said 

earlier, sometimes flirtation and coquetry would meet up with conversation, one 

provoking the other. Talking about sex might be a particular example of this sociability of 

erotic tones, when humour and joking might be expressed. However whether some GPV

21 Goffman (1981) discussion of “forms of talk" is more an inspiration here than a real analytic 
framework for this ethnography of humour in GPV. However many issues that he discussed in his 
book on language (that is, themes like “ritualization”, “participation framework”, and “embedding”) 
seem to be a fascinating ground for what I am investigating. A discussion on AIDS jokes involves 
similar points on identity construction, but I leave its analysis for another occasion.
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members would adventure on these “forms of talk”, some others would retreat from 

other’s humorous, sociable and flirtatious advances: “maybe yes, maybe no”. In other 

words, all of these practices of humour expressed part of the logic of sociability in GPV.

Contexts of sociability, especially public places, were ideal for the reproduction, 

incorporation and performativity of sexual and gender identities provoked by joking. 

Performativity is a term that has been used in gender studies for already some time. It is 

mainly concerned with the instability of the binary constructions of sex/gender. As Butler 

argued (1999 [1990]), “gender does not denote a substantive being, but a relative point of 

convergence among culturally and historically specific sets of relation”. There are some 

implications for apprehending identity construction, especially gender and sexual 

identities. Butler has criticized substantialist perspectives: “the coherence and unity of the 

category of women has effectively refused the multiplicity of cultural, social, and political 

intersections in which the concrete array of ‘women’ are constructed” (Butler, ibid:20). As 

a result, she argues for a reconsideration of identity categories in which an “essential 

incompleteness” is a preliminary ground to understand their own construction. Identities 

are not Unitarian vessels of content responding to previously defined gendered meanings. 

She puts forward a paradox:

Inasmuch as ‘identity’ is assured through the stabilizing concepts of sex, gender, 
and sexuality, the very notion of ‘the person’ is called into question by the cultural 
emergence of those ‘incoherent’ or ‘discontinuous’ gendered beings who appear 
to be persons but who fail to conform to the gendered norms of cultural 
intelligibility by which persons are defined. (Butler, 1999: 23)

The discursive, cultural schemes and practices that have constructed gender and 

sexual differences have had a strong impact on the representation of interactions and 

experiences. They are normative, regulatory schemes and practices sustained by a 

symbolic power in which differences are constantly absorbed and interpreted through a 

limited set of possibilities, mostly in dualist or binary order: male and female, masculine 

and feminine, masculinity and femininity, etc. As we can see, the array of studies based 

on “role theory” (see chapter 2) have used schematic and binary definitions of sex and 

gender for understanding gendered relations. Notably they have contributed to a reified 

understanding of the practices of difference and the processes of identity construction 

that might develop through various ways. On the contrary, as Butler has put it, “gender 

proves to be performative - that is constituting the identity it is purported to be” (Butler, 

ibid: 33). Although discussing from a particular intellectual framework which might be so 

reifying and metaphysical as the one she criticizes, Judith Butler provides some inventive 

insights on the consequences of gender performativity: ‘That the gendered body is 

performative suggests that it has no ontological status apart from the various acts which
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constitute its reality. This also suggests that if that reality is fabricated as an interior 

essence, that very interiority is an effect and function of a decidedly public and social 

discourse...” (Butler, ibid: 173). This perspective allows us to understand appropriations, 

transformative or subversive practices of gender and sexual presentation which can be 

materialized in conjunction to the symbolic reproduction of hegemonic representations of 

masculinity and femininity. Not exactly the mechanistic materialization of cultural roles 

already ascribed to sexual differences, the performativity of gender and sexual identities 

imply a creative ground of personal and collective agency by which symbolic systems of 

gender and sexual meanings have to be actualized by interactions involving power 

differentials. However, we are dealing with a particular way of gender and sexual 

performativity, for it is materialized by the forms of talk which I defined as practices of 

humour, specially joking relationships and camp humour. An ethnographic account of 

these practices might illustrate my analysis on gender performativity and the complex 

effects generated by joking and humour22.

For a start, in a context of public sociability, for example, three straight women 

and about 8 gay men in a samba club, they became engaged in joking with each other for 

a long period of time. A male newcomer of unknown sexual identity was sexually 

approached by two of the heterosexual defined women. Seduction was prominent during 

all the time spent in the club. Gay men commented openly that this newcomer was 

actually a “woman” like all other gay men there were “women”. More privately, the 

straight women talked to each other about this newcomer’s male body, his legs, and 

genital parts. In turn, the gay men discussed when exactly one of the women would 

actually kiss the newcomer. Some of them even bet if this would happen or not. Certainly 

the newcomer’s sexual identity was a collective issue and women wanted to define it. 

Notably the context did not only evolve by the confirmation that the newcomer was really 

gay, but also by a continuous joking interplay among those women and gay men about 

who could give the best french kiss. Scenes of women challenging gay men to kiss them 

soon began and some of them really engaged in doing it, while some of the gay men 

defined themselves loudly as “women”. These statements were said openly in the bar 

and also through concurrent embodiment. Body posture was mainly a sort of gendered 

performativity of mixed masculinity and femininity given by gay men as “women”. 

Certainly there was the maintenance of joking relationships as well as gender 

performativity in many of these contexts of discursive provocation and sexual challenge. 

Speech and embodiment were centrally involved in the interplay of sexual identities and 

gender differences.

22 See Morris (1995), for an overview of the impact of performance theory on the antropology of 
gender and sex.
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Before 1994, some men were also very vehement in identifying themselves as 

“heterosexuals”. In 1993, for an example, when Paulo presented a theme in the “Open 

Tribune”, he overtly defined himself as a “heterosexual” man. He was the subject of acid 

mockery by a young gay man, who interrupted him and joked about his behaviour, 

pretending to be hetero. As I showed earlier, the cultural representation of a hidden, 

closeted bisexuality was frequently attached to heterosexual defined men in GPV. To be 

a HIV+ heterosexual man implied a continuous process of asserting his masculinity, 

either by openly self-identification or by expressing a masculine behaviour or an obvious 

sexual interest for women. As most GPV heterosexual male members were single or 

separated from their wives, they had to insist upon their “real” sexual desire. However 

taking part in a NGO where gay men constituted a large number of male members 

(sometimes the majority), heterosexual men had to experience and confront situations 

when they were teased or even seduced by their gay men colleagues. Notably, even a 

slight sort of camp flirtation was considered a dangerous confrontation:

Yes, [I’ve been already] seduced. Like one who just comes close and touches 
your face (imitating): “Ah, beautiful!” (laugh). Even today. It’s a very sensitive 
situation because I don’t know how to react to it. When it reaches a determined 
level, well, I can’t be politically incorrect and just say: “What is strange with you?” 
Or something else similar. I have to show that this is not the case without being 
aggressive or without demeaning his sexual preference. This is a real dilemma. 
[...] Sometimes, it comes as a kind of aggression. In a certain way, it’s an 
aggressive approach of someone towards me. (A heterosexual identified man of 
middle class background).

On other occasions, GPV hetero men were the ones responsible for joking with 

GPV homos. Mostly in public contexts and mainly far from heterosexual women, they 

commented with gay men about male-to-male sexual pleasure, anal penetration, and 

provoked gay men to have sex with them. They might even pretend to enact homoerotic 

sexual positions as mockery when some gay men were present. The reactions could be 

various. As part of the joking dynamics, some of GPV gay men responded with camp 

humour and challenged their hetero colleagues. Others were more circumspect and took 

more seriously their GPV hetero members. A different kind of confrontation could 

happen. This sort of public presentation of sexual identities and differences in masculinity 

was greatly apparent in 1997-1998 and surmounted any previous period of GPV history.

When a gay man identified himself or other man (homosexual or not) as a 

“woman” (uma mulher), a “cunt” (uma racha), or as a travesti, he did not give exactly a 

description of a “passive” sexual role. He asserted something else, more complex on 

social action, which was related to the hierarchical differences that constructed the 

symbolic meanings of masculinity and femininity. GPV gay men used to give
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presentation of femininity in a very ironic way. They incorporated and used performatively 

the attributes of femininity to mark out a position of their sexual orientation and identity. 

However gay men also used to give a presentation of strong masculinity, to assert a 

“butch” (bofe), hyper masculine behaviour in contexts of sociability and joking in GPV, 

including when heterosexual men were present. They would talk, use their voice as low 

as possible, and joke that they were “active” with other men in bed. They also provoked 

heterosexual women by discourses of sexual prowess. Notably they would say it at the 

same time they would use their bodies and voice to express their masculinity. 

Embodiment of male gender performativity was appropriated by GPV gay men. 

Sometimes, this ambiguity could reach ‘baroque’ parodies of different genders. Just for 

an example, again in another public context gathering of gay men and heterosexual 

women in a bar in Cinelandia, one of the gay men began to seduce one of the single 

heterosexual women. He behaved like a bofe. Voice and body gestures were used to 

indicate his masculinity. But as a self-parody, he also reassured both masculinity and 

femininity when at first speaking like a “man” in a very low voice, he became more and 

more effeminate, using a higher voice, his shoulders and his whole body, that is, 

transforming his male performativity in embodied femininity as an irony about his deeper, 

“real” nature. Once Ruth Landes described her homosexual informants in Afro-Brazilian 

cults: ‘They want one thing, for which the candomble provides widest opportunities: they 

want to be women” (Landes, 1940: p. 394). In GPV, when a gay man called himself as a 

“woman”, he was ironically appropriating symbolic meanings of femininity and creating 

something different, a particular materialization of womanhood in the body of a man. 

They were taking advantage of camp humour and dislocating conventional views of 

gender identity.

Many contexts of seduction between heterosexual women and gay men, when 

“guava women” were on sexual attack, might also be an opportunity for humourous 

teasing among GPV members and other people with whom they were involved. Joking 

relationships between gay men and women could involve comments on women as being 

either “guava women” or vadias, vagabas or vagabundas (“sluts”). While as “guava 

women”, heterosexual women were incurring an active, direct sexuality, the theme of 

lesbianism could also be considered, for they would have sex with a man who was a 

“woman”23.

When women were teased and called vadias or vagabas, either by gay men or 

heterosexual men, they were attached to negative meanings about their promiscuous 

sexual behaviour, their sexually active lives. When a heterosexual men used the same

23 In addition, the few lesbians who took part in GPV were mocked in a different way. They could be 
called bofes (butch) and their closest gay male friends were defined as “women”.
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argument or a humorous provocation, for example, it might be considered an insult. Once 

I heard a heterosexual man cracking a joke about the sexual life of a single heterosexual 

woman who responded immediately as an insult. This woman took his joke as an 

offensive, serious statement about her personal life. This also happened another time 

between another woman, who claimed to be sexually voracious, and a gay friend, who 

just ironically called her a vagaba. She also confronted him violently, although they had 

teased each other exactly the same way several times before. Situations are important in 

all these cases. Public contexts might not be considered right situations for joking, either 

in GPV or outside the NGO. Private settings, inside and outside GPV (such as flats, bars, 

private parties), might be considered proper moments for joking. But joking is 

characteristically a disturbing relationship because gender hierarchies can be 

demonstrated or contested by objective power relations. This is the reason that public 

contexts might provoke more conflict and antagonism than a private one.

Behind all these joking interactions, women were subordinated to a position of 

monogamic sexuality, while gay and heterosexual men were allowed to express their 

sexual dominance. As vagabundas, women were devalued for their structurally 

subordinate role in gender hierarchy, but they also deviated from moral codes and values 

of decency and family life. Yet a joking, relationship between a woman and a gay man (as 

another sort of “woman”) were symbolically less offensive for they would be both placed 

in similar subordinated sex/gender positions, while a joking comment between a 

heterosexual defined man and a woman would imply an asymmetric interaction defined 

by dominant moral standards, which allowed a less rigid sexuality to men than women. 

However, as goiabas (“guava women”), GPV single heterosexual women were also 

playing with disturbing images of female sexuality. All of them could be manipulated in a 

positive way. They were playing themselves with ideas of promiscuity when flirting or 

being just “coquette” with gay men (and sometimes with heterosexual men). They were 

also asserting an active sexuality when they can seduce and perhaps submit a male 

partner24.

To complicate things a little more, even some heterosexual men could 

incorporate some attributes of camp humour to perform an ambiguous masculinity of 

bichas, homos or gays. Some expressed this ironically like gay men did with femininity. 

They would perform camp behaviour as bichas did (dara pinta). They used cultural terms 

and slang only known by Brazilian gays. A few men even presented themselves through 

self-parody like gay men did. However these men might also use even the attributes of 

maleness with irony. In 1994, for an example, a HIV+ leader made a speech in a Poetry

24 This also happened with me when a female informant invited me to interview her in a seductive 
way. She knew that she was provocative and, above all, she knew that I knew it as well. So her 
comment was powerfully seductive and ironic at the same time.
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Festival, defining himself as “heterosexual”, “macho”, and a football fan. Although it was 

not a joking relationship, but a public presentation, he used humour to play with the 

meanings of masculinity, articulated by the values of football as a male sport, and his 

sexual desire for women (including by reference to pornographic slang). Certainly to be a 

macho was an underlining identity, which even reinforced his identity as “heterosexual” 

(much more culturally specific), but when associated to a poetry about HIV/AIDS and 

experience of illness, it also expressed the social construction of particular discourses of 

AIDS and male heterosexuality apart from homosexuality. In a birthday party in 1997, 

however, a heterosexual man was responsible to put the candles on the cake, when he 

was burnt. He just began to hop around and scream in a very effeminate way, while all 

other GPV members were looking at him. Some gay men commented how camp he was 

{ate dado pinta) even though this man always asserted loudly about his {hetero) 

masculinity. Surrounded by joking comments, this same man just continued to mince 

around and pretend to be gay. As a result, one of the gay men immediately took the 

opportunity to invite him to have sex {transai). When it happened, the heterosexual man 

stopped playing with camp humour. In addition, he said loudly that he only had sex with 

women and invited a female colleague to do it with him. Her response was a continuation 

of the practices of joking: she identified herself as a “guava woman” who just wanted to 

have a baby with one of her GPV gay friends.

Practices of humour and joking relationships constituted the ideal social pattern of 

interactions that provided objective conditions for sociability in a heterogeneous 

organization, such as GPV. Differences in gender and sexual orientation, among others, 

had to be accommodated in a social setting that emphasized egalitarian principles and 

practices. In addition, sexual orientation and gender need to be performed. They are not 

given definitions or a set of attributes that men and women learn and reproduce 

constantly without change. Ambiguity can be an investment. GPV was a social setting 

which allowed proper conditions for possibilities of sexual and gender performativity than 

other settings and structures. These empirical situations of gender and sexual 

performativity were not, however, unrestricted and without constraints, but they were 

conditioned by the objective practices involving agents defined by different power 

relations.
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7.6 - Conclusions:

GPV was a social setting characterized by values of universalism or egalitarian 

principles and practices. Affiliation did not depend on specificities of gender and sexual 

orientation. Heterogeneity was socially and ideologically emphasized and, therefore, men 

and women of different sexual identities composed the group. This composition was not 

automatically or easily integrated per se. Male and female members reproduced and 

incorporated various broad ideological models which defined sex/gender interactions 

between men and women, men and men or women and women in social and cultural 

terms. Joking relationships and sex/gender performativity, exhibited in contexts of 

sociability, allowed the use of varied categories, ideas, principles and practices 

associated to and reproduced by these different ideological models of sex/gender 

interactions. They did not always contradict each other, but they were reproduced by 

situational actualization, which depended on the objective practices and interactions 

between individuals in particular contexts. Contradictions, conflict, and accommodation 

were ever present in GPV’s everyday life and through contexts of sociability, inside and 

outside the NGO.

GPV constituted a social setting in which prevailed a relative dominance of 

discourses and practices of homosexuality in its contexts of sociability. Therefore it was 

not a place of explicit homophobic behaviour. Gays or homosexual men developed their 

performative practices of reproduction and questioning of meanings and practices of 

masculinity and femininity. Meanwhile women were inserted in particular ways by which 

they could also maintain their own asserting, positive practices towards their gender 

specificity and their sexuality (especially single or separated heterosexual women and 

lesbians). The Women’s group was a crucial context for this point. Women could also 

endeavor to recreate their positivity of gender and sexuality in other public settings, such 

as happened with the creation of the Clube Positivo. They could also proceed by the 

maintenance of joking relationships towards gay men, when they mocked or they were 

mocked as “guava women”. The paradox caused by these “guava women” was 

generated by the positivity of woman in their presentation of gender and sexuality, but it 

was also caused by their similar power position to gay men in GPV. Heterosexual defined 

men were, however, constantly placed in ambiguous positions. They were frequently 

questioned in their masculinity. Were they really heteros? The topic of male bisexuality 

constantly confronted men, especially by their GPV gay colleagues and even by GPV 

women, who had their own ideas and suspicions about their HIV infection. Therefore a 

constant critical discussion of male bisexuality coincided with an increase in discourses 

about it and the visibility of the construction of bisexual identities, especially about 1997-
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1998, when the presence of heterosexual men was more clear. Was this a sign of the 

crisis of masculinity in Brazil, specifically constituted in a social setting?25 Perhaps, but 

heterosexual defined men were also skillful in dealing with differences of sexual 

orientation and the contextual maintenance of sexual identities. Just as they had 

incorporated and embodied the symbolic power of meanings and practices of male 

heterosexuality, they also operated by other sexual identities, disposable or alternative 

when they were socially useful. Occasions of passing as gay could give them social 

space for male gender performativity in relation to GPV women and other men. Therefore 

sexual ambiguity could be an important social asset to some GPV members, but most 

especially to heterosexual defined men.

25 The emergence of discourses of female bisexuality was more limited, as we can see. They 
happened, but in a very reserved way. However they were also associated with general discourses of 
gender empowerment of women and their sexuality.
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Chapter 8 - The work of clinical identities - 

struggles of ideology and sociability:

I will discuss the ways in which clinical identities associated with HIV/AIDS have 

been used, incorporated and confronted in the social setting of Grupo Pela Vidda-Rio. It 

will give us an understanding of the interplay and the conflict between different 

ideological models of social organization which developed around issues of identity.

Contexts of sociability had also an important role in the assertion of clinical 

identities as I discussed in the previous chapter. These contexts were crucial to an 

understanding of their operation and how different social perspectives were presented in 

a particular NGO that was characterized by a universal, broad scheme of affiliation, 

where social identities were underplayed by the ideological principles of solidarity and a 

comprehensive view of “living with AIDS”. An ethnographic perspective on these 

contexts will show the reader the objectivity of GPV ideology and the real obstacles that it 

had to confront. I investigate these contexts of sociability in relation to the historical 

moments in which disputes about different perspectives of social organization occurred. 

Therefore I mainly focus on the internal political conflicts and disputes which occurred 

above all between 1994 and 1995 in GPV. These facts evolved progressively to personal 

dissent of many GPV members who helped to create a social coalition exclusively 

composed of HIV+ people: the Rede Nacional de Pessoas HIV+ (RNP+, “National 

Network of HIV+ people”).

The discussion of the emergence of RNP+ and its ideological dispute with GPV 

will contribute to the understanding of the social effects of a broad process of identity 

formation in relation to HIV/AIDS that had its specific ways of manifestation at different 

levels. As I explored the emergence of AIDS NGOs in Brazil (see chapter 5), the 

ideological disputes related to the social organization, identity formation and political 

representation of HIV+ people were associated with social and cultural connections and 

interchanges between agencies and agents in Brazil and at different global levels. 

Therefore I aim to look at how social models of organization can resound through 

different contexts. This point will elucidate both the significance and the limits of social 

and cultural particularism.
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8.1 - Mapping out social categories related to HIV and AIDS as forms of 

classification:

In Grupo Pela Vidda-Rio, differences of HIV status were asserted by a range of 

particular categories. In general, there was large recognition of a cultural category like the 

aidetico, which defined a spoiled identity. There was a number of categories incorporated 

and used by the effects generated by clinical and HIV testing practices and their settings: 

soropositivo (“HIV+”) and soronegativo (“HIV-”). They were normally circulated as 

positivo (“positive”) and negativo (“negative”). Other similar terms derived from them as 

well, but they were also found in clinical sites: HIV or HIV+ (spoken as agaive or agaive 

positivo). Portador (“carrier”) was also accepted and used, but, as a contrast to the other 

earlier ones, it did not emphasize an identity. A third set was composed of categories 

which emerged in GPV or other NGOs: sorointerrogativo (“serointerrogative”) or 

soroindefinido (“seroindefinite”).

There was a similar configuration and a sort of symbolic connection between the 

sets of sexual/gender categories and the HIV and AIDS related ones. Whether there were 

culturally stigmatizing sexual categories (e.g, bicha), there was the aidetico related to 

AIDS. Whether there were medically based sexual categories (e.g, homosexual, 

heterosexual), there were seropositive and seronegative which were also scientifically 

grounded. Although positivo and negativo were accepted as correct and non-offensive in 

the world of NGOs, as gay was, categories like sorointerrogativo were constituted in a 

politically informed world. I do not want to construct homologies between categories nor 

is a structural analysis useful here. Yet I want to point out the different frameworks and 

domains from which these sexual, gender, and HIV/AIDS categories come: a) a broad 

cultural common sense; b) structures of medical-scientific knowledge and practice; c) the 

organized forms of civil society. These domains were not social ‘monads’, but they were 

structured by relational or interdependent processes, as if one contributed, intervened, 

and contested each other. In fact, as people normally participated in all these domains, 

they were highly interconnected.

8.2 - The aidetico - stigmatization, resistance, and misrecognition:

As I discussed in chapter 3, aidetico was a cultural category popularized by the 

Brazilian news media, stressing disease and death. It was not just a cultural 

representation of people infected with HIV, but it characterized a spoiled or discredited 

identity (Goffman, 1990b). It was a term by which GPV members essentially associated
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with the constraints and impositions of society at large, widespread in the world beyond 

the AIDS NGOs (see chapter 5). The cultural construction of a negative perspective of 

the ‘Other’ must be connected to objective forms of stigmatization. When I asked my 

GPV informants about public contexts or situations of discrimination, the majority did not 

report regular, persistent forms of stigmatization. Nonetheless, I met people who were 

expelled from home and even a hairdresser who had to leave the town where he worked 

in the State of Rio de Janeiro. They constituted cases of people who lived in countryside 

areas or in low-income neighbourhoods. We can not generalize easily in terms of class 

here, for stigmatization might be expressed when, for instance, a middle class employee 

was fired by a hugely profitable company. Discrimination was also found in some middle 

class families. Stigmatization perhaps may be better considered in terms of the possible 

strategies that one is socially able to perform. Therefore strategies of avoiding stigma 

could be less accessible for people of lower income. When I discussed objective forms of 

discrimination, violence and aggression was not commonly reported, but the fear of being 

subject of gossip and moral humiliation was a constant issue, for a person dealt with the 

risk of HIV status being disclosed. Characterized by intense social life and, in many 

cases, by drug dealing, the poor neighbourhood of a Carioca shantytown can be a good 

example of the problems caused by the public knowledge of one’s HIV status, especially 

in the ways of being identified as an aidetico:

Eliane: Ah, there is gossip, indirect comments. People don’t feel at ease unless 
they move out. If one uses a glass: “No, don't drink! He’s got AIDS!” One goes to 
buy a drink and wants to share. But somebody else there already knows because 
one comments to the other. So nobody feels really at ease. ... The majority of 
people with AIDS that I knew they had to move out....[...]

Researcher: Do the drug dealers [malandros da boca] threat people with AIDS in 
the shantytown?

Eliane: No, it’s not like this. “Ah, you’ve got AIDS, so you can stay!”. No! It’s 
another thing. The kids [pivetes] make jokes. They tease you. Do you know how it 
is? It’s like happens with Jacinta. She’s got a neighbour. Close to her. Frequently 
she says: “Ah, these aideticas here. Ah, those aideticos there”. Do you 
understand? Very heavy, rude comments. Heavy things. Just to confirm! She’s 
always playing a game [jogando aquele verde], a very heavy game. “If I was thin 
like these people there, I was aidetica!” She’s always like this. Just to humiliate or 
abuse the person.

The fear of stigmatization seems to lay behind the dilemma of HIV disclosure. 

This was a crucial issue for many people who took part in the social world of AIDS, 

including GPV members. The importance given to processes of HIV disclosure might 

affect people of different social backgrounds. For example, as they mostly lived in 

buildings, tower blocks, and more auto-contained residential areas in Rio, public
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disclosure of HIV+ people of middle class background may be in general more difficult, 

but work and family life may play a crucial part. The risk of losing a job or even to be 

publicly known as suffering (and eventually dying) of AIDS was a reason for concern 

among some middle class informants. Gossip could also be a communicational form of 

social interaction1.

As we can see, therefore, the importance given to family or community ties in 

“Third world countries”, as Altman (1995) reports, can not be easily generalized and 

reified. HIV+ individuals might apprehend an experience of difference and strangeness 

constructed in their social interactions with other people either within family or among 

neighbours. “Fear” , “ignorance” or just “curiosity” were terms used to define reactions that 

caused this sense of difference. Several times these reactions were associated with old 

prejudices attached to homosexuality. This symbolic association could be differently 

incorporated by homosexual and heterosexual defined men. On the one hand, if a man 

was already stigmatized as being “homosexual”, AIDS might only constitute another 

degree in the range of possibilities of stigmatization:

Prejudice? I’ll tell you something about prejudice. I don’t mind, you know! I had to 
bear all sorts of prejudice all my life because I’m homosexual. Prejudice even in 
family, because my brothers were all very macho. They never accepted me as a 
homosexual. Never. Even today. I tell you. They never had any acquiescence with 
me. But my father, no! He was just the opposite! He always knew. But he never 
said anything. Never! He was so caring, so loving. I never suffered any prejudice 
from my father. There was prejudice from my brothers. And from society, 
because people are always prejudicial. We’re always seen as a matter of teasing 
and bullying [sacanagem]. So it always happened, but I never gave a damn. I 
never gave a damn about people.... When I knew about it [his HIV+ status], did I 
feel scared of prejudice? Well, I didn’t fear prejudice. No. I was scared of 
shocking people, of their own reaction. Not my reaction, because I don’t mind. I 
don’t give a toss. I’m already prepared, because I know that life here is just a 
passage. Everyone dies one day.... Well, prejudice? You talked with me. You 
asked me. You expressed some fear, apprehension. If people, society or 
everyone treated AIDS as a normal or natural thing. If they referred to it as a 
natural thing. Or if they talked about people with it naturally and without fear!... I 
feel discriminated. I feel discriminated when they have this behaviour. Exactly. I 
feel discrimination when people behave like this. (Raimundo; HIV+ homosexual 
man; no links to AIDS NGO).

On the other hand, a heterosexual defined man might fear to be identified as an 

aidetico precisely because he could be confronted by an experience of discrimination that 

was not lived before.

1 The issue of HIV disclosure is very important to the social construction of seropositivity. The 
process of becoming or learning how to be HIV positive are generally related to this issue. However 
this theme can not be developed further here.
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I don’t call anyone aidetico.... I think this is a pejorative way. Among ourselves, 
we have to treat with more affection. It’s less aggressive to call seropositive! Less 
aggressive.... But lay people don’t know what seropositive means. [...] Aidetico is 
closer to disease. Pum! [makes a noise] Like a hit on the face! Seropositive 
breaks more with this meaning. Aidetico is a word that looks like... It’s like calling 
a guy as homosexual or as a faggot! (laugh). This is an offensive, aggressive 
way of calling a man. (Walter, HIV+ heterosexual defined man; low income; 
secondary school; Rio suburbs).

Discrimination ascribed to male homosexuality could be symbolically conceived 

in the construction of a social difference maintained by behaviour or through specific 

interactions towards HIV+ people. The cultural representations and imagery of the 

aidetico normally depended on the construction of this morally charged difference, which 

was also sustained by ideas of illness and death. To be called an aidetico would be 

considered a very negative, loaded, or “heavy” practice of differentiation (see chapter 4). 

All these elements contributed directly in the symbolic construction of the aidetico and in 

the ways by which identification was supposed to be socially maintained. Notably, most 

of my informants were afraid of the “discreditable” aspects that illness could impose on 

them or, in Goffman’s terms, they were concerned with the correct “management of 

undisclosed discrediting information about se lf (ibid: 58). Passing was a social device 

and a strategy at stake in situations when HIV disclosure could also happen. The problem 

of discrimination and stigma was, therefore, a basic dilemma to be experienced and 

confronted in social life2:

I do not like this word: aidetico or AIDS. Because of prejudice. And because 
people take some care when they talk about it. ... After all, when it's a serious 
disease like this, it's not easy to talk about it, like in the past, when it was not easy 
to talk about tuberculosis or cancer. (Raimundo)

Nobody in my wife’s family knows. Only one of my sisters-in-law, because my 
aunt from Manaus told her. We keep in secret. If they know, I think they would tell 
me to go. They would put my house on fire! [...] If I tell something about it to 
someone, it’ll only ruin my life. (Walter).

As I discussed in chapter 5 and 6, GPV ideology contested the cultural meanings 

of illness and death associated with AIDS. Notably against the cultural generality of the 

aidetico and the social imposition of “civil death” (Daniel, 1989), GPV’s broad category of 

“people living with HIV/AIDS” proposed a political generality and had a symbolic appeal 

for “life”. As a dispute over the symbolic perception of AIDS, GPV privileged continuously 

the use of clinical identities, such as seropositive and seronegative, considered correct

2 Certainly the objective embodiment of disease by physical markers might operate as “stigma 
symbols” (Goffman, ibid: 61). The struggle to avoid the ‘AIDS face’ (like the image of the singer 
Cazuza, seen as an aidetico; see picture 1, chapter 3) was one of the ways to control “the visibility” of 
its stigma, that is, its “social information”. For this point, see Seffner (199x).
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and accepted as the proper categories to identify one by HIV status. Since the time of 

Herbert Daniel, GPV directors and leaders took critical and political positions as attempts 

to reject forms of stigmatization by the mass media, health professionals, and authorities. 

In 1997, for example, GPV’s president, Ronaldo Mussauer, questioned the use of the 

term aidetico (considered as a “pejorative nomenclature”) in a letter to the Carioca 

newspaper Jornal do Brasii, which replied contesting: “... aidetico is already in dictionary 

and is popularized. Nobody uses it in a prejudicial way”. Even GPV’s official newsletter 

{Boletim Pela Vidda) characterized a cultural product through which the meanings and 

uses of the aidetico were greatly deconstructed (see GPV, 1990e), including by the 

assertion of clinical identities. Therefore GPV ideology and symbolic goals aimed at 

resisting the broad cultural framework in which AIDS was defined and represented. 

These ideological principles against stigmatizing practices and prejudice embedded and 

were pervasive in GPV main activities. They mostly addressed contexts where 

newcomers or other individuals without links to AIDS NGOs participated. Therefore the 

“welcome meeting”, discursive-reflexive activities (Open Tribune; women’s group), the 

AIDS helpline, and the ‘Tuesday political meetings” characterized contexts in which 

newcomers met or just talked to GPV veterans, leaders and volunteers, who at several 

times contested their preliminary, general views about AIDS. As I showed in chapter 6, 

these contexts were mainly formative to newcomers and they had to be linked 

continuously to GPV principles, in the learning of “AIDS information” and in the 

reassessment of social-moral values that prevailed in a very particular social setting. As 

a civil institution, GPV gave proper social conditions for a culture of resistance to the 

constraints existent in society3.

At many different times, I observed situations in which the cultural meanings of 

the aidetico as an identity were resisted, questioned and problematized. Every time 

newcomers used unintentionally the category aidetico in a GPV collective meeting, it 

might provoke at least a silent, emotionally ‘bracketed’ atmosphere of rejection and 

embarrassment. GPV members would look at each other or make a quiet comment to 

another at their side. At most, more direct forms of correction of this cultural 

‘misunderstanding’ might happen, especially from GPV leaders or an activity

3 The first criticisms of the image of a “victim” and an “AIDS patient” were found among pioneer AIDS 
activists in the US in 1983 ( see Callen, 1987), which had an impact on the later developments of a 
PWA social mobilization. It can be also associated with the configuration of AIDS activism in Brazil. In 
its 5th number, the Boletim Pela VIDDA published the revised translation of a British leaflet for 
journalists, called “HIV/AIDS style guide”, which presented a list of categories to be preferably used 
{GPV, 1990e). Framed by ideas of legitimate technical knowledge, this concern with vocabulary was 
considered a step towards the revision of prejudice and imprecision. So terms such as aidetico and 
“AIDS carrier” had to be avoided in favour of “person with AIDS”, for instance, which shows a concern 
with categorization and labelling behind a need for popularizing correct terminology.
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“coordinator”. For example, participants of the “welcome meeting” frequently used the 

category to identify HIV+ people. In return, the coordinator could correct them in favour of 

the category “seropositive” (soropositivo). He could also introduce a discussion about the 

limitation of the cultural representations of the “AIDS face” (cara da AIDS) and the 

imagery of the aidetico, which were usual topics of this activity. In 1997, a 

psychotherapist suggested the creation of a “group of aideticos” in the ‘Tuesday political 

meeting”. She already knew about the “women’s group” and wanted to coordinate a 

“therapeutic group” in GPV. After a short period of silence, GPV directors replied calmly, 

without an aggressive tone that her idea could be discussed in the NGO in spite of the 

fact that GPV did not have a therapeutic aim, but also suggesting her to visit another 

AIDS NGO, the Grupo Sim A Vida. One director, however, commented that aidetico was 

an “offensive term for seropositive people”, although it was a personal issue to consider it 

offensive or not. He also told her that its “political meaning” was questioned by GPV. 

Another occasion was much more problematic. Once in 1994, a man without any 

previous link to GPV was chosen by members of the directors board to take part in the 

elections for the next board. He could be defined in the role of “professional”, who would 

occupy a work function that required efficiency and particular “technical” skills, without a 

previous personal involvement with AIDS (see chapter 6). In a Tuesday political meeting, 

he was introduced by the directors to GPV volunteers and leaders. Apart from their 

careful introduction, the man embarrassed all the present members when he explained 

his intention of giving support and help to aideticos through his work. Certainly he did not 

want to stigmatize anyone (rather the contrary), but he caused evident embarrassment in 

that meeting. Eventually he became completely incorporated in GPV as part of the 

process of self-making as a NGO “member”.

All these examples showed contexts in which stigmatization was not apparent. 

The aidetico was characterized as a generalized other who was directly addressed in a 

social interaction, which had some aspects of conflict. Therefore the newcomers’ 

misunderstanding was considered a cultural gap that needed to be properly corrected 

and, as a result, conflict would be attenuated. However these contexts happened in GPV 

headquarters. They have to be differentiated from other public situations, either a political 

demonstration or HIV prevention work. They characterized contexts in which GPV 

members aimed at some intervention, therefore politically and symbolically motivated in 

the circulation of ideological principles, or were directly confronted by the symbolic power 

of broad cultural meanings and representations of AIDS. At these moments, the 

reference to the aidetico might be considered as an insult and perhaps it provoked a 

response. They usually would question the term aidetico, favouring instead the social use 

of soropositivo. Therefore cultural resistance to the aidetico consisted of a relative
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positioning within a gradation between private (internal to GPV) references to the term 

and more public, stigmatizing allusions of it. The meanings of the aidetico were seen as 

dominant in the ‘outside’, public world, while GPV worked internally (especially in its 

headquarters) to resist to their symbolic power by the newcomer’s incorporation to a new 

set of ideas and practices, that is, a process of learning (correct “AIDS information”) and 

becoming (an aware, conscious) “member”. As we can see, all these contexts (private 

and public) of resistance to the aidetico were consistent with the particular logic of work 

which informed GPV ideology, activities, and its more institutionalized practices. 

Resistance was, therefore, informed by what can be called the logic of ideological work 

maintained in GPV4.

The category aidetico was not always characterized by rejection. Other discursive 

practices involved the use of the category and exposed some dilemmas in the ways in 

which identification was maintained. Notably, I was struck by the fact that, although 

unequivocally considered as a negative, stigmatizing identity, it was still used by GPV 

members in their contexts of sociability, but also as a device in social interactions outside 

the NGO. Strategies of differentiation and identity construction were perceived in the 

discursive practices developed by GPV members. They might talk about contexts in 

which they were socially involved and included some positive appropriation of the 

meanings of the aidetico, sometimes as a generality and at others, as even an identity. 

HIV+ members described dangerous contexts when they were threatened by thieves and 

decided to identify themselves as aideticos. A HIV+ man was caught smoking dope by 

the police in a public place. He just had to tell them about his HIV status to be let to go. 

These strategies were based on the appropriation of the meanings of the aidetico in its 

cultural role as a “victim” of an illness (see chapter 3), but, in addition, they incorporated 

the cultural meanings of danger and pollution (Douglas, 1991) in which AIDS was 

embedded. Sometimes aidetico might be used as a device of self-ascription to express 

extreme irony, criticism, and a sort of verbal aggression. GPV members could criticize 

doctors who were “vultures” and took economic advantage exploiting aideticos in their 

private clinics. Certainly HIV status differentiation was an important aspect of this sort of 

accusation.

In addition, some HIV+ people also wanted to ignore or neutralize the cultural 

meanings of the aidetico. They supported the perspective that stigmatization existed, but 

it was not necessarily related to the category aidetico. Their identity would not be 

particularly spoiled or discredited by other people, who could only be blamed by their lack 

of “information” or their ignorance. Therefore, the use of aidetico was frequently

4 The idea of the logic of work must be, therefore, considered in terms of institutional practices of 
proper work in the NGO, but also in terms of the positivity of GPV ideology and its symbolic schemes 
of foundation. Ideology can also be a product of ‘symbolic work’.
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considered as a cultural ‘limitation’ that could be ideally erased by a sort of education and 

a process of gaining correct knowledge:

Probably people without information, they call or use this term, aidetico, but with 
no prejudice. It’s neither an intention of discrimination, nor a way of demeaning. I 
think it’s really lack of information. “He’s an aidetico”. Or “You’re an aidetico” 
(imitating). Do you understand? (Eduardo)

... when you tell people, they might have prejudice, but it’s hidden. They’ll never 
have an attitude of prejudice in front of you, face to face. [...] It depends of whom 
is saying and how is saying. I think [aidetico] is just a word like all others. For me, 
it’s even a common word. I remember in the beginning, when I got into Pela 
Vidda. People like Herbert Daniel or Stalin used to say: “No, aidetico, no!” They 
became furious when the press used this word in the newspaper or in a 
magazine. Or just when a journalist repeated it. I didn’t mind. I didn’t become 
angry. Why not? I wasn’t ashamed of AIDS! I think aidetico is a word like many 
others. I think people give a value to this word, but it doesn’t have one. The word 
in itself is just a word like all others. (Valeria Lewis).

In a self-centered perspective, informants described their understanding of “living 

with AIDS” as not shameful, conceived as a subjective experience which could neutralize 

in itself the stigmatizing cultural schemes that defined the aidetico. In addition, they 

played down the confrontational perspective of GPV activists towards the category. Its 

symbolic meanings were disdained while the objective power of cultural representations 

was also neglected. But what would be the impact of a personal way of resistance? 

Would it be significant to confront the use and the circulation of a discredited identity? 

Following Bourdieu, this issue raises the question of “misrecognition”5. The symbolic 

violence maintained by the use and the circulation of the meanings of the aidetico and 

other cultural representations related to AIDS was minimized by the acceptance of the 

category in a ‘natural’ relation to other ones. Its historical and symbolic genesis was not 

problematized, but accepted in a naturalized way. According to Geertz (1983:85), “an air 

‘of-courseness” or “naturalness” characterized this apprehension of the aidetico, which 

subscribed the non-critical, nonetheless dominant, interpretations of the “common sense” 

of AIDS (see chapter 3)6. The devaluation of the political and symbolic investments

5 When Bourdieu discussed what he called “misrecognition”, he approached some facts that I found 
present in an AIDS NGO like GPV. As he and Passeron put it: “This question can in turn be specified 
as the question of the institutional and social conditions enabling an institution to declare its pedagogic 
action explicitly as such, without betraying the objective truth of its practice. Because the term 
arbitrariness applies, in another of its uses, to pure de facto power, i.e., another construct equally 
devoid of any sociological referent, thanks to which it is possible to pose the question of the social and 
institutional conditions capable of imposing misrecognition of this de facto power and thereby its 
recognition as legitimate authority, it has the advantage of continually recalling to mind the primordial 
relationship between the arbitrariness of the imposition and the arbitrariness of the content imposed”. 
(1977: p.xi).

6 This point can probably explain my own embarassment when I heard many well-respected Brazilian 
anthropologists using the category aidetico in a very nonchalantly fashion. As swallowing the pill, I just 
considered their use of the term as a consequence of the configuration of the “common sense” of 
AIDS. Certainly stigmatization was not primarily sought by these scholars.
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produced by AIDS activists helped to strengthen the asymmetric difference between 

people who were healthy and people who were sick like the aideticos. In these terms, the 

logic of ideological work was contradicted in practice by interactions that were constituted 

by the logic of sociability. The nature of interpersonal relations were, therefore, greatly 

valued in contrast to the political and symbolic effects of ideological work.

However the devaluation of this ideological work did not only consist of a 

subjectivist perspective or a sort of strategy of HIV differentiation from HIV+ informants. 

Misrecognition can be expressed by other more complex ways. For example, humour 

can also be a form of expression of this social complexity. The scope of humour is 

relatively distinct from joking relationships, as we can see in the maintenance of gender 

and sexual interactions. It deals much more with self-parody and comicality, but it does 

not imply a direct statement on the nature of social interactions. Perhaps it is closer to 

practices of reflexivity than joking per se. However humour and joking relationships can 

also mingle into each other. In GPV, I observed HIV+ members identifying themselves as 

aideticos in several different times, but mostly in contexts of sociability when humour was 

expressed. Or a HIV+ member call a HIV+ colleague as an aidetico. However it did not 

happen between GPV members of different HIV status, for the identification of a HIV+ 

individual by a HIV- colleague could be interpreted as an insult and, therefore, a form of 

stigmatization. As we can see, the ethic of ideological work could also inform 

interpersonal relations in contexts of sociability, but it could be manipulated in the case of 

humour. All these contexts involved, however, discursive practices in which the cultural 

identity of an aidetico was questioned by its own acceptance through the expression of 

humour. The performativity of the identity category suggested a different appropriation of 

the term quite distant from a context of stigmatization. Furthermore, they were contexts 

which did not sustain ideological work, but were forms of sociability among GPV 

members in which self-parody had an uneven effect on the negative meanings of the 

discredited identity. There was no kind of cultural ‘correction’ of a misunderstanding from 

an uninformed newcomer. In fact, the meanings of the aidetico were mainly 

deconstructed by a different manifestation of symbolic misrecognition. For a curious 

example, in 1997, a recently diagnosed HIV+ woman visited GPV for her first time and 

she was surprised by the “happy” atmosphere of the “Positive Cafe”:

I calmed down. But there was a moment when Roberto held Marta and they 
started to dance. There was some music playing. And he said: “We’re happy 
aideticos”. I nearly fell from the chair. I must have turned white, whiter than I am. I 
must have turned transparent. I think they didn’t realize the impact of those words 
on me. ... I was assimilating everything. But how could I believe that an aidetico 
can be happy? (laughs) Never! (laugh). [...] Today, I know about this difference 
between the seropositive, AIDS and this conception of aidetico. But in my mind, I 
just had that image of the aidetico. In the pejorative sense of the word. My image
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was Cazuza. I’ve always been a little fat. At that time, before I knew I was 
seropositive, I was on diet and I lost 10 kilos. I was feeling wonderful, stronger, 
beautiful. I loved myself. When I got the HIV test result, I thought: “Oh, my god,
I’m going to be like Cazuza. The face of Cazuza! So it’s better start putting some 
weight. More 10 kilos. So when I start to loose weight, it’ll not show very much”, 
(laughs). [...] Vanity is a very strong feeling. It’s very deep in our world, even if I 
didn’t have any idea about i t . ... I didn’t have this awareness. I could see myself 
very thin. I could already see myself with apparent bones. That image of hair 
falling (laughs). Much worse! It was not an image of Cazuza when he was fine. It 
was an image of his there in a wheel chair, really very depressing (laugh). An 
awful image of his. [...] So, when I saw two people who were asserting 
themselves with AIDS and happy, dancing and laughing, and well, it was a 
complete shock! It was a revolution in my mind. It was just like I planted a little 
seed. ... (Marilu)

The informant was greatly surprised by the ways in which the aidetico identity 

was appropriated and used by her new GPV colleagues. How could she think herself as 

a “happy aidetica”? Her colleagues’ identity performativity was expressed by their open, 

loud sense of humour and a paradoxical embodiment of health in a context of sociability. 

The female newcomer was struck by this cultural paradox of one being at the same time 

an aidetico and “happy” or the combination of illness and health. This event showed a 

sort of self-parody by means of the symbolic deconstruction of illness and body decay 

and through the assertion of a ‘positive’ experience of AIDS by dance, humour and 

‘happiness’. In a context of sociability, humour resisted to the stigmatizing meanings of 

the aidetico, even if the misrecognition of the positivity of its objective symbolic effects 

was still present. The acceptance of the identity category was problematized by a 

subversion of its symbolic meanings by a performative practice7.

The uses of the aidetico constituted only a part of the manifold symbolic and 

political disputes surrounding identity formation in which GPV was directly involved. They 

referred to cultural, stigmatizing meanings of AIDS that provoked rejection and resistance 

maintained by political-institutional goals. In GPV, however, the logic of ideological work 

applied to other matters as well, especially the social importance of HIV testing and its 

particular effects on identity politics. I will recover, therefore, some historical aspects that 

provoked socio-symbolic disputes about HIV testing and how they had an impact on 

everyday life in GPV.

7 Perhaps Brazilian gay sense of humour could also be appropriated by GPV members. The spoiled, 
sexual identity of the bicha could be neutralized and manipulated in its forms of symbolic and political 
expression. For this point, see MacRae (1982).
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8.3 - HIV testing as an ideological struggle:

In the 1980s, the early political activities of the Brazilian AIDS NGOs were also 

related to the issue of large scale, obligatory HIV testing of the Brazilian population (see 

chapter 4). Generally, their official position stressed the importance of HIV testing in 

“scientific-epidemiological terms”, that is, no public health policy would be able to 

overcome the technical problem of the “window period" (janela imunologica)8. So even if 

a massive, obligatory HIV testing was conducted in a whole society, HIV infected people 

would still not be found. In addition, HIV testing was considered a free-choice decision, 

notably a cultural value that informed US individualism and, consequently, American 

ideas of civil rights. US AIDS activism was strongly informed by these ideas, which 

embedded discussions and positions on HIV testing practices and policy. These 

discussions influenced Brazilian NGOs very early. For AIDS activists, HIV testing, as a 

personal decision, could not be socially imposed. In chapter 5, we saw how the fight 

against AIDS was also seen as a struggle for the guarantee of civil rights and citizenship 

in Brazil. Therefore, AIDS NGOs apprehended HIV testing in a cultural and social 

framework that informed their own political agenda. As a good example, the Grupo Pela 

Vidda strongly adopted these political (and cultural) ideas on HIV testing and free-choice 

decision, including HIV status disclosure. As part of GPV’s ideological discourse on 

“people living with HIV and AIDS”, HIV status was not a criterion for membership and 

participation, but HIV testing was seen an important technical tool. As a result of this 

ideological positioning against obligatory HIV testing, GPV organized a demonstration in 

1989 against the Brazilian air company, VARIG, because it imposed HIV testing for 

candidates to work. This was one of its first social strategies to be politically noticed by 

health authorities, the media, and Brazilian audiences in general (ABIA, 1989b)9.

If the official, scientifically defined ideological position of many Brazilian NGOs 

favoured HIV testing as a personal, non-constrained choice, they were sites for intense 

discussions on the real need of HIV testing. Mostly based on personal experiences, 

objectified in social forms of discursive practices, HIV testing was one of the early hot

8 In fact, HIV testing is only trustworthy when it is done generally 6 weeks after HIV infection. Before 
this time, the tests can not detect HIV antibodies. This is the “technical” (and social and personal) 
problem of a “false negative” result. For a critical response to obligatory HIV testing policy, see Daniel 
(1989), when he criticized the “ideological virus of prejudice and discrimination”, such as happened in 
Cuba.

9 In 1994, another similar problem seemed to affect locally the State of Rio de Janeiro, when a law 
was to be voted by the State deputies, which obliged public notification in an official government 
newsletter (Diario Oficial) of the names of every one who had an AIDS related death. This problem 
generated immediate positioning of the Carioca AIDS NGOs. See “Deputada teme que projeto da 
AIDS gere mais preconceito", O Fluminense, 07/06/1994; “AIDS: divulgagao de mortos e criticada”, O  
Globo, 21/06/1994. Similar, but in a federal authority level, it was the case of the obligation of AIDS 
testing in the Brazilian House of Deputies (Camara dos Deputados). See “Jatene pede fim do exame 
de AIDS na Camara”, O Globo, 29/04/1995).
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issues in groups with self help activities. To be HIV tested or not? Certainly, individuals 

had their own suspicions about the efficiency of HIV testing technology as well as 

personal considerations of their previous sexual trajectories, especially homosexual men:

When tests became really more secure, that is, when were immunofluorescence 
and the Western Blot tests established as routine? I mean. You stopped to have 
only that very flawed thing that the Elisa test was. That only served as a first 
screening. In the end, I did not do anything, but then I already considered myself 
as HIV positive. It was extremely complicated. My affective and sexual life 
became extremely complicated. I mean. After 1988, then, when Herbert Daniel 
was sick, there was no other way unless thinking myself as HIV+. [...] I was 
among the people [caldo] who elaborated this issue of not doing the HIV test We 
thought we were seropositive! (Alexandre; RNP+; emphasis mine).

I was always in favour of HIV tests. It was also very much questioned. There 
were people who were against them. Mainly in the NGOs. “Why doing test?” 
There was so much discussion on it. [...] Because people believed that doing HIV 
test was a death certificate (atestado de obito), so there was nothing really to do! 
This was not true. Even at that time, someone who knew to be HIV+ had chances 
to invest in better life quality, ... (M. Rachid, doctor, NGO member).

The time was completely different. Later, after AZT and DDI, this idea came up, 
that is, the idea that we should do HIV test. It would be good to do the test as a 
form of prevention. [Before] within Pela Vidda, there was a discussion... [...] To 
prevent AIDS, taking medicine, was not prevention. It was an idea of showing the 
healthy seropositive. Or seropositivity is not illness! We went to talks and said: 
“The HIV+ person hasn’t got AIDS. She’s got a virus, such as she’s got the flu 
virus”. Nowadays this discourse can not be sustained anymore. We used to talk 
of latency. We talked of incubation. Things that today can not be sustained 
anymore ... (Veriano Terto, GPV founder).

The debate on HIV testing points, however, to some ideas on HIV+ life, which 

must be historically contextualized. In 1989-1990, a period of still limited alternatives of 

HIV treatment, a “positive” result could be seen as an anticipation of death. In 1996-97, 

when combination therapies were reported on the news media, many people, including 

some of my informants, decided, then, to be actually tested. Testing became considered 

a form of “prevention”. In fact, the ideological debate on HIV testing in AIDS NGOs was 

not a dispute on the technology of HIV antibody tests, on the contrary, it was a social 

concern about the personal implications of a test on one’s life. It was particularly debated 

in a group, such as GPV, whose ideology emphasized membership regardless of public 

HIV status disclosure, considered as an act of personal choice. Notably, it was important 

because GPV was an NGO of “people living with HIV and AIDS”, that is, “living with 

AIDS” in a broad sense. In its first years, the debate of “to be or not be” HIV tested in 

GPV reached a paradoxical level when those who did not want to be tested, but 

recognized their previous “risk practices”, insisted on their free decision and position as 

sorointerrogativos (“serointerrogatives”), soroindefinidos, or soroindeterminados. As an
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internal process of social differentiation based on serologic criteria, the sorointerrogativos 

were a very small minority in the organization, but their claims to personal decision for 

HIV testing addressed particular important issues on the ideology of identity formation in 

GPV, which locally echoed other similar events in other groups10:

... “serointerrogative” was created within Pela Vidda by the late Antonio Maria. It 
was also a way of not obliging people to do the test. We would do the test when it 
was really necessary. So I only did my HIV test many years later when I felt it was 
necessary. I did not do the test out of curiosity.... (a GPV founder).

The ideological debate on HIV testing was reflected directly in members’ 

participation in GPV. It was also important later to the full consolidation of the NGO in 

terms of its internal activities and social goals. In addition, the debate on HIV testing 

motivated a particular political perspective in GPV about identity politics (see also 

chapter 5).

As we can see, the ideological work developed in GPV contributed, on the one 

hand, to the participation of people of different HIV status, under the inscription of “living 

with HIV and AIDS” and solidarity, but, on the other hand, it did not avoid the 

maintenance of social differentiation in terms of HIV status, especially in contexts of 

sociability. Certainly this apparent contradiction was embedded in the internal dynamics 

of the NGO. Soropositivos had to meet up with soronegativos as well as socializing with 

untested people, that is, men and women who sometimes identified themselves as 

sorointerrogativos. In GPV, the logic of ideological work stimulated differentiation by HIV 

status at the same time it questioned identity politics. In its first years, the ideological 

discussion of HIV testing was, therefore, important to the consolidation of a critical, 

internal discussion on HIV status differentiation, identity formation and political 

representation. This ideological tension has to be faced very carefully and is the next 

topic of discussion.

8.4 - The positivity of symbolic communality - identity and political 

representation:

As an AIDS NGO, GPV was actively engaged in the symbolic configuration of 

“people living with HIV/AIDS”. As part of the proper dynamics of its ideological work, 

there were many empirical occasions in which this configuration was pushed further,

10 In chapter 2 , 1 noticed how a category, such as sorointerrogativo, became an issue for the news 
media many years later, when compared to the polemic within AIDS NGOs. See Isto E, 1997.
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either to be made more public and politically significant or just to be reinforced among 

GPV members. As I showed in chapter 5 and 6, the political category “people living with 

HIV and AIDS” encompassed a universalistic, communitarian membership through the 

wide affiliation of individuals united by the aims of solidarity. Therefore all GPV activities 

were considered as the materialization of this ideological work of harmonic unity between 

differences. Other collective and public events, such as political demonstrations with all 

their banners, speech, and the distribution of “AIDS information”, were valuable to the 

symbolic struggles favouring the configuration of “people living with HIV and AIDS”. In 

addition, there was the organization of the “National Meeting of People living with HIV 

and AIDS” (called Vivendo) through which solidarity was also identified as a symbolic 

framework to action and personal mobilization. As GPV ideology prescribed, the social 

visibility of the many actors and groups affected by the epidemic had to be emphasized 

under the inscription of its particular political representation of “people living with HIV and 

AIDS”. The communality generated within GPV has to be seen as a symbolic 

construction which was used to explain the social conditions for the creation of the NGO. 

In 1989-90, this construction had an important role in the formation of GPV and its public 

image. According to GPV founding members, personal motivations caused by AIDS were 

directly linked to wide politico-ideological aims to define the category “people living with 

HIV and AIDS”. If we consider the historical context of GPV’s creation and its early

membership, it is not difficult to understand this highly politicized agenda and even the

importance given to meanings of citizenship, civil rights, and political representation, 

which underpinned GPV’s ideological work:

Everything was new. It was clear and very well: “Good. We’re all the same!” At 
that time, I think it was a strategy. Until now in a certain way, but at that time it 
was stronger. We used to say: “We are all seropositive”. The group was
highlighted as an issue. It was a collective thing. It was not centered on the
individual. However it was also very contradictory. So we used to expose 
ourselves. How many times did I do this? At that time, myself, seronegative, and 
the other, seropositive. We used to say: “One of us is seropositive. Who?” We 
were the same. As the person was not sick. Or “we’re seropositive for solidarity”. 
So, it was a way of protecting HIV+ people. It was a way of showing that AIDS 
was a problem of everyone. It was something that all of us could transmit. At last, 
it was also a way of communicating this strategy and of having seropositive 
people within the group. As seropositives in the group, they were also together 
with seronegative people. (Veriano Terto Jr.)

The construction of symbolic communality was produced under the impact of the 

personal experience of AIDS or illness in one’s life, but also conquered through an ideal 

of solidarity, while considered the major, collective solution for the epidemic. This was 

another way of symbolic struggle and resistance put forward by GPV leaders and 

ideologues. They actively sought to recreate this symbolic communality in their own
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practices in the making of the NGO. However if their own personal motivations could be 

similar to those GPV newcomers, their political perspective was primarily formative in the 

sense that new members had to learn it in the NGO. Notably, GPV contributed to this 

pedagogic formation of its members. This idea of a process of pedagogy and learning 

could be noticed in the particular narratives that members used to tell about their arrival 

in GPV, which we could define as narratives of HIV testing, for they usually referred to a 

biographical trajectory in which testing is seen as decisive. When GPV members 

explained to me how they went through the whole process of HIV testing, they described 

a narrative in which their affiliation into GPV was considered a crucial turning point in 

their own lives after a HIV+ result. Certainly these narratives about the impact of HIV+ 

status on the self were culturally elaborated and cultivated through participation in GPV 

activities, especially the discursive-reflexive ones like the “Open Tribune”. They give us 

an explanation of the reasons that motivated informants to become GPV members. They 

did not coincide completely with the ideological perspective developed by GPV leaders 

and founding members, but they can depict how new participants conceive their own 

ideal of communality11.

Within their narratives of the process of HIV testing, many of my informants 

emphasized the importance of getting “information”. Some people described it as a 

“thirst for information” (sede de informagao), which was a good metaphor to express their 

‘natural’ interest in knowing more about HIV/AIDS, which also explained their first contact 

and subsequent affiliation to an AIDS/NGO. Interactions with other GPV members were 

considered highly important in accessing “AIDS information”, especially because they 

could have more experience of living with HIV12 :

Pela Vidda at the beginning, then. My relationship with the group was so good at 
the beginning. I met people who were very well informed. I think this captured 
me, didn’t it? I was also thirsty of knowledge. I wanted to know things. To know 
everything. I had already this will for knowledge, but the information that I had 
was very little. There, no! I began reading the bulletins or talking with people. I 
met people who had been seropositives for 5, 10, 12 years. Then, well, these

11 The narrativization of the facts surrounding HIV testing is a very important aspect in the 
understanding of the process of becoming a HIV+ person. However a thorough analysis of this process 
would lead us to another sort of analysis, but it would be closely linked to the themes discussed in this 
dissertation. I will discuss only part of this narrative here.

12 This interest in AIDS “information” was not specific to HIV+ members, but it was also generally 
reported by HIV- members, who could also find themselves emotionally affected by HIV/AIDS. 
However, HIV+ clients without links to AIDS NGOs did not give the same meaning to this point of 
getting “information” in their narratives and accounts of HIV testing. Notably, it was the experience of 
AIDS, particularly in the objective existence of some specific disease or infection, which was 
underlined in their accounts, while changes caused by treatments and clinical management also 
affected the ways they lived their lives. Or, else, it might be the type of communication constructed in 
the doctor/patient relation, when they would be always “curious” or “interested”, endlessly asking 
questions: “I do a lot of talking just to know the truth” (Marco Antonio). Informagao, therefore, was not 
the dominant discursive element in their accounts to describe the period of “re-structuration” (re- 
estruturagao) post-HIV test or post-disease.
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people give you a very large range of information. So I stayed. (Eduardo;
emphasis mine).

According to some accounts, a period of hyper reflexivity was reasonably 

common and progressive as a result of the crisis provoked by HIV testing. The 

widespread cultural meanings of AIDS as a fatal disease motivated their search for 

“AIDS information”. Struggling against this predicament, a HIV+ person must choose, as 

Ney put it in 1993, between “life or death”. Many of my informants explained their interest 

and decision to go to a self-help group as part of this process of reflexivity in favour of 

“life” (vida). But, for many people, the search for “information” was also part of a much 

wider process of reflexivity. There was a symbolic value in considering the contact with a 

self-help group as a double attempt both to acquire knowledge and to rescue new 

meanings of life against meanings of death. Many informants explained their decision to 

go to GPV as a personal choice, an effect of their agency, defined on a symbolic and an 

objective level, in favour of “life” (a opgao por vivet), here in its whole existential sense. 

But if information and reflexivity were seen as important elements to lead to a “positive 

life” with HIV/AIDS, the affiliation to GPV represented a crucial way to meet other HIV+ 

people. Therefore, many informants emphasized the enormous significance of meeting 

peers with the same HIV+ status. Affiliated to GPV on two different occasions (late 1989 

and late 1997), two female members explained this important aspect:

I had to see someone with AIDS. Just to see if she was like me. If she had 10 
heads! Because I felt like an animal, a monster, a dragon. I needed to meet 
another dragon just to see her face, if it spit fire out of her mouth! (laugh) I asked
my doctor in the Graffee to introduce someone to me Then, a social worker,
who also worked there, gave me the address and the telephone number of Pela 
Vidda. I came back home and called there on the same day. I wanted to be there 
yesterday! But they arranged an appointment for the coming week. ... I had to 
wait 4 days just to meet another HIV+ person. Then I arrived there in Pela Vidda. 
A man welcomed me. There was nobody else there. Everything was empty. 
There was only him. So, we talked for hours. I cried out all my sorrow. I talked 
with him for a long time. I grabbed him as if he was a lifeguard. Or as if I held a 
lifebuoy [tabua de salvagao]. [...] It was very good! You know. For me, Pela Vidda 
was just like being reborn. I made good friendships there. Because we were just 
a few. We had things in common. It was something in common in a very small 
group. We loved each other. We knew each other and we had things in common, 
so strongly, that suddenly this knowledge was deep as if it had already taken 
many years. It was very sad to miss all of them. (Valeria Lewis; affiliated to GPV 
in late 1989)

On Sunday [in the Vivendo], it was wonderful.... In the closing session, when 
people played that song from Fred Mercury [Queen’s “We are the champions”], 
everyone cried. It was moving. I even shiver when I remember that moment, 
especially because I went through the whole process like many people there. 
People there were HIV positive. And the struggle against AIDS! Do you 
understand? It was really lively and honest for me. I immediately fell in love with 
Pela Vidda. The National Meeting finished that Sunday, but on Monday I was
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already there in GPV. However there was no activity that day. I just wanted to 
participate in the “welcome meeting”. ... I went with a friend. I said: “I want to 
know Pela Vidda! I want to enroll! Is there any form to fill out?” ... I remember it. “I 
want to enroll. I want to marry with Pela Vidda” (laugh). It was good. Then, later, I 
wanted more. More and more. I wanted to know more about the group. I wanted 
to take part in meetings. I think I’ve got things to do for the group. I can make 
things. And the issue of solidarity that I took from the group as well. Solidarity has 
to be there. When I went there, I thought: “I’m going there to meet people, to 
acquire knowledge, to hear many things”. Do you understand? This thing of 
getting on together [convivencia] . ... I’m going there to know how we can 
exchange things together. (Regina; HIV+ woman affiliated to GPV in late 1997; 
low middle class).

These two women reported two different contexts of affiliation within GPV. One 

was just a usual context of “welcoming” a newcomer and the other was a public event 

which had importance to mark a political-communitarian representation. Both contexts 

were informed by GPV ideological work and supported by individuals already trained and 

formed in its principles, ideas and institutional practices. We can also apprehend how 

these women used categories and ideas that condensed part of the ideological work 

developed in GPV. They became affiliated to the NGO, which decisively contributed to 

their new perspectives on life. They also met many HIV+ people, just like them, who 

became eventually their friends. The ideas of exchange and communality were also 

apparent in their accounts. However this communality was different from the meanings, 

defined by the broad political-communitarian identity category of “people living with HIV 

and AIDS”, which GPV symbolically and politically invested. Generally, informants saw 

their HIV+ colleagues as their real peers. Seropositivity was used as the main factor for 

belonging to GPV and this constituted the essential link to communality. On several 

occasions in the Open Tribune, for example, people wondered if they would be affiliated 

to GPV, if they were not “seropositive”. These different meanings of communality 

characterized distinct levels of symbolic construction, which were however concurrently 

relevant. On the one hand, GPV’s ideology and institutional practices underpinned a 

political unity by the use of the category “people living with HIV and AIDS”. There was a 

real positivity in its broad, political-communitarian meanings, which allowed a sense of 

symbolic communality sustained by ideals of “solidarity”. As showed by GPV’s 

heterogeneous composition (see chapter 6), this positivity was socially objective. On the 

other hand, it did not avoid some tension about the boundaries that differentiated 

individuals under this same category. The meanings of belonging to GPV were also 

based on the importance of a HIV+ status and, therefore, identity formation. As a
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remarkable and elucidative interpretation, Eduardo can give us an example of the 

substantive (or essential) differences of HIV status13:

Even if a seronegative person wanted to live with AIDS, even if one wants to give 
solidarity; even if one gets on together with someone with AIDS, living with AIDS 
is really to live with the virus, to live with the problem of medicine, to live with this 
dilemma that involves medicines and quality of life. A seronegative person does 
not live with it. He doesn’t need it for his survival. He doesn’t need it. He can take 
part in the struggle. He can be an active person. He can be a very important 
person in this struggle, bu t... Do you want to see? There’s a way of looking at it. 
For example, I don’t like peach. If I’ve never eaten peach, I cant’ say that I don’t 
like it. So the case of AIDS? How can I live with AIDS or live with cancer or, 
whatever, any of these violent pathologies? I can say that I live with it if I haven’t 
got the virus in me, if I haven’t got disease inside myself. Because if I have. This 
is very clear for me. This experience of the group is very clear for me. It’s 
different the relation among people who live with AIDS and between other 
people. It’s different. They speak the same language. A language that, in many 
aspects, those people who were there in the group think and say they live with 
AIDS, but they can’t live because they haven’t got the virus, because they’re not 
seropositives. So the sensitiveness of who lives with the virus is greater. Or the 
perception about the predicament of living with AIDS. It’s different of some 
people from GPV who are seronegative and insist that they live with AIDS. They 
can even live together with people who live with AIDS. Perhaps they know more 
about it. They are important people in the struggle, but it’s still different. (Eduardo)

8.5 - Serologic relations - clinical identities at work:

GPV activities constituted contexts in which its ideology ‘worked’. As I showed 

earlier, identity categories like the aidetico were questioned at certain length and others, 

such as soropositivo, soronegativo, and sorointerrogativo were mainly emphasized as 

socially and symbolically legitimate and were encompassed by the political- 

communitarian identity of “people living with HIV and AIDS”. These categories were, 

therefore, used and circulated within contexts of ideological work in GPV. In addition, this 

range of identity categories were also used by members in contexts of sociability, either 

inside or outside the NGO. To improve the understanding of the particular ways in which 

identity formation operated in relation to AIDS, we need to focus, therefore, on the forms 

of social differentiation by HIV status within GPV. I will describe how symbolic boundaries 

were constructed in the NGO through differences of HIV status. In addition, events of 

differentiation by HIV status have to be associated with practices of differentiation by 

gender and sexual orientation, which concurrently operated in the NGO.

13 HIV+ people elaborated interpretations of “seropositivity” and “HIV+ identity” which could be closely 
associated with the issues provoked by the debate between essentialism and constructivism in studies 
of sexuality and gender.
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Practices of differentiation and identity maintenance were normally treated by the 

NGO’s ideological work as a personal initiative, that is, as an individual decision and a 

matter of interpersonal interaction. This would suggest a clear aversion to identity politics. 

As Parker (1999; 1994) put it, the “politics of solidarity” was potentially invested. I do not 

want to assign completely to this point, for social identities were not criticized at first in 

GPV, unless they were overtly stigmatizing and prejudicial like the aidetico. As an NGO 

based on ideals of universalism, nobody was primarily criticized when asserted a 

particular identity. After his/her first visit, a newcomer could participate in all GPV 

activities and remain completely free to assert any sort of social identity, especially 

sexual and clinical ones, or not, just remaining there relatively anonymous. Nobody was 

obliged, therefore, to give any type of information about his/her particular sexual 

orientation or serologic status. Furthermore, if one asserted a particular identity (as gay; 

bisexual; heterosexual; or positivo and negativo, etc), it was considered as a personal 

information that needed to be respected and kept private. Confidentiality was an 

outstanding value to be followed and emphasized by GPV’s ideological work. In GPV, 

struggle against prejudice and discrimination was emphasized as well as respect for 

personal autonomy in self-identification. For an example of this practice, HIV status 

disclosure and forms of social identification were greatly minimized in the “welcome 

meeting”:

We had this position of not disclosing our HIV status in the “welcome meeting”. 
Firstly because we were speaking from the perspective of someone living with 
AIDS like GPV perceives. Then, there is no sense if me as a coordinator says: “I 
am Vinicius and I am HIV+. Or I am Vinicius and I am HIV negative. Because a 
person might hear what I said and think: “Ah, he is saying it because he’s 
positive. Ah, he’s saying it because he’s negative or because he’s the brother of 
HIV+ person”. In the meeting, our position is not based on stereotypes or on a 
rigid position that is applicable to everyone with AIDS. Sometimes, people asked 
me in the meeting: “Are you HIV positive?” And they asked me very 
embarrassed. If I do not answer, it’s more embarrassing because people think 
they were wrong to ask. So then I clarify that’s a strategic question. But I also 
teach them because they might ask again to someone in GPV without having an 
answer. Nobody will necessarily say ... (Vinicius Darriba; “welcome meeting” 
coordinator; psychologist).

The “welcome meeting” can be an ideal example of the kind of attitude shared 

and incorporated by GPV leaders, coordinators, and volunteers. Based on GPV ideology 

and principles, this attitude configured an ethical code to be maintained by GPV 

members. However, as an ethical code, respect for HIV disclosure, “coming out”, and 

identification had to be taught and was continuously reinforced in GPV. In activities like 

the “Open Tribune”, coordinators frequently insisted on this point of personal autonomy 

and confidentiality about private matters, including social identities. In 1998, the
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coordinator of the “Positive Cafe” deliberately interrupted the activity, which was packed 

with more than 30 members, stressing that nobody really needed to identify oneself by 

sexual identity or HIV status. He explained that someone (not personally identified) had 

previously embarrassed another colleague in a public context, when he identified him as 

a GPV member. This coordinator also emphasized the importance of mutual respect and 

confidentiality outside GPV. Notably, the ethical code about personal matters, especially 

identity, consisted a framework for social interactions in GPV. Most members tacitly 

incorporated this ethics to guide their own relations with other colleagues. As an 

example, a HIV+ woman told me about her first impressions about serologic 

differentiation in GPV. She had some difficulty in identifying who was HIV+ or not when 

she began to take part in the “women’s group”. According to her account, all participants 

in the activity could be potentially seropositive women. This in-differentiation by HIV 

status was considered a positive ground for her own HIV disclosure in the activity. She 

felt among ‘peers’ in a safe context:

Marilu: I defined myself seropositive. I said: “I don’t know what to do! What do I 
do?” I think I didn’t expose myself so personally. Little by little, I was revealing 
things. Like the fact that I didn’t tell my family [about my HIV+ status]. At first, it 
was just really technical. I defined myself as seropositive. I didn’t hide it. I didn’t 
got there and said that it happened with the neighbour or the friend of a neighbour 
like some people try to cover up. I didn’t say “Ah, I came here only to know if.
No! I really defined, asserted myself. It’s what I told you. I felt well: “I’m among 
my peers. There’s no reason to hide anything”.

Researcher: But some women were negative, weren’t they?

Marilu: Later I understood it. I didn’t have any idea that some people there were 
not positive. But probably because they were there just for one reason or another. 
Later I understood they were the mothers of seropositive people. Anyway, they 
would have a link, an image that was different of someone from outside, who can 
judge me and reproach me, let’s say.

The ethical ideas that marked interactions between GPV members were not only 

contained to contexts of ideological work like the NGO’s activities, but they were also 

expected to be pervasive in contexts of sociability, that is, in GPV’s everyday life and 

routine. Sociability depended on subtle factors of differentiation and identification which 

also generated their own social effects. Under the influence of GPV’s ideological work, 

interpersonal interactions were the most common way of knowing one’s serologic status, 

if he or she did not identify him/herself openly in GPV activities:

It was raining. I didn’t have an umbrella. ... And the rain didn’t stop. ... Then 
people asked: “Let’s have dinner? Well there is this rain anyway, so let’s go down 
there!” Daniel was also together with us. ... But nobody had already discovered if 
I was positive or not. Nor gay. Nothing! ... There was no kind of question. Indeed
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nobody asked anything. But then, Iris asked me a funny question: “Do you want 
an umbrella?” I told her: “No, I don’t mind!” “Can you get wet?” Then, the “can- 
you-get-wet?” was, in other words, “Are you seropositive?” (laughs). I was so 
calm that I told her: “Yeah, I can. What’s the matter?” I thought: “Well, the fact of 
me being seropositive does not matter here. It’s just some rain in the summer!” I 
thought: “What a weird relation! Ask me if I can get a little wet!?” (GPV veteran 
leader)

I didn’t have this idea of who was a carrier or not. Many meetings later, when 
Josias began to participate in GPV, he raised a very interesting question. He said: 
“When we came here, there was a morbid curiosity. We asked ourselves: “Is that 
one positive? Oh, no! He’s very well. He can’t be, can he?” I think I didn’t have 
necessarily this idea very clear. But I didn’t have any idea of who was or who was 
not. (Marilu).

Following this informant, a “morbid” curiosity about one’s HIV status could 

develop among GPV members. As GPV was a social setting receiving continuously an 

influx of people, HIV disclosure was an ordinary practice through interactions between 

members. A process of mutual, interpersonal knowledge chiefly contributed to clarify 

previous expectations. This process occurred, however, very informally and especially 

through the insertion in GPV internal networks. Attention to details, personal 

characteristics, and serologic ‘clues’ were constantly used among GPV members just to 

confirm one’s HIV status. A set of prescribed or expected behaviour usually played a 

significant part to this subtle, indirect process of differentiation and identification. As 

people became really affiliated to the NGO, members normally knew who who was HIV+ 

or not. There was a diffuse knowledge about the HIV status of most members, gained 

through interactions and frequent participation in the NGO’s activities and events. A sort 

of serologic cartography was relatively controlled by most members in GPV. Certainly 

mistakes could happen. Therefore many people could be erroneously identified as HIV+ 

members, when, in fact, they were HIV- or untested. In early 1998, for example, a female 

newcomer went out with a group of GPV members to a bar in Cinelandia. She often 

referred to us like a homogeneous group (“you”, voces), identifying all of us as 

“seropositive” and remarking that she did not have any sort of prejudice. In addition, 

many GPV members told me about some of their mistakes in spotting HIV+ colleagues. 

Sometimes, a member took several years to ‘discover’ the ‘real’ HIV status of another 

one, normally through an informal, occasional context of sociability, such as happened 

with two GPV veterans:

Do you know something very funny? (laughing). I knew not so long ago, just one 
year ago! That man who worked in Pela Vidda, Cristovam? He was not 
seropositive! I always thought he was. He had an aidetico look (cara de aidetico)\ 
(laughs) He had that look of someone who was dying. I never really asked, 
because I was just waiting for the day of his death. Because with that diseased 
face that he always had! A face of someone who was dying of anaemia! He
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always had an anaemic face, incredible! Skin of people who was anaemic. I 
always thought that he was sick. And it was very funny just one year ago. 
Sometimes I saw him .... Then I met him one day. I talked and he told me: “But 
I’m not seropositive!” I nearly fell on the floor!...

Researcher: Didn’t you want to know who was seropositive or not in GPV?

No, I didn’t. Because nobody says in GPV. Nobody said. But, some people I 
considered obviously as seropositive. Some of them because they said. But 
others did not say anything, but I thought them obviously as seropositive. Or like 
this man, who in fact was not seropositive. But he was for me. He had AIDS. And 
a lot of AIDS! (laughs). And many other people. But it was something nobody 
asked in Pela Vidda. (A GPV male veteran member)

As we can see, different contexts could just confirm subjective expectations of a 

colleague’s serologic status or, on the contrary, create real misunderstandings or even 

clarify false suspicions. Furthermore, if identification as a “positive” or a “negative” 

member was not always verbally expressed or self-ascribed, other ways of differentiation 

were possible, especially according to discursive practices about the body and the self, 

such as noticed in the last quotation. The experience of AIDS and illness might be an 

important differential marker between HIV+ people and HIV- or untested people. 

Conversation about illness, drug management and their side effects was a central topic in 

many contexts of sociability. They were subjects that a HIV- member could feel 

especially distant, even if they felt interested or emotionally committed to the problems 

caused by AIDS. For example, some HIV- gay men who once had participated in GPV 

decided to keep a certain distance from the NGO later. They explained that their HIV+ 

colleagues talked normally on the fear of disease, their ailments, their AIDS drugs, even 

when they went out to a bar or a restaurant after the “Open Tribune”. Other HIV- 

members reported a certain feeling of strangeness to some of the topics discussed in this 

activity, when personal narratives and accounts also addressed points on illness and 

drug management:

Why did I come to GPV? It was certainly a world that I was interested in, but one 
that I was not familiar with. I had a feeling of strangeness. When I came to the 
Tribune, it was a situation which left me very strange. People talked about 
themselves. I didn’t have anything to say about me! I only had “thinkism”. So I 
began to feel fed up with Pela Vidda, but at the same I was very good. I really 
thought very interesting. All those people, that interesting world, completely 
different from my own world. (GPV HIV- leader).

The management and the embodiment of illness provided people with elements 

to subscribe their ideas of seropositivity. As GPV members talked about AIDS drugs, 

disease, and therapies through a personal point of view, they probably were creating 

conditions of social differentiation between HIV+ and HIV- members. In this case,
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however, differences of gender and sexual orientation or class and cultural background 

were underplayed, while HIV+ members discussed these topics, which consolidated a 

particular ground for identification and a certain sense of communality. Once in 1997, I 

was talking with one HIV+ man from a small town of the State of Rio de Janeiro. He did 

not take part in GPV, but he used to go occasionally to its headquarters, especially for 

getting information (bulletins; leaflets, etc). He complained about the health services in 

his hometown where AIDS drugs were normally distributed with extreme delay. He also 

mentioned that he was going to change his combination of AIDS drugs. We started to talk 

about different AIDS drugs and the most correct combinations, when he also asked me 

about the drugs which I was taking. When I told him that I was “negative”, he apologized, 

adding that as I was talking with him about AIDS drugs, he assumed that I was also 

“positive”. Notably, this situation occurred several times in fieldwork, when some GPV 

newcomers considered me agaive (HIV) because I was frequently involved in 

conversation about AIDS with HIV+ members. When their first impression changed, my 

social identity had to be also displaced to another serologic ‘topos’ or a different 

standpoint. If an uncertain HIV status was finally confirmed in an interaction between 

GPV members, it provoked a sort of socio-symbolic displacement of positions in relation 

to AIDS, for HIV serologic status was judged a crucial factor to define perspectives and 

possibilities in life.

As we can see, the communality originated from a shared experience of illness 

(which was culturally constructed in GPV) contributed to the maintenance of symbolic 

boundaries between HIV+ and HIV- people, regardless of the ideological work of the 

NGO. If these boundaries were constructed through interactions between members, they 

also constituted crucial elements to internal differentiation, including among HIV+ people. 

The communality of the experience of “seropositivity” could be fractured further through 

internally constituted differentiation. Several times in GPV activities, especially in the 

“Open Tribunes”, HIV+ participants could identify themselves as “asymptomatic 

seropositives” (soropositivos assintomaticos) or just as “asymptomatic”. In fact, the 

differentiation of “seropositives” in terms of an evolutionary temporality was very 

common until the mid-1990s. Like other clinical identities, “asymptomatic” was 

completely associated with health structures and the extreme medicalization of HIV+ 

people’s lives. However the social use of the category was also another symbolic 

strategy to challenge the meanings of death and disease, stressing the healthy condition 

of a HIV+ person, that is, he or she was just a “healthy seropositive”. The “asymptomatic” 

can be compared, on the one hand, to categories like aidetico, which was based on 

illness. On the other hand, the “asymptomatic” stood in relation to the opportunistic 

diseases caused by AIDS. Since the late 1980s, the management of AIDS was
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maintained by a range of technologies, especially viral markers (T-cell counts, viral load, 

etc), which were used to screen one’s health condition. GPV members talked about their 

regular tests, T-cell counts and their worries about developing AIDS. Although illness 

management has subjective implications to identity formation, the use of the category 

asymptomatic contributed mostly to the differentiation among HIV+ people, therefore 

between healthy and sick people. Some informants even noticed how this cultural 

concern on health and illness had an effect on their differentiation:

There is a competition about the stage of disease. Like this: “How much is your 
CD4 cell count?” How much is your viral load count? Did you have already any 
disease?” A sort of competition in relation to it. I noticed in GPV several times. 
This kind of information is not easy. They are concerned about it just to make a 
comparison about their own viral load, their CD4 cell count.... There is a 
competition in relation to it. Likewise there is a competition in the homosexual 
community about who’s got the bigger cock. There is also this thing in the 
seropositive community. It can be without harm, through the subconscious 
(laughs). (Andre).

However the differentiation between HIV+ and HIV- people was not primarily 

conceived within GPV. The genesis of social boundaries can not be simply located in the 

NGO as an organizational structure. GPV members incorporated and used terms and 

categories which were learnt in other settings. In fact, newcomers brought their own 

conceptions of HIV differentiation and identity construction. Certainly, some of them were 

the cultural meanings of the aidetico or other ideas that constituted the common sense of 

AIDS. When a GPV informant told me that he thought that a colleague was HIV+ 

because he had an “aidetico look” (cara de aidetico), he appropriated particular cultural 

meanings of AIDS at the same time that he used GPV ideological principles of privacy, 

confidentiality and interpersonal communication. Further, some preliminary ideas about 

serologic differentiation and clinical identities like soropositivo or soronegativo could be 

previously incorporated from institutional settings, such as hospitals, clinics and testing 

centers (see chapter 4). This incorporation was also never direct and automatic. In 1993, 

for an example, a HIV+ newcomer of low-income identified herself as soro in an “Open 

Tribune”, a creative appropriation of a clinical category (sero-”positive”) which had valid 

resonance in health structures and AIDS NGOs.

In short, contexts of work and sociability facilitated the assertion of clinical 

identities and differences. Therefore differentiation by HIV serologic status occurred 

within GPV through the work of clinical identities and other culturally constructed identity 

categories, regardless of the universalism sustained by the NGO and its mistrust of any 

sort of identity politics. GPV members have also incorporated and appropriated different 

meanings and categories from apparently conflicting social and cultural sources. Notably
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they have even taken them into GPV, which contributed to complexify the ways in which 

different perspectives of communality were constructed. In the next section, I will discuss 

how sociological factors affected GPV’s composition and, therefore, influenced practices 

of differentiation and identity construction. We will also see how definitions of illness and 

identity formation were embedded in power relations and hierarchy14.

8.6 - Clinical identities, resources and politics:

The use of identity categories and the social practices of differentiation by HIV 

status were just preliminary elements to understand the complex aspects affecting GPV. 

Members were involved in particular practices of differentiation which were defined by 

the objective control of resources and professionalism (see chapter 6). Distinction 

affected, however, GPV composition through differences of HIV status. There was the 

manipulation of a binary opposition defined by serologic status through the differentiation 

of whom was emotionally committed to GPV or not, that is, who was exclusively 

interested in professional goals. How did these differences refer to objective differences 

in the access of resources and positions in GPV? Did someone take any advantage from 

AIDS?15

In GPV, political conflict did not involve necessarily differences of HIV status. The 

‘Tuesday political meetings” were contexts where political conflict was overtly expressed, 

but it was rarely characterized by binary opposition of serologic status. Participants used 

frequently their HIV status as particular standpoints by which they were positioned, but 

discussions on identity politics referred to external disputes between GPV and other 

Brazilian NGOs, especially GIV or international associations of PWA. In other words, 

GPV ideology was rarely questioned internally until 1995. However GPV members used 

to criticize their colleagues and leaders by differences of HIV status in contexts of 

sociability. Therefore a certain privacy was required to gossip or make a criticism. 

Certainly gossip involved a relative trust in whom was taking part in a conversation. 

Internal social networks of GPV volunteer members were important in spreading 

comments and criticism which, otherwise, might cause conflict in the context of its 

activities and their ideological work. The logic of sociability greatly contributed to a 

particular political dimension that did not question directly GPV ideological principles. 

Therefore gossip about or criticism of GPV directors and political leaders included

14 This point of cultural appropriation resounds the issues discussed by Martin (1994) on the complex 
incorporation of medical knowledge by ordinary people.

15 In GPV, members used a Brazilian expression to conceive that someone was taking advantage 
from AIDS: “Ele/Ela dava-se bem as custas da AIDS”.
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accusations which were not so confrontational, but encouraged the formation of small 

networks and internal political alliances between members. If we consider the limitation 

in sociability caused by the logic of work in the NGO, networks composed of GPV 

volunteers became progressively (but not completely) apart from networks composed of 

staff members, directors and a few political leaders. In either public or private contexts, 

these internal networks constituted the essential ground for political antagonism in GPV, 

including by boundaries defined by differences of HIV status. Bars and restaurants were 

sometimes the most intense contexts of GPV politics16.

Accusations against “negative” staff members made by “positive” volunteer 

members involved a large range of subjects, but mostly addressed their control of 

economic and material resources or their mainly professional links to GPV. It involved in 

part the criticism of the process of bureaucratization and high professionalism affecting 

GPV. HIV- members were criticized for climbing professionally (carreirismo) or for 

improving their “C.V”. They were also considered as ordinary “employees” (funcionarios; 

see chapter 6), which were not sincerely attached to the NGO, but earned salaries 

because HIV+ people suffered with AIDS. Accusations normally referred to the selection 

of HIV negative members as coordinators of several activities, especially if they also 

received any sort of economic support. The “welcome meeting”, in particular, was 

targetted for this criticism. As an activity considered crucial to GPV affiliation, 

coordinators were thought to be really committed to giving warm support to newcomers. 

As they were mainly selected among HIV- members who were professional 

psychologists and did not have a long period of affiliation to the NGO, they were normally 

accused of taking advantage of AIDS. In addition, if a HIV negative or untested person 

worked as a volunteer, he was seen as an exception because they just had “love for the 

cause”, that is, they actually “cared for” HIV+ people. Certainly this criticism against HIV- 

members was also directed to some HIV+ leaders who occupied political positions or 

work functions in GPV hierarchical structure. They were seen as an exclusive group 

(panelinha\ patota) which maintained itself by controlling power and resources in GPV. 

As an example, a veteran HIV+ woman criticized one HIV+ director because he was 

subservient (capacho, literally “the door mat”) to a HIV- leader. GPV directors were also 

criticized because they travelled to International conferences and meetings (the 

AIDStoui), while most HIV+ volunteers did not have this opportunity. As I discussed in 

chapter 6, volunteers were considered as the “working force” (mao de obra, as bases or 

leles) in GPV. According to this perspective, they only worked and did not have any sort 

of return from this. I also discussed how social interactions between volunteers and

16 In chapter 6 , 1 discussed how GPV was affected progressively in its trajectory by the implications 
of high institutionalization and reproduction of the logic of work.
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professionals were also seen through this diffuse internal criticism. HIV- directors were 

deeply aware of these accusations and internal criticism among HIV+ volunteer 

members:

“Don’t you have a son who died of AIDS? Don’t you have a relative who died of 
AIDS? Aren’t you related to anyone who died of AIDS? Aren’t you seropositive? 
So what are you doing here?” This is the problem of who has got legitimacy to 
talk about whom. ... So I was burdened about it. It was the same story of taking 
advantage from AIDS. If you do not have any direct involvement with AIDS, you 
might be taking advantage, earning something from AIDS. Therefore, even if 
indirectly, I noticed something in this way. The charge of seropositivity. But it was 
a charge by those who don’t know me very well, (a former GPV director)

This range of internal accusations was present in the historical trajectory of GPV, 

but they probably became more salient in its period of consolidation. Conflict about 

resources and political authority emerged very early, especially after the death of Herbert 

Daniel. However they had a stronger impact during 1994-1995. They also emerged 

occasionally years later (when I did fieldwork), but they lost part of their earlier 

vehemence and ideological motivation. The argument was, however, very similar. In 

1994-95, therefore, a political cartography was constituted by internal networks which 

reflected mutual accusations, criticism, and gossip. This political conflict addressed 

particularly the differences of HIV status and the maintenance of clinical identities. 

Notably, the greater presence of HIV- and untested people occupying positions as 

“professionals”, paid staff, and employees in GPV provoked a very skeptical perception 

of their affiliation in the NGO among many HIV+ volunteers:

There are just a few seronegative people who go to the group only to do 
volunteer work. The majority of seronegative people who come to GPV want to 
make their C.V. They just want to reach something through GPV. It’s not because 
of solidarity. Solidarity? Only in the paper! Only if written! (a HIV+ woman; GPV 
veteran member).

As earlier in the period of 1994-95, the same sort of internal criticism towards 

HIV- directors and paid staff was also the subject of conversation in networks of 

volunteer members in 1997-98. The argument was very similar to that earlier criticism, 

stressing that “seronegative” people occupied positions in GPV, especially for paid work 

in HIV prevention projects. This criticism also reached the ‘Tuesday political meetings”, 

which motivated an immediately response from GPV directors board, including HIV+ 

directors, who contested these accusations. Competence and skills were reinforced as 

the main factors to explain the selection of HIV negative candidates to work in the NGO 

(see chapter 6). HIV+ members, on the contrary, questioned that GPV was not giving 

objective, equitable conditions of work. We have to consider, therefore, how social
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conditions of possibility in accessing an objective range of chances and alternatives were 

really structured and reproduced within GPV. This raises the question of how HIV+ 

people could access economic and cultural resources or political and work positions in 

GPV. If we consider survey data collected in 1997-1998, we could have a sociological 

picture of how GPV composition and hierarchy was affected by differences in HIV status:

HIV
positive

HIV
negative

untested total

executive directors 
(paid and non-paid staff) 4 1 1 6

coordinators 
(paid and non paid staff) 1 3 1 5

project workers 
(paid staff) 1 5 6

secretaries, manual work, 
etc. (paid staff) . 2 2

GPV volunteer members, 
veterans and newcomers. 44 10 5 59

total 50 19 9 78

Table 6: HIV status, work, and hierarchy in GPV. November 1997-March 1998.

I examined GPV members who occupied political and hierarchical positions and 

constituted the paid staff. They were 19 members (24% out of 78 respondents)17. 

Notably, 4 HIV positive members occupied the highest hierarchical positions (67% out of 

6 positions) in the NGO, while one director was HIV negative and another was untested. 

There were 3 HIV negative; one HIV positive and one untested coordinators, who 

occupied an intermediary position in GPV structure. In addition, there were 6 individuals 

(32% out of 19) who worked as paid staff in the NGO’s institutional projects or in 

intervention work: 5 were HIV negative and just one was HIV negative. There were 59 

volunteer members, out of which 44 were HIV positive (75%); 10 were HIV negative 

(17%); and 5 were untested (8%). As we can see HIV+ people constituted the majority of 

members in the directors board and also as GPV volunteers. However HIV negative 

individuals (5; 83% out of 6) were the majority of people occupying positions as project 

workers, while the two untested respondents worked as secretaries. In GPV intermediary 

political positions (coordinators), there were 3 HIV negative members (60% out of 5). If 

we consider the 13 HIV negative and untested members who worked in paid or

17 I did not include here two GPV media consultants (journalists; PR staff). The number of personnel 
working in the “Legal advice service” varied enormously over the years. Many trainees and law 
students took part in the service. In 1997-1998, however, two lawyers and an assistant occupied 
formal positions, but there also was a small number of volunteers, who unfortunately I did not 
interview.
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hierarchical positions, they constituted the majority (68%) in relation to HIV positive 

members who really worked in the NGO (6; 32%). Notably the high number of HIV 

negative people working in positions which were defined by a process of selection 

provoked criticism and complaints among GPV volunteers, especially HIV positive 

members. Although HIV positive people occupied the most important hierarchical 

positions, their volunteer colleagues also considered their representativeness in GPV 

intermediary and paid positions. Individuals employed in institutional projects were not 

necessarily GPV volunteers who became engaged in professional functions. They were 

basically selected by GPV directors board in terms of their capacity and professional 

skills. Therefore internal criticism involved the argument that GPV was dominated by a 

small, exclusive network of friends (therefore the use of the term panelinha) and, further, 

was also based on the argument that HIV negative people were taking advantage of 

HIV+ people (se dando bem as custas da AIDS) and improving their professional 

careers.

Some other factors have to be considered. There was the impact of health and 

illness in the life of a HIV positive individual. GPV HIV positive members normally 

stressed their own health limitations in comparison to HIV negative or untested members. 

In its first years, illness or eventually the death of a HIV positive member represented a 

limiting factor to the maintenance of the NGO (see chapter 6). After 1996 with the 

popularization of combination therapies and new AIDS drugs, illness management can 

still be seen as an objective disadvantage for HIV+ people. In addition, legal impediments 

of work have constrained HIV positive people in Brazil. If a HIV+ individual was early 

retired by illness or received social benefits, he/she could not be allowed to work legally. 

This legal obstacle was another real, objective disadvantage for HIV+ people, who 

normally had to work voluntarily in GPV, while this factor did not hinder HIV- members 

from working in the NGO18:

The first thing to be adopted in Pela Vidda is a new relation between seronegative 
and seropositive people. For example, competing for a position within Pela 
Vidda. Competing as an equal. You can write a project in which the first 
paragraph obliges you to be full time employed. How can a seropositive person 
be fully employed? The majority are retired or they receive social benefits [auxflio 
doenga]. You can’t be full employed. This is a great barrier. We stay there 
watching the time go by, only working voluntarily in the AIDS helpline. There is no 
other way to work there! (Nelson, HIV+ heterosexual man; 31 year old; secondary 
school; He was retired).

18 This factor was crucial, but the Grupo Pela Vidda-Niteroi had a successful strategy of giving work 
to HIV+ members through temporary, ‘free-lancer’ contracts.
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As we can see, HIV negative members were seen in a very suspicious way, if 

they engaged in professional work in GPV. Notably, out of six who worked as project 

workers, five were HIV negative and had a high degree. The theme of social distinction 

(as I discussed in chapter 6) was also apparent in the accusations and the criticism made 

by HIV positive volunteers. As HIV negative staff members were mainly in the process of 

consolidation of their professional careers (as young lawyers, psychologists, etc), their 

social and cultural capital was considered an advantage for HIV+ volunteer members, 

especially if they were retired or received benefits. The legal constraints of work for HIV+ 

people produced objective conditions for their social inequality and economic 

disadvantage, which could be extremely harsh, if one did not have any sort of 

professional training. Social and cultural background had, therefore, an impact on the 

conditions of possibility of work in the social world of AIDS, which was mostly dominated 

by middle class people. As Brazil lived under constant economic uncertainty, work 

opportunities created in this ‘new’ social world constituted a real social advantage. Work 

in an AIDS NGO was a good alternative for young, middle class professionals, whether 

HIV+ or not. However HIV status could constitute a decisive obstacle for the employment 

of HIV+ people in full time work. Under these circumstances, the social reproduction of 

an institution like GPV was constantly affected by macro-sociological factors which 

delineated a visible tension between an ideological model of organization and the ways in 

which political hierarchy and social affiliation were dependent on differences in HIV 

status. In GPV, economic resources were unequally obtained, although ideals of 

solidarity and, more recently, empowerment constituted its ideology. Therefore “positive” 

and “negative” members competed unevenly for economic and cultural capital in this 

NGO19.

8.7 - The creation of the “National Network of People Living with 

HIV/AIDS:

As GPV did not emphasize any sort of identity politics, unless it was encapsulated 

within the political-communitarian category of “people living with HIV and AIDS”, many of 

its members were not essentially interested in the political assertion of a clinical identity. 

Certainly practices and contexts of differentiation and identification were objectively 

reproduced, regardless of GPV ideological work, as I have discussed throughout this

19 Gender can also be seen as a complementary factor. Notably, men seemed to be particularly 
affected by these limitations of work, since many had to leave their jobs and lost their economic 
capital. If they were heterosexual, problems could be worse, especially in the case of married men.
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chapter. However the social and political maintenance of a clinical identity also became a 

crucial issue for some other GPV members. I will discuss how issues of identity became 

enormously politicized in the NGO. Internal conflict on these issues of identity has to be 

associated with broad ideological disputes and the co-existence of different models of 

AIDS organization in Brazil. In addition, the connections between local and global levels 

may have a direct impact on the different strategies of social mobilization and identity 

formation.

At the national level, politico-ideological disputes about meanings of “living with 

HIV and AIDS” occurred very often from the early 1990s, but it was mainly expressed in 

the national meetings of AIDS activist organizations. In these contexts, the dispute 

between NGOs based on different models of organization, such as GPV and the Sao 

Paulo based GIV (Grupo de Incentive* a Vida; see chapter 5) normally occurred. GIV was 

characterized by a model of social organization to which GPV was mainly opposed:

One of our problems with GIV was its meetings only for seropositive people. GIV 
was a place where people met even to flirt or for cruising. We didn’t think in the 
same way. We thought it as a kind of self-discrimination. You couldn’t ask for 
solidarity from society if seropositive people were even segregating themselves. 
(Jose Stalin Pedrosa).

At the same time, early in its first year, GPV’s ideology was strongly used, for 

example, to criticize the official positions of global meetings that stressed HIV+ identity 

and “PWA” mobilization, such as the 4th and the 5th World Conferences of People living 

with AIDS in Madrid and London (Grupo Pela Vidda, 1990a, 1990b; Beloqui, 1991). As I 

have pointed out, based on principles of solidarity and a universal, non-exclusive (Terto 

Jr, 1997) conception of “living with AIDS” by which participation and affiliation into the 

group was not motivated by HIV+ status, GPV normally took a position of either 

distancing and criticism against what once was called a “sort of discrimination” (GPV, 

ibid) or an equivocal idea of a “blood nobility” (Beloqui, ibid). In Sao Paulo, speaking from 

the second GPV founded in Brazil, Jorge Beloqui asked some questions to all GPV 

members about the Madrid Conference of PWAs :

a) Will we reject, either in group or individually, to be identified as HIV 
interrogative, HIV negative, and HIV positive? b) Will all of us go (HIV 
interrogative, HIV negative, and HIV positive) to any activity of this Meeting, while 
violating an organization rule? c) Will we be previously explicit to this procedure? 
d) Will we consider illegitimate if HIV+ people get together whenever they 
wanted? (Beloqui, in GPV, 1990b).

As an extreme position, the “inapplicability” of a “seropositive identity” in Brazil 

was even considered (Beloqui, 1991). The eloquent defense of a generic affiliation and
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universal values of solidarity was many times objectively demonstrated. In 1990, when a 

HIV negative doctor gave a talk in GPV, Herbert Daniel defined her by the way “the 

North-Americans call PWA, that is: a person living with AIDS”. As a result, she was 

applauded by a moved audience (GPV, 1990c). The tension between identity-based 

(specific) organizations and forms of universal (non-specific) mobilization was, however, 

presented internally in GPV, as we saw in chapter 6, by the creation of activities which 

would be preferably opened to everyone, such as the Open Tribune. Yet in the GPV 

located in the Southern city of Curitiba (State of Parana), a particular meeting of HIV+ 

people consolidated since its creation (Volpato, 1991; Terto Jr, 1997). In the social world 

of AIDS NGOs, symbolic struggles over models of social organization had an impact on 

the ways in which identity formation was conceived in particular social settings, but they 

also described social conditions of real tension within and between organizations.

At the national level, however, the criticism of the GPV political-communitarian 

category of “people living with HIV and AIDS” became more evident in the 4th National 

Meeting of People living with HIV and AIDS (Vivendo), held in 1994. Hitherto, identity 

politics was not a particularly significant issue at this annual meeting, especially because 

it was organized by GPV and ABIA. When it became a large, important event, funded by 

the Ministry of Health and international agencies, things changed. At the same time, 

however, as an issue, “seropositivity” still had to compete with the visibility and the 

political representation of other social actors like “prostitutes” or “homosexuals”. A “HIV 

positive” voice was still politically weak. Certainly activists and members from other 

Brazilian NGOs brought with them their own considerations about identity formation and 

representation which clashed with the universalism proposed by GPV. In 1994, it became 

a little more salient. Nevertheless, as a demonstration of an internal tension about identity 

politics, GPV also programmed panels and workshops stressing the particular 

experience of “seropositivity” and AIDS. In the the 4th Vivendo, the panel entitled “Living 

with HIV and AIDS” was composed of Jads Baiao, GPV HIV+ vice-president, Adelmo 

Turra, a HIV+ leader from GAPA-Porto Alegre (located in the Southern State of Rio 

Grande do Sul) and Rosilda Marinho from GPV-Goiania (city in the Central-West State of 

Goias), who was the representative of the Pan-American Association of PWAs, which 

was informed by identity politics and contrasted with the ideological universalism of GPV. 

As we can see, differences between other Grupos Pela Vidda also reflected a tension 

between different models of social organization and ideological principles. In addition, 

political representation in regional, continental and global associations had an initial 

impact on local and national levels. In GPV, this sort of political discussion did not refer 

any longer to participation in global “PWA” events. Identity politics was already an 

internal dispute among Brazilian AIDS NGOs and, above all, even within ‘GPV’s
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backyard’. In 1994, the participation of Rosilda Marinho in the Pan-American network of 

PWAs and later in ICW (International Community of Women living with HIV and AIDS) 

was considered with suspicion and criticism, especially among GPV-Rio leaders. 

Disputes among leaders of different GPVs located in other Brazilian cities also emerged 

more prominently. They happened pari passu internal disputes over HIV status 

differentiation in the contexts of work and sociability in GPV-Rio20.

In its period of institutional consolidation, GPV was already confronted internally 

by an increase in discussion about differences of HIV status or the assertion of clinical 

identities. For example, veteran members could criticize the “orthodoxy” prevailing in the 

NGO about HIV+ “coming out” in internal activities or meetings of GPV staff and 

coordinators. They asserted that they normally identified themselves as “positive” and 

claimed for more emphasis on the representation of “seropositivity”. Internal conflict 

became, therefore, stronger when GPV ideology of “people living with HIV/AIDS” was 

already dominant at the local level. In 1994-95, the internal networks of volunteer 

members involved in political antagonism were mainly composed of homosexual men 

and heterosexual women, who were mostly HIV positive. They constituted the most direct 

opponents to GPV staff and to the directors board. They never constituted, however, a 

“real” group, although GPV directors saw them as a certain political, even dangerous 

unity threatening GPV21. This network eventually involved some GPV volunteer 

coordinators and even a paid staff member. Their individual position in this political 

conflict varied according to contexts, facts and their own interactions with GPV directors 

and leaders. Interactions depended on a constant, unstable political ground which was 

affected by social bonds, general forms of reciprocity, links of friendship, and personal 

affinities or disputes. Once, for example, after the gay and lesbian march organized for 

the International meeting of ILGA (International Lesbian and Gay Association, realized in 

Rio in June 1995), a group of eight GPV members had lunch in a restaurant in 

Copacabana. This group was mostly composed of GPV HIV positive volunteers and only 

two were staff members, who were also HIV positive. They questioned that only a 

“minority” of HIV+ members worked in GPV. They also criticized the way in which some 

activities (convivencia), such as the Positive Cafe and Open Tribune, were ignored, while 

the “Legal advice service” and HIV prevention projects were emphasized. Their criticism 

also addressed the issue of health care and assistance for HIV+ people, which GPV was

20 For example, these internal disputes over identiy formation and serologic differentiation were already 
extremelly evident in late 1993 and during 1994 in the Grupo Pela Vidda located in Niteroi. It 
anteceded the conflicts emerged in GPV-Rio not so later.

21“Scum” (laia) and “pernicious” were terms used by directors to define some of these volunteers. 
Notably, I wonder how I was seen by these GPV directors in this period, for I was also socially close 
to their opponents and even took part in their internal network. Needless to say that my position was 
extremelly difficult at that time. I frequently considered giving up with this research, which was 
becoming nearly impossible to be really carried out.
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presumed indifferent to. This interest on health services and assistance became an 

important issue to the political disputes between HIV+ volunteers and GPV executive 

directors and staff members. While the program of the 5th Vivendo was discussed, HIV+ 

volunteers insisted on the inclusion of activities and panels dealing with “assistance” for 

HIV+ people. Health care, however, characterized an important issue for HIV+ members 

rather than “prevention”, which was the main source of funding into GPV. The emphasis 

on “assistance” or “prevention” reflected the conflicting dualism between differences of 

HIV status22.

In early 1995, the internal political disputes involving differentiation of HIV status 

coincided with more pressure exerted from other Brazilian AIDS NGOs, which already 

had ideological disputes with GPV. The Brazilian representative of ICW, who was also a 

GIV member, visited GPV trying to organize a Meeting of HIV+ women before the 5th 

Vivendo, to be organized in September. This meeting would be the first event to gather 

Brazilian and foreign HIV+ women associated with international HIV+ networks and 

associations (i.e. GNP+, ICW, etc). In addition, the negotiation of this first Meeting of 

HIV+ women also involved the representative of the Pan-American Association of PWAs, 

who, as I said earlier, was also a leader of GPV-Goiania and suffered criticism from 

GPV-RJ about her political function in this global network. However political negotiation 

did not advance beyond more than some preliminary conversation between the NGOs. 

Some GPV directors questioned more directly the way in which the PWA networks and 

associations dealt with identity politics. As a contrast, they used to cite precisely Herbert 

Daniel as the main source of their ideas about “living with HIV”, which was prominent at 

the national level. As a result, some GPV HIV positive women became more critical of 

their NGO. In addition, the international PWA associations had still a very limited impact 

on Brazil in 1995. The AIDS NGOs from the State of Sao Paulo were creating closer links 

to these agencies at the global level (see chapter 5) and were more at ease with their 

identity politics. Certainly the influence of these international associations was seen in a 

very dubious way by GPV-Rio and even ABIA, which was also involved in the 

organization of the event. The influence of PWA networks could provoke a 

rearrangement of the political scenario of AIDS NGOs in Brazil. They also could 

encourage identity politics.

In September 1995, the creation of RNP+, specifically at the 5th Vivendo, was an 

occasion in which internal divergence in relation to differences of HIV status, GPV 

political hierarchy and AIDS professionalism was at its highest. The RNP+ was created

22 In 1993, a few HIV+ volunteers became interested in the elaboration of a intervention project of 
home care towards HIV+ people. The idea of “assistance” was generally questioned by GPV (see 
chapter 5). Therefore home care was considered a deviation from political activism proposed by the 
NGO.
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by NGO members from all over the country, but some founding members were from 

GPV. After the 5th Vivendo, an evaluation meeting of members and leaders of the 

different GPVs around Brazil was also organized. It became the political context in which 

GPV directors and leaders strongly condemned the HIV positive volunteers and leaders 

who took part in the creation of RNP+ or in a parallel small meeting of HIV+ women. 

Later, some of these volunteers even left definitively the NGO (including some trustees) 

or took a less politically engaged, skeptical position within GPV. As a result, the internal 

network which constituted the most critical opposition within GPV-Rio weakened and was 

rearranged into informal contacts outside GPV. This was an important point in the 

understanding of the practices of differentiation and the real configuration of distinct 

logics in GPV. This problem also affected other GPVs located in different Brazilian cities, 

especially in Sao Paulo and Goiania. Founding members of these local GPVs also re

evaluated the ideological framework that sustained the genesis of the NGO and even 

moved out to other organizations (see Beloqui, 1995}23:

The meeting of the RNP+ was very tense. One [GPV director] just went there for 
disturbing. He was positive. At this time, I was closer to Jorge Beloqui. He left 
Pela Vidda-Sao Paulo and got into GIV. So we were close. The crucial thing was 
the setting up of the RNP+. It was created in that meeting.... Later [a GPV female 
veteran leader] was crucified. After every Vivendo there is a meeting of all 
Brazilian Grupos Pela Vidda. She was there and was crucified. She just crumbled 
down. She heard many aggressive things. This is the issue. We are not against 
HIV negative people. We just want a space for ourselves! A private space. We’ve 
got a thousand contradictions among ourselves. But do we still have to bear the 
contradictions of serologic status!? This is much more complicated. When our life 
expectancy is longer, we can have our own voice. [...] The idea of the network 
was a reality constituted in Brazil. We didn’t have many groups only for 
seropositive people. Even GIV has seronegative members, although they don’t 
take part in the direction board and they haven’t got power about money or 
decisions. ... If a seronegative one has a proposal, to be accepted it needs to be 
circulated and negotiated. Our concern was not to exclude anyone. We wanted to 
create a HIV+ network of people who are already in the NGOs and in other 
places. To exchange things. To discuss organization. Or to fight for more power. 
There are many NGOs where HIV+ members haven’t got power. They don’t vote. 
... If they [HIV negative members] get money ... because I’ve got AIDS, then 
people with AIDS must be in the projects. This is the issue. One has to elaborate 
projects for the demands of people with AIDS. ... And empower people! In Pela 
Vidda, the issue was who was investing in whom? [...] The network basically 
exchanges information today. This is the issue of getting access to information, 
treatment, assistance, funding, just to break with this monopoly of information 
constructed generally by the directors staff of NGOs (Alexandre Meyer, 
sociologist, RNP+, Rio de Janeiro)

23 In June 1998, the RNP+ was composed of 800 people. The State of Rio de Janeiro, including the 
capital, gathered 30 individuals (information given by Alexandre Meyer Alves de Lima).
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The antagonism between GPV and RNP+ was maintained throughout the late 

1990s. In 1997, for example, the organization of the 7th Vivendo was affected by the 

polemic about awarding a number of grants and scholarships for HIV+ people, such as 

was proposed by the representantives of RNP+ from the Northeastern State of 

Pernambuco. GPV directors argued that their NGO never took a position favouring 

differentiation of HIV status. Meanwhile angry letters were exchanged between the two 

agencies. The antagonism was so strong that GPV members were apprehensive that 

some direct conflict could happen in the Vivendo. However GPV had already 

reconsidered its political antagonism to the RNP+ and even about International 

associations of PWA. Notably some of its leaders and even directors also participated in 

the RNP+ and took part in regional and national meetings of the Network. In turn, 

members of the RNP+ were also invited to participate in panels and workshops 

organized by GPV at the Vivendo. Further, even AIDS leaders of GNP+ (Global Network 

of PWAs) were also invited to participate as special guests at the Vivendo. In 1997, for 

example, Shaun Mellors, International Coordinator of GNP+, was invited to give a plenary 

speech. Generally, therefore, GPV had to rethink its political interaction with AIDS 

associations based on identity politics. Even themes like “assistance” and “health care” 

for HIV+ people, which were criticized in the early 1990s, were now reconsidered. 

Initiated in 1998, the GPV’s Buddy project had some similarities with the idea of a “home 

care” service suggested in 1993-94 by some HIV+ volunteer members:

People don’t like to lose space. You don’t want to lose militants. Who does go 
normally to the RNP+? They’re the militants of other NGOs. They’re not satisfied 
or they’re not agreeing with each other. Suddenly, they find another better model. 
So you’re losing a militant from a NGO to another. Nobody wants to lose 
militants. At that time [1995], Pela Vidda was radically against all the Networks. 
Today, on the contrary. You see already a poster of the RNP+ there. It’s more 
soft, more light now. They had to evolve in this aspect. Otherwise, they would 
become AIDS dinosaurs! (Eduardo).

The creation of RNP+ underlined the importance of political representation, 

cultural visibility, and the ideal of a particular “voice” for HIV+ people. Its members 

stressed the specificity of “living with HIV” (viver com o HIV) in contrast to “living 

together” (conviver) with HIV+ people. As a network or a coalition of HIV+ individuals, the 

social model of organization defended by RNP+ also contrasted to the model reproduced 

by GPV. Probably the broad meanings of solidariedade popularized by GPV were not in 

dispute with the RNP+, but the ways in which they were claimed for and the objective 

practicalities of people’s participation and social engagement against the epidemic might 

have caused a very different, non-harmonic scenario. In other words, the ideological 

hegemony of GPV and its meanings of “living with HIV and AIDS” were contested by a
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different ideological and organizational model which underlined the specificity of clinical 

identities and their empowerment, either nationally or locally in the State of Rio de 

Janeiro. This difference in ideological and organizational aspects contributed to the 

positivity of identity politics related to AIDS in Brazil. Notwithstanding, this identity politics 

was also directly influenced by GPV and its claims against stigmatization and the social 

“clandestinity” of HIV+ people (Beloqui, ibid). We could say that RNP+ was only 

consolidated because of the social and symbolic significance of the ideological 

framework proposed early by GPV and, moreover, because the network build itself as a 

manifest contrast to the Carioca NGO. The cultural meanings of “people living with HIV 

and AIDS” became problematic and were transformed by the creation of the RNP+, 

which offered another definition of the same political-communitarian category. However, 

as I described earlier, the importance given to discourses of “seropositivity” and to 

identity politics was asserted at local and global levels, which exposed, on the one hand, 

transnational relations between HIV+ people in Brazil and other countries and, on the 

other hand, the complexity of the simultaneous operation of organizational and 

ideological models which can not be easily contrasted in terms of North-South or First 

World-Third World cultural divisions.
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Chapter 9 - Conclusions:

This thesis aimed to discuss how larger process of identity construction were 

developed in the context of Metropolitan Rio de Janeiro. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 provided a 

comprehensive perspective on the larger levels of this process. The importance of Grupo 

Pela Vidda in the historical formation of the social world of AIDS in Rio de Janeiro was 

considered.

In spite of its ideology of ‘no identity politics’, GPV was a social setting where 

sexual and gender identities were enforced and reinforced continuously by the logic of 

sociability. Members, especially heterosexual women, went through a process of 

incorporation of sexual knowledge and self-making by the use and circulation of gender 

and sexual identities, when they socialized together within GPV and other public settings. 

This process of incorporation was not completely disassociated from the reproduction of 

gender and sexual meanings which have culturally informed Brazilians. However these 

‘new’ cultural meanings and the correlative forms of identity construction had a significant 

positivity to generate changes in personal understanding of sexuality. Therefore different 

models of identity formation were simultaneously operative in the same social setting. 

This was mainly due to the participation of members of different social and cultural origin 

and background.

As I have explained throughout this thesis, GPV was continuously affected by its 

social and symbolic links with other agencies and structures, such as health clinics. While 

GPV responded to the cultural impact of the stigmatizing meanings of the aidetico, it also 

contributed to the positivity of clinical identities, such as soropositivo and soronegativo, 

which mainly originated from health structures like testing centres and clinics (see 

chapter 4). Social differentiation by HIV status was produced, therefore, by the concurrent 

incorporation of different models of cultural reference, that is, popular (from the news 

media and the common sense of AIDS), medical (from the medical structures and 

biomedical knowledge), and political-ideological ones (mainly from AIDS NGOs).

As we can see, GPV ideology of solidarity and broad, universalistic categorization 

of “people living with HIV and AIDS”, although symbolically and institutionally powerful for 

a civil organization, seemed to be weak in relation to the social dynamics generated in 

the NGO. The objectivity of interactions of sociability, affected by the reproduction and 

emergence of gender, sexual and clinical identities, questioned this ideology in its own 

core. These interactions were constantly shaped, on the one hand, by power relations 

and asymmetries defined by gender and sex hierarchies and, on the other, by forms of 

distinction, built in by the reproduction of class differences.
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In GPV, the construction and conflict of identities were expressed by the 

disposition and reproduction of different social logics. The logic of work was supported by 

the dominance of GPV ideological principles, which guided an organization composed of 

members of different social and cultural backgrounds, HIV status, gender and sexual 

orientation. GPV ideology of broad, universal affiliation gave objective symbolic 

conditions to the improvement and reproduction of the logic of work, which was able to 

be instrumentalized in spite of real hierarchical differences within the NGO. GPV was 

also affected by the different social logic of sociability which affected its everyday life and 

social interactions between members. GPV ideal of convivencia was the ideological 

principle closer to the logic of sociability. In sociability, above all, identities were 

displayed, reproduced and contested. By the logic of sociability, identity formation was 

chiefly expressed and provided GPV with conflicts that contested the dominant 

determinacy of its ideology of “people living with HIV and AIDS”. In contexts of sociability, 

sexual, gender and clinical identities were operated and affected profoundly the historical 

making of GPV.
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